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Abstract
Rivers are essential components of the earth surface. The world’s largest rivers have been studied
much less than to smaller rivers. They are dominated by meandering channels – whether these are
individual km-wide meander bends or ‘accessory’ meandering channels in an anabranching system.
Large rivers, specifically ones with laterally migrating bends, can build a variety of floodplain
elements that are represented by a complex surface topography, the dynamics and characteristics
of which are not yet fully understood.
This research brings a greater understanding to, and quantification of, the floodplain topography
and geomorphology of large rivers. The project uses remote sensing imagery of the World’s largest
rivers, LiDAR datasets of meandering scroll bar topography, and global coverage elevation data.
Novel analytical methods are created, involving image manipulation and GIS processing, to quantify
these landforms in a way that was not possible until recent technological and computational
advancements.
A new hierarchical classification schema of meandering floodplain deposits is presented and
applied to quantify meandering deposits for two large rivers, the Amazon and the Ob. Both
floodplains show similar downstream morphological changes to their floodplains despite their
different sizes and locations. The new classification schema works well to describe meandering
floodplain deposits. The geomorphology of scroll bars is investigated for the Mississippi River,
revealing the heterogeneity of these deposits and that local meander bend conditions are
important in determining scroll bar formation and preservation on the floodplain. The periodicity
of scroll bars from a range of rivers is investigated and it is shown that scroll bars are intrinsically
linked with the width of the adjacent river channel and respond to local planform changes.
Floodplains of large rivers have complex overbank sedimentation processes that create spillage
sedimentation phenomena. Spillage sedimentation was quantified down a 1700 km reach of the
Amazon River and a 1400 km reach for the River Ob, revealing spatial discontinuities in spillage
phenomena. Spillage dominance depends on diverse sediment loadings, hydrological sequencing,
and morphological opportunity. Understanding spillage dynamics is important in quantifying
overbank sedimentation rates and the spatial distribution of fine-grained deposits.
The findings of this thesis highlight that despite the incredible complexity and heterogeneity of
large river floodplains, order can be inferred via classification schemas and fundamental
relationships identified. The thesis uses novel methods and conceptual models to bring a greater
understanding and quantification to this complex floodplain geomorphology.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Rivers are essential components of the earth surface, delivering water and sediments to the oceans,
while shaping the landscape as they flow down their course. Occupying around 68% of the land
area, river basins transport an estimated 19 billion tonnes of material a year, with about 20% in
solution (Nanson and Gibling, 2004). The World’s 10 largest rivers drain 17% of the continental land
surface and deliver 33% of the terrestrial sediment supplied to the oceans (Fielding et al., 2012);
despite this, large rivers have been studied comparatively less than smaller rivers. It remains
unclear to what extent large rivers differ from each other, and whether they are inextricably
different from smaller rivers (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). As a river carves its course, it erodes its
bed and banks and deposits sediments creating an alluvial sedimentation feature, known as the
floodplain. The floodplain can adjoin the contemporary channel water’s edge, or be land that is
overbank and may taper away to the valley edge. Large river floodplains are highly complex and
varied (Dunne and Aalto, 2013), with multifaceted topographic elements creating this complexity.
Floodplain environments are important to the hydrocarbon industry (i.e. gas, coal, and oil) because
paleo-river sediments may trap significant hydrocarbons (Moreton et al., 2015). The formation,
preservation, structure, and topography of floodplains is still not fully understood, especially for
the largest rivers of the World.

1.1

Large Rivers and the Importance to Humans

Large rivers have always played an important role in human activities. Many ancient civilizations
rose on the banks of vast rivers, such as, the Nile, Indus, and the Yangtze (Schumm and Winkley,
1994). Large rivers are lifelines for human populations, providing water for agriculture and
irrigation. Their floodplains provide extensive potential for arable and pasture land, specifically
important for rapidly growing populations in developing countries (Makaske, 2001). Floodplains are
among the most hazardous and populated environments on the planet (Lewin, 2012), especially
the floodplains of large rivers. When a large river bursts its banks and floods, it can cause
catastrophic damage to infrastructure and human health. The 2004 floods of the BrahmaputraJamuna River saw over 25% of the population of Bangladesh affected. The death toll was up to 800;
952,000 homes were demolished and 1.4 million severely damaged; 24,000 educational institutions
were affected; 2 million government and private tube wells, and over 3 million latrines were spoiled
or washed away completely (Best et al., 2007). Figure 1-1 shows the extent of the 2004 flooding,
with the pre-flood river channel depicted by the yellow polygon feature. The flooding extends many
kilometres away from the main river channels, with extensive inundation of low lying floodplain
areas.
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Figure 1-1: Satellite image of the extent of the 2004 floods of the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River. The yellow channel shows
the position of the river channel pre-flood. (25°32'N, 89°39'E) Image source: USGS.

Large rivers also serve as important transport links, political boundaries, water for industry, and for
drinking and sanitation (Potter and Hamblin, 2006). Large rivers are therefore vital to many
economies of the world, with many industries dependant on large river systems for product and
transportation of goods. In this modern era (known as the Anthropocene), tens of thousands of
dams have been constructed with several thousand more planned across the globe (Gupta et al.,
2012). Increasingly dams are being planned for some of the ‘untapped’ regions of the world in large
river headwaters (e.g. Mekong and Amazon). Power derived from large rivers is very important to
world energy needs. The installed capacity of hydropower contributed 16% of the worldwide
electricity supply, by the end of 2008 (Kumar et al., 2011). Ancient large rivers are important for the
hydrocarbon industry, with the world’s 2nd and 3rd largest oil reserves in ancient river and
estuarine deposits. Figure 1-2 shows the worldwide distribution of heavy-oil Bitumen, with the rich
Albertan deposits highlighted in the red colouring. The data in Figure 1-2 is from Meyer et al. (2007),
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who recorded some 2000 heavy-oil deposits in 192 basins, as well as 300 natural bitumen deposits
in 89 basins. Bitumen is a non-conventional fuel that is being increasingly explored as conventional
crude oil deposits become depleted (Hein et al., 2013). Understanding their modern counterparts
allows for more efficient extraction (Moreton et al., 2013) of this resource. Surface studies can
provide constraints on scale and orientation; as well as the interrelationships between reservoir
components, such as river channels and bars, as long as the appropriate modern analogue has been
selected (Tye, 2004).

Figure 1-2: World map of natural bitumen basins with total original bitumen in place: pink = 1000 to 2500 billion barrels
of oil; orange = 100 to 1000 billion; yellow = 10 to 100 billion; blue = less than 10 billion. Mercator projection is based
on data given in Meyer et al., 2007, and figure from Hein et al. (2013).

1.2

Defining Large Rivers

1.2.1 What is a Large River?
There are four variables used commonly to define the size of a river: drainage basin area, river
length, volume of the sediment transported, and river discharge. Discharge of water and sediment
loads are often particularly difficult to establish in large rivers (Potter, 1978). Our quantitative
understanding and predictions of these variables are lacking in due, partly to the multi-scale nature
of these processes and the inadequacy of global gauging of rivers (Cohen et al., 2014). Due to the
physical size of these rivers, undertaking measurements is often difficult and dangerous,
furthermore it is challenging to adapt conventional gauging techniques. Mean annual discharge is
the usual variable adopted to define a river’s size, however, this may be less instructive than other
measures such as: formative (channel-full or bar-top level) discharge, flood magnitude and
frequency, or flow duration and annual variability (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). Global data on
3

sediment loads often omit or have a notional allowance for bed load, typically only suspended
sediments are measured. This is due to bedload yield being notoriously difficult to measure, with
highly variable sediment load partitioning, that is strongly dependant on local catchment geology
(Turowski et al., 2012).
Ranked lists of the largest rivers in the world vary depending on criteria used to set the order. Table
1-1 shows the top 20 rivers of the world with various sources contributing information, as ranked
by annual average water discharge. Therefore, if using discharge as a measure, such as in Table 11, the Amazon comes out as the world’s largest river, followed by the Congo, Orinoco, and Yangtze.
If the criteria are changed however, to drainage basin area, the order would change to; the Amazon,
Congo, Mississippi, and then the Ob according to Gupta (2007). Choosing which parameter to define
a river by, has the potential to include or exclude certain rivers, due to their highly variable
properties. For example, in accordance with the measurements reported in Gupta (2007), the Ob
is the 13th largest river as defined by discharge, the fourth largest by drainage basin, and 16th largest
river as defined by suspended sediment discharge. There is even dispute between authors (Hovius,
1998; Gupta, 2007; Raux et al., 2011; Ashworth and Lewin, 2012; Fielding et al., 2012) as to the
discharges of the world’s largest rivers. This is partly due to the difficulty of obtaining field
measurements and in defining catchment area in such huge drainage basins. Different parameters
are also used, mean annual flow and maximum flow, for example. In addition, 70% of the world’s
rivers are intercepted by over 47,000 ‘large’ dams (Gupta et al., 2012) that change river outputs.
Thus, it is important to set some robust criteria to differentiate large rivers from smaller ones.
A river channel pattern can be classified by several factors based on discharge and gradient; with
width, sinuosity, sediment load, and bank stability also important factors (Leopold and Wolman,
1957). These variables are sufficient to classify the majority of rivers on the planet. It may be
assumed that a large river would maintain a relatively uniform morphology along its reach, due to
its significant stream power overriding any local channel signal. This presumption is not
unreasonable considering the laws of hydraulic geometry. However, as noted by Schumm and
Winkley (1994), this is erroneous. The morphological variability of large rivers indicates hydraulics
and hydrology are not always the dominant factors in controlling river channel patterns. The
morphological diversity of large rivers may be explained by important secondary and local factors,
such as; vegetation establishment, bank stability, suspended sediment concentrations, the effects
of tributaries, and the crossing of geological boundaries, to name a few.
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Table 1-1: The top 20 largest rivers of the world with associated characteristics. From Ashworth and Lewin (2012).

Large rivers are an integral and essential component of Earth dynamics. These large rivers play a
significant role influencing geomorphology at all scales. Due to the size of these rivers, they are
linked with tectonic activity, including erosion induced uplift and isostatic rebalancing of the crusts.
They fill sedimentary basins with thick sandy and muddy fills. In addition, global geochemical cycles
are dependent on the transfer of continental land mass to the oceans (Potter and Hamblin, 2006).
Large rivers are very important in delivering sediment to the world’s oceans. Depositing substantial
continental, deltaic, and slope and base-of-slope sediments (Fielding, 2006) that drives the
denudation of the land surface.
1.2.2

How to Differentiate Large from Small

According to Kellerhals and Church (1990) a large river has a bankfull discharge greater than 20 m³s1

and a channel width greater than 20 m wide. However, large river discharges vary over orders of

magnitude and many of the World’s largest rivers are substantially greater than the proposed
threshold of Kellerhals and Church (1990).
A more widely adopted definition of large rivers comes from Latrubesse (2008), where he suggests
a cut-off point where large rivers can be separated from small rivers. For a river to be considered
‘large’ there must be at least a mean annual discharge of greater than 1000 m³s-1. For a river to be
considered a ‘mega’ river, the mean annual discharge must be greater than around 17,000 m3s-1,
this latter definition was proposed by Latrubesse (2008) to differentiate the very largest rivers of
the World. Sambrook Smith et al. (2009) used channel width as a measure of a river’s size. According
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to their definition, a river’s width needs to be in excess of 1 km to be considered large. The Amazon
can be over 5 km wide in certain sections, the Congo 8 km, and Brahmaputra/Jamuna 10-15 km
(Ashworth and Lewin, 2012).

1.3

Global Distribution of Large Rivers

Figure 1-3 shows the location of the twenty-eight largest rivers according to drainage area (km2).
The climate and hydrology of the World’s major river drainage basins are intrinsically diverse, as
can be seen from the distribution in Figure 1-3. They are located in an assortment of atmospheric
circulation patterns, geological settings, varied topography, and vegetation, as reflected by being
located in a range of different biomes. Land use and the amount of anthropogenic manipulation
also vary; as large rivers are located in heavily populated to wilderness areas.

Figure 1-3: World map of the geographic distribution of the 28 largest rivers, according to drainage basin area (km2).
The magnified drainage basins displayed below the map are: A) Amazon, B) Mississippi, C) Nile, D) Lena, E) GangesBrahmaputra, and F) Indus. From Fielding et al. (2012).

1.4

Complexity of Large Rivers

Large rivers are hydrological systems with expansive drainage basin areas, main channel lengths,
and water and sediment discharges. Investigation into the sedimentary rock record can reveal the
complex histories of erosional development and dynamics of large river systems (Fielding, 2007).
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Large rivers commonly vary in width over comparatively short distances and Parsons et al. (2007)
suggest that some process relationships may be different for large rivers compared to smaller
rivers. It is not sufficient to document only modern or contemporary conditions. An understanding
of previous conditions is important in discerning the ‘inherited’ morphologies of large rivers
(Schumm and Winkley, 1994), such as Pleistocene development and avulsion history (Bristow,
1999).
The largest rivers of the World respond to existing topography and tectonics, most notably in their
lower reaches, and subsequently create their own topography and landscapes (Wohl, 2007).
Fluctuations in water and sediment supply that are associated with glacial advancements and
retreats, can impose episodes of incision and aggradation. Changes in vegetation characteristics,
hillslope stability, and precipitation patterns, can also contribute, leaving terraces and relict
channels along river floodplains (Wohl, 2007). Figure 1-4 shows a collection of large rivers that have
very different channel patterns and morphodynamics. The World’s largest rivers typically have
anabranching channel patterns (Latrubesse, 2008) - a river with multiple river channels along its
course (see Section 2.1). Lewin and Ashworth (2014a) also describe large rivers as ‘plural systems’,
“in which main, accessory, tributary, and floodplain channels and lakes differ functionally and vary
in terms of morphological dynamics”. This plurality can be seen in Figure 1-4, which shows multiple
river channels and floodplain elements. The floodplains of these rivers are also diverse, with
different styles of interlinked waterbodies, and a variety of floodplain topography. Large rivers
frequently contain a collection of channel patterns, with various sections of a river’s reach
displaying different characteristic channel patterns. A more detailed discussion on channel patterns
can be found in Chapter 2, with a focus on meandering channels in Section 2.2.
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Figure 1-4: Contrasting patterns of large rivers (A) Mackenzie River, (Canada; 68°09'N, 134°36'W; flow up the page),
(B) Amazon, (Brazil; 2°32'S, 57°31'W; flow left to right), and (C) Negro, (Brazil; 2°50'S, 60°35'W; flow down/right of
the page). Images sourced from the USGS.

1.5

Large Meandering Rivers and Floodplain Topography

The World’s largest rivers are dominated by meandering channels – whether these are individual
km-wide meander bends or accessory meandering channels in an anabranching system. Much of
the work on meandering river morphodynamics is now well established (e.g. Parker et al., 2012;
Abad et al., 2013) and we understand how flow and sediment is transported through bends at
different flow-stages (Dietrich and Smith, 1986; Sandbach et al., 2012). Likewise, there is now a
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good understanding of flow structure and inundation patterns on overbank flows and how these
bank-top flows interact at the bank edge within channel flows (Knight and Brown, 2001).
There is however, still limited research that has been completed on very large river bends dynamics,
with larger river bends and higher width:depth ratios (Richardson and Thorne, 2001, as an
example). It is likely that the ‘conventional’ 3D flow structure is absent (Parsons et al., 2007;
Sandbach et al., 2013). For example, in large bends there may be either multiple sets of secondary
circulation cells (Thorne et al., 1993), secondary flow components may break down or decay and
secondary cells may be replaced by simple convergent flow with topographic forcing over the inner
point bar (Yalin, 1972; Dietrich and Smith, 1984; McLelland et al., 1996). Similarly, during floods in
large river bends there is not only the opportunity for diffuse flow and suspended sediment
transport at the outer bend edges but also flow may seek out hydrologically and
geomorphologically connected channels in the banks and adjacent floodplain (Trigg et al., 2012;
Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a). It is unclear how the mixture of these morphodynamic processes
control scroll bar development, channel migration, and ultimately, floodplain construction in large
rivers. There are a multitude of overbank sedimentation forms, such as levees, crevasse splays, and
bank top splays, to name a few, that have been identified in the literature (Fryirs and Brierley, 2013;
Wheaton et al., 2015), but as of yet, these have not been studied as a coherent collection of
phenomena. In the World’s largest rivers, which are predominately anabranching or plural systems
(Latrubesse, 2008; Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a) the different orders of individual sinuous channels
can interact, capture, and avulse. Large rivers, specifically ones with laterally migrating bends, can
build a mosaic of floodplain elements and topography.
This project argues that large rivers are different from smaller rivers and less is known about how
large rivers evolve over time. This extends to their floodplains and the topography contained within.
There is a pressing need to understand and quantify the diversity of large river channel patterns,
the interaction with their floodplain and the different types and scales of floodplain sedimentation.
Not enough is known about the morphologies of large river floodplain elements, specifically scroll
bars. A greater understanding of these features can aid in flood inundation models, hydrocarbon
deposit extraction, and the understanding of meander dynamics, development, and preservation.
This project aims to quantify large river floodplain topography to understand better large river
floodplains and specifically that of meandering systems and scroll bars.
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1.6

Research Aims and Objectives

Aim:
This research intends to bring a greater understanding to, and quantification of, the floodplain
topography and morphology of large rivers, in terms of complexity and composition. The project
uses new metrics derived from remote sensing imagery of the World’s largest rivers, LiDAR datasets
of meandering scroll bar topography and global coverage elevation data, to quantify the
topography and morphology of large river floodplains via novel methods.
Objectives:
The research objectives of this project are;
1. Developing statistical techniques and using remote sensing technologies to quantify the
different scales of topography and floodplain relief in meander scroll bars and overbank
deposits.
2. Quantify the topography of meander scroll bars in large rivers, investigating
geomorphology, period, distribution, and formation.
3. Measure changes in point bar complex geomorphology and overbank sedimentation
forms down the reaches of two large rivers, the Amazon and the Ob.
4. Identify and classify the different components of large river floodplain sedimentation,
both overbank sediments and those associated with the lateral migration of river
channels.

1.7

Structure of Thesis

This thesis is divided into seven main chapters, including three results chapters;
Chapter 1: Introduction, context and research aims.
Chapter 2: Provides a review of the diversity and dynamics large rivers, leading into a focus on
floodplains and the topography created by large rivers.
Chapter 3: Details remote sensing methodology used to quantify river and floodplain topography.
Chapter 4: Geomorphological characteristics of scroll bar relief.
Chapter 5: Hierarchal structure of meandering floodplain elements.
Chapter 6: Overbank ‘spillage’ sedimentation on large rivers.
Chapter 7: Synthesises of findings, Conclusions, and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2 Large Rivers and Floodplain Dynamics
2.1 River Channel Patterns
Rivers have a variety of channel patterns, the
archetypal classification of Leopold and Wolman
(1957) describe straight, meandering, and
braided (Figure 2-1). Truly straight channels are
hard to find in nature. Often only small sections
of a river are absolutely straight, unless
anthropogenic

interference

has

occurred.

Braided rivers are characterised by multi-thread
channels

distinguished

by

bars,

whereas

meandering rivers are characterised by a singlethread system and have a sinuous channel.
Added to this influential triple scheme is
anabranching and anastomosing. However, as
described in Carling et al. (2013) the source and
etymology of these terms is very complicated.
According to Carling et al. (2013), Schumm (1968)
was the first to use the definition of
‘anastomosing-channel’ as a planform distinct
from classic braiding systems. An anabranch is a Figure 2-1: Pictorial classification scheme for river
section of a river that diverts from the main channel patterns. Adapted from Kleinhans and van den
Berg (2011).

channel of the river and re-joins downstream.
Thus, the term ‘anabranching river’, describes a river with numerous anabranches along its
watercourse. These multiple anabranches divide and reconnect, separated by cohesive material
that prevents the anabranch from migrating to another channel position. Each anabranch can have
a distinct channel pattern. For example, an anabranch could have a meandering, straight, or braided
pattern (Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2-2: Example of a multi-channelled anabranching system with extensive ponded floodplain features, the Paraná
River in Argentina (30°18’S, 59°27’W; image date: 2001), flows is from right to left. Landsat imagery is courtesy of the
U.S. Geological Survey.

Figure 2-2 shows an example of an anabranching river with various anabranches that exhibit
different levels of sinuosity. The main stem has a relatively low sinuosity, almost straight pattern.
Whereas, the accessory anabranches have greater sinuosity, showing a more meandering channel
pattern.
Nanson and Knighton (1996) identified six general channel patterns of anabranching rivers:
1. Those with largely cohesive sediments;
2. Sand-dominated that form islands;
3. Mixed sediment loads that are laterally active;
4. Sand-dominated that form ridges;
5. Gravel-dominated that are laterally active; and
6. Gravel-dominated rivers that are stable.
An ‘anastomosing river” as defined by Nanson and Knighton’s (1996) classification above, is the first
group of low-energy mud-organics, and they maintain that anabranching is a generic term for all
multichannel styles that are not considered braiding.
Figure 2-1 shows a pictorial classification of channel pattern, including some of the sub-sets of river
channel patterns. The figure distinguishes between single and multithread rivers, laterally active or
inactive rivers, and whether there is a tendency of ‘wandering’ – which characterises a morphology
that is between that of braiding and meandering (Ferguson and Werritty, 1983). Wandering
channels have an irregular sinuosity, which is less than meandering channels and also where
channel division is less intense and continuous than in braided rivers (Rice et al., 2009).
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2.1.1

Channel Pattern Discrimination

There have been numerous studies attempting to establish thresholds and boundaries to
differentiate channel patterns, many of which have been largely qualitative. Ferguson (1987) offers
two classical hypothetical explanations for river channel patterns: 1) changes in the strength of
flow; and 2) changes in the supply of sediments. Kleinhans (2010) states that the first hypothesis
relates to the change from a meandering river system into a braided system, with the increase in
flow strength. The strength of the flow is determined by the channel forming discharge and energy
gradient; which is combined in a unit of stream power or a bed shear stress. The second hypothesis,
according to Ferguson (1987), is determined by the sediment supply and properties thereof.
Changes in the supply of bed sediment may instigate changes in the channel pattern, this can be
seen in Figure 2-3B. Ferguson (1987) explained further that the ratio of flow strength to bank
strength can determine channel pattern (Figure 2-3A).

Figure 2-3: A) Relationship between flow strength (unit stream-power) and bank strength and the resulting channel
pattern. B) Relationship between stream-power based on valley slope and bankfull discharge and channel bed
sediment size and the resulting channel pattern. From Kleinhans (2010).

It is stressed that all these explanations are gradual transitions and not specific thresholds. Both of
these explanations however, have their associated uncertainties of the necessary parameters and
deterministic characteristics of channel patterns (Kleinhans, 2010).
2.1.2

Large River Channel Patterns

According to Latrubesse (2008) large rivers typically have the anabranching channel pattern type.
Multichannel rivers have been documented through cartography since as far back as the 16th
century (Carling et al., 2013). Yet, despite research from the past several decades and modern
classifications; substantial uncertainty remains on how to systematically describe the variety of
river patterns that form when multiple independent channels are involved (Makaske, 2001). Added
to this complication is the ongoing confusion concerning which descriptor to use, ‘anastomosing’
or ‘anabranching’. Despite the attempts made to standardise the terminology, the two terms are
often used interchangeably (Carling et al., 2013).
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Large rivers are however, by no means restricted to the anabranching river style and are found in
all of the pattern types, as well as a mixture of those patterns. The tenth largest river in the World
(depending on author), the Mississippi River, has a meandering channel pattern. Further up the
‘list’ of the World’s largest rivers (such as Table 1-1, Chapter 1), the anabranching pattern is
dominant (Latrubesse, 2008; Latrubesse, 2014). The channels of large rivers typically widen and
narrow over comparatively short distances (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). They commonly have a
hierarchy of mid-channel bars and islands (Kelly, 2006). These islands can be large and persistent,
allowing time for significant vegetation to establish and grow to a height that is only overtopped
during overbank flows (Thorne et al., 1993). Large rivers often have a complex collection of
accessory channels (Figure 2-2), with flow being divided between main and accessory channels
(Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). Accessory channels separate from the main stem and re-join further
downstream, often up to tens of km. This separation of flow is common for large rivers and is
illustrated in Figure 2-2, which shows many interlinked channels and lacustrine environments.
Major bedforms may be exposed at low flows and also drowned out at higher flows, so that
observational river stage and the definition of the ‘bank’ is critical for describing channel
morphology and style (Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011).

Figure 2-4: A) diagram of channel pattern in relation to grain size and specific power from van den Berg (1995). The
red rectangle highlights the large rivers as shown in B. From Latrubesse (2008).

Latrubesse (2008) describes how large rivers often do not fit standard models for discriminating
channel patterns, such as the van den Berg (1995) stream power and grain size model (Figure 2-4).
Van den Berg (1995) hypothesized that the boundary for braiding is dependent on the grain size of
the bed material and the plotted specific stream power against median grain size. This approach
has been widely utilised, but is not without its criticisms. Resulting estimates of channel width end
up with inflated values of specific stream power (Lewin and Brewer, 2001, 2003). It is important to
note that the data shown in Figure 2-4, focusses on rivers with more than 25 W/m2 and values of
D50 > 0.5 mm (D50 = median diameter of the bed material). Large rivers typically have a D50 < 0.5 mm
and specific stream power <25 W/m2 and are therefore, not well represented. In fact, Latrubesse
(2008) reveals that only 19 of the 228 data points of van den Berg (1995) are for rivers with a D 50
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less than 0.5 mm. Consequently, Latrubesse (2008) concluded that the van den Berg (1995)
equation is not always appropriate for discriminating channel patterns in large rivers (Latrubesse,
2008).

2.2 Meandering River Channel Pattern
The term “meander” originates from the Büyük Meanderes River, this sinuous river was known by
the ancient Greeks as Maíandros (Latin: meander) (Güneralp et al., 2012). Meandering rivers are
single channel rivers, characterised by high sinuosity. Sinuosity is a measurement of the ratio of
curvilinear length of a river channel, along with the straight line distance of the river channel.
Kleinhans and van den Berg (2011) differentiate meandering rivers according to the occurrence of
two important features. Point bars, which are lateral accretion surfaces associated with
meandering, or chute bars, which are a result of channels that divert part of a river’s flow across
the surface of a point bar (Einsele, 2000). Meander bends of the same channel do not always share
similar attributes to each other, additionally variations in bank dynamics can occur internally and
between different rivers (Hooke, 1984, 2007; Simon, 1992; Alho and Mäkinen, 2010). The locations
of bend erosion likewise have variations between meander bends of different planform types
(Lotsari et al., 2014).
Chute bars and chute cut-offs are typically associated with more distinct spatial width variations,
and tend to plot close to the meandering/braiding discrimination boundary, with relatively high
stream power (Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011). Without interference from anthropogenic
sources, meandering rivers have a tendency to migrate across their floodplain, leaving behind a
pattern of scroll bars and cut-off lakes, as legacies of this migration (Parker et al., 2010). This
floodplain deposition is a product of either lateral accretion during channel migration or over bank
deposition (Day et al., 2008).
Numerical models have suggested that the growth of a meander bend is balanced by neck cutoffs,
leading to a statistical steady state of meander bend properties and dynamics (Camporeale et al.,
2005; Frascati and Lanzoni, 2010). Efforts to produce a dynamic meandering channel in laboratory
experiments is still elusive; scaling problems and limited understanding of the controls and process
of meandering being the largest hurdles (van Dijk et al., 2012). Flume experiments that introduced
small amounts of vegetation produced some of the characteristics of meandering (Tal and Paola,
2010), or even a sustained meandering (Braudrick et al., 2009). The integration of finer sediments
in flume experiments has also produced meandering planforms (Smith, 1998), giving insights into
the conditions of soil, slope and flow that can yield a sinuous channel.
2.2.1

Meandering River Formation

Meandering is determined by the interplay between bank stability and bank erosion rate, which is
related to the sedimentology of the bank. Meandering rivers generally maintain an approximately
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constant bankfull width as they migrate laterally. This occurs in cases when a well-defined
depositional inner bank migrates at the same rate that the outer bank retreats (Parker et al., 2011).
Van Dijk (2013) states that; “theoretical understanding of the formation of meanders follows from
linear stability analyses”. The role of linear stability analysis is to recognise that a straight channel
is unstable, both planimetrically (bend instability) and altimetrically (bar instability), in regards to
turbulent flows on a sediment bed with poor cohesion (Ikeda et al., 1981; Lanzoni and Seminara,
2006; Seminara, 2006). As a consequence of this, a perturbation due to bar and bend instabilities
within an initially straight channel will tend to lead to the formation of a meandering river.
Therefore, if the wavelengths of the bars and their associated bends resonate within a specific
width-depth ratio, non-migrating alternating bars form in the bends (van Dijk et al., 2012), as
displayed in Figure 2-5. The properties of bars in meandering rivers however, can change during
submergence and high-discharge events (Lotsari et al., 2014), further reshaping the morphology of
the river channel.

Figure 2-5: Formation of alternate bars; A) if bars are migrating and banks are erodible, the channel tends to widen. B)
If bars are non-migrating and banks are erodible, opposite bank erosion initiates meandering. From van Dijk, (2013).

Pizzuto (1994) conducted a long-term investigation into patterns of channel migration of the
Powder River, USA. His findings indicated that less frequent, larger floods had a tendency to favour
bank erosion at the outer bank, which resulted in the widening of the channel. Conversely, higher
frequent smaller floods, generally favoured bank deposition at the inner bank, resulting in a
narrowing of the channel. Outer-bank erosion known as bank pull, and inner-bank deposition
known as bar push, therefore work in tandem, allowing the channel to migrate while maintaining a
bankfull width.
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Eke et al. (2014) note that before a steady state can be reached, a river follows four possible
regimes:
a) Both inner and outer banks erode;
b) Both inner and outer banks experience deposition;
c) Both banks laterally migrate, but deposition is faster on the inner bank (bar push); and
d) Both banks laterally migrate, but with a faster eroding outer bank (bank pull).
The direction of migration on the phase-plane (in plan) is dependent on the initial conditions of
deposition and erosional migration (Eke et al., 2014). While these processes vary cyclically, the river
width maintains a roughly constant value when averaged over geomorphic time (Parker et al.,
2011). The observations made by Pizzuto (1994) propose that the efficient capture of sediment
around the inner-bank is important in maintaining a roughly constant bankfull channel width, as
well as the armouring of outer-bank sediments via slump blocks (Parker et al., 2011). The data from
Hackney et al. (2015) revealed the role of submerged slump blocks to be more complex than
previously thought. They state that slump blocks modulate the near-bank 3D flow field by either
deflecting flow up and over the block towards the bank, promoting erosion; or as past work has
revealed, slump blocks can act to armour the bank from erosional processes (Wood et al., 2001;
Parker et al., 2011; Motta et al., 2014).
Ashworth and Lewin (2012) say that the interactions of ‘bar push’ and ‘bank pull’ remain poorly
understood in large anabranching rivers, but they suggest that research in smaller gravel-bed
channels has demonstrated that these processes are likely important (e.g., Allmendinger et al.,
2005; Dunne et al., 2010; Parker et al., 2011). A study by van Lageweg et al. (2014) revealed that
point bar topography is formed as a consequence of channel widening by bank pull (outer bank
erosion), rather than bar push (inner bank sedimentation).
2.2.2

Meander Bend Formation

The bends of a meandering river are formed by a multitude of hydrological and sedimentological
processes, acting together to give the characteristic curves that define visually this channel pattern.
The nature of bend instability is instrumental in determining meander planform development (van
Dijk et al., 2012). The development of a meander bend and its sinuosity are limited by non-linear
processes such as cutoffs and the subsequent channel adjustment (Howard, 1984). Brice (1974)
recognized several modes of meander migration, including: translation (movement of a meander
bend down-stream), expansion (increase in meander-bend sinuosity), rotation (development of
meander-bend plan-view asymmetry), and more complex patterns, examples of which can be seen
in Figure 2-6. Hickin (1974) determined the critical value of the ratio: radius of channel curvature
to channel width (rm/W) that, once reached by a developing meander bend, impacts controls on
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the subsequent direction and rate of meander migration. The planimetric geometry of a
meandering channel can be seen in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-6: Different patterns of meander bend migration leading to preservation of deposits formed in different areas
of the channel: A) translation, B) translation and expansion, C) expansion, D) rotation. Contours (0.5 m intervals) show
thickness of deposits formed in one migration step. From Willis and Tang (2010).
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Figure 2-7: The planimetric geometry of a meandering channel. Adapted from Hickin (1974).

For strong cohesive banks, the bank is undercut by the water flow at the base and bottom part of
the bank, subsequently bank retreat occurs by mass failure of the bank (van Dijk, 2013). Following
this, cohesive sediment slumps and deposits at the bank toe to help protect the bank against faster
erosion processes (Parker et al., 2011). For less cohesive banks, the erosion process is more gradual.
Sediment is deposited at the bank toe and is transported downstream. In a sharper bend with
higher bank stability, a smaller counter-rotating cell develops towards the outer bank, which
subsequently leads to a lessening of the flow strength and most likely a reduction in bank erosion
(Blanckaert and Graf, 2001). As the meander and counter-rotating cell accretion slowly migrate
down valley, a sharper concave bend of scroll pattern is left on the floodplain surface (Smith et al.,
2009). This is most prevalent in very sharp bends that are 90° or greater (Smith et al., 2009). The
flow separates from the inner bank and directly attacks the outer bank, which leads to a differential
bank erosion and bar formation, this is likely associated with non-dynamic meandering (Kleinhans
et al., 2009).
Vegetation plays an important role in the cohesion of banks. The experiments of Gorrick and
Rodrigues (2014) showed that models without vegetation experienced super elevation of the water
surface along the outer bank, owing to the centrifugal effects. This was also accompanied by
longitudinal variations in water surface gradients. This was due to the channel being narrower near
the bend inflection and wider nearer the apex. It was shown that high outer bank water velocities
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developed in the downstream part of the bend, due to an under-developed bed topography. The
introduction of vegetation initiated a reduction of the centrifugal effects at the entrance of the
bend, but then also enhanced them at the bend exit. The subsequently affected the flow in the
bend directly downstream.
2.2.3

Meander Cutoff

A multitude of processes can lead to a meander bend being cut off from the main channel. It can
occur when two bends interconnect producing a neck cutoff, or when a channel develops over a
point bar surface, producing a chute cutoff (Lewis and Lewin, 1983). Neck cutoffs are characteristic
of highly sinuous channels and chute cutoffs are characteristic of rivers with lower sinuosity. Stölum
(1996) says that the theoretical maximum sinuosity for a river is around 3.14 however, this is rare
with most rivers having lower sinuosity values than this (Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011).
Van Dijk et al. (2012) indicate that chute cutoffs in meandering rivers can form in three different
ways and in combinations of these thereafter:
1

Swales on the floodplain surface can redistribute overbank flows and incise until producing
a cutoff (Fisk, 1947; Hickin and Nanson, 1975).

2

Localized bed aggradation along a meander bend can cause cutoff due to the conveyance
capacity of the channel being reduced, forcing flood flow overbank. This produces a
headcut extension from the downstream rim in upstream direction across the point bar
and chute cutoff (Gay et al., 1998; Zinger et al., 2011).

3

As an embayment upstream of a point bar forms by localized bank erosion, often during
floods, causing downstream extension of the embayment, eventually leading to cutoff
(McGowen and Garner, 1970: Constantine et al., 2010).

Large sand bed river meanders can often be divided by chute channels that convey permanent flow,
and may co-exist with the main stem of the meander for decades, establishing stable chute cutoff
islands (Grenfell et al., 2011). The co-existence of a chute cutoff and its associated island can be
seen in Figure 2-8, which shows a chute cutoff channel containing permanent flow for a number of
decades.
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Figure 2-8: A persistent chute channel that conveys permanent flow for a number of decades. Amazon River, Beijaflor, 2°37’S’, 67°12’E’; Image A) 18th of February, 1986; Image B) 3rd of February, 2014; images courtesy of the USGS.

Fisk (1947) and Blake and Ollier (1971) were among the first to note the propensity for chute and
main channel bifurcates to endure. Grenfell et al. (2012) described how the “probability of chute
initiation at a meander bend is a function of the bend extension rate (the rate a bend elongates in
a direction perpendicular to the valley axis trend)”. Further to this, Grenfell et al. (2014) state that
the initiation of chute channels is predominantly associated with two river channel widening
mechanisms: 1) a disproportion between cutbank erosion and point bar deposition, associated
mostly commonly with rapid bend extension, and 2) bank erosion forced by spontaneous midchannel bar development.
Rapid meander extension favours chute initiation by breaking the continuity of point bar deposition
and vegetation encroachment at the inner bank, this processes can cause a wide spacing between
scroll bars (Grenfell et al., 2012). These widely spaced scrolls, or large swales, are then preferential
pathways for floodwater encroachment, which then can establish a chute channel. Constantine et
al. (2009) produced a conceptual model that suggests that, as a chute cutoff channel incises across
the floodplain surface, it necessitates a correct mixture of valley slope and vegetation density. This
allows the excess flow energy and shear stress to scour sediment from the floodplain surface at the
bend axis (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). The distinct location will depend on the scroll bar locations
discussed earlier. Smaller river floodplain cutoffs often result from perturbations, such as ice jams
or log jams, which force water out of the channel, but such blockages would be very unlikely on
large rivers (Dunne and Aalto, 2013) as a result of their considerable scale.
2.2.4

Bend theory

Langbein and Leopold (1966) were the early pioneers of meandering theory; they state that
meanders are the result of erosional and depositional processes, and that meanders tend toward
the most stable form possible. This is the theory of minimum variance. This ‘minimization’ involves
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the alteration of the planimetric geometry and the hydraulic factors of depth, velocity, and local
slope, to produce a meander.
Ikeda et al. (1981) suggested a model for the simulation of lateral migration of rivers. The model
entailed bank erosion rates that are related to near-bank values of the depth-averaged primary
flow velocity. The vital part of their model is the calculation of the lateral distribution of the depthaveraged primary flow velocity. Later research has emphasized, that an important cause of primary
flow velocity redistribution in meandering rivers is the circulative action of secondary flow
(Johannesson and Parker, 1989). The secondary current has a downstream relationship linked to
flow velocity and depth; this results in a gradual increase in bend amplitude and propagation of the
meandering pattern upstream and downstream (Howard, 2009). It is important to couple the flow
field and the sediment transport when calculating bed topography for a meander bend. Stuiksma
et al. (1985) observed that a significant part of the lateral bed slope in bends is a result of the
“overshoot” effect, this is induced by water and sediment being redistributed (Howard, 2009). Bend
theory incorporates the occurrence of point bars on the inside of each bend, with point bar location
determined by curvature of the meander (Ikeda et al., 1981). Point bars can have an influence on
flow through curved channels. The development of a point bar modifies the pattern of flow and the
downstream and cross-stream force balances. Outward transfer of momentum of flow over a point
bar decreases boundary shear stress along the convex side of the bend, this happens as the top of
the bar is approached (Dietrich and Smith, 1983).
Process-based erosion models of meander development (Ikeda et al., 1981; Parker et al., 1982;
Parker and Andrews, 1986) have reproduced quantitative relationships between flow and the initial
development of a meander from a straight river channel. Howard and Knutson (1984) created a
digital simulation that produced accurate meandering planforms, which was initiated with a
straight channel with the addition of small random perturbations. The model assumptions that
provided realistic simulations were: 1) minimal bank erosion rates increase as bank curvature
increases, but reach a maximum with decreased rates for very high curvature and 2) actual bank
erosion rates are a weighted average of local and upstream nominal rates, with the weights
decreasing upstream. An example of their simulation results can be seen in Figure 2-9.
Sun et al. (1996) raise some issues with modelling of meandering rivers such as the complexity of
the geometry of meandering rivers. Many of the relevant processes such as channel shortening via
cutoff are highly nonlinear. Changing river geometry, also leads to a complicated and constantly
evolving sedimentary environment in the floodplain. This is due to segregation processes during
deposition and reworking by the river. The resulting complex sedimentary environment then
subsequently affects the dynamics of the river. Finally, geological conditions may vary over the long
timescales that characterize the evolution of meandering rivers. Thus, long-term prediction of the
behaviour of a meandering river remains a challenge.
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Nicholas (2013) detailed some of the recent advances in meander modelling and persistent
challenges. Advances have been made in physics-based models using two- and three-dimensional
simulations. Typically, these models solve equations for flow and sediment transport expressed by
curvilinear coordinates. Insights into the controls on meander geometry and evolution, has also
been gained by modelling of channel migration rates. However, there are still limitations in the
understanding of long-term meander migration, possibly caused by a greater focus on withinchannel processes, rather than floodplain mechanisms that control meandering and the coevolution of the floodplain and the river channel. Also, the majority of numerical models are of
single channels only and do not account for plural systems with multiple main and accessory
channels, common in large rivers (Section 2.1.2).

Figure 2-9: Successive centrelines of a simulated stream, displayed in increments of 200 iterations. Downstream to
right. Sets of curves identified by inclusive iteration numbers. First centreline of sequence identified by dashed line,
last by bold (Howard and Knutson, 1984).
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2.2.5

Large Meandering Rivers

The Mississippi is the largest single thread meandering river in the World, the tenth largest river in
the World, and one of the study sites for this thesis. Latrubesse (2008) describes the Mississippi
River as “the ultimate meandering channel”. He continues to state that no other ‘pure’ meandering
single thread channels exist with higher discharge values. Meandering does occur in larger rivers
(Amazon and the Ob, Figure 2-10), but these rivers do not exclusively display a meandering pattern.
Figure 2-10 shows the anabranching channels of two large rivers. The main channel and accessory
branches may individually exhibit meandering, but the accessory channels have much shorter
wavelengths to that of the mainstream. This difference in wavelengths is shown in Figure 2-10C,
the main channel has a large wavelength of 30 km and the accessory channel a much smaller
wavelength of 8.5 km. The meander belt can be seen in Figure 2-10A and to a lesser extent 2-10B,
with a series of point bar complexes, detailing previous locations of meander bends and their
associated changes in direction. The geometry of these point bar complexes can give information
about previous channel locations, meander development, and cutoff.
Many characteristics of large meandering rivers are similar to their smaller counterparts, in terms
of point bars and lateral migration across the floodplain. The associated benefit of studying larger
rivers is that due to the enlarged size of the river and its resulting topography, moderate resolution
remote sensing technologies can identify and measure these elaborate topographical features.
These landforms, such as point bars, have to date, had little in the way of robust quantification,
with early pioneering work done by Hickin and Nanson (1975) and Nanson (1981) being largely
qualitative and generally on ‘small’ rivers.
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Figure 2-10: Meandering in large anabranching rivers in A) The River Ob (58°07’ N, 82°20’E) and B) the Amazon River
(2°41’ S, 66°18’ W), C) shows the different wavelengths of the main channel and accessory. notice that the mainstem
is meandering as well as the branches and chute cutoffs. Also, notice the different scales, the Amazon being much
larger than the Ob. Images courtesy of the USGS.
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2.3 Large Rivers and Depositional Boundaries
Rivers have a tendency to be organised hierarchically, with small tributary channels joining together
to form larger channels, which in turn merge to form even larger river channels. The stream order
hierarchy was proposed by Strahler (1952), starting with a source tributary, a first order river which
would be classified as a small stream feeding into larger bodies of water. This order of hierarchy
continues up to some of the largest rivers in the World, the Amazon being a twelfth order river
(Middleton, 2012). Occurring in a hierarchy of sizes, the drainage basin is a fundamental spatial unit
defined topographically and hydrologically (Knighton, 1998). The drainage basins of large rivers
encapsulate vast areas of land. Figure 2-11 shows the locations of the ten largest river basins based
on discharge. For the very largest rivers, that transcend continental boundaries, there is no distinct
unified valley system created by fluvial erosion. Instead, these systems involve a series of chains of
interlinked domains with contrasted fluvial functions (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012).

Figure 2-11: Map of tectonic settings of large rivers. Major highlands of the world and margins of large plates are plotted.
Arrow indicated the direction of plate movement. Numbers refer to rivers listed in Figure 1-3 (Tandon and Sinha, 2007).

Large rivers transcend geological, tectonic and depositional basin boundaries, exhibiting
longitudinal and transverse flows from mountainous fronts (Potter, 1978; Miall, 1981). As a river
moves downstream through different depositional and geological environment types, the
characteristics of sediments change (grain size, cohesion, etc.). Types of vegetation on the
floodplain can vary significantly, river banks change, and the slope can differ - affecting stream
power. Changing geological settings can also affect a river’s characteristics, preventing lateral
migration, (e.g. Miall, 2005). Large rivers cover The World's surface, located in a multitude of
biomes ranging from the tropics (Amazon, Congo), arid environments (Nile), tundra (Ob, Lena), and
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temperate environments (Columbia). Figures 1-3 and 2-11 show the worldwide distribution of large
river systems, large rivers are laterally and longitudinally distributed around the planet.
Structural tectonic features within a valley system can affect river geomorphology. Figure 2-12
shows how cohesive valley walls limit the Amazon’s sinuosity. As the Amazon crosses structural
features transverse to its course it incises, narrowing and straightening the channel (Dunne and
Aalto, 2013). Between these limiting structural features the river floodplain is much wider and
allows for greater migration and hence complexity of the floodplain. Rivers such as the Changjiang,
Mekong, and Zambezi flow in and out of rock gorges and into alluvial basins, extending into and
across sedimentary boundaries (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). This flow through sedimentary basins is
shown in Figure 2-11, the examples of the Changjiang and Mekong (9 and 26 in Figure 2-11) flow
from Cenozoic mountains, through Mesozoic and late Palaeozoic mountains to low lands.
Geomorphological and river dynamic adjustments occur at each of these transition locations. The
arrangement of steep headwaters, a braided section, a sinuous meandering channel through an
alluvial floodplain, resulting in a delta at the end as usually suggested for smaller rivers, does not
hold up for the World’s largest rivers (Gupta, 2007).

Figure 2-12: Stylised illustration highlighting the variation of channel and floodplain characteristics in relation to
structural features along the Amazon River valley. The grey rectangles indicate the approximate locations where the
axes of arches and structural highs are labelled. Flow is from left to right. From Dunne and Aalto (2013).

2.4 Flow Dynamics
2.4.1

Discharge

Stream power (W/m2) is one of the key factors in classifying river channel patterns; “total stream
power is an expression of the rate of potential energy expenditure per unit length of channel”
(Latrubesse, 2008). It is a useful parameter in predicting river channel pattern, as it is an indicator
of the available energy to mobilise sediments (Ferguson, 1987). However, a river is not shaped by
discharge alone, supporting factors such as bank stability, will be more instrumental in defining the
river ‘style’ in conjunction with the water moving capacity of the river. Kleinhans and van den Berg
(2011) suggest that large rivers, which typically display an anabranching channel pattern, are not
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empirically or theoretically related to stream power, unlike those of smaller rivers. Rather,
additional factors such as: river confinement, the strength of banks and floodplain, degradation or
aggradation, and avulsion are more likely to play a larger role. These empirical predictions of
channel pattern related to stream power are, however, applicable to the individual branches within
the anabranching pattern.
Large rivers share a variety of hydrological characteristics, such as division of flow with main and
accessory channels. Accessory channels, which are often also known as offtakes, side, secondary,
or tie channels (Ashworth and Lewin, 2013), are river channels that are complementary to the main
river channel. Large rivers have a tendency to exhibit a multitude of channels and fluvial pathways.
Divergence and convergence of flow occurs through confluence-diffluence units around km-scale
bars (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). This divergence can be controlled by bedrock constriction, or by
a network ‘island and nodes’ (Thorne, 1993); these factors can individually or collectively result in
rapid changes in active braidplain width. Division of flow, therefore, plays a critical role in large river
flow dynamics.
2.4.2

Secondary Flows

Secondary flows are flows that are perpendicular to the downstream flow of a river. They are
transverse currents that in river bends are often directed towards the outer bank at the surface and
towards the inner bank at the bed, giving a secondary circulation (Knighton, 1998). Figure 2-13
shows velocity profiles at a meander bend, which visualises the circular flow distribution. Secondary
flows that contribute towards unit bar growth may be suppressed in large, low-sinuosity channels,
with high width: depth ratios, and also where dunes form significant bed roughness (Parsons et al.,
2007). Parsons et al. (2007) show that flow mixing and secondary flows are almost entirely
dominated by bedform roughness, resulting in an absence of the coherent secondary flow cells.
Both Parsons et al. (2007) and Orfeo et al. (2006) have shown that secondary flows, which have
been identified in smaller rivers, appear to be generally missing in the Rio Paraná.
Somewhat opposed to this, Dinehart and Burau (2005) conducted Acoustic Doppler Current
Profiling (ADCP) in the Sacramento River, California. Their studies indicate that their river
measurements showed consistency with ‘classic’ and laboratory studies. However, it should be
noted that, whereas Dinehart and Burau (2005) define the Sacramento river as large, by the
definitions used in this thesis (1,000 m3s-1) the river is indeed not considered as a large river, having
an average annual discharge of 665 m3s-1 (USGS Gauge: 11447650, Sacramento River at Freeport,
CA). The results showed a near-bed decrease in backscatter intensity across the pool, which
corresponded with inward cross-stream flow. These studies illustrate the complex flow dynamics
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of large rivers and that what is often regarded as a typical feature of a river, in this case secondary
flows, may not be able to be scaled up for large rivers.

Figure 2-13: Example of primary isovels (A) and secondary velocity profiles (B) for bankfull flow at a meander apex for
a meandering river. Note that secondary arrows superimposed on primary isovels are inferred from isovel curvature
and measured horizontal secondary velocities. From Thorne et al. (1985).

2.4.3

Hydraulic Geometry

As defined in the Section 1.2.2, large rivers are often differentiated from small rivers by the volume
of water discharge. There have been several attempts to establish a relationship between the
various controlling variables on river channels. Hydraulic geometry is a means to establish these
relationships. It describes the association between the mean stream channel form and discharge
for any given river. The channel form is in regards to: the mean cross-section geometry (width,
depth, cross-section, and meander length), the hydraulic variables (mean slope, mean friction, and
mean velocity) for a given influx of water, along with the specified channel boundary conditions
and delivery of sediment to the channel (Singh, 2003). Most information on the influx of water is
acquired via gauging stations and is the primary source of data for hydraulic geometry calculations
(Latrubesse, 2008). Gauging stations are however, not necessarily in the most optimal location,
especially for self-adjusting alluvial channels, making it hard to examine these relationships. In spite
of this, Latrubesse (2008) analysed hydraulic geometry data for large rivers and arrived at several
conclusions.
a) There is only a small increase in width values with discharge, as reflected in very low b
values.
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b) Highly sinuous single-thread meandering rivers have high values of depth exponents,
indicating a significant increase in depth with increasing discharge. Banks are therefore
mainly formed by cohesive sediments and sometimes includes older resistant alluvium.
c) Meandering rivers that generate floodplains with scroll bar topography and acute
meanders, show a greater increase in velocity as discharge increases.
d) In low anabranching intensity, low-sinuosity rivers, exponent m reaches high values and
depth increases slower in relation to velocity with values of f averaging 0.31.
e) The Amazon demonstrates a more intermediate response of m and f.
Where; b = exponent in width-discharge relation, f = exponent in depth-discharge relation, m =
exponent in velocity-discharge relation (after Leopold and Maddock, 1953).
What is significant from this is that, in analysis of hydraulic geometry, width remains remarkably
constant in reaction to adjustments to alterations in discharge at a cross-section. Also, Latrubesse
(2008) concluded that beyond the 17,000 m3s-1 point, “only anabranching systems can achieve
efficient ways to move water and sediment over exceptionally low gradients”.
2.4.4

Effective Discharge

The customary parameter to estimate effective discharge of dominant flows has been for many
years bankfull discharge (Qbf). The dominant flow of a river is the state that transports the most
sediment and thereby plays the most significant role in controlling the morphology of a river
channel. Studies on larger rivers, however, demonstrate that the dominant effective discharge (Qef)
generally is below bankfull stage. Also that very large floods do not seem to significantly change the
river channel or floodplain morphology (Latrubesse, 2008). To examine this claim, Latrubesse
(2008) described the case studies of the Brahmaputra by Thorne et al. (1993) and lower Mississippi
by Biedenharn and Thorne (1994). These studies show that effective discharge (Qef) actually
approximates a “bar full” stage, which is when the water level is at the tops of channel bars. Results
from the Paraná River by Amsler et al. (2005) and the Araguaia River by Aquino (2007) are also in
agreement. It is important to note that these example rivers have a range of channel patterns,
various hydrological regimes, as well as different geology and topography, yet show similar
effective discharge water level stages.

2.5

Sediment Dynamics

Of all of the rivers on the planet, large rivers contribute significantly to the sediment transfer system
(Gupta, 2007) - the delivery of sediments from the continents to the World’s ocean basins. This
system is affected by the numerous states of reaction to post-glacial maximum sea level rise, which
all large lowland rivers that enter the sea are in (Swanson et al., 2008). Syvitski and Kettner (2011)
showed that by the time of the early twentieth century, mechanisation connected to deforestation
and mining, had consequently caused global signals of sediment discharge to increase in most of
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the World’s largest rivers. Though, by the 1950s, the sediment discharge signal has been reversed
for most major rivers, owing to the proliferation of dams (Table 2-1).
Table 2-1: Discharge of river water (Q) and sediment discharge (Qs) for pre-Anthropocene and Anthropocene
conditions, ca late twentieth century. These values are in regards to continental coastline fluxes. From Syvitski and
Kettner (2011).

Q (km3 yr⁻¹)

Qs with humans (Gt yr-1)

Qs pre-humans (Gt yr-1)

Africa

3797

1.1

1.6

Asia

9806

4.8

5.3

Australasia

608

0.28

0.24

Europe

2680

0.4

0.6

Indonesia

2451

2.4

2.4

North America

5819

1.5

1.7

20

0.004

0.003

South America

11529

2.4

3.3

Global

38510

12.8

15.1

Location

Oceans

This delivery of sediment plays a major role in the sculpting of topography of the Earth’s surface
and sediment flux to the oceans. River morphology and behaviour are controlled by: the sediment
moving through a river (suspended sediment concentrations), the nature of the sediment
composing the rivers bed and banks, the tributary system sediment type feeding into the main
channel and the overall quantity of sediment within the system (Schumm and Winkley, 1994).
Sediment is deposited if the stream power is insufficient to maintain transportation. As water flows
over any surface, there is a shear stress at that interface. Overcoming shear stress allows particles
near to the bed to move (Richards, 1982). Knighton (1998) indicates that the sediment load carried
by a river can be divided into three main components:
a) The dissolved load, which consists of materials in solution;
b) The wash load, which is composed of fine particles, is generally found at the bed and move
in suspension; and
c) The bed-material load, which includes all sizes of material found in significant quantities on
the bed.
Both Schumm (1985) and Church (2006) have proposed a relationship between the component of
sediment transport (bed-load versus suspended load) and the resulting morphology of the river.
Figure 2-14 demonstrates channel classifications based on the dominant type of sediment load, as
well as types of channels, relative stability and some associated variables (Schumm, 1985). Recent
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work by Nicholas (2012) supports Schumm (1985) and Church (2006) and he states that “the
fraction of sand transported in suspension is an important control on channel morphology in large
sand-bed rivers”. Nicholas (2012) simulations showed that the suspension of sediments reduces
the gravitational deflection of sediment in the direction of the local bed slope, while promoting
vertical bar accretion and consequent alteration to floodplain. Some of these simulations can be
seen in Figure 2-17, changes in the sediment grain diameter (D), which is associated with suspended
sediment concentrations, show very different morphologies.

Figure 2-14: Illustration of channel classification based on pattern and type of sediment load, displaying types of
channels and their relative stability, as well as some associated variables. From Schumm (1985).
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Global data on sediment loads in large rivers are typically for suspended sediment only, often with
only an estimation of bedload (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). Channel patterning, according to
Kleinhans (2010), essentially involves bed material transfer. However, in large rivers the sediment
sampling of bedload continues to be technically difﬁcult, time-consuming, expensive and
potentially dangerous during ﬂoods (Gaeuman and Jacobson, 2006; Turowki et al., 2010). Channel
pattern, morphology, erosion, deposition and migration of the channel are to a significant degree
determined by the amount of sediments passing through the system (Turowki et al., 2010). The
total load of sediments is often estimated only by measuring suspended load, bedload fraction is
generally either ignored due to a lack of constraints, or to be taken as a fixed fraction of the total
load. Turowki et al., (2010) state that within their search, numbers for total load are found to be
“10% to 20% bedload fraction of the total load in general”.

Figure 2-15: Schematic illustration of the processes controlling the sediment budget of a river channel and floodplain.
Sediment may enter a reach of the channel from: 1) upstream; 2) tributaries within the reach; and 3) via bank erosion.
Sediment can leave the reach by: 1) channel transport; 2) deposition on bars; 3) diffuse overbank flows; and 4) via
distribution through floodplain channels. From Dunne et al. (1998).

Not all sediment passing through a river system reaches the mouth of the river; there is an amount
that is deposited onto the floodplain. The exchanges of sediments to the floodplain are caused by
bank erosion, bar deposition, overbank flow, and sedimentation in floodplain channels (Dunne et
al., 1998). Figure 2-15 shows the various inputs and outputs of sediment within a river system, it
illustrates the complexity of the aforementioned processes. The rates of sediment transfer in and
out of the floodplain and the residence time of storage, affects the development of mineral
assemblages, as well as sediment changes in response to land use, and the routing of sediment
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through valley floors (Dunne et al., 1998). The product of a sediment budget is therefore controlled
by the hydrological characteristics of the valley floor and the geomorphological characteristics of
the floodplain and main river channels.
The global transport of sediments is important in terms of the geochemical cycle. Martin and
Meybeck (1979) predicted that sediment-associated transport may exceed 90% of the total riverborne flux of elements, including: P, Ni, Mn, Cr, Pb, Fe, and Al. From a geological and
geomorphological perspective, the transfer of sediments from the land to ocean is a key element
of the global denudation system. It can provide a measure of the rate of denudation, and of the
effectiveness of erosion processes in the lowering of the land surface (Walling and Fang, 2003).
2.5.1

Bank Erodibility

Meanders change over time naturally, but can be accelerated when a channel is modified by
engineering practices (Turnipseed and Smith, 1992). There are two main groups of processes
instrumental to bank erosion: hydraulic action and mass failure (Knighton, 1998). Hydraulic action
is in most cases the dominant process in the erosion of non-cohesive banks, this is the individual
dislodging of grains and the occurrence of shallow slips along virtually planar surfaces. Also, its
effectiveness against cohesive banks, is largely dependent on the moisture content of the grains
and amount of preconditioning (Thorne, 1982). The contribution to river bank erosion can depend
on various factors such as: the adjacent land-use, riparian vegetation cover, disturbance history,
topography, bank material composition and strength, and river morphology (Rose and Basher,
2010). There is a complex interplay between bank erodibility, vegetation establishment and bed
sediment mobility in defining channel patterns. The simulations conducted by Nicholas (2012)
included bank erodibility and vegetation establishment (Figure 2-17), which contributed to
significant changes in channel pattern.
Lateral movements result from changes in hydraulic, sediment and channel bank characteristics
(Richard et al., 2005). Bank erosion is the key controlling factor related to the lateral migration of
rivers. Bank erosion essentially consists of the detachment of grains or assemblages of grains from
the river bank, this is then subsequently followed by fluvial entrainment. Bank material of natural
channels is highly variable, but does have a tendency to have a reduction in particle size and an
increase in uniformity downstream. The pioneering work of Schumm (1963) identified the
importance of fine grained material and the percentage of slit and clay in banks, furthermore how
it affected channel shape and sinuosity. Van Dijk et al. (2012) describe how cohesive fine grained
material is easily eroded by the entrainment of aggregates. Crumbs or a collection of the soil tends
to detach rather than individual particles, this is due to electro-mechanical cohesive forces that
bind particles together. In contrast, non-cohesive bank material is usually detached in a grain by
grain manner and can often leave a pronounced notch, marking where peak stage has been
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achieved. Most channel banks have some degree of cohesion due to finer material, which can be
further complicated by the reinforcing effects of vegetation (Knighton, 1998).
The interaction between sediment grains with primary and secondary flows and a transverse
sloping bed causes meander bends to transport different grain sizes in different proportions and
directions, resulting in a consistent sorting pattern (Darby and Delbono, 2002). Figure 2-16 shows
Darby and Delbono’s (2002) model for bank failure that causes widening of the channel. Bank
collapse, in reality, might lead to the development of a wider, shallower channel.

Figure 2-16: Idealised example of a predicted equilibrium transverse bed profile in a hypothetical bend. After Darby
and Delbono (2002).

Micheli and Kirchner (2002) indicate that streambank erosion can be the driver of temporal changes
in river planform morphology. The rates and pattern of meander bend lateral migration reflects the
ability of hydraulic shear forces to erode the bank and floodplain materials, via fluvial entrainment
and mass wasting. Therefore, if hydraulic shear or bank erodibility is increased, the result will be an
increase in the rates of bank erosion and lateral channel migration (Howard, 1984). For large rivers,
particularly those that are anastomosing, bank sediments and their associated erodibility are just
as important as slope often is, in instigating changes in channel pattern (Schumm, 1977; Simpson
and Smith, 2001). As stated in section 2.4.3, the World’s largest rivers have very small slopes,
therefore; these other factors could potentially have a greater influence.
2.5.2

Influence of Vegetation

Vegetation has an intricate relationship with the dynamics and geomorphology of rivers. Riparian
vegetation responds to hydrogeomorphic disturbances and environmental changes, while also
controlling these changes (Corenblit et al., 2009). Vegetation can alter flow velocities and direction,
as well as changing the cohesive strength and physical resistance of river banks (Coulthard, 2005).
Thus, riparian vegetation has an engineering effect, i.e. controlling and influencing morphology
along rivers. Thorne (1990) recognised four major effects that vegetation can have on river bank
erosion:
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1. Slow near bank velocities, this results in a reduction of boundary shear stresses and thusly
erosion;
2. Reduce the erodibility of soil;
3. Improving bank drainage by soil reinforcement causing an increase bank strength, and;
4. Lead to accretion at the base of the bank, particularly on the inside of a meander bend.
The cohesion of bank sediments caused by vegetation, is a first-order control on channel pattern.
Whether vegetation is present or absent is a significant contributing factor as to whether a river
channel pattern will be either braided or meandering (Gran and Paola, 2001; Murray and Paola,
2003).
Tabacchi et al. (1998) state that “vegetation dynamics within the riparian corridor are influenced
by hydrological disturbance regimes”. Suggesting that the productivity and diversity of vegetation
could extensively influence riverine biogeochemical processes, especially related to changing redox
conditions (chemical reactions in which atoms have their oxidation state changed) occurring from
upstream to downstream. Floods can act to ‘reset’ vegetation, washing away previously established
vegetation. Therefore, the timescale of re-colonization and growth of vegetation can be an
important time-scaling factor for interpreting the magnitude and frequency of floods (Tabacchi et
al., 2000).
Church (1995) argues that the propagation of riparian vegetation down a river bank may be an
important factor in long-term width and pattern adjustment. Gurnell and Petts (2002) summarised
this process of the adjustment of the channel width to flow regulation:
1. Seasonally inundated channel bar surfaces become abandoned;
2. Secondary channels in split reaches are abandoned; and
3. Accretion occurs of sand and slit-up to channel edges.
Gurnell and Patte (2002) state that where there is a high sand load, relatively rapid channel
accretion is likely to occur, due to bar surfaces being quickly covered by fine material, this
encourages vegetation establishment. In their 1996 paper Nanson and Knighton discussed how
active a role vegetation plays in achieving an anabranching river channel pattern; of particular note
is the stabilising effect of trees and their roots and the role they have in maintaining island forms.
With islands there is a greater potential of log jams, often associated with inducing avulsion.
Due to the size and age of the floodplains associated with large rivers, the vegetation on the banks
and floodplain have the ability to grow to a mature state. Mature vegetation has a much greater
cohesive binding strength, with larger and more extant root systems. Tabacchi et al. (1998) state
that the probability of removal of vegetation is expected to decrease from pioneer to mature
stages; however, the ability to recover after dramatic changes is expected to be greater in early
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stages of vegetation development. Gurnell (2013) asserts that plants are ‘river system engineers’.
The influence of plants is significant across spatial and temporal scales, with small plant-scale
phenomena giving structure to patch-scale geomorphology, and interactions between these
patches being crucial to larger-scale and long-term geomorphological phenomena (Gurnell, 2013).
Therefore, the establishment of vegetation and particularly mature vegetation, will have an effect
on a river’s ability to erode its floodplain.

2.6 Numerical and Experimental Modelling
There has been significant progress made in the past decade in spatially-distributed numerical
modelling of river morphodynamics (Nicholas, 2010), these advancements are underpinned by the
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (Olsen, 2003; Jang and Shimizu, 2005; Bernini et al., 2006).
However, many models are still not yet proficient enough for investigating long-term fluvial
landscape evolution, or changes in river channels over large distances, due to the high
computational demands (Nicholas, 2005). So, the development of physically realistic yet
computationally efficient numerical models of river morphodynamics, was for many years, an
elusive goal in geomorphology (Nicholas, 2010). A recent study by Nicholas (2013) however, has
made significant progress towards this goal, as described below and in Figure 2-17. Numerical
modelling of rivers has, so far, focused primarily on the simulation of either meandering or braided
channels using separate modelling approaches (Nicholas, 2013), combining these models has been
highlighted as a persistent obstacle (Kleinhans, 2010). Reduced-complexity models of river
dynamics that tend to neglect many physics properties that governing fluvial processes, have
become increasingly popular in recent years, yet these models are often both unrealistic and highly
sensitive (Nicholas, 2005).
Significantly, there has been little attempt to apply such models to the World’s largest rivers
(Nicholas et al., 2012), which display very different morphology and hydrodynamic properties to
the shallower flows and coarser-grained channel beds, to which reduced complexity models are
typically applied to. Studies such as Nicholas (2013) demonstrate progression in using numerical
modelling to help understand larger rivers. Model simulations (Figure 2-17), which have been
discussed in previous sections, are consistent with analysis of data from natural rivers. Figure 2-17
shows the relationships between bed sediment mobility and channel morphology in the modelled
rivers, Figure 2-17 shows a statistically significant relationship between sediment fall velocity to
mean shear velocity, channel width:depth ratio, and number of channel branches.
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Figure 2-18: Relationships between bed sediment mobility and channel morphology in natural and simulated rivers.
Average width to depth ratio (A) and number of channel branches (B) are plotted against the ratio of sediment fall
velocity (VS) to mean shear velocity (V*). Model results represented above are from the average values over the final
20 years of each of the simulations. These are then divided into two subsets: with strong banks (E = 3) and weak banks
(E = 10). Data for natural rivers are represented by crosses. From Nicholas (2013).

Figure 2-17: Results from Nicholas (2013) displaying simulated channel morphologies from a collection of model runs
with contrasting parameters and boundary conditions for a large sand-bed river. Bed sediment grain diameter (D),
downstream gradient (S), Chezy roughness coefficient (C), bank erodibility (E), Time (Tveg) and critical flow depth (Hcr)
for vegetation establishment, and the ratio of bed sediment fall velocity to mean shear velocity (Vs/V*) are shown in
each case. Flow is left to right. Downstream image extent is 50 km. Water depth at low flow (shades of blue), surface
elevation of river bed above low water level (scale of yellow to red) and vegetated surface age (shade of green) are
depicted with different colour scales.

Nicholas et al. (2015) have developed a physics-based model to connect alluvial stratigraphy to
morphology and dynamics of large rivers. The study showed that hydrologic regime, characterised
by the discharge variability and flood duration, “exerts a first-order influence on morphodynamics
and hence bar set thickness”. This infers that the planform morphology alone, could potentially be
a deceptive variable when interpreting deposits. However, this study is limited by the need for more
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field investigations of discharge variability, which is vital when developing reconstructions of
paleoenvironments.
Experiments to simulate landscapes and stratigraphy at the lab scale have been used for more than
a century, Gilbert (1919) being one of the earliest examples. Experiments have two main
advantages over real-world data; full control over the initial and boundary conditions and a much
faster evolution, so processes that could take many centuries can be simulated in a much more
reasonable time scale (van de Lageweg, 2013). They also have advantages over numerical
modelling, such as ‘materiality’ (the materials and processes at work in the experiment are as real
as in the real life conditions) unlike numerical modelling, where the materials are virtual (Paola et
al., 1992; Morgan, 2003; Kleinhans et al., 2005).
Physical modelling techniques can be categorised by their specificity (the degree that the model
replicates a prototype) and the temporal/spatial scale they are most applicable (Peakall et al.,
1996). When studying at large geomorphic scales, fine prototype sediment or precise modelling of
sediment transport and deposition, models may have to be distorted. These distorted models have
a small vertical:horizontal scale ratio in order to model large prototypes, whilst maintaining
adequate model flow depth. A number of other scales are also commonly adjusted when modelling
sediment movement in rivers, including valley slope, grain size, sediment density, flow velocity and
discharge (Peakall et al., 1996). These scale adjustments are described as ‘moveable-bed
modelling’, referring to the alteration of more than just the boundary conditions.

2.7 Floodplains
River systems adjust their channels and floodplains via a combination of controls. This is reflected
in the correlation between the pattern of a river channel and the surrounding sedimentology of the
floodplain (Nanson and Croke, 1992; Bridge, 2003). Thus, understanding the distribution of
sediments within a floodplain can give greater insights into past and present dynamics of a river.
Large rivers have an intricate relationship with their floodplains, lacustrine bodies and paleochannels form complex systems of hydraulic interactions. Floodplain environments are important
hydrologically, as passageways for floodwaters and for standing waterbodies. The hydrological
inputs and outputs of the channel and floodplain system can be seen in Figure 2-19. Variations in
topography will dictate the ability of the floodplain to drain, as well as the direction of flow and the
ponding of river water. They are also important ecologically; floodplains are incredibly productive
environments due to the rich fine sediments that are deposited during floods. Depressions in
floodplains can act as carbon sinks, which are of particular interest to the hydrocarbon industry
(Thomas, 2013). The Athabasca Oil Sands in Canada are a product of an ancient fluvial-tidal system.
The river that created the oil sand reservoir, is believed to have been a large meandering river that
migrated across its floodplain; leaving behind scrolled topography, with depressions that over time,
created the oil deposits now being exploited (Moreton et al., 2013; Moreton and Carter, 2016).
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Figure 2-19: The elements of alluvial exchange. Elements are sub-divided by deposition on the floodplain (a-e),
exchanges involving main channel (f-i) and deposition with them (h), or by sediment input from tributaries (j). From
Ashworth and Lewin, 2012, their Figure 6.

2.7.1

Definitions and Classifications of Floodplains

There are general definitions of the floodplain, such as Schmudde (1968) “The floodplain is defined
as the relatively flat alluvial landform adjacent to the river channel and subject to periodic flooding.”
Added to this are Syvitski et al. (2012) using theoretical models to define the floodplain “as the
relatively flat area surrounding the active river channel that floods during high discharge events.”
However, in practice, a river’s floodplain can be defined in three ways:
1. Hydrologically, the area adjacent to the river channel which is inundated by floodwaters;
2. Topographically, the relatively flat area of land which has undergone erosion and
deposition by the river channel and;
3. By sedimentological evidence, defining the floodplain via alluvial deposits.
Figure 2-21 shows satellite and SRTM images that illustrate how a floodplain could be identified via
hydrological and topographic methods. It often depends on the type of research being conducted
to what form of definition is used. What all these definitions have in common is vagueness to their
meaning; “relatively flat” for example, can be open to a range of interpretation. The same can be
said with “inundated by floodwaters” as this will depend on what type of flood; for example, a
hundred-year flood is likely to inundate a larger area than in a yearly flooding cycle. There is even
confusion in terms of planning laws and management as to the definitions of stream, floodplain,
and riparian zone (Bren, 1993).
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Figure 2-20: Images A and B are Landsat satellite images of the Khanty-Mansiysk and tributary to the River Ob (61°11'N,
69°06'E), the images show the extent of inundation, which can be used as a measure of the floodplain. Image C is an
SRTM image of the River Ob (58°27'N, 82°19’E), which desribes how the floodplain can be defined topographically. The
profile shows the cross section of the floodplain with the main and accessory channels identified. Landsat courtesy of
the USGS, SRTM courtesy of ftp.glcf.umd.edu.
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There is a complex mixture of fluvial interactions that form floodplains. Nanson and Croke (1992)
state that the relationship between the entrainment and transport of sediments with the erosional
resistance of the floodplain boundary, providing the basis for their genetic classification of
floodplains. The three classifications they recognise are:
1. Non-cohesive high-energy floodplains;
2. Non-cohesive medium-energy floodplains; and
3. Cohesive floodplains that are low-energy.
Nanson and Croke (1992) continue this classification into nine geomorphic factors, which are mostly
comprised of fluvial processes. These geomorphic factors provide a second and to an extent, a third
level of floodplain differentiation into floodplain orders and suborders. The nine factors are:
1. Valley confinement;
2. Channel cutting and filling;
3. Braid-channel accretion;
4. Lateral point-bar accretion;
5. Overbank vertical-accretion;
6. Anabranching;
7. Scroll-bar formation;
8. Counterpoint accretion; and
9. Organic accumulation
The flooding of floodplains helps to define the complexity of ecosystems found within and the
subsequent management thereafter, including riparian ecosystem dynamics, agriculture, and
fisheries (Syvitski et al., 2012). The results of Scown et al. (2015) show floodplains to be complex
and spatially organised. By quantifying floodplain topographic complexity, clarification can be made
on how floodplain ecosystems are structured. Riparian vegetation dispersal, growth, and
establishment are affected by a river’s flow regime and groundwater regime (Gurnell, 2012). Figure
2-21 shows how physical processes and flow stage affect vegetation, as well as the influence
vegetation has on a river.
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Figure 2-21: Schematic diagram of the physical processes that constrain riparian and aquatic plant colonization and
growth. Biomechanical properties that enable plants to cope with aquatic conditions and also the relative importance
of the physical properties of a floodplain environment. From Gurnell (2012).

2.7.2

Large River Floodplains

Lewin and Ashworth (2014a) argue that due to the diversity and heterogeneity of topography and
form of large river floodplains, the pioneering classification by Nanson and Croke (1992) is “less
effective for large floodplains”. They continue this line of reasoning by stating that large river
floodplains are; 1) plural systems consisting of numerous channels and sub-systems; with a partial
disconnect to the main stream activity, 2) they are complex; with zonal variations in processing and
rates of activity, and 3) sediments are diachronous with forms having developed over a multitude
of time scales. Many of the floodplains of the World’s largest rivers are characterised by extensive
ponded water environments, filling negative topography. As an example, over half of the
floodplains of the 33 large rivers studied by Syvitski et al. (2012) contained significant depressional
zones that are highly prone to flooding, often annually. These depositional zones are also important
as sinks for sediment and reducing its transport downstream.
Dunne and Aalto (2013) also agree that due to the size of large river systems, the mass and age
range of sediments involved; even a Holocene-age floodplain, suggest a range of complexities in
defining the floodplain. They indicate five such complexities:
1. Considerable ranges in water-surface elevations and differences in inundation properties,
modify some parts of a large floodplain but, inundation is variable between flood seasons.
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2. Disruption of downstream trends in sediment sorting and sedimentation, which can be a
result of catastrophic changes in internal processes, interference from large tributary
junctions, and other lateral supplies of runoff and sediment.
3. The slow temporal changes in some floodplain landforms.
4. Recycling of sediments that were initially deposited under different circumstances.
5. Restricted applicability of the steady-state concepts for larger river floodplains.
The floodplains of the largest rivers of the World allow the formation and development of a much
greater diversity of landforms, with a much larger range of scales and ages than those of smaller
rivers (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). The size of these floodplains subject them to more complex
hydrological regimes due to crossing climatic zones, and because they interact and flow over
topographically complex surfaces (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). This results in the floodplains of large
rivers producing an extensive collection of geomorphological features and processes.
Large river floodplains have a range of distinct features. Dunne and Aalto (2013) describe three
defining principles of large river floodplains. First, the low gradients associated with large rivers
(within the range of 1-50 cm km-1) allows geomorphological modification by even slow, small
tectonic movements, or it makes them susceptible to excavation of resistant materials. Second, and
closely related to their low gradients, is changes in Quaternary sea-levels have the capacity to
propagate long distances upstream. The last glacial Maximum sea level was approximately 120 m
below present levels, the response of an individual river to the lowering of base level was
complicated by the low-river gradients and by low off-shore gradients (Blum et al., 2008). A third
characteristic feature of large rivers and their floodplains is the complex hydrologic interactions
between channel and floodplain. The vast drainage areas associated with large rivers can produce
gradually rising and slowly receding hydrographs, as a result of the long translation times of the
flood-wave. The slow passage of the flood-wave integrates with the responses of many tributaries
that typically enter a larger river system, over a range of latitudes and elevations. The storage of
these flood waters in wide floodplains, can comprise up to 10-20% of the river’s annual water
discharge (Dunne and Aalto, 2013).
2.7.3

Topography of Large River Floodplains

The topographies of large river floodplains come in several interlinked types. There are landforms
created by active channel erosion, channel scours, channel abandonment from cutoffs or avulsions,
or incrementally through bank erosion. Sedimentation processes can create positive relief
structures such as banks and ridges. Long term tectonic variability and Quaternary setting
influencing the floodplain, in part because many large rivers have not currently adjusted to fill largescale sedimentation space. Finally, there are on-going post-formation processes, overbank
floodwater passage and groundwater drainage (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a).
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Topography on large rivers is very complex, as illustrated earlier in Figure 2-21. Scown et al. (2015)
investigated floodplain surface complexity and the relation to scale and geomorphology. They
conclude that floodplains may contain a range of structural conditions or features. These features
may cluster into distinct physical landforms or patches of landforms. They can also be arranged
continuously along geographic and geological gradients. These two properties of complexity are
very important, as a larger number of features within a system increase the number of potential
states and interactions between these states. Importantly, the organisation of these features
influences the flow of energy and material within the floodplain.
2.7.4

Hydraulic Connectivity of Large River Floodplains

The hydraulic connectivity of a floodplain is the extent to which channels and topographic
depressions are filled with floodwaters and the degree to which these depressions are connected
to various floodplain zones. Large river floodplains can vary in their connectivity to the main
channel; ranging from highly connected systems with frequent cycling of water and sediments to
and from the floodplain, to systems that only input into their floodplain at very high overbank flows.
For highly connected systems, accessory channels within the floodplain can connect swamps and
lacustrine environments with the main river (Rowland et al., 2009). Floodplain channels are a key
component of floodplain systems and are known to play an important role in dictating
hydrodynamics and sediment transport (Trigg et al., 2012). As described by Mertes (1997), the
transfer of water, sediment and other materials to floodplains is a function of the hydrology of
inundation. Inundation can come in a variety of forms: by overbank flow, the rising of groundwater,
hyporheic mixture of waters, local tributary inputs, and from precipitation onto the floodplain
surface. The extent and location of inundation within the floodplain is important in terms of
floodplain ecology and diversity, flood protection, also the delivery of fine sediments to the
floodplain. Hess et al. (2003) investigated the inundation of the Amazon floodplain, finding very
high levels of inundation. Flooded forests constitute nearly 70% of the overall wetland area, with
variations in inundation relating to floodplain geomorphology. The importance of floodplain
geomorphology, in regards to floodplain inundation, highlights the complex interactions that occur
on large river floodplains.
Mertes (1997) noted that in the World’s largest river floodplains, inundation can be spatially and
temporally variable; it is often not caused by overbank flooding events alone. It is possible for
inundation to occur when the floodplain is mainly dry before the initiation of overbank flooding. As
water rises, the zone of flooding enlarges parallel to the river as overtopping of levees occurs along
channels from the main river and various channels located on the floodplain (Mertes, 1997).
However, water is often already present on the floodplain surface, which is often the case due to
groundwater, flooding from local tributaries, runoff from adjacent hillslopes, direct precipitation,
or ponded water from prior floods. When this is the case the ponding from local water can resist
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the intrusion of water across the surface of the floodplain (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a). Large rivers
often tend to have extensive water filled lacustrine environments covering the floodplain.
Therefore, many of the World’s largest river floodplains are not fully inundated by waters from
main overbank flows from the main channel (Mertes, 1997). Inundation of a large river floodplain
is therefore, not only restricted and directed by the floodplain morphology, but connectivity and
interaction between surface and subsurface water play an important role (Lewin and Ashworth,
2014a).
Rudorff et al. (2014) states that the transmission of flood waters through floodplain is complex:
flows react to dynamic changes in hydraulic controls dictated by intricate geomorphology,
vegetation characteristics, and diverse hydrological pathways. In their study they combined land
topography and underwater topography to produce a seamless digital elevation model, to simulate
floodplain inundation. Their research examined the roles of channelized flows, versus diffuse
overbank flows and demonstrated that “levee height is the main topographic control of river
floodplain exchange”. The results of Paiva et al. (2013) indicate that exchange and storage of river
floodplain water, additionally, backwater effects, play an important role for large-scale stream flow
routing and inundation for the Amazon River - and perhaps for other rivers globally. This is an
important factor to consider when deriving large-scale hydrological models. Floodplain channels
are important for drainage and sustaining connectivity with the mainstream river, during low-water
stages. Differences in floodplain geomorphology and hydrology will result in differences in
dominance among the hydraulic controls of flooding (Rudorff et al., 2014).
Trigg et al. (2014) support this claim, their results analysed an extreme flood and presented a clear
structure to the dynamics of the flood event through space and time. The investigation showed
levels of connectivity to change continually throughout the event. The passage of the flood wave
was observable directly by the progression of out-of-bank flooding, this led to dynamic increases
and decreases of connectivity along the river. There were sudden increases in connectivity
correlated with a major levee breach, which agrees with the notion of Rudorff et al. (2014) that
levee height is an important control. During the recession of the flood wave, connectivity rapidly
reduced along river, contrasted with slower rates of decrease in the connectivity of the floodplain,
as the flooded depressions slowly drained, eventually reducing the flood depth.
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2.7.5

Construction and Sedimentation of Floodplains

Floodplains could be described as alluvial sedimentation phenomena. Bend migration causing
sediment erosion which is balanced by cutoff and the deposition of sediments. This process creates
fresh floodplains and determines the rates of erosion after the initial development of meander
bends. In meandering rivers, lateral migration of a river channel causes erosion at the higher outer
bank, while lateral accretion and the construction of the floodplain on the inner side of the bend
occurs at lower elevations (van Dijk et al., 2013). The effect is that floodplains become lower, i.e.
‘floodplain shaving’ (Lauer and Parker, 2008). Meandering rivers are known to develop in a clayish
cohesive floodplain. Floodplains of silt and clay are constructed during floods. Tӧrnqvist and Bridge
(2002) explain how numerous studies of short-term (single flood) to medium-term (decadal to
centennial scale) floodplain aggradation demonstrate a general reduction of sediment deposition
and rate of deposition. Added to this the thickness and mean grain size of overbank deposits also
decrease with increasing distance from the channel (for example, Marriott, 1992; Guccione, 1993;
Walling et al., 1996; Middelkoop and Asselman, 1998).

Figure 2-22: Series of curves demonstrating the decrease in overbank aggradation rate as a function of the distance
from the channel-belt edge for labelled values of the overbank aggradation. From Tӧrnqvist and Bridge, 2002.

Tӧrnqvist and Bridge’s (2002) findings demonstrate (Figure 2-22) an exponential decreasing
thickness of proximal over-bank deposits away from the river channel, this gives way to a
homogeneous clay bed with a reasonably constant thickness. Overbank aggradation rates have an
exponential relationship. They conclude that “there is a tendency for a widespread minimum
aggradation rate of overbank muds, at considerable distances from the genetically associated
channel belt”.
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To construct an extensive floodplain associated with large rivers, there are some requirements:
large inputs of water and sediments, basin boundaries that can supply these large quantities of
material, while providing the accommodation space necessary for extensive sediment storage,
additionally, there is a requirement of long periods of time to allow for the accumulation and
storage change of the large amounts of sediments incorporated into floodplains (Dunne and Aalto,
2013).
There has been considerable progress made in the understanding of the processes of floodplain
accretion and the exchange of sediments, recent examples for large and small rivers being Erkens
et al. (2011); van Dijk et al. (2012); Dieras et al. (2013); and Nicholas, (2013). Due to the dynamic
nature of floodplains, sediment deposits can be reworked after initial deposition and can be
reworked in the future (Walling and He, 1998). Anastomosing rivers are dynamic in terms of
floodplain sedimentation, often displaying crevassing of sediments and the avulsion of river
channels (Makaske et al., 2002). Schumm et al. (1996) stated that channels are present at various
stages of development in a ‘dynamic equilibrium’. New channels forming by avulsion, while others
may be slowly abandoned and later in-filled (Makaske et al., 2002), creating complex floodplain
sedimentation.
Early pioneers (Gilbert, 1877; Mackin, 1948) assumed that river channels generally tend toward an
equilibrium state, where the sediment that leaves a particular reach is roughly equal to the rate at
which sediment enters the reach. This concept of a tendency towards an equilibrium state remains
statistically useful for understanding river behaviour, even though external forcing can prevent
rivers from actually achieving a perfect, equilibrium state (Lauer and Parker, 2008). Disruption to
this equilibrium can have significant implications to the dynamics of a river and the supply of fine
sediments to the floodplain. The supply of sediments to the floodplain is very important, in terms
of the ecology and productivity of the floodplain, as these fine sediments are rich in nutrients. In
longer time scales, it is also important in terms of hydrocarbon deposition and location of viable
reserves.
The two primary mechanisms of floodplain deposition are by the lateral shifting of river and
floodplain channels (and the accretion of bars) and the overbank flow of sediments during flood
events (Wolman and Leopold, 1957). The results of Day et al. (2008) demonstrate that tie and
tributary floodplain channels have the ability to inject considerable volumes of “sediment-laden
main stem waters” significant distances across the floodplain (Figure 2-23). They found that the
total length of the floodplain channels is twice that of the main stem and these channels rapidly
spill overbank, spilling sediments less than 1 km either side of the channel. This forms a narrow
band of deposition, thereby creating, what they term a ‘depositional web’. An example of this
‘depositional web’ can be seen in Figure 2-23, which highlights the rapid decline in deposition away
from main and accessory channels. Large river sediment loads are typically dominated by fine48

grained particles with low settling velocity, which are consequently, carried relatively high in the
water column (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). This means that due to the regime of overbank flows and
the associated low settling velocities of the sediments carried by large river, large volumes of
sediment is transported onto the floodplain surface (Kesel et al., 1992; Dunne et al., 1998), leading
to the construction of the extensive floodplains associated with large rivers.

Figure 2-23: Predicted pattern of deposition from a GIS model for a portion of the Middle Fly at the upper end of the
swamp reach where the Agu drains into the Fly. The magnitude of deposition decreases from dark red to pink with
distance from the channel; white areas are regions of the floodplain outside the influence of the depositional web.
Dark dots represent areas where samples were taken. River channels are shown in yellow and the margins of river
water bodies are outlined in grey. From Day et al. (2008).
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2.8 Channel Bars
At the scale of river channels, bars are the dominant floodplain feature of alluvial geomorphology.
Rice et al. (2009) describes them as “important expression of river behaviour”, which provide
information about active channel processes and the sediment regime at the reach scale. In addition,
they can act as depositories of sedimentary information, providing an alluvial signature of
palaeoenvironments (Rice et al., 2009). There is an important distinction that needs to be made
between bars and islands. Nicholas et al. (2013) differentiates the two by the absence (bars) and
presence (islands) of vegetation.
Generally, flow in a straight channel with an actively erodible bottom is unstable, allowing largescale migrating bedforms develop (Tubino and Seminara, 1989). These bedforms are characterized
by a steep diagonal fronts forming a consecutive sequence, with deep pools forming at the
downstream face and gentler riffles along the upstream face. Known in the literature as ‘alternate
bars’, these bedforms are often found in straight reaches of rivers at very low stage (Tubino and
Seminara, 1989). Alternate bars allow the formation of a sinuous migrating thalweg, within the
initially straight banks. There is then potential for this increased sinuosity of the thalweg to
somehow evolve the straight channel into a meandering pattern, provided that the channel banks
are erodible. Therefore, the formation of alternate bars (bar instability) would imply an emerging
meandering pattern (Tubino and Seminara, 1989).
When referring to bars it is also important to differentiate between unit bars (migrating lobate
bedforms that have height and length values that scale with channel depth and width) and in
contrast compound bars that are more complex features, often much larger than unit bars
(Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). Compound bars are constructed by several phases of accretion and
post formational reworking, which involves the amalgamation of unit bars, dunes, and smaller bed
forms (Nicholas et al., 2013). Braid bars are dependant strongly on river stage and have a diverse
range of planforms and shapes, and through a combination of lateral, upstream and downstream
accretion, produce an alluvial architecture that is heterogeneous and complex (Ashworth et al.,
2000). Unit bars, however, have been documented as the fundamental building blocks of
compound bars (Sambrook Smith et al., 2006). Yet research conducted on large anabranching rivers
has suggested that unit bars may be less common, or may play a smaller role than in single thread
rivers (Ashworth et al., 2000; Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). Best et al. (2007) showed that large rivers
tend to have few or no channel-wide unit bars migrating through the main thalweg. Ashworth and
Lewin (2012) postulate that this could be because there is little potential for unit bar initiation and
subsequent channel-wide extension, which may be the result of a suppression, or even a total
absence of any significant channel-wide secondary flows.
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2.9 Point Bars and Scroll Bars
2.9.1

Morphology

Before measurement and characterisation of individual scroll bars can be attempted, what is meant
by a 'scroll' or ‘scroll bar’ should be defined. Melton (1936) was the first to start to define the term
scroll, or scroll bar, as individual ridges on a laterally accreting floodplain surface, associated with a
meander bend. Previously, Davis (1913) defined a point bar as “the alluvial land built by a stream
on the inner bank of a shifting channel”. These definitions of point and scroll bars was further
substantiated by Lobeck (1939), Happ, et al. (1940), Fisk (1944, 1947) and Leopold et al. (1964).
Additionally, Allen (1965) and Jackson (1976) furthered the definition of scroll bars as distinctive
bed forms, which collect together sequentially against the convex bank, eventually forming a point
bar. A point bar complex (PBC) is the generally agreed term (Hicken, 1974; Nanson, 1980) to
describe the collection of scrolls within a particular meander bend and will be used herein. Hickin
(1974) describes scrolls as features that require significant topographic differentiation, between
the topographic highs of ridges and lows of swales, on the surface of a point bar complex. The terms
‘scrolls’, ‘scroll pattern’, and ‘ridge and swale array’ are used interchangeably by many authors to
describe the characteristic pattern that results from the successive lateral development of
floodplain ridges (Nanson, 1980).
Van de Lageweg et al. (2014) found that point bar deposits are predominantly coarser grained, i.e.
sandy to gravelly, with finer grained sediments flanking the coarser sediments (Nanson, 1980). This
makes point bar complexes excellent reservoirs of natural resources. Figure 2-24 shows Nanson’s
(1980) isoline maps of a scroll bar on the Beatton River, showing elevation changes and grain size
differences. At the upstream end of the point bar bedload is swept up onto the surface. The mixture
of sand and gravel is then moved gradually downstream, and sorted as a result of the declining
flows (Nanson, 1980). The heterogeneities in grain size are often expressed as fining-upward lateral
accretion deposits (Miall, 1985). The relationship between these sedimentary features, meander
bend migration, and hydrodynamics along meander bends, is still poorly understood (van de
Lageweg et al., 2014). To be able to successfully define a scroll bar, there is a need to understand
the formational processes that create these topographic features and how they are preserved in
the landscape. A greater understanding of these processes will allow for better interpretation of
palaeoenvironments.
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Figure 2-24: Elevation and grain-size isoline maps of a point bar surface from the Beatton River. Group A sediments
are derived largely from traction load, and the Group B sediments largely from material in intermittent suspension.
From Nanson (1980).

2.9.2

Definition of Scroll and Point Bars

These definitions serve as a general rule for identifying and classifying scroll bar topography. For
the purposes of this study, there needs to be a more robust, quantifiable description of 'what is a
scroll/scroll bar' and not some other floodplain topographic feature. To build further on Hickin's
(1974) description, the significant differentiation between ridge and swale, in terms of the point
bar complex, is important to be able to distinguish confidently scrolls. The ridge and swale array are
the topographic highs and lows that make up the topography of a scroll bar. Each ridge and swale
is a historic documentation of point bar succession. For this study, when referring to ‘scrolls’, at the
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‘individual unit scale’, this is in fact referring to the ridges, or topographic highs in this successional
formation. The scroll, or ridge, is defined as starting at the beginning of the topographic increase
and ending at the topographic decrease in the subsequent swale. The swale is therefore, the
depression between successive ridges (see Figure 2-25).
2.9.3

Scroll Bar Formation

Understanding the formative conditions for scroll bars is a vital process to aid in explaining better
the fundamental morphodynamics of meandering. Once these formative conditions are better
understood, characterisation of the internal three-dimensional sedimentary architecture of point
bar deposits, will be better informed (van de Lageweg et al., 2014). The growth of scrolls is a product
of the lateral migration of meandering rivers (Nanson, 1980). The ridges are formed parallel to the
curved channel and each ridge is separated by an intervening swale. The lower elevation swales are
known to be preferential pathways for cutoffs to form (Zinger et al., 2011) rather than the elevated
ridges, also see Figure 2-25.
Hickin (1974) attributes the formation of scroll bars to variances in discharge. During low-frequency
flows (bankfull discharge), the weak material in the concave bank is subjected to energetic erosion.
Secondary currents transport this eroded material, into the zone of low shear stress and velocity at
the convex bank. At this low shear stress zone, material is deposited when the primary transporting
current falls below the settling velocity of the sediment particles. When the high flow diminishes,
the bar deposited at the convex side of the channel is left as an exposed ridge. This ridge is readily
colonized by vegetation, and becomes the new bank. During the low-flow stage the stream slowly
erodes the base of the concave bank, steepening the side slope in the process. Subsequent high
flows will once again energetically erode the concave bank, tending to widen the channel. While,
the secondary currents deposit a new bar stream-ward of the previous ridge at the convex side of
the stream (see Figure 2-25 for Hickin’s (1974) model and also Figure 2-30 for an updated
conceptualisation of this sequence).
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Figure 2-25; Schematic of the processes responsible for the creation of a point bar topography resulting in ridge and
swale topography. From Hickin (1974)

This conceptualisation of scroll bar formation complies with the equilibrium channel-width theory;
maintaining the width of the channel as a river meander migrates. The foregoing sequence would
produce an array of ridges and swales on a floodplain, supporting the notion that the hydrologic
regime requires a marked seasonality of high to low flows. Nanson (1980) and Nanson and Hickin,
(1983) have postulated that each scroll bar may be formed during one flood event. However, it is
not certain whether one particular ridge is associated with one large flood event, a series of flood
events, or with annual changes in flow regime.
The formation of scroll bars results from the vertical accretion of floodplain sediments, these
deposits are overlaid onto an initial ridge on the point bar complex, producing a distinctive
floodplain signature (Jackson, 1976; Nanson, 1980). However, the origin of these ridge and swale
patterns is not the same for all rivers. Nanson and Croke (1992) found that scroll bars are likely to
result from at least three different processes, in contrasting environments. From the literature they
found that Sundborg (1956), Nilsson and Martvall (1972), and Jackson (1976) concluded that scrolls
are produced by the landward migration of transverse sand bars onto a point bar, which is
subsequently built with over-bank sediment. Added to this is the Dietrich and Smith (1983) study,
which postulates that scroll bars are formed by oblique dunes migrating onto the point bar. This
subsequent build-up of sediment is enhanced by the establishment of floodplain vegetation,
typically on the tops of ridges. In contrast, Nanson (1980) demonstrated that scrolls can also be
instigated by the build-up of suspended sediment. Following their inception, scroll bars can grow
both upstream and downstream.
A contrasting mechanism that may create a scrolled pattern on a floodplain surface.is the creation
of a chute channels between the convex bank and adjacent point bar (McGowan and Gardner,
1970). As the meander bend migrates, the sequential intersection of chute channels produces a
rising and falling floodplain surface of ridges and swales. This theory is very different to the previous
studies mentioned in the previous paragraphs. Rather than attributing scroll bar formation to
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depositional processes, McGowan and Gardner (1970) suggest that scroll bars are erosional
features.
Peakall et al. (2007) conducted a flume study, to analyse meander-bend evolution and the
preserved alluvial architecture as the system evolved. They showed a development of a submerged
bar onto a point bar, through aggradation of relatively coarse-grained sediment at the bar head and
the addition of successive unit bars by lateral accretion (Figure 2-26A). These migrating bars
incorporated sediment that had eroded from the upstream concave bank into the downstream
convex bar. Thus, indicating that point bar growth was controlled predominantly by along-stream
transport and deposition. As a result of these processes, prominent scroll bars, and ridge-and-swale
topography formed (Figure 2-26B).

Figure 2-26: A) Photograph of point bar and channel in the physical model. Flow is towards the viewer, and the channel
width at the top of the photo is approximately 0.15m. The point bar is composed of several scrolls (c), a chute channel
is present on the inner point bar adjacent to the channel bank (a), and the most recently accreted unit bar (b). B)
Photograph of scroll bars and associated ridge and swale topography in absence of flow. The measuring rule is
approximately 23 inches in length. The point bar (a) is undergoing chute cuff-off (b). A unit bar with steep sips faces
(c) is beginning to accrete onto the downstream point bar. From Peakall et al. (2007).

A recent study by van de Lageweg et al. (2014), has asked the question whether it is bank ‘pull’ or
bar ‘push’ (Section 2.2.4), that causes the formation of scroll bar topography. Physical modelling
was conducted in the form of a flume study. The flume experiment manipulated the meandering
process by either promoting bank pull, or bar push processes. Pulses of sediment was added just
upstream of point bars in their experimental migrating bends. This sediment was deposited on top
of the existing scroll ridge, neither forming a new ridge nor causing outer bank erosion. Instead, it
reduced the amplitude of the existent ridge and swale topography. This result indicated that flood
initiated sediment pulse, alone were insufficient to form a new scroll bar and to initiate outer bend
bank erosion.
Van de Lageweg et al. (2014) continued this experiment to test if scroll ridges are the result of outer
bend pull. To achieve this the channel was widened repeatedly, by the removal of outer bank
material. In all of their experiments this resulted in slightly delayed, yet significant growth of the
point bar by inner bend accretion. The forced erosion of the outer bank and the subsequent channel
widening, caused a decrease of flow velocity, particularly in the inner bank region. This led to the
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deposition of a sediment volume, that was similar to that which was removed. The outer bend
displacement seems to have determined the available later accommodation space, the inner bend
deposition ceased when the channel approximated its initial width. The study concludes that point
bar complexes are built up by successive attachment of individual scroll bars, as a result of a
retreating outer bank. Also that “width variations along the channel are pivotal to explain point bar
development and ultimately, river patter evolution and construction of the sedimentary
architecture of point bars.” (Lageweg et al., 2014)

Figure 2-27: van de Lageweg et al. (2014), flume experiment showing migration of bedforms shoaling onto point bar
as a result of flow deceleration and helical flow in a widening bend.

2.9.4

Point Bar Preservation and Hydrocarbons

As a point bar migrates across the landscape, an array of ridges and swales are left in the wake.
Individual ridges may prograde down-channel as a meander bend translates (Hooke and Yorke,
2011), or ridges may form as the bend extends in an acute form, with suspension material
contributing to vertical growth (Rozo et al., 2012). Conversely, point bars often accrete in a direction
that is dictated by the local channel planform position at the time of maximum sediment transport,
creating a mosaic of depositional packages (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014b). Figure 2-28 shows a
digital elevation model (DEM) acquired from LiDAR technology, which shows the various ridges and
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swales of a point bar and the ‘depositional packages’ that make up the bend of this cutoff channel.
When no longer connected to the main channel, the point bar is then only subject to overbank
flows for inputs of sediment and water. Scroll bar topography is then often progressively
‘smoothed’ away from the main channel, as the intervening swales are filled with overbank flows
of fine material (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014b).
The study of paleo-point bars is important for the hydrocarbon industry, as it has been recognised
that the inclined heterolithic strata (HIS), formed by laterally-accreting point bars, contain
economically important deposits (Dahl et al., 2010). The heavy oil deposits of Canada contain an
estimated 1.8 trillion barrels of bitumen in place; the Early Cretaceous McMurray Formation in the
Athabasca region of northern Alberta contains about 960 billion barrels of bitumen (Moreton et al.,
2013). Fluvial estuarine point bar reservoirs form a large portion of the resource that is amenable
to development. Point bars have been documented along the axis of the McMurray fairway, which
indicate deposition and preservation of a meandering fluvial system similar in scale to the modern
Mississippi River, USA (Fisk, 1944).
Commonly, point bar successions are capped with interbedded fine-grained silts and muds that
often exhibit evidence of subaerial exposure. This depositional process results in a permeability
profile that has a high-permeability basal unit, overlain by decreasing vertical permeability
associated with decreasing grain-size (Moreton et al., 2013). The lateral accretion surfaces may be
erosional reactivation surfaces, formed at high flow stages and lined with mud-clasts located at the
bar-head, or depositional surfaces lined with mud deposited at low flow stages and located at the
bar-tail.
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Figure 2-28: LiDAR image of point bar morphology on the Mississippi River, USA. Digital elevation model (USGS DEM)
Notice the ridges and swales and the distinct depositional packages.

Figure 2-29: (A) 3D seismic time-slice taken from the upper part of the McMurray Sequence III Member where scroll
bar architecture associated with point bar expansion and down-stream translation within a meandering river system
is exhibited. (B) Schematic interpretation of the point bar highlights interpreted flow direction and preferential areas
for sand deposition in the upstream (head) to mid-part of the bar. From Moreton et al., (2013).
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The 3D seismic time-slice (Figure 2-29) of the upper part of the McMurray reservoir SB-III member,
shows a single large meander bend, with an aerial extent of approximately 40 km2. The point bar is
restricted by a mud-filled channel and shows no significant post-abandoned erosion. High
frequency changes in seismic impedance highlight scroll bar surfaces, which represent HIS in the
upper part of the point bar (Moreton et al., 2013). Changes in scroll frequency, orientation, and
truncation, indicate varying depositional rates during bar growth and help to establish bar
boundaries (Diaz-Molina, 2003). Meandering channels migrate via downstream translation (Smith
et al., 2009; Nardin et al., 2012). This results in progressive upstream scroll bar erosion and
truncation and downstream scroll bar accretion. The upstream to mid-part of the point bar is the
preferential location for sand deposition, while mud deposition has greater potential downstream
(Willis and Tang, 2010; Nardin et al., 2012). It is important to identify the upstream to mid-area of
a point bar, as these deposits generally contain high net pay zones and provide ideal locations for
initial Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) development (Moreton et al., 2013). Large point bar
deposits with minimal post-depositional erosion are favourable locations for multiphase SAGD
projects.
Greater understanding of large river dynamics, floodplain construction, sediment sorting, and
topography of large meandering rivers, will allow for more robust interpretations of these fluvial
reservoirs. Characterisation of floodplain topographic elements will provide clearer understanding
of geomorphology and spatial distribution of deep ground facies, evolution models and
depositional models. The McMurray reservoir was a large river, so whether large rivers differ from
smaller rivers and how the dynamics are different, is key for understanding better the processes
that led to the formation of this hydrocarbon trap.
2.9.5 Conceptual Models of Scroll Bar Formation
The model presented in Figure 2-30 was designed after examining the literature on scroll bar
formation as well as an investigation of satellite imagery and DEMs. It provides a summary of some
of the key processes in large river meander bend formation described previously. There are a range
of key factors that are instrumental in the formation of ridge and swale topography, and are
summarised below:
•

Low frequency high magnitude flow conditions

•

High sediment loads and variations in sediment transport capacity

•

Over bank flows and sediment delivery via secondary currents

•

Periodic formational conditions - there must be ridge conditions and then swale
conditions to give the differentiation of sediment deposition

•

Incorporation of unit bars and upstream sediment
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•

Erosion of the concave (outer) bank causing widening of the channel, reducing flow
velocity on the inner bank; in response the convex (inner) bank accretes and then
maintains an equilibrium width

•

Cohesion of the scroll bar, often by vegetation colonizing the ridge

Figure 2-30: The redistribution and deposition of sediment is shown in A and B in cream and erosion of the outer bend
is shown in red. The blue arrows in A indicate distribution of flow with the relative differences in velocity depicted by
line thickness. B (A’-A”) shows the side on view of the process, depicting the redistribution of sediment from the outer
bank to the inner bank and how this creates a new ridge under the high flow conditions.

Figure 2-30A shows a conceptualised 3D view of a meander bend undergoing lateral migration and
creating scroll bar topography. As a river bend migrates, sediment is eroded from the outer bank
and this sediment is redistributed via secondary flows onto the inner point bar. The increase in
width by outer bank erosion reduces flow velocity at the inner bank, therefore reducing sediment
transport along the inner bank. As a result of the reduced velocities, sediments and bars are
deposited onto the inner point bar. This creates a new scroll bar and the initial channel width is
subsequently restored. During high flow and flood conditions, there is an increase in erosion of the
outer bank, which causes this process to repeat, creating a succession of scroll bars on the inner
point bar.
The incorporation of unit bars onto the inner point bar has been observed under laboratory
conditions (Peakall et al., 2007 and van de Lageweg et al., 2014). These migrating bed forms are
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pushed up onto the inner point bar by secondary currents and a single scroll bar may be formed by
the incorporation of several bedforms. The observation that the formation of scroll bars is partly
due to the incorporation of other bedforms, suggests that a variation in sediment supply is
important in scroll bar formation. However, van de Lageweg et al., (2014) state that it is not the
sediment pulses that drive the formation of new scroll bars, rather they contribute to the
construction of the current scroll bar.
Point bar complexes (PBC) are not uniform in morphology between rivers and also show
considerable internal heterogeneity. Scroll bars are formed as a result of lateral migration of
meander bends and therefore the style in which a river meanders will determine the morphology
of scroll bars created on the floodplain surface. Figure 2-31 shows some of these contrasting styles
and the morphological diversity of scroll bars. Figure 2-31A is a LiDAR DEM from the Ivalojoki River
in Finland, which illustrates high frequency uniform scrolls that are thin compared to the river
channel. Elevation values above 125 m have been removed, to highlight better the topographic
variety on the floodplain. Figure 2-31B is a SRTM DEM from the Amazon River and shows a
contrasting scroll style with low frequency, non-uniform scrolls that are large compared to the river
channel.
Studying the geomorphology of scroll bars, especially those of larger rivers is difficult from the
ground. Figure 2-31C shows a view of scroll bars from the ground on the Mississippi River floodplain.
Lines are added to help differentiate different ridge tops and the author is included to illustrate the
difficulties in differentiating and viewing individual scroll bar morphologies. Figure 2-31D is an air
photograph of scroll bars from the Mississippi River floodplain. The shadows help to highlight the
scroll bars and exhibit the geomorphic diversity of these landforms.
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Figure 2-31: A) LiDAR DEM from the Ivalojoki River Finland (National Land Survey of Finland Topographic Database
06/2015); B) SRTM DEM of the Amazon River (USGS DEM); C) photograph from the Mississippi River floodplain, lines
indicate ridge tops (Photo credit: Chris Simpson); and D) aerial photograph of scroll bars from the Mississippi River
floodplain (photo credit: Robert Strick).
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2.10 Literature Synthesis
Since the natural laws that govern physics are constant, it may be assumed that processes and form
should be scale independent, but they are not. This project argues that large rivers, defined here as
rivers with an average annual discharge greater than 1,000 m3s-1 are different from smaller rivers.
Large river channel patterns are far more complex than those of smaller rivers, with remaining
uncertainty on how to describe systematically the variety of river patterns (Makaske, 2001)
particularly those that are anabranching large river channel pattern (Latrubesse, 2008). They are
also commonly plural systems, with many interconnecting channels and lacustrine environments
containing varying levels of suspended sediments, which are dispersed onto the floodplain (Day et
al., 2008; Trigg et al., 2012). They have extensive and topographically varied floodplains (Lewin and
Ashworth, 2014a), with complex distributions of topography (Scown et al., 2015). Unlike smaller
rivers, large river channel pattern is predominantly controlled by secondary factors (e.g. bank
stability and vegetation establishment; Nicholas, 2012) and intra-catchment variability (e.g.
structural controls; Dunne and Aalto, 2013).
Large rivers have been studied comparatively less and there remains major knowledge gaps. Some
of the key gaps in relation to this project are:


The flow dynamics of water and the passage of sediments in-channel and overbank, in large
rivers is still not fully understood.



The meander dynamics of large rivers has been studied comparatively less, including,
formational processes, in-channel and out-of-channel flow properties and preservation on
the floodplain.



The associated topography of the lateral migration of channels (scroll bars), has had very
little attention, especially for large rivers. The formation, complexity, and distribution of
this topography on the floodplain surface has yet to be quantified systematically.



Floodplain element hierarchies for large rivers need a greater level of quantification. More
comprehension is needed of the dynamics and survival spans of floodplain forms under
both quasi-natural and anthropogenically-modified conditions.



Overbank sedimentation phenomena are often investigated in isolation (e.g. a single
crevasse splay) and there is no clear characterisation of the different types of overbank
floodplain sedimentation in large rivers.



Numerical modelling has only recently started addressing large river dynamics often
needing more validation data from the field and remotely sensed sources.

The following chapters in this thesis will use a range of remotely sensed data and novel image
processing and GIS techniques. This will facilitate the quantification of scroll bar morphology and
large river floodplain sedimentation forms, from both lateral deposits and overbank sediments.
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Chapter 3 Methodology
3.1

Theoretical and Methodological Framework

This project uses an inductive based methodological approach, deriving theory from observations
and patterns observed from case study based investigations. Geographic methods such as the use
of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are used and innovated in this project to derive metrics
that can inform theoretical predictions. Many previous scientific studies have had a tendency to
focus on smaller rivers, in part due to traditional methods being more applicable to these smaller
geographic features. For example, surveying meander bends on a small river is a reasonable
undertaking via field based methods. However, when scaled up to large rivers having meander
bends which can be many kilometres wide, this form of investigation becomes progressively
unreasonable. Some of the study reaches presented in this project are over a thousand kilometres
long, making remote sensing the only sensible choice for studies at this scale.

3.2

Study Sites

There are three main study sites included in the data analysis of this thesis, the Amazon, the Ob,
and the Mississippi Rivers. To be included, the rivers under investigation first had to meet the
criteria of being a large river (> 1,000 m3s-1), this was then taken further so that the rivers are
characterised within the top 20 largest rivers of the World (Table 1-1). These three rivers were
chosen because: they were in contrasting locations globally, had a meandering channel pattern or
meandering sections within a larger anabranching planform, and important for the work on the
Amazon and the Ob, were in low population or rural areas, so that the floodplains are largely
undisturbed by humans. As described further in Section 3.2.3, the last criterion listed is less of an
issue for the Mississippi investigation as the study sites chosen were individual point bar complexes
preserved on the floodplain, so that current anthropogenic modifications are unlikely to have a
significant effect on their morphology.
Apart from the geomorphological rationale there is also a strong data driven rationale for each
study site. This project benefits from remote sensing technologies that are able to survey large
areas of the Earth’s surface, readily incorporating large river meanders and floodplain features. The
size of the rivers in question suit this method of data collection as elaborated in Section 3.2.2. Many
of the equivalent forms on smaller river are too small for most remote sensing technologies to be
able to detect and quantify. The availability and quality of data, is paramount to project success and
also the choice of study location. For example, the availability of appropriate data is the main
rationale for Chapter 4 using the Mississippi River, due to the freely available LiDAR data throughout
the floodplain of Louisiana and Mississippi State. Many remote sensing data are now open source
with increased levels of quality and coverage. The size of the Amazon and Ob allow for
quantification from satellite sources such as Landsat and SRTM. The Ob has also been included in
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this study due to there currently being very little geomorphological research available for this river,
especially in English.

3.2.1 The Amazon River: Geological Background
The Amazon River is more than 6,000 km long and originates in the Andes in Peru, and flows to the
Atlantic Ocean in Brazil. The Amazon River system developed on a wide intra-cratonic depression,
which is located between the Guyana Shield in the north, and the Central-Brazilian shield in the
south (Rozo et al., 2012). Mertes and Dunne (2007) describe that the physical geography of the 7
million km2 Amazon Basin has developed since the Miocene uplift of the Andes, and mountains
dominate in the west, great plains in the east, and moderate highlands in the north and south. The
slopes of the Andes are comprised of mainly marine and volcanoclastic sedimentary rocks, which
are metamorphosed to varying degrees, which grade into an active fold-and-thrust belt and a
downwarped foreland basin. The northern highlands and the southern Basin are developed on the
crystalline rocks of the Guyana and Brazilian Shields. Within the axial trough the dominant
landscapes are fluvial, comprising some of the World’s largest rivers, including the Amazon and the
Negro River. The forest cover is highly uniform interspersed with savannahs in this largely
unglaciated basin (Mertes and Dunne, 2007).
The mountain valleys are characterised by steep bedrock and gravel-bedded channels, which shift
into meandering sand-bed channels once they enter the foreland basin and the central Amazon
trough (Mertes and Dunne, 2007; Figure 3-1A). The central basin is dominated by Tertiary and
Quaternary lacustrine and alluvial deposits of sand and silts, at times weathered to clays, and
separated into a landscape of short 0.05-0.5 km hillslopes (Mertes and Dunne, 2007). The active
Holocene floodplains are inset into Upper Cretaceous, Neogene and Pleistocene terraces. The
current Amazon floodplain system is incised into the centre of this depression and contains complex
sets of anabranching channels, with meandering sections of various sizes. There are extensive point
bar complexes and levees, and lakes in channel cutoffs, backswamps, and various other forms of
negative relief. Araujo et al. (1974) divided the Quaternary fluvial sediments into ancient and more
recent deposits, the ancient deposits comprise of terraces unconformably covering Neogene and
Cretaceous formation which outcrop the area, and the more recent alluvial sediments flanks the
rivers currently present in the system. The main Amazon alluvial plain sedimentary deposits consist
of unconsolidated fluvial and lacustrine deposits and Tertiary ‘Barreiras Formation’, the formation
consisting of unconsolidated sands, silts, and clays, with dispersed conglomerate lenses and a
generally crude stratification present (Radambrasil, 1974, 1977, 1978. Cited in Mertes et al., 1996).
During the Late Wisconsinian regression, sea level was some 120 m lower than the present levels,
the lower Amazon River and many of the lower reaches of its tributaries responded to this lower
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base level by incising their beds (Mertes and Dunne, 2007). During the following Holocene sea-level
rise, sediments started to fill these incised valleys, however, many tributaries that were without an
Andean sediment source, were not able to maintain a rate of vertical accretion such as the main
stem Amazon. This resulted in the blocking and impoundment of river-mouth lakes, known locally
as rias (Mertes and Dunne, 2007). These lakes have also been interpreted upstream of the Rio
Negro confluence, with a likely connection with neotectonic tilting of fault blocks (Tricart, 1977;
Cabuto, 1984).
Large tributary-mouth lakes such as Lago Aruã at the mouth of the Rio Urucu, and at the mouth of
the Rio Tapajós, have become dammed by the sedimentation from the main Amazon channel. The
delta plain of the estuarine reach of the Amazon flows around several very large islands. It is
reported that the tidal influence may extend nearly 1,000 km upstream (roughly coinciding with
Óbidos); the extent of the tidal influence is due to the river’s considerably low gradient (Mertes and
Dunne, 2007) shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 3-1: A) South America location map and Amazon basin, major geological units and structural features identified;
B) close up of the SRTM DEM of the Amazon River study site (highlighted with black polygon feature) and major
tributaries, and C) upstream to downstream Hyeto- and hydrographs along the study reach of the Amazon River,
marked in red. (Structural features sourced from Mertes et al., (1996).

The slope of the Amazon River varies along its course in conjunction with various structures that
are transverse to the river valley (Figure 3-1 and Figure 5-9). Figure 3-1 details five instances where
these transverse structural features are associated with changes in gradient and the narrowing of
the floodplain and reductions in channel sinuosity when traversing the structural highs (Mertes et
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al., 1996, also see their Figure 2). When crossing these structural features, Dunne et al. (1998)
showed that the changes downstream in floodplain width, sinuosity, gradient, and channel
migration rate, are associated with patterns of sediment transport between the channel and
floodplain. This has a large contribution in determining the net along-stream transport and storage.
These structural highs therefore, play a very important role in determining the geomorphology of
the surrounding floodplain as shall be discussed in the results Chapter 5.
Mertes et al. (1996) estimated that between where the Içá joins the Amazon (beginning of study
reach Figure 3-1) and Óbidos (red dot on Figure 3-1), around 40,000 km2 of floodplain and 4,000
km2 of islands may become inundated by direct flooding from the Amazon River. For the remaining
alluvial plain, some 20,000 km2, it is composed of deposits that may remain largely dry or are only
flooded by small local tributaries, ground-water seepage, or precipitation. Terracing of the Amazon
floodplain indicates that the Amazon River has likely been slowly migrating to the south for tens to
hundreds of thousands of years, possibly in response to tilting of the valley caused by local tectonic
deformation (Tricart, 1977; Mertes and Dunne, 2007).
The seasonality of precipitation is driven by the movement of the intertropical convergence zone
(known as the ‘doldrums’, which is an air mass encircling the Earth near the equator), generating a
distinct ‘rainy season’. This causes high flows in the southern half of the basin in November and
December and almost two months later in the northern half of the basin (Mertes and Dunne, 2007).
Figure 3-1C shows three hyeto- and hydrographs along the mainstream of the Amazon River.
Rainfall is the key influence for the mean amplitude of annual water-level fluctuations, fluctuation
which can reach up to ten metres in central Amazon region (Irion et al., 1997). High flows are
important to avoid when choosing images to use for analysis, as periods of high flow have the
potential to mask geomorphic features and increase the percentage of wetted environments.
The scope of the Amazon section of this study is the Brazilian reach of the Amazon River (which is
called the Solimões until the confluence with the Negro, where it truly becomes the Amazon River)
that extends 1,700 km from where the Rio Içá joins the Amazon River at Santo Antônio do Içá, to
where the Rio Tapajós joins the river at Santarém (Figure 3-1B). The mean annual flow just
upstream of the study area at São Paulo de Olivença, near the Peru-Brazilian border is 45,600 m3s1

and the maximum flow is 64,000 m3s-1. At the most downstream gauging station, Óbidos, the

Amazon River has a water discharge of 170,000 m3s-1 and 237,000 m3s-1 respectively. The average
annual sediment flux is 616 Mta-1 at São Paulo and 1240 Mta-1 at Óbidos (Dunne et al., 1998).
Individual tributaries are important sources of suspended sediment with some tributaries that drain
cratons contributing low sediment loads ranging from 10 to 20 Mta-1 (e.g. Negro, Tapajós and
Xingu), whereas others such as the Madeira River, that drain the Bolivian and Peruvian Andes,
delivering up to 600 Mta-1 (Latrubesse et al., 2005; Park and Latrubesse, 2015).
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3.2.2 The River Ob: Geological Background
The River Ob is situated in the western Siberian coastal plain, which is a low plateau of Quaternary
deposits (Bokuniewicz, 1995). The Ob originates in the Altai Mountains and flows in a northward
direction across the West Siberian lowland and into the Arctic Ocean. The drainage area can be
divided into three main areas, as indicated in Figure 3-2; the upper Ob; which is above the study
region (Figure 3-2B), the middle Ob-Irtysh rivers region, and the lower Ob; below in integration of
the major Irtysh tributary (Kouraev et al., 2005). The relative lack of significant relief considerably
affects the hydrographic network, which displays a pronounced sharp asymmetry with 67% of the
watershed located on the left bank (Papa et al., 2007, and Figure 3-2A).
The Ob has the largest drainage area of all major Arctic rivers (some 2,975,106 km 2), with a mean
annual flow of 402 km3/year, just behind the Yenisei and Lena Rivers in size (Kouraev et al., 2004).
The main driver of the Ob’s discharge regime is snow melt and precipitation between April and
September, and then mainly from precipitation following September into November. There is
consequently a strong relationship between spring discharge in May and the snowmelt date
(Biancamaria et al., 2009). The Ob is frozen during the Russian winter (November to April), thawing
generally occurring around May. Biancamaria et al. (2009) state that during the thawing process,
parts of the river can be differentially frozen and thawing ice in the southern reach (upstream)
creates ice jams further north (downstream), due to the northern reaches still being locked in ice.
This ice jamming leads to considerable inundation of the floodplain, with greater inundation extents
located at tributary confluences (Pavelsky and Smith, 2004).
Figure 3-2 shows the upstream and downstream hydrograph for the River Ob. The time delay
between the two hydrographs and the periods of high flow can be seen that are due to the southern
to northern ice melt delay.
The main channel of the River Ob occupies a relatively immature floodplain that is mainly composed
of a chains of swales and palaeochannels that may be fully and partially connected, arising from
early-stage channel migration features (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a). During significant floods, the
floodplain stores large amounts of slow-moving, or standing water, which can act as a sink for finegrained and organic sedimentation. Suspended sediment concentrations are relatively low, some
16 Mta-1, considering the size of the river, and negative relief depressions remain largely open
(Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a). Some of these negative structures are old ice, glacial, and periglacial
features, such as relic and current pingos, evidence of which can be seen on satellite images of the
floodplain.
The reach of the Ob used in this study starts at the confluence of the Ket River with the Ob at Togur
(58°21'05.5"N 82°48'51.7"E) in the Kolpashevsky District of Russia, and extends to just north of
where the tributary Synya enters the Ob (65°05'56.4"N 64°52'03.1"E) in the Shuryshkarsky District
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of Russia some 400 km from the mouth of the river. The mean annual flow at the Kolpashevo
gauging station at the beginning of the study reach at is 3,880 m3s-1 and the maximum flow is 5,643
m3s-1 (Figure 3-2 Kolpashevo hydrograph). The most downstream gauging station at Kazyum Mis
has a mean annual flow of 13,211 m3s-1 and a maximum flow of 18,168 m3s-1 (Figure 3-2 Kazyum
Mis hydrograph).

Figure 3-2: A) Location map of the river Ob study reach, insert shows the global position of the Ob’s watershed in
relation to the arctic circle, dotted line depicting the watershed extent; B) close up of study reach and major tributaries;
and C) upstream and downstream hydrographs located on B (red dots).
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3.2.3

The Mississippi River: Geological Background

Only the Amazon and Nile Rivers exceed the Mississippi River in length, and it has the fourth largest
drainage basin globally (Schumm and Winkley, 1994). The Mississippi River drains approximately
3,224,600 km2 that represents about 41% of the 48 contiguous United States and even a small area
of two Canadian provinces (Knox, 2007). The drainage basin of the Mississippi includes the humid
temperate regions of the southern United States, as well as the semiarid grasslands and mountains
of central western USA. The river originates in Lake Itasca in northern Minnesota and drains into
the Gulf of Mexico via the birdfoot delta of Louisiana.
Quaternary age glacial deposits underline the majority of the drainage basin north of the Ohio River
and towards the east of the Mississippi River and north of the Missouri (Upper Mississippi River;
Knox, 2007). Loess sediments several metres thick cover large parts of the basin, which is
represented by glaciations that are pre-Wisconsin age (Bettis et al., 2003). Most of the lower
drainage basin is underlain by Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks within an age range from earliest
Palaeozoic to late Tertiary. In areas where there are structural highs Proterozoic crystalline rocks
can be found locally and regionally (Knox, 2007). Harmar and Clifford (2006) show that variations
in geology located within the alluvial valley has a strong influence on both rates of bank erosion and
rates of sediment supply. In the northern section of the alluvial valley of the lower Mississippi River,
the current meander belt impinges upon Late Wisconsinan valley-train deposits. These deposits
appear to be more susceptible to bank erosion than the cohesive Holocene deposits of the
Mississippi valley (Fisk, 1944).
The Mississippi valley is confined to the east by a distinctive bluff line, this can be seen by how the
river is pinned to one edge, with all other meander belts to the west (Figure 3-3). The bluff line
separates the valley from the loess uplands of Tertiary age (knox, 2007). The boundary to the west
is not as easy to define due to the merging of adjacent valleys of some principal tributaries, with
the main Mississippi valley (Harmar and Clifford, 2006). The current course of the Lower Mississippi
River largely follows this eastern bluff line, apart from between Memphis and Vicksburg where it
flows across the central alluvial valley (knox, 2007; Figure 3-3). Saucier (1994) maintains that the
Mississippi has followed this course for approximately 2,000 years, despite continual cycles of
meander bend growth and cutoff.
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Figure 3-3: Geological map of the Lower Mississippi River, including previous meander belts. (Map interpreted from
Knox, 2007).

Planform morphology and dynamics can be affected by bedrock of Tertiary age and clay plugs, at a
more local scale (Murphy, 1983; Hudson and Kesel, 2000). Fluvial processes are also controlled by
Neotectonic deformations, by influencing channel slope that contribute to abrupt changes in river
width and sinuosity (Schumm et al., 1994). There are two large geologic uplift features within the
Lower Mississippi valley, the Lake County Uplift and the larger Monroe Uplift (Monroe uplift shown
in Figure 3-3) (Harmar and Clifford, 2006). An 1821 river survey allowed Schumm et al. (1994) to
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observe the Mississippi River in a pre-regulated state, between the mouths of the Ohio River and
Red River, surprisingly it seemed as though the river did not conform to general hydraulic geometry
relationships. It was shown that reductions in bankfull channel width and other variables were
subject to strong local reach controls.
The longitudinal slope profile of the lower Mississippi River floodplain, from the Ohio River mouth,
to around 40 km north of Vicksberg, has minimal convexity or concavity, apart from at a local reach
level (Schumm et al., 1994). This results in a generally straight and relatively steep profile for a large
river and a steep energy gradient. Further downstream, the profile changes to have a modest
concavity as the river flows into the Gulf of Mexico (Knox, 2007). The alluvial architecture of the
Holocene Lower Mississippi transitions down-valley. Systematic mapping from Fisk (1994; 1947)
and Saucier (1994) recognised that the Holocene floodplain upstream in the Yazoo Basin is occupied
by channel belts some 25 km wide, which are separated by small floodplain basins. In contrast, the
valley downstream is characterised by large floodplain basins with comparatively narrower channel
belts of 5-10 km in width (Gouw and Autin, 2008). The Lower Mississippi River has had relatively
immediate shifts in the course of the channel. Since the river adopted a meandering planform some
9,800 years ago, six distinct meander belts have been identified (Knox, 2007; Figure 3-3), each
extending up to hundreds of kilometres in length (Autin et al., 1991).
The present geomorphology of the Lower Mississippi River is a result of a variety of natural
influences that have been modified by artificial channel improvements. These improvements
include: meander cutoffs, levee construction, diversion structures, stabilization of channel banks,
and river training dikes. These structures have been constructed to provide a better control of flood
conditions, stabilise the channel bank dynamics, and provide an adequate depth for navigation of
the river (Biedenharn et al., 2000). Following the catastrophic flood of 1927 and also during the
period between 1933 and 1942, a series of major meander cutoffs was executed. The result of this
caused a significant shortening of the river between Memphis, TN, and Red River Landing, LA
(Biedenharn et al., 2000). The distance between these two locations was shortened from 885 km
in 1929, to 611 km in 1942, representing a 30% reduction in channel length (Biedenharn et al.,
2000). The construction of significant levees has minimised floodplain inundation by constraining
much of the flood waters within the channel. This has resulted in decreased suspended sediment
loads across the floodplain, as a result of the elimination of overbank flows, which has also been
identified as a significant contribution to the loss wetland environments in coastal Louisiana (Kesel,
1988, 1989; IN Knox, 2007).
The annual average discharge of the Mississippi River is 16,972 m3s-1 and a peak discharge of 86,791
m3s-1. There are four large tributaries that account for more than 90% of the present-day Mississippi
River drainage basin (Knox, 2007). These tributaries consist of: The Missouri (≈45%), Upper
Mississippi (≈17%), Ohio (≈15%), and the Arkansas (≈15%). Downstream of the entrance of the Ohio
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River, only a fourth of the water and sediment contributions to the lower Mississippi River occurs
(Knox, 2007), therefore the majority of inputs are from upstream regions. Mean annual rainfall
across the basin varies from 250 mm in the west of the basin, to 1,500 mm near the mouth of the
river. The largest discharges generally occur during March to May and low discharges are during
August-October (Wohl, 2007).

Figure 3-4: A) Location of Louisiana in North America, B) the location of the general study area in Louisiana State, and
C) false colour Landsat 8 satellite image of study location, showing the ten separate meander bend study sites. Note
that all sites are either located on or to the west of the river due to the distinct bluff on the eastern edge of the river.
Satellite data provided by the USGS.

The reach of the Mississippi River used in this study is located in the state of Louisiana between
Vicksburg and Baton Rouge. The study reach incorporates the entire floodplain, both hydrologically
connected or not. The average river discharge at Vicksburg is around 19,227 m3s-1 and around
15,019 m3s-1 at Baton Rouge; often areas downstream in the Mississippi are less than upstream due
to the extensive engineering works that diverts flow.
Figure 3-4C shows the locations of the ten meander bends chosen to be included in this
investigation. A variety of bends was chosen to represent an assortment of morphologies and
hydrological connectivity. Various bends were chosen to represent different geomorphological
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attributes, such as different width to lengths of point bar complexes, giving a range of ‘shapes’ of
bends. Sites included have a range of hydrological connectivity, from connected to the current river
channel to being situated many kilometres away from the current river channel on the preserved
floodplain, with no or little water and sediment inputs. All study sites are located on or to the left
(west) of the river; this is due to a distinctive bluff line that separates the valley in this reach (Harmar
and Clifford, 2006).
As described earlier, the Mississippi River has undergone extensive engineering works, artificially
cutting off many meander bends, shortening the river. Extensive levee building, flood water
diversions, and channel manipulations have also been implemented, which will have changed the
river’s dynamics away from its previous more natural state. However, many of the study meander
bends will have the preserved scroll bar topography of the previous more natural Mississippi River
conditions, and the bends connected to the channel still display preserved topography from the
natural state. Historical aerial photographs and satellite images were analysed for meander bends
M1 and M3 (currently hydrologically still attached), and showed that relatively minimal lateral
migration (Appendix 2, historical change) has occurred in the past 60 years or so. Even though there
are widespread agricultural practices conducted on the Mississippi floodplain, scroll bar topography
is still preserved on the floodplain, with little reworking of the macro-forms. Considering all these
factors, the Mississippi River is still considered a suitable location to undergo investigation of scroll
bar geomorphology.

3.3

Remote Sensing

Geotechnology is considered as part of three emerging “mega-technologies”, coupled with
nanotechnology and biotechnology (Gewin, 2004). Geotechnology, which includes investigations
from Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing, has consequently had a significant
impact on geomorphological research, expanding the possibilities for previously unviable research.
Remote sensing is a technique to observe the Earth’s surface or its atmosphere from outer space
using satellites (space borne) or from the air using aircraft (airborne). Increasing technological and
computational advances are allowing investigations into previously difficult research areas, and this
is of particular benefit to research into large rivers.
3.3.1 Earth Observing Satellite Technology
3.3.1.1

Multispectral

One of the major sources of data for this project is the use of remote sensing imagery, specifically,
but not limited to, multispectral satellite data. Boyd and Foody (2010) claim that within the past
decade, expansion of this technology have resulted in the exposure of previously unseen
phenomena, creating as they say a “second generation of ecological questions”. Fundamentally,
remote sensing is the measurement and analysis of electromagnetic energy (Schott, 1997).
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Depending on the varying levels of energy being received by the sensor in different spectral bands,
information can be inferred from an object under observation. Research on remote sensing has
flourished since the 1972 launch of Landsat (Mertes, 2002). Landsat, which is managed by the
United States Geological Survey (USGS), is arguably the most widely used remote sensing
technology. This is largely due to the fact that it has been available free to download and use since
2008 (Ryan, 2014). Other satellites commonly used for Earth observation include; SPOT, IRS, Ikonos,
Quickbird, FORMOSAT, CARTOSAT, Worldview, Alos, and Geoeye (Ünsalan and Boyer, 2011).
The USGS offers Landsat imagery for the past 44 (as of 2016) years and provides the longest
temporal record of space-based surface observations (Roy et al., 2014). The Landsat programme
offers worldwide coverage and the data time series are calibrated to provide a consistent record of
the Earth’s surface (Markham and Helder, 2012). Different satellite instruments offer varying levels
of image quality; this can range from sub-metre resolution (e.g. Worldview) up to kilometres per
pixel (e.g. Meteosat). Whether a pixel resolution is adequate for geomorphic investigations is
dependent on the relationship between the size of the features on the ground and the capabilities
of the remote sensor. It is important to understand the specific limitations associated with
particular instruments when conducting work with remotely sensed data.
3.3.2 Technology for Remote Sensing of DEMs
3.3.2.1

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)

Certain products are at a reduced quality for the rest of the World, such as the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM), which has only recently been released worldwide at 1 arc second
spatial resolution (around 30 m) coverage. There are also a limited number of LiDAR data sets
covering select parts of the United States.
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) was an international research effort to obtain near
global coverage of elevation data. SRTM contained a specially modified radar system that flew on
board the Space Shuttle Endeavour during the 11-day mission in February 2000. Initially, data was
released at 1 arc second spatial resolution (roughly 30 m) for the USA and 3 arc second (roughly 90
m) for the rest of the World. However, as of late 2014, NASA has now released the entire SRTM
catalogue at the full 1 arc second resolution. The release of unified spatial resolution data has
significantly helped the data collection of this project, especially since now Landsat and SRTM data
now share similar spatial resolutions.
In the most northern latitudes, above 60°N, there is no coverage of SRTM data, due to the shuttle’s
flight path. Part of the study area of the Ob is located above this area and therefore other data
sources were used including ASTER data (described below) and also data from View-Finder
Panoramas. For the data areas of Russia, source maps in scale 1:100,000 (60'x20') and 1:200,000
(120'x40') were integrated, and DEMs created.
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3.3.2.2

Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
(ASTER)

The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) is an imaging
instrument on board the Terra satellite, part of NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) launched in
December 1999. ASTER data has a spatial resolution of 30 m, making the spatial resolution
comparable to that of Landsat and now SRTM. However, there is significantly greater uncertainty
and noise in ASTER DEM data compared to SRTM DEM data. This is in part due to the ASTER DEM
product using stereoscopic imagery to acquire DEM information. This means that atmospheric
interferences can influence the products reliability. ASTER data is only used in this project when
SRTM is not available, following recommendations from research that compared the two
technologies (Hirt et al., 2010; Forkuor and Maathuis, 2012).
3.3.2.3

LiDAR

A third DEM collecting technology, airborne LiDAR, is another major data source utilised within this
study, but its use will depend greatly on availability at suitable river sites, at an affordable cost.
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data is accurate, high resolution 3D data. The advent of
airborne LiDAR data for studying the landscape has revolutionised scientists’ ability to investigate
the topographic signature of Earth’s surface (Roering et al., 2013). The sampling frequency of LiDAR
data has improved steadily since the late 1990s, with acquisition rates increasing to around 10 4
points per second (Slatton et al., 2007). Key technological advances have emerged such as: 1) Full
waveform LiDAR that allows three-dimensional characterization of vegetated or densely urban
areas; 2) green wavelength LiDAR enables the incorporation of bathymetric data in relatively
shallow and non-turbid water (though it should be noted that the use of green LiDAR is restricted
due to the potential health risks associated with the laser technology); and 3) increased georeferencing accuracy (Roering et al., 2013). These advances have allowed LiDAR to derive DEMs
that unlock a great potential for understanding the landscape, with a range of other applications
such as; characterising patterns of plant distribution (Sadro et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2012) and
forest characterisation (Wulder et al., 2012).
A particular advantage of using LiDAR derived information is the ability to create ‘bare-earth’ DEMs.
To produce this, the many points that are measured on vegetation, buildings, and other objects
blocking the surface need to be removed from the data set (Yuan et al., 2009). Algorithms are
applied to the raw point could data to remove unwanted above surface points and then reconstruct
in the surface below (see Figure 3-5 as an example form Yuan et al., 2009). The data used in this
project had already undergone this process of removal, leaving behind the relevant topography
(Cunningham et al., 2004).
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Figure 3-5: A) shows a raw LiDAR DEM before undergoing vegetation and building removal, B) shows a bare-earth
DEM created after undergoing a removal algorithm. Dems presented in figure are from Yuan et al. (2009).

3.3.3

Remote Sensing and Big River Research

The nature of large rivers means that they are agreeable to examination by a wide variety of remote
sensing instruments with a range of spatial resolutions. Mertes and Magadzire (2007) state that in
the classic tradition of interpretation of image data presence or absence can be defined using just
1-2 pixels, general characteristics can be established by 3-4 pixels, and 7-10 pixels are required in
order to begin robust geomorphological analysis. This makes spatial resolution a critical factor in
relation to the scale of the river; for example, if using a Landsat image with 30 m pixel resolution
and a river channel width is 29 pixels, a full range of analysis is possible, according to this rule. If,
however, the data from MODIS instrument were to be used, with 250 m resolution, then the same
river channel will be only 3 pixels wide, allowing for only general characteristics to be identified. In
general, big rivers provide both water environments and floodplain landscapes of sufficient size
that medium resolution imagery can pick out significant features (Lillesand et al., 2008). The
channel widths of big rivers are often many kilometres wide (Average widths: Amazon 2.5km,
Orinoco 2.6 km, Brahmaputra 12.0+km). This is also important for the Mississippi LiDAR DEM data
in terms of spatial and vertical resolution, which was found to be at a high enough resolution (5 m
spatial and decimetre vertical resolution, Cunningham et al., 2004).

3.4

Methods

The following sections will detail the methods of data capture and analysis for this thesis, chapterby-chapter.

3.4.1 Chapter 4 Measuring Topographic Characteristics of Scroll Bars
To quantify scroll bar topography and their characteristics, measurements of individual
scrolls/ridges is required. The geometry of each scroll bar within the point bar complex will be
quantified, to differentiate the sedimentary packages (as shall be explained in greater detail in
Chapter 5), and relate these measurements to the governing processes of point bar formation. To
ensure the highest level of objectivity; measurements of the scroll bar topography must be defined
in a robust and precise manner. As there are no pre-existing conventions on the measurement of
scroll bar topography, a set of quantitative parameters for scroll bar measurements was innovated.
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3.4.1.1

Euclidean Measurements

The following parameters are defined in Figure 3-6A and B with explanations below.
A. Distance from channel:
The distance from channel was measured at the midpoint of the river channel. A line is drawn
through the middle of the bar (A-A’). This is defined by drawing a line between the two points of
inflection of the bend (in plan), where its curvature changes from concave to convex or vice-versa.
From the middle of A’ another line is drawn (B’), normal and out to the river channel. Each scroll is
measured where it crosses B-B’ and assigned a unique ‘Scroll number’, which will be used as an
index for all other measurements. If a scroll does not dissect the line its position is measured relative
to the line. These measurements are the red lines and annotations in Figure 3-6A.
B. Span:
The length of a scroll is confined by the scroll packages as highlighted by the different colours in
Figure 3-6 and by the river channel. Truncation of the scroll by the package boundary dictates where
the scroll begins/ends. An analogy of a bow being strung is useful to describe span and length, the
span is the length wood of the ‘bow’, giving a curved line, which in this case follows the course of
the ridge. Span is depicted in Figure 3-6A as the solid blue line.
C. Length:
Following this analogy, the length is the straight string of the ‘bow’ as depicted in Figure 3-6A as
the blue dashed line.
D. Width:
Width is measured on the elevation profile at the centre/middle of the scroll as defined by the
length. Width is measured from the inflection point of the swale (in elevation), over the ridge to
the inflection point of the next swale. This measurement is shown in Figure 3-6B.
E. Height:
Height is measured on the elevation profile at the same point as the width of the scroll. Height is
measured from the highest point of the scroll to the lowest point on the swale. The lowest point of
the swale is defined by the inflection point (in elevation) and is taken from both swales. It is noted
when a swale is water-logged, which is clearly visible in the LiDAR dataset due to the reflective
properties of water producing an unnaturally flat surface, heights measurements will contain
greater error. Measurement of height 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 3-6B and then the average of these
two measurements creates the ‘relative’ scroll bar height used for further analysis.
F. Height to Width Ratio (H/WR):
Height to Width ratio will be computed from both height measurements, as explained in Figure 37A.
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G. Curvature:
Span divided by length to give a measure for curvature of the scroll, as explained in Figure 3-7B.

Figure 3-6: A) Shows a scroll bar on the Mississippi River with the various definitions of measurements; and B) a typical
elevation profile showing how scroll height and widths are calculated.

H. River Channel Width:
Deriving channel widths from aerial images can pose problems of subjective interpretation as
riparian vegetation can obstruct channel banks, there are also differences at high and low flow
(Luchi et al., 2010), and pixel resolution can reduce accuracy. Having topographic information is
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then very important to be able to identify clearly the river channel boundaries. Therefore, profiles
are drawn across the river channel to establish the river banks. The width of the meander river
channel is measured at five points along the channel at equal spacing relative to the meander bend
length (length of bend measured and then divided by five to give the intervals of measurement);
these lengths are then averaged to give a channel width for the whole bend. The river channel
widths are indicated by the green arrows in Figure 3-6A.

Figure 3-7: A) a graphical description of scroll height to width ratios and how this shape is represented with scroll bars
in profile view; and B) shows a graphical representation of different scroll curvature values in-plan view.

I.

Scroll Bar Period:

A measure of the spacing of the scroll bars along the axis of the distance from channel. The method
to obtain scroll bar period is explained in Section 3.4.1.3.
3.4.1.2 Interpolation of Scroll Measurements
In the field of GIS, interpolation is designed to support transformations between different discrete
and continuous representation of spatial and spatio-temporal data (Mitas and Mitasova, 1999).
Data are transformed from irregular point or line data to a raster representation. Once information
on scroll bar characteristics have been collected, and input into a GIS, trends can be graphed and
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manipulated. Interpolation of measurements was undertaken to understand the spatial variation
in, for example, the relative heights of scroll bars along a meander bend.
3.4.1.2.1 Span-wise Scroll Height Variation
Before the choice of interpolation method for relative scroll bar heights can be achieved, it is
appropriate to investigate span-wise height variation - profiles were created along the span of four
scrolls. This investigation can also give insights into the downstream morphology of scroll bar ridges.
To analyse the variations in heights along a scroll, three sample profiles were extracted along scrolls
to determine the degree of height variation along the span of a scroll. Figure 3-8 shows these three
profiles, the red lines are absolute elevation values, and the blue lines are relative scroll heights
along a scroll (span-wise). The profiles show the elevations of the scrolls and appears to show a
trend of decreasing height from upstream to downstream (remembering that the span of a scroll
starts on the upstream side of a meander, and ends on the downstream side), but this could be an
effect of the local elevation. When the heights of the scrolls relative to the underlying elevation are
displayed along these profiles and are compared to the absolute elevation profiles to determine to
what extent the heights of scrolls vary in a downstream direction.
Figure 3-8 and Table 3-1 show that there is notable variation in across/downstream absolute
elevations of scroll bar ridges as highlighted by the red profiles in Figure 3-8. The relative heights
(Figure 3-8 blue lines) however, do not show such the trends. The range of data as shown in Table
3-1 is on average 0.98 m for the three profiles. This range is under half of the total range of scroll
heights for the meander bend M5 (2.45 m). This shows that the relative heights of scrolls are not
directly related to elevation, and in particular there is no basis to conclude a downstream trend in
the data.
Table 3-1: Elevations (Red line in Figure 3-8) with the spurious points removed (spurious points are circled in black in
Figure 3-14 and show areas of very distinct elevation change which does not match the general elevation changes of
the scroll) and relative heights of scrolls (blue line in Figure 3-8).

Elevations (m)
Min
Max
Range
Min
Max
Range

Profile 1
13.57
14.90
1.33
0.25
1.25
1.00

Profile 2
13.03
14.45
1.42
0.25
1.20
0.95

Profile 3
13.05
13.90
0.85
0.25
1.25
1.00

Average
13.21
14.41
1.20
0.25
1.31
0.98
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Figure 3-8: Graphs showing the comparison between three different scroll bar heights (A-C) along the length of a scroll
bar. The elevation data derived directly from the LiDAR data are the red lines and the data from relative scroll heights
are the blue lines, black circles highlight erroneous points, related to anthropogenic channels and structures.

3.4.1.2.2 Sampling of Data Points to Deal Effectively with Span-wise Height Variability
Once the Euclidean information had been collected, there is need to represent this information
spatially, as discussed in Section 3.4.1.2.1. Geomorphological trends are characterised by complex
processes and controls that are spatial in their nature (Phillips, 1988). Understanding how, for
example, heights of scrolls vary spatially along and across a point bar complex (PBC), can provide
information on formation and preservation.
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A point cloud was created by sampling points from the LiDAR DEM surface. For pragmatic data
handling reasons, it was decided that five points should be sampled for each scroll within the PBCs
(distributed evenly) along the span of the scroll, as illustrated in Figure 3-9. This allows for a point
at each end of the scroll, a centre point, and two intermediate points. The identification of these
points then allowed for information collected to be interpolated along the scroll. The advantage of
this method is that spatial variations in morphology can be visualised superimposed on the point
bar surface, in a planimetric view. This supports the removal of underlying trends in elevation,
allowing for representation of relative scroll heights only and not absolute heights.

Figure 3-9: Detailing the three methods for obtaining spatial scroll information.

3.4.1.2.3

Review of Alternative Methods of Point Cloud Implementation

The initial method of along scroll interpolation used the data from the Euclidean measurements.
Heights were therefore measured at the centre of the scroll, as determined by the span of the scroll;
this measurement was then assumed to be valid at all five points along the scroll (See Figure 3-9
and the black line and the single value of 2.8). This method allowed the simple morphometric
information to be displayed, but it does not account for the span-wise scroll height variations to be
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identified. The importance and degree of span-wise scroll height variations was investigated to
determine whether it is an important/significant factor and is described in Section 3.4.1.2.1.
The next proposed method measured heights of scrolls at each of the five locations, rather than
having one height value per scroll. The blue annotation in Figure 3-9 shows the five height values
measured along the span of that particular scroll, with the separate values in the blue shaded box.
This method accounts better for any span-wise scroll height variations, but has the possibility to
increase noise in the data, due to picking out distinctive local scroll height variations.
The third proposed method used the information from the second method to create an average
scroll height, as illustrated in Figure 3-9 by the five values that average to 0.98 in the red-shaded
box. This amounts to a scroll span-wise smoothing process that could address the potential noise
effects associated with the five-point method.
This scoping study reveals that there is little variation in relative height, about 1 m along a typical
scroll. This information is important in helping to determine which method to use for interpolation
because it shows that there is variation in relative heights along a scroll. This variation could account
for the extra noise in the five-point method. The overall variation however, is only 1 m span-wise;
this would support the use of the average method that reduces the noise of the five-point method.
However, the average method first requires the computation of the five-point method, so this does
not rectify the issue of computing time. Ultimately, on this basis, it was decided to use the fivepoint method for scroll heights, and an average method for widths and curvature.
3.4.1.2.4

Choice of Interpolation Method

There are various methods of interpolation available to the GIS user and interpolation should meet
several requirements: accuracy and predictive power, robustness and flexibility, smoothing for
noisy data, computational efficiency, and also important is the ease of use (Mitas and Mitasova,
1999). It is difficult to find a method that fulfils all of the previously mentioned criteria, therefore,
selection of an appropriate interpolation method must focus on the key areas required for current
analysis. For example, when interpolating mass point cloud data from LiDAR, the TIN-based model
tends to produce the best results (Ward et al., 2012), which is in part due to extensive amount of
points available for interpolation. When points are at a lower density and are fewer, interpolation
methods such as Kriging provide a more robust interpolation (Mitas and Mitasova, 1999).

Kriging or IDW
The interpolation method used to interpret scroll bar characteristics was Kriging. Kriging is an
advanced geostatistical method that produces an estimated surface from point cloud data.
Interpolation methods such as Kriging are based on statistical models that include the process of
autocorrelation - the statistical relationships among the measured points. Geostatistical techniques
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have the capability to produce a prediction of surface, and also provide some measure of the
certainty or accuracy of said predictions. Kriging is a weighted moving average technique,
comparable to Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation. IDW gives each grid node an
estimation using sample points which fall within a certain circular radius, or a given distance. The
influence of each of these points is calculated based upon the weighted distance of each sample
point from the grid node, therefore the closer the point the greater the influence.
Kriging, unlike IDW, can use different weighting functions depending on, a) the distance and
orientation of sample points with respect to the node, and b) the manner in which sample points
are clustered. Kriging implements a semi-variogram of calculated variances, which is smoothed by
a mathematical function for computational purposes. This process reduces noise and allows for
trends in the surface to be viewed clearer.
Kriging was chosen because compared to the outputs from IDW, it managed to preserve the spatial
relationships in the data better. It was also chosen due to the relatively low point density of the
scroll bar information used, as interpolating data with sparse point data is a strength of Kriging
(Longley et al., 2001).
3.4.1.2.5

Normalisation

The ten bends of the Lower Mississippi floodplain chosen, have varying ranges of relative heights,
widths and curvatures; this becomes an issue when visually comparing interpolated information.
This is because of high intra bend variability between bends, the surfaces show non corresponding
colour values related to the morphological attributes (relative heights, widths, and curvature).
Therefore, it was deemed necessary to normalise the dataset according to the dynamic range at
each meander bend in order to permit valid comparison across the full range of meander bends
investigated. The range of each data is used to normalise the height, width, and curvature
information for each bend, as shown in Equation 3-1.
Equation 3-1 Normalisation equation of the interpolated data.

𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝑋 − 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
=
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

Xnew = normalised value, X = data point, Xmin = minimum value in data range, Xmax = maximum
value in date range.
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3.4.1.3

Spatial Frequency Analysis of Scroll Bar Spacing Using Fourier Analysis

Spatial frequency analysis of the height signal can be used to test the hypothesis that scroll bar
landforms have a characteristic spatial frequency that reflects the mechanism of formation. Such
analysis can be implemented by adapting ‘Fourier Analysis’ that was primarily developed for
analysis of time-varying signals hence its focus on ‘frequency’, which represents the periodic
variation of signal intensity with time. However, for spatially varying signals the concept of ‘spectral
frequency’ can be adopted which describes the periodic variation of signal amplitude (e.g. height)
with distance such that the power of Fourier analysis can be used to explore periodicity in such
signals.
The key attribute of standard Fourier analysis is that it permits the decomposition of a signal into
individual frequency components and determines the relative importance of each frequency
component (Cohen, 1988). The essential idea behind Fourier analysis is the representation of a
signal in terms of frequency as opposed to time. Fourier analysis is implemented through ‘Fourier
transformation’, which expresses a signal as a sum of sinusoids of different frequencies, such that
these sinusoids sum to the original waveform (Brigham, 1988). After Fourier transformation, the
characteristics of the signal are displayed as a ‘spectrum’ of power amplitude (y) verses frequency
(x) axes, which permits the frequency characteristics of the signal to be studied it should also be
noted that period = 1/frequency, therefore the form of representation of signals supports
investigation of the periodicity of the signal which is particularly important here.
For spatially varying data, such as the data in this project, the various sinusoids are characterised
by their spatial frequency. Then, if a topographic feature occurs at regular intervals, there will be a
characteristic spatial frequency associated with this reoccurrence, which in terms of the Fourier
transform, will be expressed as a peak in the amplitude. The more dominant the spatial frequency,
the greater the amplitude peak shown in the Fourier transform. For example, if scroll bars are
formed every 100 metres within a point bar complex (i.e. with a ‘period’ of 100 m), there will be a
strong peak corresponding to a spatial frequency of 1/100 cycles/m in the frequency power
spectrum created by the Fourier transform.
There are some limitations in using the Fourier transform, compared to other potential methods,
such as wavelet analysis, and that Fourier transforms give no localisation information. It can identify
the dominant frequencies but cannot identify, where those dominant (spatial) frequencies are
spatially located within the signal (Chan, 1995).
Within this study, the FT will be used to determine the spatial frequency spectra of datasets
describing scroll bar topography. From these spatial frequency spectra, the periodicity of scroll bar
topography is to be explored. Understanding the periodicity of scroll bars is expected to support
for greater understanding of formation dynamics, and how these features relate to other properties
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of the meander bend. The methodology has been developed using Mississippi LiDAR data as the
source of topographic information, but is later expanded to include elevation data from SRTM,
ASTER, and other LiDAR data sources.
3.4.1.3.1

Refinement of Spatial Frequency Analysis Method

Initial analysis using the full-resolution LiDAR digital elevation models (DEM) produced spatial
frequency spectra which were challenging to interpret (see Figure 3-10). The high spatial frequency
content and the amount of variability of data in the plot profile (Figure 3-10A), led to ‘saturation’
of the frequency power spectra (Figure 3-10B-C) and the desired frequency information was lost in
the noise.

Figure 3-10: A) Plot profile of topography derived from full resolution LiDAR data; B) the frequency power spectrum
derived from A; and C) the frequency power spectrum with the y axis plotted on a log scale.

To overcome this, it was postulated that the complexity of the signal (the DEM profile) could be
simplified without compromising the data. To achieve this, the DEM required processing to reduce
the amount of ‘noise’ in the data, whilst highlighting key areas of interest.
3.4.1.3.2 Segmentation: Automatic Local Thresholding (ALT)
Since the signal content interest is the distribution of scrolls spread across a particular point bar
complex (PBC), the only information required for analysis of these features is in the spatial domain.
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The data can be simplified by converting a continuous, multi-level signal into a ‘digital’ ‘bi-level’
signal, whilst still retaining all the spatial information. This involves a process of binary
‘segmentation’, which should be as automated as possible for pragmatic reasons. In that case, the
ridges are to be treated as binary ‘foreground’ (white) and the swales are to be treated as binary
‘background’ (black). To make that binary conversion effective and yet meaningful, a method was
sought that automatically decided what the effective ‘zero’ level is. This relates to a ‘zero-crossing’
concept, which in the context of scroll bars is when the elevation values change from ridge to swale.
This is the rationale for using the Automatic Local Thresholding (ALT) algorithm (Landini, 2016). It
is then necessary have to take care to ensure that the ALT algorithm uses appropriate ‘scale’ to
define the meaning of ‘local’, which is where the care over selection of the ‘radius’ parameter ‘r’
comes in.
The purpose of segmentation is to subdivide an image into meaningful regions; in general,
autonomous segmentation is considered one of the most complicated tasks in digital image
processing (Otsu, 1977). All segmentation of images assumes that: 1) the intensity values are
different in different areas, and, 2) within each area, which represents the object of interest in a
scene, the intensity values are similar (Otsu, 1977). Thresholding is a binary segmentation strategy
that is used to extract an object from its background. Each pixel is assigned an intensity value such
that each pixel is either classified as a foreground (white) point or a background (black) point.
By implementing this process on the LiDAR derived DEMs, the ALT algorithm can differentiate
between ridges and swales. Differentiation is reliability achieved because ridges and swales exhibit
characteristic topographic variation, displayed in grey scale, with topographic highs being brighter
and topographic lows being darker, which the ALT algorithm converts to foreground (white) and
background (black). The images in Figure 3-11 depict the outcome of this ALT process (Figure 311B) compared with the original DEM (Figure 3-11A). From this now simplified depiction of a point
bar, a new profile can be extracted in which changes of state represent the transition from ridge to
swale or vice versa.
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Figure 3-11: A) DEM derived from LiDAR (data from the Louisiana state-wide LiDAR project); and B) binary output from
the Automatic Local Thresholding (ALT) segmentation process, where white (foreground) = ridge and black
(foreground) = swale.

A profile like that of Figure 3-12A derived from the binary output (Figure 3-11B) is now used as input
to the FT processing a FT like that in Figure 3-12B is produced. Note the simplicity of Figure 3-11A
compared to Figure 3-10A in terms of the spatial information and also the much more meaningful
frequency power spectrum produced (Figure 3-12B). The spectrum exhibits a clear, dominant peak,
with a number of smaller peaks that relate to less important spatial frequencies that are evident
within the pattern of scrolls within the point bar.
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Figure 3-12: A) ‘Binary’ profile obtained from ALT image, notice the values are only either 0 or 255 (Black or White); B)
Frequency power spectrum derived from the binary profile, a very distinct peak is visible in the data.

In order to optimise the binary segmentation strategy, two decisions needed to be made;
I.

Which segmentation algorithm performs ‘best’ with the scroll bar image?

II.

What radius value is suitable for the local thresholding neighbourhood?

3.4.1.3.3

Segmentation Algorithm Optimisation

A comparison of a variety of segmentation algorithms, as implemented by ImageJ plugin (Landini,
2016) on one image, to determine which algorithm gave the ‘best’ representation of the scroll bar
topography. By ‘best’, the algorithm needed to successfully differentiate ridges from swales,
allowing for clear separation between features. A variety of algorithms were tested including;
Bernsen (Bernsen, 1986), Contrast (Soille, 2004), Mean, Median, Midgrey, Niblack (Niblack, 1986),
Otsu (Otsu, 1979), Phansalker (Phansalker et al., 2011), and Sauvola (Sauvola and Pietaksinen,
2000).
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The Niblack algorithm (Niblack, 1986) as defined below (Equation 3-2), gave the most convincing
results;
Equation 3-2: The Niblack automatic local thresholding algorithm, from Niblack (1986).

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 = ( 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 > 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝑘 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑_𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑐) ? 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∶ 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
Parameter 1: is in regards to the k value. The default value is 0.2 for bright objects and -0.2 for dark objects.
Any number other than 0 will change this default value.
Parameter 2: is in regards to the C value. This is an offset with a default value of 0. Any other number than 0
will change its value.

Equation 3.2 is a logic expression stating that IF the content inside the brackets is TRUE, the pixel is
classified as ‘object’ (i.e. foreground), ELSE it is classified as background. With suitable parameters,
as discussed below, the Niblack method gave good separation between ridges and swales, with
clean separation of binary units; an example of its output is shown in Figure 3-11B.
3.4.1.3.4

Local Radius Optimisation

The second and more important choice is what neighbourhood radius to use. This required much
further analysis. The challenge to overcome when choosing radius is to prevent ‘oversegmentation’. Over-segmentation refers to the problem of choosing parameters that subdivide
the image into too many regions, such that the features that are to be identified are broken up into
fragments. Pixels that should belong to the same object are classified as belonging to multiple subobjects, which translates into an increase in the spatial frequency content of the signal spectrum.
For example, if a regular pattern of large ridges becomes over-segmented, such that they each
break into two objects, then the dominant frequency content of the resulting spectrum would be
double what it should be. To determine the best radius to use, the DEM was segmented at a range
of radii from 50 m to 200 m. A profile was then drawn at the same point for each binary image, and
was then processed to a spectrum using the FT.
The FT for each radius was then collected together in a graph such as Figure 3-13. From this graph
trends and changes in the frequency power spectrum and their sensitivity to changing radius value
can be observed. Such as certain frequencies gaining power as radius is increased. Figure 3-13
shows that for the meander bend under investigation, a radius of 100 m is optimal for revealing the
dominant spatial frequency of its scroll bar topography.
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This spatial frequency significantly
increases in amplitude as radius is
decreased, which is suggestive of
over-segmentation, which is to be
avoided.

Power

These spatial frequencies
significatly increases
amplitude as radius is
increased, which is suggestive
of under segmentation.
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Figure 3-13: Graph showing frequency power spectrums related to each different radius of ALT investigated (50 to
200m). The red line indicates 100 m, the optimal radius for ALT and determining the spatial frequency of the scroll bars
present.

Once a suitable radius is chosen, the spatial frequency power spectra for each meander bend can
be created. The (spatial) period (=1/spatial frequency) of scroll bar topography can then be
obtained from these power spectra and related to geomorphic properties, such as channel width.
This process is performed on the Mississippi LiDAR data as well as for data for other rivers of
differing sizes, from other data products, to compare and test this method. It was concluded that
one radius value could be used for per river after such an investigation had occurred, for example,
after investigations on the Mississippi data, the 100 m radius was chosen.

3.4.2 Chapter 5 Hierarchical Structure of Meandering Floodplain
Elements
This section will introduce the data processing and techniques used to acquire the results in Chapter
5. Definitions and criteria for measurements have been innovated due to this unique hierarchical
characterisation and the lack of conventions for these types of measurements. The measurement
of the meander floodplain hierarchical features benefits from being in plan-view. This means that
high resolution topographic data are not necessarily required. Therefore, the data is sourced from
a variety of satellite platforms; including multispectral satellite images, STRM (1 arc second V3.1),
ASTER (GDEM Vr2), and Russian digitised maps.
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3.4.2.1 Floodplain Widths
Defining the width of a floodplain is problematic, as described in Section 2.7.1 in Chapter 2. In this
thesis, a topographic and hydrological definition of floodplain width is utilised, so that all
topographically relevant features are included. Nanson and Croke (1991; page 460) offer their
topographic definition of the floodplain as;
“the largely horizontally-bedded alluvial landform adjacent to a channel, separated from
the channel by banks, and built of sediment transported by the present flow regime.”
That definition means that the floodplain is bounded by floodplain margins, so if spaceborne DEMs
of the study reach are available, a cross profile can be drawn to establish the width of the floodplain.
The global coverage of SRTM data varies; there is now near global coverage (excluding land above
60°N) of SRTM data available at 1 arc second spatial resolution. For identifying the width of
floodplains of large rivers, 30 m spatial resolution is generally sufficient, but it does not have the
accuracy needed for the finer scale quantification described in Section 3.4.1.
To establish the active floodplain boundaries, a polygon feature was created to match the various
widths of the floodplain down the reach length (e.g. Figure 3-14A). The width of the floodplain was
determined by cross profiles (Figure 3-14B) that showed the limits of the active floodplain. The
limits of the floodplain were defined topographically, where there was a significant change in
elevation that current fluvial processes would no longer effect the ‘land’ under investigation. This
process produces an irregular polygon outline for the active floodplain down the entire reach
(illustrated by thick black line in Figure 3-14A).
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Figure 3-14: A) Shows an SRTM DEM of the Amazon floodplain that has had the floodplain boundaries marked by the
thick black line, and B) shows the cross profile of the floodplain and how the width of the floodplain was determined
and ultimately the floodplain boundary. SRTM DEM courtesy of the USGS.

3.4.2.2

Identifying and Quantifying Meandering Floodplain Deposits

A shapefile in a GIS was created to encompass the area and perimeter of each PBC identified down
the study reach, to allow for subsequent measurement. Accessory channel PBCs are included in the
quantification, this is due to accessory channels being important in floodplain sedimentation of
large rivers (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a). However, there needs to be a threshold set as to whether
to include a channel or not (see also Section 3.3.3). This threshold is related to pixel width; if the
river channel has less than three pixels then its associated floodplain elements was not included. A
combination of satellite images and DEMs were used to identify PBCs. Once all identifiable PBCs
had an associated shapefile, Meander Floodplain Ensembles (MFEs) were then identified down the
floodplain with shapefiles incorporating the identified PBCs. 1

1

Explanations of abbreviations (MFE and PBC) can be found in Chapter 5, Section 5.2
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Geometries of PBCs and MFEs are measured down-floodplain and an example of this process is
shown in Figure 3-15:


Distance down floodplain: measured the down-floodplain distance of each PBC and MFE.



Area calculations: areas of MFEs and PBCs.



Packages present: numeration of depositional packages within a PBC.



Width to length ratios (W/L): lengths were calculated from the upstream apex of the PBC
or MFE to the base in a straight line. The length dimension was defined as the direction of
scroll bar growth, in the absence of a clear bend or MFE apex. Widths were taken
perpendicular from the middle of the PBC or MFE, in relation to the length calculation. The
ratio between these two measurements gives the W/L ratio. This W/L ratio is a proxy
measurement of shape, which is transferable between rivers as it is dimensionless.

Figure 3-15: SRTM image of the River Ob's floodplain showing the identification of individual PBCS and MFEs and how
these features were identified within the GIS (58°37’N, 81°36E; SRTM DEM courtesy of the USGS).
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3.4.2.3

Floodplain Water Body Quantification

To identify floodplain water bodies, image analysis of the Near Infrared (NIR) band on Landsat 8
was utilised. Water is highly absorbed in the NIR area of the electromagnetic spectrum, whereas
soils and vegetation are highly reflective, as indicated by Figure 3-16. When processed, these
properties produce images where water gives very dark pixels and soils and vegetation much
lighter. The difference in these two properties allows for reliable segmentation of water
environments in a NIR image.

Figure 3-16: The location of Landsat 8 bands in relation to wavelength and the reflectance properties of water, soil,
and vegetation. Data from landsat.usgs.gov.

Figure 3-17A shows a NIR section of the Ob floodplain and Figure 3-17B shows the same section
after segmentation has occurred, via auto local thresholding image analysis (which was explained
in greater detail in Section 3.4.1.3.2). Notice that the image has now been split into black and white,
creating a binary image showing either water, or non-water environments. This binary
differentiation allows for the measurement of the black pixels (water environments), so that after
scale calibration, the total area of water environments within this floodplain section can be
identified. One acknowledged limitation of this method is the inability to distinguish between
different types of water environments, such as accessory channels and lacustrine environments, or
the main river channel.
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Figure 3-17: A) shows a NIR image of the floodplain cropped to just show the floodplain; and B) shows the same image
after undergoing the Area Local Thresholding image transformation.

3.4.3

Chapter 6 Overbank Sedimentation on Large Rivers

Large river floodplains have a wide diversity of landforms that had not previously been quantified
systematically. To quantify these landforms, remotely sensed data was imported into a GIS and
extensive digitization of elements was performed. The data collection and processing for this
Chapter is reasonably straightforward, but very time consuming. Extensive attention was given to
the Amazon study site as well as a shorter case study for the River Ob. The advantage is that it has
produced a geomorphological database that is unrivalled in its description of floodplains that can
be refined and added to by future analysis of other global large rivers.
3.4.3.1 Data Acquisition
A mosaic of a Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) was built based on the US Geological Survey (USGS)
SRTM Vr3 dataset at 1 arc second resolution (Figure 3-18). Satellite land cover instruments from
the USGS Landsat 8 program were also segmented to the confines of the study area to aid in
characterization of spillage phenomena. Satellite land cover instruments were sourced from low
flow months, which vary upstream to downstream, as revealed by the hydrographs in Figure 3-1B,
to limit floodplain inundation by flood waters. Satellite images from low flow months facilitate the
visibility of floodplain spillage forms. The extent of the Holocene floodplain was established by
drawing DEM cross-sections at 10 km intervals down the Amazon floodplain to identify the
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topographic limits of the currently active floodplain, in the same method as identified using Section
3.4.2.1.
3.4.3.2

Quantification of Floodplain Elements

The Amazon study area was divided into nine ‘floodplain blocks’ (see Figure 3-18), spaced at 200
km intervals downstream. Each floodplain block is 50 km long in relation to the floodplain (25 km
upstream and downstream of the 200 km intervals). Separation of the floodplain into these blocks
allows for investigations into floodplain elements on the Amazon River and exploration of any
changes in prevalence in these features downstream.

Figure 3-18: SRTM DEM of Amazon study area (Figure 3-1) showing the locations of the nine floodplain blocks used in the
Chapter 6 analysis for the Amazon.

For the River Ob only three floodplain blocks (see Figure 6-19), were used as this was a comparison
case study. Therefore, the blocks were placed at upstream, midstream, and downstream locations,
to encapsulate any changes in floodplain overbank sedimentation phenomena.

Figure 3-19: A mixture of SRTM and digitised maps (see Section 3.3.1.2) of the Ob study area (Figure 3.2) showing the
locations of the three floodplain blocks used in the Chapter 6 analysis for the shorter comparative case study of the
Ob.
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To characterise floodplain elements, each segmented floodplain block (including a SRTM DEM and
a Landsat 8 satellite image) was loaded into a GIS and polygon features were manually drawn to
encapsulate each feature. The River Ob posed additional complications due to an absence of SRTM
coverage over more northerly extent. In such cases, a mixture of satellite images from various flow
conditions was used to aid in identification of floodplain elements. The extent of the main river
channel, accessory channels and floodplain water bodies was defined via satellite images and
topographic floodplain elements were largely identified via SRTM DEM data, where possible. These
floodplain elements were characterised and subdivided in accordance with the scheme detailed in
Table 6-1 in Chapter 6

3.4.4 Analytical Methods
There are two forms of statistical methods commonly used throughout this thesis, regression and
Pearson’s correlation, with one instance of a 2-sample t-test (Page 191). All statistical testing was
conducted within Minitab, spread sheeting and more general plotting of data was performed in
Excel, with all data reproduced graphically in CorelDRAW. For all statistical tests in this thesis the
level used to denote significance is at the 95% confidence level (p-value = < 0.05).
3.4.4.1 Regression Analysis
Linear regression, which is also known as simple or bivariate linear regression, is used to predict the
value of a dependent variable based on the value of an independent variable (statistics.laerd.com,
2016). Linear regression generally has seven assumptions that need to be met: the dependent
variable should be continuous, the independent variable should be continuous or categorical, there
needs to be a linear relationship, with no significant outliers, there should be independence of
observations, there needs to be homoscedasticity, and the data should be approximately normally
distributed. In instances where data were not linear, non-linear regression was performed such as
in pages 172, 185, and 225. When testing with linear regression the R2 value gives an indication of
how well the model fits the data for non-linear regression standard error (S) is used instead as R2
values are not fully valid for non-linear models (Spiess and Neumeyer, 2010). S represents the
average distance that the observed values fall from the regression line, therefore, the lower the
value the better the fit.
3.4.4.2 Correlation
The parametric version of correlation used largely in this thesis is the Pearson’s correlation. The
coefficient, r, indicates the strength of the correlation and may range from -1 to +1, if a value of 0
is returned there is no relationship between the two variables. There are four assumptions that
need to be met to use this test: the two variable should be measured at the continuous level, there
needs to be a linear relationship with the data, there should be no significant outliers, and the
variables should be approximately normally distributed. If these assumptions cannot be met (for
example page 183, due to non-linear data) the Spearman’s correlation was used which assumes
that the two variables are continuous and have a monotonic relationship.
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3.4.4.3 Two Sample t-test
The two sample t-test determines whether there is a statistically significant difference between two
population means. In order to perform the 2-sample t-test, the two populations must be
independent from each other and the data ideally should be normal and not highly skewed. This
test is only used on page 191.
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Chapter 4 Geomorphological Characteristics of Scroll Bar Relief
4.1

Introduction

In order to understand better the floodplain topography associated with large meandering rivers,
specifically positive relief landforms such as point bar complexes (PBC), the case study of the Lower
Mississippi River will be analysed. The Mississippi River was chosen as it is the tenth largest river in
the World (Gupta, 2007), with a predominantly meandering channel pattern. Due to extensive
management by humans with channel manipulations and meander cut-offs (Biedenharn et al.,
2000) there is an array of abandoned point bars, that remain preserved in almost pristine condition.
This is due to not being subject to the reworking of topography and regular local flooding and
sedimentation. The Mississippi River was also chosen because of its location in the USA, where
there is a large amount of freely available topographic data, courtesy of the USGS. The availability
of this data is paramount to the quantification of floodplain topography and is a real asset to Earth
scientists. The majority of Louisiana State and parts of Mississippi State have high-resolution LiDAR
coverage at 5 m spatial resolution, with decimetre vertical accuracy. This abundance of high-quality
data has allowed for quantification of not only meander bends attached to the current river
channel, but also those that are located on the adjacent preserved floodplain.
Scroll bars have been observed and documented in nature extensively, however, the formation of
these landforms is still not fully understood and the development of scroll bars is likely attributed
to a mixture of processes. The early work of Hickin and Nanson (1975) and Nanson (1980) gave
some descriptions of scroll bar morphology, by mapping the elevation and grain sizes along a
particular scroll. There has also been some experimental and numerical modelling of scroll bar
formation and meander bend migration (Peakall et al., 2007; Parker et al., 2011; van de Lageweg et
al., 2014). Experimental models, however, often simulate gravel beds, unlike the largely sand beds
that characterise large rivers. There has yet to be a comprehensive study of how the morphology
of scroll bars varies within a point bar complex (PBC) and between different PBCs, especially for
large rivers.
Parker’s (1978a, b) classic papers detailed the fundamental relationship between river channel
width and bar formation, and how the instability of this relationship leads to meander bend
evolution. More recently van de Lageweg et al. (2014) proposed that the width of a river channel is
instrumental in the formational dynamics of scroll bars, with the erosion of the outer bank (bank
pull) dictating the formation of a new scroll. Scroll bars seem to exhibit a distinct periodicity (or a
regular frequency), which is observable in remotely sensed imagery and this is an important
hypothesis to test in this Chapter. Therefore, Section 4.4 investigates the periodicity of scroll bars
and explores the relationship between scroll bar period and channel width. In addition to the
Mississippi, a wide range of rivers is utilised in an attempt to validate this analysis, with a range of
channel sizes, discharge regimes and a range of different climatic regions.
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4.1.1

Description of Meander Bends for the Mississippi River

The Mississippi River has a range of meander belts present on the floodplain (Figure 3-3). The ten
meander bends included for this analysis, are located on the currently active Holocene floodplain
(Figure 3-4) and are associated with the current river channel and meander belts M2 and M3 (Figure
3-3). The ten meander bends chosen for this study were shortlisted in regards to various criteria
and morphological and hydrological properties, such as:


Hydrological connectivity: The greater the degree of hydrological connectivity, the more
water and sediments received by the point bar. Therefore, the extent that the meander
bend is connected to the river system will affect the current morphological alteration.
Hydrological and sediment connectivity is differentiated by:
o

Main-stem, connected to the current river channel;

o

Partially, some smaller active channels active around the bend and flood inputs;
and

o


Minimal, only receiving inputs during flood events.

The age of point bar deposits: Many of the meander bends included in this study are
located on a historical range of meander belts. A range of bends from both the current
meander belt and previous belts was included to contain a breadth of ages.



Morphological diversity: Meander bends of different sizes and shapes were included so
that the importance of meander bend morphology can be determined.



Minimal vegetation cover: For pragmatic reasons, meander bends with larger vegetation
types present on the surface, such as forests, were excluded. This is because large
vegetation can affect bare-earth DEM calculation (Sharma et al., 2010), distorting the
characterisation of scroll bar topography. This point is even more important when using
data from a SRTM dataset that does not include bare-earth processing.

With the previous points in mind, data were collected from LiDAR derived bare-earth DEMs of the
10 study bends. Figure 4-1 shows DEMs of meander bends M1 to M10, with the individual
depositional packages (Section 5.2.3) highlighted by the dashed lines. Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1
shows the morphological diversity, sizes, and hydrological connectivity of the study meanders. Only
two of the ten bends are still connected to the main channel, whereas the rest only receive inputs
from floodplain channels, or during flood events. The two bends that are connected to the main
channel (M1 and M3) do have extensive levees surrounding them, which is likely to reduce current
channel migration. The average area of the PBCs is roughly 25 km2, with a range from 9.6 km2 to
33.7 km2 (Table 4-1). The radius of curvature also varies between bends (Table 4-1) and bends show
a range of depositional packages (Figure 4-1), and total number of scrolls (Table 4-1). Therefore,
the ten bends are morphologically and dynamically varied, which is ideal for a geomorphological
investigation into scroll bar topography.
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4.2

Interpretations of Scroll Bar Geomorphology

Figure 4-3 shows summary information derived from profiles dissecting each of the ten meander
bends. Definitions of the metrics used are found in Section 3.4.2.2. Heights of scroll bars (Figure 42A) have similar medians, and within a range inside one metre. However, the quartiles and total
ranges vary considerably. This suggests that, there may be a ‘typical’ height of scroll bar for the
Mississippi River, but each bend displays a substantial heterogeneity within it. There is no clear
relationship between scroll bar height heterogeneity and meander bend geometry (Table 4-1).
Larger bends do not necessarily have greater ranges and sizes of scrolls, and there is no clear
relationship between current radius of curvature and scroll height heterogeneity. The
heterogeneity of heights between bends is then likely due to local variable conditions, affecting
growth of a particular scroll. This could be caused by irregular inputs from flooding, or by abrupt
changes in channel geometry. Without a historical record of planform change and scroll bar
development, it is difficult to explain the heterogeneity of scroll bar heights internally and between
bends.
The widths of scroll bars (Figure 4-2B) show a similar pattern/trend, like ranges, quartiles, and
medians. M1 and M10 however, are dissimilar to the other bends and have much larger scroll
widths within, particularly M10. Figure 4-3A shows the relationship of scroll bar widths to the width
of the adjacent river channel (Linear regression R2 = 0.57). Where no clear channel is present
average channel width is used. Figure 4-3B shows the relationship between the average mean width
of scrolls and the width of the river channel. The results show that the width of scrolls is equivalent
to around 15 to 25% of the river channel (Figure 4-3B), shown by the gradient of the linear equation
of Figure 4-3A. The results shown in Figure 4-3A and B suggests that there is some relationship
between the width of scroll bars and the width of the adjacent river channel. Though, because some
bends having only average river channel width data and there are only ten points, this relationship
needs to be tested further to establish better its validity for this river and other rivers.
The height to width ratio (H/W ratio, Figure 4-2C) of scroll bars gives an indication of shape; large
height to width values are representative of tall and narrow scrolls (Figure 3-10A); and low height
to width ratios give short and wide scrolls (Figure 3-10A). On average, height to width ratios are
low, indicating short and wide scrolls, values do not exceed 0.06 and are on average 0.01. These
low values reveal an important aspect about the geomorphology of scrolls bars. Often due to
vertical exaggeration on cross-sections and the prominence on DEMs, scroll bars may seem to be
very obvious features. In reality, however, scroll bars are quite subtle landforms, especially in large
rivers where they may be largely inconspicuous, especially from the ground.
Unlike the previous geomorphological attributes, the curvature of scroll bars (Figure 4-2D) shows
much greater variability between meander bends. On average scroll bar curvature for all 10
meander bends is 1.1, which is only minimally different from a straight line. This is caused by
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significant truncation of scroll bars by the migrating river channel (Figure 4-1), so that the curvature
of many scroll bars becomes reduced. However, bends such as M4, M5, M6, and M2 show values
up to and exceeding 2, which indicates a ‘rounded’ scroll pattern (Figure 4-2D). The low values of
curvature are likely to be a result of reworking of the scroll bars as the meander bend develops.
The basic geometric results summarised here indicate that the geomorphological attributes of scroll
bars have both inter- and intra-scroll variability. To understand this heterogeneity further,
information must be examined in a spatial context, to understand where this heterogeneity occurs
and to elucidate what processes influence scroll bar geometry.
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Figure 4-1: Ten meander
bends on the Mississippi
River floodplain included in
this study. Study area
location can be found in
Figure 3-4. The LiDAR bareearth DEM information was
sourced from the Louisiana
state LiDAR project.
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Table 4-1: Morphological attributes of the ten meander bends and extent of hydrological connectivity.

Meander bend
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
Average:
SD:

Total area (km²)

Radius of curvature (km)

Channel width (m)

r/wm

Number of scrolls

32.7
18.4
9.6
25.2
21.8
25.0
24.0
32.9
25.6
33.7
24.9
7.0

2.3
2.6
1.2
4.0
2.6
1.9
4.2
3.5
3.6
2.2
2.8
0.9

815
678
731
678
606
678
340
678
643
934
678
144

2.8
3.8
1.6
5.9
4.3
2.8
12.4
5.2
5.6
2.4
4.7
2.9

61
24
25
34
54
33
53
43
52
44
42
12

Hydrological connectivity
Main-stem
Partially
Main-stem
Partially
Partially
Partially
minimal
minimal
Partially
Partially

r/wm (ratio: radius of channel curvature to mean channel width)
When the river channel width of 678 m is used, it is the average channel width, due to no distinct river channel present at that location.
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Figure 4-2: Box plots of geomorphological attributes of scroll bar topography, showing range, 25th percentile (red box)
and 75th percentile (blue box), and median. A) relative heights of scroll bars to the point bar complex; B) widths of
scroll bars; C) the height to width ratio of scroll bars; and D) the curvature of scroll bars.
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Figure 4-3: A) The relationship between scroll bar width (m) vs. the adjacent river channel width (m) for ten meander
bends on the Mississippi floodplain, and: B) how the scroll bar widths relate to the adjacent river channel per site and
on average.

4.3

Results and Interpretation of Interpolation

Interpolating the data via Kriging ‘smoothes’ the data across the point bar and reveals the general
spatial distribution of scroll bar attributes. The following data analysis focuses on the relative
heights of scrolls, curvature, and widths, for the ten study bends of the Mississippi River floodplain.
Three bends were chosen to be included within the current Chapter, showing examples of the LiDAR
data and interpolated results. These particular bends were chosen due to the intra-meander bend
morphological differences. The data from the remaining seven bends can be viewed in Appendix 2
and are included in the overall analysis. The trends summarised below give a comprehensive view
of scroll bar morphology on the Mississippi River floodplain.
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4.3.1

Description of Interpolated Data

Meander Bend 5 (M5) Figure 4-4
Heights: Scroll bar heights are greatest at depositional package boundaries and then decrease until
the next package boundary. This shows a decreasing trend in relative heights away from the river
channel with each depositional package, separating the bend into the packages, rather than having
a trend for the bend as a whole.
Curvature: Curvature is highest at the boundaries of depositional packages.
Widths: Widths are narrow close to the river channel with variations between depositional
packages.

Meander Bend 7 (M7) Figure 4-5
Heights: There are significant internal variations in relative scroll bar heights for this meander bend.
The greater scroll bar heights do seem to be located near or at package boundary locations,
depending on package boundary interpretation; however, the greatest scroll bar heights are
located on the downstream side of the bend (South).
Curvature: Curvature is greatest close to the river channel and is higher around package
boundaries.
Widths: There are internal variations in scroll bar widths between depositional packages, with the
boundary to package two showing the thinnest widths.

Meander Bend 9 (M9) Figure 4-6
Heights: This meander bend shows considerable areas with differential scroll bar heights with a
general decreasing trend away from the river channel, with package boundary height variations.
Curvature: Curvature is consistent away from the channel and then sharply decreases in the
furthest away (oldest) depositional package. The consistency in curvature is likely due to the
meander bend laterally migrating in the same direction, with little variation in orientation between
depositional packages.
Widths: There is considerable internal variation in scroll bar widths, with low values of width in
package three associated with the low values of curvature.
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Figure 4-4: Interpolation of scroll bar geometry and profiles across the data. Red lines and numbers depict the different
depositional package boundaries. A) DEM of meander bend 5 (M5) showing the different depositional packages and a
profile line A’ to A’’ of topography; B) relative heights of scrolls (m); C) curvature and; D) widths of scrolls (m).
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Figure 4-5: Interpolation of scroll bar geometry and profiles across the data. Red lines and numbers depict the different
depositional package boundaries. A) DEM of meander bend 7 (M7) showing the different depositional packages and a
profile line A’ to A’’ of topography; B) relative heights of scrolls (m); C) curvature and; D) widths of scrolls (m).
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Figure 4-6: Interpolation of scroll bar geometry and profiles across the data. Red lines and numbers depict the different
depositional package boundaries. A) DEM of meander bend 9 (M9) showing the different depositional packages and a
profile line A’ to A’’ of topography; B) relative heights of scrolls (m); C) curvature and; D) widths of scrolls (m).
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4.3.2

Normalised Data

In statistics, normalisation can have a range of meanings, but for this application, values measured
on different scales are adjusted to a notionally common scale. An explanation for the rationale for
data normalisation and the process by which it was achieved, is detailed in Section 3.4.2.2.5.
Normalising the data attempts to give all attributes an equal range. In this instance, the normalised
data show the heights, widths, and curvatures of scroll bars normalised to a scale of 0 to 1. This will
allow for spatial differences in geomorphological attributes to be compared between sites, negating
differences in scale.
The following data have been presented to show the interpolated data cropped within the scroll
bars themselves. This image presentation was made available with the method of Automatic Local
Thresholding (ALT), as detailed in Section 3.4.3. A binary image of scroll bar ridges (in white) and
scroll bar swales (in black) was created. The interpolated data were then fitted into the white of the
scroll bar ridges. This allows for greater clarity in viewing the interpolated data in regards to the
scroll bars it is describing.
Relative Heights of Scroll Bars (Figure 4-7): The data show that a meander bend can have quite
different relative scroll heights, compared to another bend on the same river. For example, M10
has a considerable range of heights showing blues (low) to reds (high), compared to M8, which
shows little to no variation in the normalised data. The reason why there is little to no colour
changes visible in M8, is because the scrolls for that particular bend being within a small range of
data, especially compared to M1 or M10 for example. This shows that not only is there variation
within a point bar, but also that the heights of scroll bars can be quite different depending on the
particular meander bend.
Widths of Scroll Bars (Figure 4-8): Compared to heights, widths have much less variability between
different meander bends, with most values showing yellow to orange colours around 0.5. The small
variation in colours between the bends indicates that the majority of scrolls have a small range of
values. M1, M5, M7, and M9 show the greatest internal variability compared to the other bends.
Curvature of Scroll Bars (Figure 4-9): The data show that different bends have quite variable levels
of curvature, which are dependent on how a meander bend develops and how acute the bend
becomes. This may explain why M2 shows much greater variability compared to the other bends
studied. Curvature is expected to reduce away from the main channel and if a bend has a change
in direction, truncation of scrolls can further reduce curvature.
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Figure 4-7: Normalised interpolated
relative scroll height data was cropped
into a segmented scroll ridge image
(Section 3.4.2.2) for better visualisation
of scroll bar geometric variations.
Relative height values have been
normalised by data ranges to give values
from 0 to 1; blue to red.
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Figure 4-8: Normalised interpolated scroll
width data was cropped into a
segmented scroll ridge image (Section
3.4.2.2) for better visualisation of scroll
bar geometric variations. Width values
have been normalised by data ranges to
give values from 0 to 1; blue to red.
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Figure 4-9: Normalised interpolated scroll
curvature data was cropped into a
segmented scroll ridge image (Section
3.4.2.2) for better visualisation of scroll
bar geometric variations. Curvature
values have been normalised by data
ranges to give values from 0 to 1; blue to
red.
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4.3.3

Interpretation of Interpolated Scroll Bar Geometric Data

Relative Scrolls Bar Heights
Point bar complexes display considerable internal variations in relative scroll bar heights and the
results indicate that scroll bar heights are not uniform on a point bar surface. The ten sites described
show that relative scroll heights are greatest close to the current (extant) river channel and at the
boundaries of depositional packages. This trend could be attributed to overbank sedimentation
‘smoothing’ older ridges and reducing their relative heights by the infilling of the adjacent swales.
This smoothing effect of the ridges is due to distribution of sediment onto the floodplain, which
often exhibits significant spatial variability (Walling and He, 1998; Day et al., 2008). The sediment is
distributed into depressions and reduces the amplitude of both positive and negative topographic
features, by smoothing out this amplitude (Dunne and Aalto, 2013; Lewin et al., in press). Higher
sedimentation rates are found closer to the river channel (Walling and He, 1998), so this infilling of
negative relief will decrease over time.
The bends with the most consistent growth history, such as bends M3, M5, and M9, show this trend
of scroll bar height decreasing away from the channel, most prominently. These bends extended
laterally in roughly the same direction, giving similar scroll orientations throughout the growth
history. Bends with more complicated and variable growth histories, such as bends M10, M6, and
M7, display less obvious trends. These bends show more abrupt changes in scroll orientation
between depositional packages, exhibiting not only lateral extension, but also rotation of the PBC
and truncation of scroll bars. This more complicated growth history will result in spatially more
variable sedimentation processes, and constitutes reworking of the point bar surface, due to the
dynamics and the geometry of the meander bend changing.
Normalised data supports a direct comparison between bends, due to scale independence. It
reveals that the relative scroll bar heights display non-uniformity on a point bar surface, but when
compared to other point bars for the same river, relative scrolls bar heights exhibit significant
heterogeneity. This demonstrates that scroll bars have dynamic intra-variations in heights and that
the local conditions are important in determining meander growth, and subsequently point bar
formation and preservation. Some meander bends have a very small range of scroll bar heights and
others have much more variability in heights. Scroll bars are therefore, not uniform in shape and
size for the Mississippi River. This would suggest a multi-modal set of processes that contribute to
the formation of these landforms.
Widths
Similarly, the ten sites show that widths of scroll bars vary internally, without a dominant trend.
Bends M1, and M10 show the greatest widths close to the river channel, whereas the other eight
bends have internal variations between depositional packages, and the point bar complex as a
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whole. Widths are not directly related to the relative heights of scroll bars. This further highlights
the irregularity and heterogeneity of these landforms.
The normalisation of the data shows that in contrast to the relative heights, widths for scroll bars
display consistency between different bends. The colours in Figure 4-8 are centred on the middle
of the scale (yellows); which indicates that there is a small spread of data with the majority of values
clustered. This suggests that, even though heights of scroll bars display significant heterogeneity,
widths are relatively consistent. This could be in part due to the relationship of scroll bar width and
the width of the adjacent river channel (Figure 4-3). It also seems that unlike scroll bar heights,
widths are affected to a lesser extent by overbank sedimentation.
Curvature
The ten sites studied show that curvature of scroll bars is greatest at the boundaries of depositional
packages, be it internal boundaries, or those closest to the river channel. The curvature or sinuosity
of a meandering channel increases as the bend laterally migrates until cut-off. This is also the case
for the scroll bars on the surface of the inner point bar, due to being a product of meander bend
migration. Curvature is often locally reduced, which can occur with changes in bend growth
directions, that in turn causes the truncation of scroll bars. This truncation process reduces the
curvature of scroll bars.
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4.4

Periodicity of Scroll Bars

When viewing many point bar complexes, particularly those of large rivers, it becomes apparent
that the scroll bars that constitute these landforms appear to have a distinct periodicity. To
investigate the periodicity of scroll bars, a Fourier transform was implemented to show the
frequency spectrum present (i.e. periodicity) present at each site (the intricacies of the method can
be found in Section 3.4.1). First, the ten study sites of the Mississippi are analysed, investigating
internal changes in period in relation to point bar dynamics. The investigation is then expanded to
include a variety of rivers, with a range of different sizes, different catchment biomes, and river
dynamics.
4.4.1

Mississippi Scroll Bar Periodicity Variations

The periodicity of scroll bars was determined for each depositional package per point bar complex.
The Fourier transform was successful in finding a distinct periodicity in scroll bar morphology. Each
frequency power spectrum showed distinctive spikes related to a dominant frequency, which was
then converted into period for the following analysis. This periodicity information could be for
either: a point bar complex as a whole, or individual depositional packages within a complex.
Figure 4-10 shows the periodicity for each depositional package within each PBC. The scroll bar
period is at the same scale to highlight the intra bend variability in scroll bar period. The mean
period of scroll bars is 167 m, which means, in general, that the space between scroll bars for the
Mississippi River is around 150 to 190 m, ridge top to ridge top. The bar charts in Figure 4-10 show
that there is variation between bends and within packages.
The general trend found is that for the majority of point bar complexes, the further away from the
channel (package numbers increase away from the adjacent river channel, the horizontal axis on
Figure 4-10) the spacing between scroll bars increases (Figure 4-10). Therefore, in terms of period,
the further from the current channel, scroll bar period decreases.
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Figure 4-10: Internal scroll bar period value for each depositional packages within ten different point bar complexes packages are in reference to Figure 4-1. Package numbers increase away from the adjacent river channel and the
general trend is for scroll bar spacing to increase away from the river channel.
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To examine further internal scroll bar period changes, the relationship with curvature was
investigated. Figure 4-11 shows the results of this analysis, noting that a reduction in scroll bar
period indicates a potential increase in frequency. Typically, the meander bends show a negative
trend of decreasing spacing with an increase of curvature. M3 and M8 however, do not follow this
trend. M3 has negligible curvature, which could explain why it shows an opposite trend. M8 is a
complex bend with highly variable scroll geomorphology, with lots of post-formation re-working;
this may explain why the bend does not follow the general trend of the other bends. This
relationship suggests that as a bend becomes more sinuous (increased curvature), the separation
between scroll bars decrease; linking changes in meander bend development and scroll bar
formation.
However, as most bends only have three different depositional packages a statistically robust
relationship cannot be produced with such few points, when all data are plotted together (Appendix
2), omitting M3 and M8, the relationship is non apparent. This is because of the local differences in
bend curvatures between each meander site (Table 4-1, radius of curvature). This suggests that
different bends have different internal relationships with curvature. Added to this, truncation of
scroll bars from reworking of the meander bend will change the curvature of the preserved scroll
bars, making investigations into relationships less clear.
This line of research is now extended to investigate the scroll bar periodicity from a variety of rivers.
The scroll period for the whole point bar complex will be used in the following analysis, which
derives its data from a range of topographic sources.
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Figure 4-11: The relationship between the curvature of scroll bars and the period of scroll bar packages. Typically,
greater curvature of scroll bars indicates closer spaced scroll bars.
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4.4.2

Scroll Bar Periodicity and River Channel Width

A range of rivers is investigated and a sample of point bar complexes from each river was processed
to determine the periodic characteristics of each (Figure 4-12, Table 4-2), incorporating a range of
sizes and bio-geomorphological settings. The rivers chosen had to be primarily meandering, or at
least have prominent meandering sections. However, by necessity, inclusion had to be determined
by data availability, but if high-resolution LiDAR data were available, relatively small rivers could be
included. Smaller rivers were chosen to be included in this analysis to obtain as wide as dataset as
possible, increasing the range of locations, and so that it can be tested whether the phenomena is
scale independent. Where this data was not available, coarser resolution data products had to be
used including, SRTM and ASTER global DEM VR2, which would only give representative results on
larger rivers.
Figure 4-13 illustrates how the DEM spatial resolution can affect whether a scroll can be identified
and analysed. The suitability of a DEM for quantifying floodplain relief is derived from the NyquistShannon sampling theory (Strohmer and Tanner, 2005), which is explained more fully in Section
3.4.1, but is illustrated graphically in Figure 4-13. The following description is an interpretation of
applying the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, adapting it to increase its applicability to this data
set and to the study of landforms. For example, if ASTER data are used at 30 m spatial resolution,
the width of the scroll bar would need to be 90 m minimum to be isolated and identified as an
individual ridge unit. In essence, a minimum of three pixels per scroll bar is preferably needed, but
ideally five pixels for more accurate representation of the topography, as shown in Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-12: Locations of the 19 different rivers, ordered alphabetically, used in the scroll bar period analysis. Major geographical distributions of biomes are segmented into a world map with river locations
and major catchments overlaid. Notice how some of the larger river catchment areas transcend climatological boundaries, also there is a deficit of river information from Africa, Australia, Western Europe
and Southern Asia. Biome information from Openstax College (2013).
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Table 4-2: Locations and attributes of rivers included in scroll bar periodicity investigation, ordered alphabetically.

River name

Location of river

Aldan
Amazon
Amur
Beni
Brich Creek
Goodpaster
Huallaga
Içá
Ivalojoki
Japurá
Madeira
Mississippi
Ob
Ohio
Purus
Volga
Wabash
Yenisei
Yukon

Eastern Siberia
Brazil
Russian Far East
Bolivia
USA
USA
Peru
Peru
Finland
Brazil
Brazil
USA
Russia
USA
Brazil
Russia
USA
Russia
USA

Average discharge
(m3/s)
5060
175000
11400
8600
14
2900
7502
39
13557
24852
16792
10300
7957
10400
8060
315
19600
6368

Mean channel
width (m)
660
2042
1226
478
55
44
453
814
119
972
1138
665
1069
753
701
1326
267
2388
953

Mean scroll
spacing (m)
357
1115
566
265
43
13
377
258
60
436
445
180
544
249
386
906
109
1048
663

Figure 4-13: An illustration of the method for judging whether a remote sensing technology has sufficient pixel
resolution to capture adequately scroll bar periodicity in relation to Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory.
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The results presented in Figure 4-14 show a strong linear relationship (linear regression R² = 0.76;
and Pearson’s correlation P-Value = <0.00) between the period of scroll bars and the width of the
adjacent river channel (for definitions see Section 3.4.1.1). This relationship is observed in a large
range of rivers, from those with channels widths of 40 m, to those with channels in the range of 3
km wide. Rivers are also sourced from a range of locations spanning various different climatic
regions. Figure 4-15 averages the data for each river and plots the data on a log-log scale. The loglog scale is required so as to accommodate the differences in river size which has a range of two
orders of magnitude. The averaging of the data increases the linear regression R2 value to 0.88. The
rationale for averaging the data is that the various rivers show groups of scroll bar periodicity, like
the Amazon River (Figure 4-14, blue dots), which has a spread of data rather than a strictly linear
relationship.
What this demonstrates is that there is an overall general relationship between scroll bar spacing
and channel width, but an individual river’s relationship to this trend may vary. For example, the
Mississippi River (Figure 4-14, red squares) data are below the trend line, with the periodicity of
scroll bars on average relating to 25% of the river channel width. This relationship will be
investigated further in Section 4.4.3.
These data suggest that the spacing between individual scroll bars is linked intrinsically with the
width of the river channel. The period of scroll bars/point bar deposits is linked to macro channel
dynamics and processes. Therefore, large scale shifts of the river channel impacts local scroll bar
evolution, and local planform changes are linked with the heterogeneity of scroll bar deposits.
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Figure 4-14: The relationship between the period of scroll bars and the adjacent river channel for 19 different rivers (locations are found in Figure 4-12). A selection of meander bends was chosen
per river and the associated scroll bars were quantified in relation to the criteria set out in Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4-15: The mean periodicity of scroll bars in relation to average river channel widths for the 19 rivers shown in
Figure 4-12.

4.4.3

Periodicity of Scroll bars as a Percentage of the River Channel

Section 4.4.2 introduces the relationship between scroll bar period and the river channel, but to
what extent does this relate to the total width of the channel? The data summarised in the
histogram of Figure 4-16 shows the frequency distribution of data from all 19 rivers included in this
study. There are no points lower than 21 % of the channel; the histogram has a positive skew. This
suggests that any river must migrate a minimum threshold distance before a scroll bar will form.
That being said, the maximum values, as in the furthest a channel will migrate until a new scroll bar
will form, are widely dispersed. A small minority of rivers migrate as much as a full river channel
width before a scroll bar is formed. The majority of data fall within 20 to 60 % of the width range of
the river channel, so roughly equivalent to a quarter to a half of the river channel. This is further
supported by the equation of the line in Figures 4-14 and 4-15 (y = 0.49 x – 1.56; y = 0.49 x + 5.29),
where the gradient in each case implies that scroll spacing is around half of the river channel width.
This implies that there may be a general rule for all rivers in regards to the formation of scroll bars
and the width of the river channel.
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Figure 4-16: Histogram showing the spacing of scroll bars and the percentage of the river channel width the spacing is
equal to, for the 19 rivers included in this study, see Figures 4-12 and 14.

4.4.4 Periodicity of Scroll Bars and Relation to Biome and Discharge Variability
Depending on the location of a river, the hydrological regime depends on climatic setting,
catchment characteristics, and local topographic characteristics. Contrasting levels and seasonality
of precipitation, have effects on discharge and flood dynamics, and both are important in
meandering dynamics and scroll bar formation. The hydrology of a river is a result of a multitude of
processes and even within one climatic setting, the hydrology of one river may vary considerably
from the next. Hence, the following interpretations do generalise quite considerably to determine
the main functional differences between the three contrasting settings presented.
The complexity of tropical climates and the large extent of tropical river basins, make it difficult to
specify a unique regime for tropical rivers. In general, rivers located in rainforests show high but
variable peak discharges during the rainy season and a period of low flow when rainfall decreases
(Latrubesse, 2005) but not the seasonally extreme discharges of monsoon or snowmelt regimes.
River hydrology in colder regions is primarily, but not exclusively, controlled by the seasonality of
snow melt, glacial melt, and ground water feed (Brittain et al., 2009). The cold environment
properties of Taiga/Tundra mean that rivers often have periods of very low flows due to freezing
and then extreme/flashy floods associated with snow melt.
Temperate rivers have much less variability, with high winter flows and low summer flows. The
winter months often produce seasonal floods, with the associated higher precipitation.
These described characteristics are gross generalisations and variations in climate and catchment
area will have a significant effect on separate rivers. The location of rivers included in this study in
relation to different global biome distributions can be found in Figure 4-12. For the purposes of the
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following investigation, the biomes will be generalised to Temperate, Tropical, and Cold, which are
three contrasting environments.
The ratio between maximum and mean discharge (Qmax/Qmean) is often used to indicate regime
extremity. Although, the ratio of maximum discharge to mean annual flood (Qmax/Qmaf), is more
commonly used to characterize flood regimes, however, Qmax/Qmean is used here due to availability
of such data. Figure 4-19 plots Qmax/Qmean versus the Qmax/Qmin ratio (flood intensity/discharge
variability) to describe the discharge characteristics for all study rivers, classified by biome
(Latrubesse, 2005).
The different general biomes shown in Figure 4-17 show their distinctly separate characteristics in
regards to discharge. Tropical rivers have smaller variations in regards to flood intensity (y axis), but
much greater in regards to overall discharge variability (x axis). Tropical rivers included in this study
also have the lowest ratio values compared to the two other climatic zones. Temperate rivers
included in this study have proportionally increasing values of flood intensity and overall discharge
variability. In contrast, cold environments show roughly equal variations in flood intensity and
discharge variability.

Figure 4-17: Discharge variability for rivers in different hydrologic/morphoclimate zones (Temperate, Tropical, and
Cold). Discharge data was only available for 13 out of the 19 rivers used in this study, data can be found in Appendix 2.

It should be noted that not all of the study rivers are shown in Figure 4-17 and 4-18, as it was often
difficult to source all of the discharge values required (data can be found in Appendix 2). Due to the
relatively small sample size shown in Figure 4-17, it should be considered as a first estimate of the
differences in discharge characteristics, between these rivers from contrasting biomes. As stated in
Section 2.9.5, discharge variability and flooding is important in the formation of scroll bars.
Therefore, it is proposed that rivers that are from characteristically different discharge regimes may
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show differences in scroll bar geomorphology and for the purposes of this section, differences in
periodicity.
An important difference between these environments is their vegetation characteristics. Nicholas
(2013) emphasises the importance of vegetation in controlling planform dynamics, and the
interaction between bank instability and vegetation establishment. River planform evolution forces
riparian vegetation dynamics, which in turn, affects the characteristics of riverbanks and influences
meandering dynamics (Perucca et al., 2007). Vegetation biomass is able to significantly influence
the shape assumed by the river planform – these vegetation density patterns can also affect bank
erodibility, and thus rates of channel migration.
Cold environments are likely to have sparse slow growing vegetation; moving southwards from
Tundra to Taiga/Boreal forests there will be increases in the vegetation biomass, yet vegetation is
still slow growing, with low species diversity. In contrast to this, Temperate environments have high
species abundance and diversity. Tropical environments have the highest biomass and vegetation
diversity of all biomes included.
The discharge dynamics, coupled with the general vegetation characteristics, would appear to be
reflected in Figure 4-18. The cold environments have a much greater range of scroll spacing
compared to the other environments, with the median period of scroll bars being a higher
percentage of the river channel, compared to the other two environments. The differences
observed are likely due to high discharge variability, lower densities and rates of vegetation
establishment. These properties will result in more variable meander bend growth rates and scroll
bars may take longer to form due to less protection of sediments from vegetation (Konsoer et al.,
2015). Cold environments show a less clear relationship with flood intensities and discharge
variability, which may be why there is a greater range of values compared to the other two
environments. This theory is supported by Temperate and Tropical environments having lower
median values and the box plots show much smaller ranges comparatively. This may be a result of
faster vegetation establishment creating more stability in scroll bar development and its relation to
the migration of the adjacent river channel.
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Figure 4-18: The percentage of river channel that the spacing of scroll bars is equal to; separated by general Biome.

Figure 4-19 shows the relationships for each biome between scroll bar period and their respective
river channels. Cold (Figure 4-19A), Temperate (Figure 4-19B) and Tropical (Figure 4-19C) have
strong linear relationships.
The Tropical biome type has a similar slope to Cold environments and a good spread of data. Figure
4-19A shows that Cold environments have a slightly shallower slope, suggesting that Cold
environment scroll bar periodicity is equal to around 43% of the river channel. Figure 4-19B shows
a linear slope and that Temperate scroll bar periodicity is equal to around 62% of the river channel,
somewhat greater than the other two environments.
Data distribution is important when comparing the data in Figure 4-19. Each environment has a
good spread of data from smaller rivers to larger rivers; this spread however, is different for each
plot. For example, cold environments have smaller rivers with channel widths from 40 m up to
nearly 3000 m, whereas the Tropical data starts with channel widths of around 400 m. These
differences in data range may account for variation around the linear regression model, rather than
intrinsic differences in the relationships for different climatic regions. Consequently, further
investigation is required into the relationship between scroll bar geomorphology and periodicity.
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This analysis is a first step at identifying possible differences in scroll bar periodicity and catchment
characteristics.

Figure 4-19: The relationship between river channel and scroll spacing separated by biome; A) Cold; B) Temperate and;
C) Tropical.
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4.5

Discussion

The results presented in this Chapter represent the first quantification of the geomorphology of
scroll bar deposits. Scroll bars are inherently periodic landforms and this periodicity is related to
river channel dynamics. However, there is heterogeneity present in the deposition of these
deposits, related to variability in river dynamics. The results will now be discussed in the wider
context of previous and related research.
4.5.1

The Periodic Nature of Scroll Bars

Scroll bars are regular topographic features and this periodicity is closely linked with local meander
bend development. According to Leopold & Wolman (1960), the amount of bank erosion of the
outer bend is in most cases approximately equal to the amount of deposition on the inner bank, as
the sediment that is eroded has to balance the sediment that is deposited (Kleinhans, 2010). These
processes contribute to maintain the equilibrium channel width (Hickin, 1974; Nanson, 1980;
Nanson and Hickin, 1983). Thus, the width and cross-sectional area remain roughly constant when
migrating laterally. Hickin and Nanson (1975) showed that the periodicity of ridges is inversely
related to channel migration rate, and floodplain sedimentation rates are correlated with distance
from channel and density of floodplain vegetation. The results demonstrated in this chapter show
that scroll bar width and periodicity for the Mississippi River are strongly connected to river channel
width, further supporting the relationship between channel processes and scroll bar formation.
Hickin (1974) identified the importance of channel curvature in controlling the direction and rate
of bend migration. The ratio between the radius of the bend and the mean width of the channel is
an important parameter, as this determines the strength of the secondary current. Hickin and
Nanson (1975) established that channel bend migration reaches a maximum rate where r/wm (ratio
radius of channel curvature to mean channel width) is approximately 3.0. Moreover, the rate of
channel migration rapidly declines for bends where r/wm is greater or less than this value. Table 41 (column r/wm) shows that the meander bends have varying values indicating the different rates
of meander migration between study bends. Spacing of scroll bars for the Mississippi River
decreases with increasing curvature and this decrease in spacing is also seen in scroll bars closest
to the river channel, which is consistent with the theory presented above.
Hickin (1974) states that as the curvature of a bend increases, there is an increase in transverse
acceleration and secondary circulation. Nanson’s (1980) observations on point bars and on
floodplain sections along the Beatton River suggest that secondary currents are instrumental in
point bar formation. Figure 4-20, adapted from Nanson (1980), shows flow separation and
deposition of fines when a flood declines, which marks the flow boundary. The curvature of the
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channel is therefore very important in determining scroll bar periodicity and geomorphology. The
curvature of a scroll bar echoes the curvature of the meander bend at the time of its deposition.

Figure 4-20: The formation of a separation zone adjacent to the convex bank, and the deposition of silt along the outer
margin of this zone. These longitudinal ridges generate Langmuir circulation/helical flow (the cork-screw like secondary
circulation around a meander bend). Adapted from Nanson (1980).

4.5.2 Relationship of Scroll Bar Periodicity and River Channel Width
Variations in river channel width are dominant in the forming scroll bars. Nanson (1980) showed
that the channel width within the bend would steadily increase to a point where a particularly large
flood could provide conditions that are suitable for the deposition of a scroll bar. Separation zones
are created around the inner bank with increasing channel width (Figure 5-20). These zones have
lower flow velocities allowing for the deposition of sediments. The variations in the width of a river
channel, owing to bank erosion along a meander bend may cause bank pull, which according to van
de Lageweg et al. (2014), is necessary for scroll bar formation.
The Mississippi River results suggests a relationship between channel width and scroll bar period,
and further investigation of this relationship was conducted to incorporate a wide range of rivers.
The results agree with the conclusions of van de Lageweg et al. (2014) and Nanson (1980) on the
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importance of channel width variations on scroll bar formation. The results show that for the rivers
studied, the spacing of scrolls equates to roughly 20-60% of the river channel, with the majority of
the distribution in the 20-50% region. These are larger percentages of the river channel width than
those identified by van de Lageweg et al. (2014), but this could be due to differences between the
experimental river set up and real world conditions and the range of rivers studied. There is a strong
correlation with scroll bar period and the river channel width (R2 = 0.88), whereby scroll period
increases linearly with increasing channel width. This proportional increase indicates that the
channel and spacing of scrolls is intrinsically linked, also changes in channel width and the dynamics
that affect the channel will in turn, affect scroll bar geomorphology.
Meander wavelength is related to river channel width, with increasing channel sizes comes greater
associated meander wavelengths (Leopold and Wolman, 1960). Hickin (1974) showed that there is
a critical ratio between the radius of channel curvature and channel width; once this ratio is
reached, controls are exerted on the subsequent lateral migration of the meander bend. Curvature
of scrolls bars, a proxy for past channel curvature, is linked with scroll bar period. Outer bend
erosion determines the available lateral accommodation space, while the inner bend deposition
stops when the channel approximates the initial channel width (van de Lageweg et al., 2014), which
is consistent with equilibrium channel width theory.
4.5.3 Relationship of Scroll Bar Period with Discharge
Discharge variation, stream power, and flood regime are important for eroding river banks and in
the creation of meander bends. The erosion of cohesive banks of a meandering river may be
dictated by flow peak stages and intensities (Casagli et al., 1999; Julian and Torres, 2006).
Alternatively, other studies have shown only limited correspondence to the peak flow variations
over time (Hooke, 2007). The variability of erosion on the concave bank has been observed as much
less pronounced, than that of sedimentation on the point bar (Gautier et al., 2010). Nanson (1980)
highlights the importance of discharge variability in scroll bar formation, as well as the role of
floods.
The data in this investigation presents complicated relationships with discharge dynamics and scroll
bar period. This may be related to discharge and flood regimes in different biomes. The specific
relationship between a river’s discharge and the formation of scroll bars is still unclear. This would
require monitoring of discharge and scroll development at field sites, and over long periods.
Discharge characteristics are more likely to have an indirect effect on scroll bar period, via channel
geometry influences. This highlights the need for further investigation into the role of discharge
variability and scroll bar period and geomorphology.
4.5.4 Relationship of Scroll Bar Period and Biome
A major difference between biomes is the vegetation characteristics: biomass, distribution, and
diversity. How floodplain construction and vegetation distribution creates cohesive banks and
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sustains a dynamic meandering river, is still not fully understood (van Dijk, 2013). There are strong
feedbacks that exist between channel dynamics, floodplain development and riparian vegetation
(van Dijk et al., 2013). The effect of riparian vegetation can be divided into the following:
mechanical; i.e. roots binding sediment particles, or hydrological; i.e. drier and better drained banks
with reduced weight and pore pressure. Van Dijk et al. (2013) investigated the effects of vegetation
distribution on channel dynamics. They concluded that seeds distributed by the flow leads to stable
vegetated bars. Whereas, vegetation uniformly distributed on the floodplain, stabilize banks and
increase the sinuosity of a meandering river. This implies that the combination of discharge
variations and vegetation distribution, has a large effect on the geomorphology and dynamics of
meandering rivers.
It is generally agreed that the role of trees in stabilising banks is dependent on the scaling between
bank height and the depth of root penetration (Konsoer et al., 2015). Woody riparian vegetation
substantially increases the erosional resistance of riverbanks, which can strongly influence rates of
bank erosion and modify patterns of channel migration on large meandering rivers. Changing
patterns of bank erosion, subsequently river channel migration is important in scroll bar formation
and the heterogeneity of scroll bar deposits. Environments with greater amounts of vegetation
stabilize banks and increases sinuosity (van Dijk et al., 2013).
The results presented in Figures 4-18 and 4-19 cannot be conclusive in determining the effects of
vegetation on scroll bar development. This is likely due to usage of only generalised information
about vegetation, based on broad biome location. There are however, further complications to this
study in regards to vegetation, e.g., certain vegetation characteristics as stated in Section 4.1.1 may
mask scroll bar geomorphology. This area of research requires further investigation. More focused
investigations into vegetation characteristics for each river could highlight the effects of biomass,
diversity and speed of establishment, which all are important factors in channel planform dynamics
and consequently scroll bar development on large rivers.
Full waveform LiDAR would allow for characterisation of vegetation biomass, due to its ability to
permit better understanding of the penetration of points through the canopy gaps. This offers a
possibility to generate vertical profiles of three-dimensional vegetation structure (Fieber et al.,
2015). LiDAR also facilitates the production of a bare-earth DEM, so that the two contrasting
vegetated environments can be compared. This would be an ideal data collection strategy to further
test this work.
4.5.5

The Heterogeneity of Scroll Bar Geomorphology

Despite the regularity of scrolls identified in the previous sections, scroll bars are not entirely
uniform features within a meandering river system. The results reveal inter- and intra- variations in
the geometry of scroll bar deposits, for meander bends on the Mississippi floodplain. Heights of
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scroll bars vary internally, spatially and between bends. The widths are more consistent in
comparison and the curvature of scrolls is related to meander bend development. Meander bends
along the same channel do not necessarily act similarly to each other. Variation in bank dynamics
may occur within and between rivers, and meander planform development is controlled by the
nature of bend instability (Hooke, 1984, 2007; Simon, 1992; Alho and Mäkinen, 2010). Ikeda (1989)
found channel planform and migration rates to be strongly influenced by the presence and
distribution of cohesive bank sediments. That work highlighted the importance of localised
sedimentological differences in planform development, also how rates of migration will vary along
a river, in the presence of a change in stream power. The meander bends from the Mississippi are
of a similar size (Table 4-1), yet show many different planforms. Planform development of a
meander bend has a direct effect on the associated scroll bar development. Therefore, localised
differences in cohesive sediments, discharge variability, vegetation, etc., will influence the
formation of scroll bars. These processes affect channel planform and development and are
reflected in the preserved scroll bar geometric variability.
Spatial variations in floodplain erodibility may influence meander evolution and allow for the
emergence of complex meanders (Güneralp and Rhoads, 2011). The spatial heterogeneity in
floodplain erosional resistance modifies patterns of river planform evolution; the character of
planform complexity depends on both the spatial scale of erosional heterogeneity, and the
magnitude of stochastic variability in bank erodibility (Güneralp and Rhoads, 2011). It is likely that
the complexity of a meander bend planform and the resulting heterogeneous scroll bar surface, is
a result of spatial variation in floodplain erodibility. Peakall et al. (2007) found that cohesion is a
key variable in the development and maintenance of single-thread meandering channels. Konsoer
et al. (2015) findings also support the importance of erosion-resistance properties of the channel
banks and floodplain. Sediment characteristics, vegetation, or bedrock can have a substantial
influence on the morphodynamics of meandering rivers, resulting in highly variable rates of bank
erosion and complex patterns of planform evolution.
Nanson (1980) shows that the curvature of the meander bend determines both the location of
initial bar deposit and its direction of growth, up or downstream. The geomorphology of a
developing meander bend and the scroll bar deposits left behind are intrinsically linked, so
irregularities in scroll bar deposits can give tell-tale indications of changing processes in meander
bend evolution. The results shown in Figures 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, indicate internal spatial
discontinuities within all point bars investigated for the Mississippi River. The point bar complexes
of the Mississippi River have developed over a series of evolutionary stages; much like those studied
by Nanson (1980) on the Beatton River and this is reflected in the preserved scroll bars.
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4.5.6

The Role of Overbank Sedimentation in Scroll Bar Preservation

Schwendel et al. (2015) showed that meandering river floodplains are predominantly controlled by
the interplay between overbank sedimentation and channel migration. Overbank sedimentation is
important in the preservation of scroll bars on the floodplain, as reflected by the relative heights of
scroll bars, with mean heights being greatest close to the river channel. Moreover, there is still
significant heterogeneity of scroll bar heights present on point bar complexes.
Depositional package boundaries tend to have greater heights of scrolls and often display greater
curvature. This suggests that the boundary between one depositional package to the next, is
important in dictating the geomorphology of scroll bars and also signals a change in the lateral
migratory behaviour of the meandering channel. This result gives support to the hierarchical
structure of meandering deposits that will be introduced in the following Chapter 5. It shows that
there are important internal geomorphological structures within a point bar complex, which are
genetically related to river channel development. These very obvious and abrupt changes at
boundaries between depositional packages are important for facies models of point bars and needs
to be acknowledged.
Rivers can have significant planform variations between bends within a similar reach, and significant
variations of scroll bars have been identified between river bends for the Mississippi River. This
highlights the relationship between scroll bars and the local geomorphology and dynamics of the
associated meander bend, rather than just a generalised geomorphology for the river as a whole.
4.5.7

Chapter Conclusions

This Chapter has developed a greater understanding of scroll bar geomorphology, utilising modern
advanced remote sensing technologies and GIS software. There are a number of key conclusions
that may be drawn:
1. Scroll bars are regular features on a PBC surface, the spacing of scrolls is equal to around
50% of the river channel width (linear regression R2 = 0.76).
2. The periodicity of scroll bars may be related to the curvature of scroll bars/curvature of the
channel at the time of deposition, with a decrease of spacing of scrolls with increased
curvature. However, this would require further testing.
3. Scroll bar deposits are regular features yet show some variable geomorphology, internally
within the point bar complexes and between different meander bends for the Mississippi
River, relative heights, widths, and curvature are shown to be different.
4. The boundaries between depositional packages (see Chapter 5) on a point bar complex
have greater heights of scroll bars and curvatures, these boundary characteristics requires
recognition in stratigraphic reconstructions of meandering environments.
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5. There could be a potential link between biome and scroll bar period. Theory suggests this
with relationships between discharge variations and vegetation characteristics related to
the local environment, but this requires further research.
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Chapter 5 Hierarchical Structure of Meandering River
Floodplain Elements
5.1

Introduction

The World’s largest rivers have vast and topographically varied floodplains, with a wide range of
positive and negative relief landforms. They have a tendency to display an anabranching channel
pattern (Latrubesse, 2008), although many of these branches or channels individually display a
meandering channel planform. These meandering channels can either be from the main stem or
from accessory channels, which can each create their own floodplain topography.
Within the studies of geomorphology and sedimentology, there have been several alternative
hierarchical classifications of depositional elements, which have been established and summarised
in Table 5-1. Beerbower's (1964) seven floodplain elements are based on morphology. Miall (1985)
introduced the notion that fluvial deposits are made up of architectural elements, which show
distinctive surface forms. Brierley (1991) outlines elements based on morphostratigraphy — the
combined of surface morphology and sedimentary characteristics. Nanson and Croke (1992)
propose six ‘accretion processes’ producing floodplains. Architectural element analysis focuses on
macroforms that are the components of channels and floodplains, encompassing the different
building-blocks of floodplain complexes (Miall, 2014). They reflect the cumulative effect of many
dynamic events over long periods of time. They include main and accessory channels and the larger
compound bar forms such as point bars, side bars, sand flats, and islands. Along with such floodplain
sedimentation elements as crevasse channels, levees, and splays (Miall, 2014). Fielding (1993)
pointed out that researchers may need to develop their own classification schemas to better reflect
the fluvial unit under investigation, and certain landforms may take precedence over others
depending on the study aims. Broadly speaking, positive relief floodplain elements can be
separated into three different genetic zones:
i)

Actively forming and emerging within channels;

ii)

Transitional zone sedimentation, which incorporates into floodplain surfaces and
vegetated islands;

iii)

Palaeoforms in perirheic zone and at the sides of valleys (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014b).

The work herein focuses primarily on the first active genetic zone of floodplain elements,
specifically focusing on meander bend deposits.
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Table 5-1: Nomenclature for river and floodplain depositional elements. From Lewin and Ashworth (2014b).

Happ et al. (1940)

Beerbower (1964)

Miall (1985)

Deposits

Environmental Elements

Architectural Elements

1. Channel-fill
2. Vertical accretion
3. Floodplain (splays)
4. Colluvium
5. Lateral accretion
6. Channel lag

1. Channel
a. Floor
b. Point Bar
c. Margin

2. Crevasse channel
3. Levee
4. Channel bar, tops
5. Crevasse distributary
6. Abandoned channel
7. Floodplain
a. Backswamp
b. Swamp
c. Lake
d. Collection

1. Channels (CH)
2. Gravel bars and
bedforms (GB)
3. Sandy bedforms (SB)
4. Forest macroforms (FM)
5. Lateral accretion deposits
(LA)
6. Sediment gravity flows
(SG)
7. Laminated sand sheets
(LS)
8. Overbank fines (OF)

Breierley (1991)
Morphostratigraphic
Elements

1. Top stratum
a. Sand-wedge
b. Proximal
c. Distal
2. Ridge
3. Chute channel
4. Bar platform
5. Basal channel
gravels

Nanson and Croke
(1992)
Processes of
Floodplain Formation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lateral point-bar
Overbank vertical
Braid channel
Oblique
Counterpoint
Abandoned
channel

Generating a more systematic and quantitative understanding of meander floodplain elements can
help with the understanding of meandering formation and floodplain sedimentation dynamics. It
can allow for better targeted identification of palaeo-fluvial deposits that contain hydrocarbon
reserves (Moreton et al., 2013). This chapter proposes a novel hierarchical classification for
meandering floodplain deposits. The classification schema uses original conceptual diagrams and
real-world examples to develop the argument that meandering deposits display a hierarchical
structure, similar to how floodplains comprise various architectural elements. The chapter utilises
two case studies to investigate further these landforms, determining characteristics, inter and intra
reach variations and compositions on two very different floodplains: The Amazon River in Brazil and
the River Ob in Russia. These case studies are used to test the applicability of this classification
schema and to examine the floodplain geomorphology of these two large rivers.

5.2

A New Hierarchy of Large Meandering River Floodplain Deposits

The hierarchical classification schema presented in Figure 5-1 provides a framework for describing
large river floodplain deposition. Point Bar Complexes (PBC) have been identified and discussed in
the literature numerous times (Section 2.11), as well as the formative ridges known singularly as
scroll bars (SB). However, these forms have been researched little for the largest rivers of the World.
Splitting point bar complexes into distinct depositional packages (DP) and recognising collections
of point bar complexes into meander floodplain ensembles (MFE), is where this research differs
itself from previous work and develops new concepts for the World’s largest rivers.
The various ‘components’/units of this schema provide insight into the formation and preservation
of these landforms within the floodplain. There is the initial building of sediment into a ridge (scroll
bar), associated with the growth of a meander bend. The processes leading to the formation of this
initial scroll bar are still debated, though recent studies indicate that the erosion in the outer bank
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opposite, play a pivotal role in scroll bar formation (van de Lageweg et al., 2014), as well as
incorporation of unit bars onto the point bar (Bridge, 2003).
As the bend continues to develop, further ridges are deposited, forming a ridge and swale array,
culminating in a point bar complex. However, changes in the channel dynamics feeding this process,
can change growth patterns, sometimes numerously, which results in point bar complexes having
distinct depositional packages. To be considered a unique depositional package, the scroll bars
within must be genetically differentiated from another package.
As a river continues to migrate, meander, and cut-off, point bar complexes are preserved on the
floodplain and form into collections of point bar complexes known as meander floodplain
ensembles. These ensembles may continue to grow as a river migrates gradually and new
complexes are added (the river migration directly affects lower order elements that have adjacent
channels), or they can become detached from the system if there is a significant avulsion of the
channel. Figure 5-1 shows a conceptual diagram of how this hierarchy may fit together. The
following sections will give further details and real world examples of this hierarchy. Table 5-2 gives
examples of these features identified within the literature, MFEs however, are a new element novel
in the literature (Strick et al., 2015).

Figure 5-1: Conceptual diagram showing the components of the proposed hierarchical structure of meandering
floodplain deposits.
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Table 5-2: Classification scheme for the hierarchy of meander river floodplain elements for large rivers.

Floodplain Element

Description

Previous Work

MFE

A collection of point bar complexes

Strick et al., 2015

A collection of scrolls within a
particular meander bend

Hickin (1974); Nardin et al. (2013)

Distinct collections/packages of
scroll bars

Nardin et al. (2013)

Individual ridges on a floodplain
surface, associated with a meander
bend

Happ, et al. (1940); Fisk (1944, 1947);
Leopold et al. (1964); Allen (1965);
Hicken (1974); Jackson (1976);
Nanson (1980)

Meander Floodplain
Ensemble
PBC
Point Bar Complex
DP
Depositional Package
SB
Scroll Bar

5.2.1

Meander Floodplain Ensembles (MFE)

A Meander Floodplain Ensemble (MFE) is defined as a collection of Point Bar Complexes (PBC),
which may contain the migration of a number of different meander bends. These meander deposits
may be attached to current river channels, or abandoned hydrologically from the main river
channel. MFEs are discernible visually in large scale images and have a distinct boundary that relates
to the various PBCs contained within the Holocene floodplain margins (Figure 5-2). Boundaries may
be outlined in part by the current main, accessory river channel, or palaeochannels, but distinct
palaeochannels are not always present around inland boundaries of the MFE. The MFE may have
only one or two PBCs present within it, or it can contain many PBCs, recording a complex history of
river migration and Holocene valley infill. Point bars within this ensemble might have originated
from the main channel, accessory channels, or could contain a mixture of the two, creating a
complicated mosaic of point bar complexes of various sizes and shapes.
Figure 5-1 shows a conceptual diagram that details the various hierarchical elements of this
proposed classification. The red dashed outline shows the perimeter of a MFE, with its various point
bar complexes contained within. Real-world examples of this can be seen in Figure 5-2. The
different PBCs are depicted by transparent polygon features with a red outline surrounding the
MFEs present in the three different locations. Figure 5-2A is a satellite image of the River Ob
showing PBCs identified and the encompassing MFEs. Figure 5-2B is a satellite image of the Amur
River that has PBCs and MFEs present on the main river and also a tributary river. Figure 5-2C is a
SRTM DEM of the Amazon River that displays morphologically diverse MFEs from the main Amazon
channel and a large tributary (the Japurá), joining the system from the north of the image. Notice
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that not all PBCs within Figure 5-2 are contained within a MFE and depending on the migration of
the river channels, PBCs may never group together.

Figure 5-2: Examples of meander floodplain ensembles (MFE); A) Landsat 8 satellite image of the River Ob in Russia
(61°41’N, 67°00’E), B) Landsat 8 satellite image of the Amur River in Russia/China (49°23’N, 129°24’E); and C) SRTM
image of the Amazon River in Brazil (2°42'S, 64°52'W). Images courtesy of the USGS (Landsat 8 and SRTM).

5.2.2

Point Bar Complex (PBC)

A PBC is a topographic record of the migration history of a meander bend. PBCs can be active; i.e.
currently accreting along with a hydrologically connected meander bend, or inactive; i.e. associated
with a meander bend that has been cutoff and is now no longer hydrologically connected to the
main, or accessory stream. There are also intermediary stages where the bend may be in the
process of being cutoff, but is still receiving some sediment inputs and outputs. PBCs are well
documented features (Hicken, 1974; Jackson, 1976; Nanson, 1980; van de Lageweg et al., 2014)
that are associated with the floodplains of meandering rivers and were described in detail in Section
2.11.
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Figure 5-1 shows how these landforms can mosaic together to create a MFE. Each individual PBC is
identified by the thin black lines around the grey shaded features. The shape of a PBC is a result of
the migration of the meander bend, which is dictated by outer bank erosion and inner bank
deposition. Figure 5-3 illustrates four geomorphically distinct PBCs that leave behind evidence of
how a meander bend has developed. Figure 5-3A shows the deposits of a bend that has migrated
laterally. Figure 5-3B shows a bend that exhibits a rotational growth and Figure 5-3C shows
downstream growth. Whereas, Figure 5-3D shows a bend that has a mixture of these growth
histories, giving a complicated shape that is made up of various distinct depositional packages.
These different planform configurations show similar structure to Brice’s (1974) different modes of
meander bend migration (Section 2.2.2). It is also important to note how channel migration, as well
as adding to the point bar, may also erode and truncate earlier lateral migration deposits, such as
in Figure 5-3B and D.

Figure 5-3: Four distinct growth patterns of PBCs; A) lateral (31°45’N, 91°35’W)), B) rotational (31°39’N, 91°34’W), C)
downstream (32°16’N, 91°25’W), and D) hybrid (30°45’N, 91°35’W). Images are bare-earth DEMs from the Mississippi
River floodplain (USGS DEM, Louisiana State LiDAR project).

5.2.3

Depositional Package (DP)

Within a point bar complex, there are often (depending on the age of the PBC) clearly discernible
packages of ridges and swales. These depositional packages are independent genetically from each
other and are produced by different depositional conditions. A change from one package to another
can be due to a range of possible reasons: changes in bend orientation and therefore changes in
bend growth direction, an exceptional event that disrupts the ridge and swale formation process;
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or a change in the ridge and swale formative conditions associated with a change of river dynamics.
The change to a new depositional package often involves reworking, truncation, and reshaping of
previous packages. This is especially true of down-valley ‘translation’, where the whole loop moves
to eliminate the upstream parts of the next loop down-valley. Therefore, the entire history of a
bend may not be fully preserved on the floodplain (e.g. see Figure 5-4). Package boundaries are
often differentiated by larger scroll features.
Figure 5-1 shows these features within one PBC and the various packages are shown with different
shades of green. The quantity of packages and the size of a depositional package are dependent on
the size and age of the PBC. Very large point bar complexes have been identified with as many as
nine distinct depositional packages, but typically PBCs tend to have between one and three. Within
Figure 5-4 the PBCs show distinct depositional packages, which are particularly easy to observe on
the bare-earth DTM. The different depositional packages are highlighted by annotation with
separate polygon features, numbered by age (with 3 being the oldest).
In Figure 5-4, there are two PBCs present that are both formed of three depositional packages each.
The transition from one package to the next is associated with a distinct change in orientation of
the scrolls, so that the preserved shapes relate to a significant change in meander bend growth
direction. The three packages associated with the two PBCs for this meander bend, shows that
during the ‘life-span’ of this meander, there were at least three major changes in its migration
behaviour per PBC. The truncation of depositional packages can also be viewed in the upstream
meander (Figure 5-4, annotated), significantly changing the shapes of depositional packages ‘3’ and
‘2’, of the most southerly PBC. This highlights the reworking of sediments within point bar
complexes during formation of the final bend morphology.
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Figure 5-4: A) bare-earth DEM from the River Ivalojoki floodplain, Finland, the different depositional packages have
been separated by overlaying transparent polygons to highlight the contrasting shapes and orientations (68°37’N,
92°33’W). B) Shows the same DEM without the polygons for comparison (National Survey of Finland).

5.2.4

Scroll Bars (SB)

Scroll bars are characterised by undulations in topography in the form of a ‘ridge’ with a swale
either side of it, often referred to as a ‘ridge and swale array’ (Nanson, 1980). These ridges are a
product of the growth of a meander bend. The planform of the ridge matches the meander bend’s
geometry at the time of formation. Over time, due to overbank sedimentation and variable growth
of a meander bend, a ridge may become truncated and reworked from its initial shape, usually
resulting in a reduction of preserved length and therefore curvature and infilling of swales. The
morphology of scroll bars is investigated in detail in the previous Chapter 4.
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Figure 5-1 shows how ridges make up the first element at the finest scale of this hierarchical
structure. Collections of scroll bars form into depositional packages and ultimately PBCs. Figure 55A is a 3D representation of a bare-earth DEM, of a portion of a meander bend on the Mississippi
River. The figure has considerable vertical exaggeration and uses hill shading to show better the
ridged morphology of the scroll bar. The ridges on the surface are not of uniform height and vary
morphologically across the whole point bar complex. The darker shaded areas depict the swales
either side of the lighter shaded ridge. Figure 5-5B shows how the tops of scroll ridges become
vegetated, whereas the swales separating them are often preferential pathways for water.

Figure 5-5 A) a 3D representation of a bare-earth DEM from the Mississippi River floodplain, note that there is
considerable vertical exaggeration (30 times) to the DEM to highlight better the ridge and swale morphology (roughly
30°45’N, 91°35’W); and B) an aerial photograph showing vegetated scroll bars on the Mississippi floodplain (photo
credit: Robert Strick).
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5.2.5

Evaluation of Hierarchical Structure

The hierarchical structure presented uses an architectural and genetic element structure, to classify
the various forms of meander floodplain deposits. To expand and investigate this structure further,
two contrasting large rivers are to be investigated; describing the floodplain and characterising the
meander floodplain elements.

5.3

Evaluative Case Studies

5.3.1

A Geomorphological Assessment of the Amazon Floodplain

The complex interaction of geology forcing distinct changes in floodplain character and the
considerable floodplain sedimentation (Mertes, 1996; Dunne et al., 1998) of the Amazon River, with
its areas of extensive point bars, make it an ideal site for the evaluation of the proposed hierarchical
model of meander floodplain deposits. There have been numerous studies characterising the
geomorphology of the Amazon River floodplain (for example; Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2002;
Trigg et al., 2012; Rozo et al., 2014) but none, with such a large study reach and the added benefit
of the newly available 1 arc second spatial resolution SRTM dataset, to aid in quantification of
floodplain relief.
Figure 5-6A shows a composite Landsat 8 (2014) satellite image of the 1700 km study reach
segmented to include only the floodplain, with tributary locations and major settlements
highlighted. The satellite images were sourced from between June and November to avoid periods
of high flow (see Figure 3-1C for hydrograph of the Amazon River; Section 3.2.3). Figure 5-6A
highlights the geomorphic diversity of the Amazon River. At the beginning of the reach there are
large (~ 2000 m wide) main channel meanders and bends intersected by chute cut-offs. There are
small (~ 75 m wide) accessory channels contained within the floodplain delivering sediments and
flow to floodplain water bodies. There are extensive scroll bars, which dominate the floodplain.
There are scattered ponded water bodies in the form of small lakes. These are frequently water
filled swales.
After about 250 km, coinciding with the addition of the Japurá River tributary, there is an increase
in the number of lacustrine water bodies and accessory channels. The dominance of point bars
decreases downstream with large lakes becoming present within the floodplain. This increase of
ponded water on the floodplain continues until the end of the study reach. Thereafter, the
floodplain becomes dominated by expansive water bodies with intricate overbank sedimentation
features, such as crevasse splays and lacustrine deltas (see also Chapter 6). Another attribute to
note is that for long distances, the Amazon River is mostly single channel, with only low
anabranching intensity, often as persistent chutes.
Figure 5-6B shows the floodplain width variations downstream, left and right of the main channel,
together with locations and relative sizes of the major tributaries. The floodplain width increases
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and narrows considerably downstream. Areas of particularly wide floodplain are often related to
the introduction of a tributary junction to the system. Typically, the meeting of separate channels,
each with independent flow and sediment discharge regimes, creates unique erosional and
depositional environments and can change the morphology of the channel at the confluence (Best,
1986). Benda et al. (2004) noted that the probability of observing significant changes in channel
and valley morphology at confluences increased with the size of the tributary relative to the main
channel. The size of a tributary for the Amazon, however, does not necessarily dictate the extent
of floodplain widening. There are instances where a large tributary joins the system and no
apparent widening of the floodplain occurs (e.g. in Figure 5-6B, the Negro River and the Tapajós
River).
The introduction of sediment at tributaries triggers numerous types of change in morphology,
including valley widening and gradient shallowing upstream (Benda et al., 2003). Unlike many other
rivers, the tributaries of the Amazon have much smaller flows and sediment loads compared to the
main channel, making their influence on main channel behaviour and floodplain morphology
unpredictable (Metes et al., 1996). In these instances, the widening or narrowing of the floodplain
is more likely caused by geological forcing.
There are two locations within the study reach that show considerable narrowing of the floodplain,
as can be seen in Figure 5-6A-B, which shows floodplain widths. A larger-scale image is shown in
Figure 5-7A-B. Some of these narrow locations (Figure 5-7A-B) can be attributed to structural
features within the basin (Figure 5-7B). Just upstream of the study reach there is the Jutaí arch that
constricts the floodplain; 1100 km downstream is the Purús arch (Figure 5-7B, Figure 5-9) that leads
to a narrowing of the floodplain downstream of the structure; and some 100 km south of the reach
the Monte Alegre Intrusion and ridge that is also associated with narrowing of the floodplain, at the
end of the study reach.
Detailed information of these arches is scarce, typically restricted to oil exploration documents that
are rarely published (Metes et al., 1996). The arches represent intraplate tectonics, the stratigraphy
of the deposits in the intervening basins indicate that the Jutaí and Purús arches have been areas
of relief since the Palaeozoic (Caputo, 1984). The tectonic deformation at these locations increases
the local gradient of the area (Figure 5-9), which is likely due to the subsidence in the basins on
either side, in response to the sediment loading in the basins and recent uplift (Mertes et al., 1996).
There is also another area of distinct floodplain narrowing at 700 km downstream. This area of
floodplain narrowing could be due to local tilting and fracturing of the valley floor, which is not
associated with the arches (Metres et al., 1996) (Figure 5-7A and Figure 5-8). Tricart (1977)
suggested that the progressive development of terraces between the Japurá River confluences
(annotated in Figure 5-6A) and Itapeua, has been caused by southward tilting. Figure 5-8A shows a
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cross section of the floodplain with a terrace. The result of this tilting can be seen by how the river
hugs the scarp along the southern edge (right bank) and has broken through the sidewall, creating
an abandoned loop (Figure 5-7A, red arrow indicating change of river direction). Dunne et al. (1998)
interpreted this feature as a tilted fault block, and is a potential influence on the narrowing of the
floodplain at this location. The narrowing of the floodplain inherently controls the accommodation
space for bend migration and floodplain depositional elements such as point bars.
Figure 5-8 shows three floodplain cross-sections A) up-stream, B) mid-, and C) down-stream. Figure
5-8A shows an elevated terrace to one side of the floodplain, steeper valley sides (50 m+), and
variable floodplain relief (± 30 m). Figure 5-8B also shows variable floodplain relief (± 40 m) and the
area associated with the tilted fault block, where the river channel is pinned to the edge of the
valley side. The tilted fault block with an elevation of around 60 m. Figure 5-8C shows that the range
of floodplain relief has reduced to ± 20 m, for the downstream section of the floodplain. This area
of the floodplain has less steep, but still substantial, valley sides that pin the main channel flow
inside an active floodplain.
The Amazon River does not follow the classic model of floodplain widening downstream, but
instead is confined by local uplift and terraces (Rozo et al., 2012: Dunne and Aalto, 2013). The river
channel is often pinned to one edge of the floodplain with the river oscillating from left and right
of the floodplain. Figure 5-9 shows the gradient variations along the study reach, the two higher
gradients coincide with the tectonic deformations and structural highs. These gradients are in
similar locations to those identified by Mertes and Dunne (2007). The Amazon floodplain is also
confined by terraces parallel to both sides of the river valley. Either associated and continued uplift,
or river incision, produced Quaternary and Tertiary terraces of up to 30 m above the present river
floodplain (Figure 5-8A; and Metres et al., 1996).
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Figure 5-6: A) Composite satellite image showing the study reach, locations of two major tributaries and major settlements, flow is from left to right; B) floodplain widths down floodplain,
black arrows show relative size and location of major tributaries downstream (for an enlarged view of A see Appendix 3).
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Figure 5-7: SRTM images of the Amazon floodplain; A) close up of the narrow section of floodplain that is associated with a tilted fault block, B) a narrow section of the floodplain that
follows structural high known as the Purús arch. Flow is from left to right, location on Figure 5-6 (USGS DEM).
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Figure 5-8: Floodplain cross sections; A) The most upstream profile showing floodplain width and the adjacent terrace;
B) mid-way down the reach an associated with the tilted fault block zone of floodplain narrowing; and C) the most
downstream profile showing floodplain width. Profiles were acquired from SRTM data from the USGS.
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Figure 5-9: A) the longitudinal profile on the Amazon study reach; B) significant gradient changes; Data obtained from
SRTM data (1 arc second resolution).

5.3.2

A Geomorphological Assessment of the Ob Floodplain

The contrasting geological setting and size (see comparison between Figures 3-1 and Figure 3-2) of
the River Ob compared to the Amazon River, give two different environments for examining
floodplain morphology. The prevalence of point bars along the Ob floodplain, and with its complex
mixture of floodplain elements, also makes it an ideal site to contrast and test the hierarchical
model of meander floodplain deposits. It should be noted that, whereas the Amazon data were
primarily derived from SRTM 1 arc second resolution data, the data for the Ob was a mixture of
SRTM data and data from digitised Russian source maps, as explained in Section 3.3.1.2).
Figure 5-10A shows a composite Landsat 8 (2014) satellite image of the study reach segmented to
include only the floodplain, with tributary locations highlighted. The selection of suitable satellite
image dates is more challenging for this river compared to the Amazon. The lowest flow periods of
the River Ob are when the river is predominantly covered in snow and ice, which would be
inappropriate for geomorphic investigation. However, the periods when the river is not covered in
ice are generally high flow periods (refer to Figure 3-2 hydrograph earlier). Images were therefore
selected between September and November, to avoid both the highest flows between May and
August and the snow covered winter months.
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Figure 5-10B shows the floodplain width variations and highlights the contrasting floodplain widths
between the two rivers reviewed in this Chapter. At the beginning of the Ob study reach, there is a
highly sinuous main channel (Figure 5-10A), surrounded by various sinuous accessory channels.
Scroll bars dominate the landscape, with water often filling in the associated depressions, e.g.
swales. There are scattered ponded water bodies, some of which are probably related to glacial
activity (e.g. relic frost mound depression). In contrast to the Amazon River, the Ob has much higher
anabranching intensity. Water bodies become somewhat more dominant downstream with
increasing numbers of accessory channels. This is until around 900 km downstream, coinciding with
the introduction of the tributary Irtysh, where the river runs up against the valley wall and the
floodplain narrows and there is a reduction in the number of channels (Figure 5-11).
From this point the river then ‘hugs’ the right of the floodplain for some 250 km, to where it then
divides into numerous channels without a clear ‘main channel’; a dominant main channel then
returns at the end of the study reach. The Ob shows an increase in channels, creating a complicated
mosaic of floodplain elements. Many of the ponded environments are infilled topographic
depressions, such as swales contained within PBCs. For a significant portion of the floodplain, the
river is pinned to the right bank from around 900 km downstream to 1200 km. This could be due to
tectonic tilting forcing the river to one side of the floodplain as uplift deforms the floodplain. The
floodplain also narrows within this section as it passes through an incised valley. Uplift here may
relate to post-glacial rebound subsequent to ice load deformation. There is very little published
information available in English on the geology and tectonics of this region, so only general
assumptions can be made based on DEMs and the surrounding topography.
Figure 5-12A shows a raised terrace to the right bank of the floodplain, some 30 m higher than the
floodplain and variable floodplain relief (± 20 m). Figure 5-12B shows a narrowing of the floodplain
associated with the river heading into a valley sidewall, that creates a steep valley side around 80
m high, the floodplain also exhibits around 10 m topographic variation. Figure 5-12C shows the
downstream cross section, this section has the least amount of local variation in floodplain relief (±
5 m). The Ob, like the Amazon, does not follow a downstream widening of the floodplain and is
likely also set by tectonic control. Figure 5-13 shows the gradient variations downstream for the
Ob.
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Figure 5-10: A) Composite satellite image showing the study reach, locations of major tributaries, flow is from bottom to top; B) floodplain widths downstream, black arrows show
size and location of tributaries downstream (for an enlarged view of A see Appendix 3).
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Figure 5-11: SRTM DEM showing a narrow section of the River Ob where the River Irtysh tributary joins and the river
then becomes pinned to the valley side, flow from bottom to top, location in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-12: Floodplain cross sections of the River Ob; A) the most upstream cross section showing floodplain width
and an adjacent terrace, profile from SRTM DEM; B) cross section midway down floodplain associated with the
narrowing of the floodplain; and C) most downstream profile. Data displayed in B and C are from digitised Russian
source maps from View-Finder Panoramas , see Section 3.3.2.1.
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Figure 5-13: A) slope profile for the study reach; B) gradient data obtained from SRTM data (1 arc second pixel
resolution) and digitised Russian maps from View-Finder Panoramas, scale at 1:200,000 (120'x40').

5.4

Quantification of Floodplain Meander Elements on the Amazon and Ob

The following analysis will discuss the metrics detailed in Section 3.4.2, where definitions and
criteria for measurements can be found.
5.4.1

Amazon PBC and MFE Area and Width to Length Ratio

Down Floodplain PBC Area: There is considerable heterogeneity in PBC areas associated with
floodplain width. There is however, no clear down-floodplain trend in PBC area (Pearson’s
correlation p-value = 0.89) and PBC area and floodplain width also does not show a significant
relationship (Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.37). The range of PBC areas does reduce
downstream; this contrast probably relates to the reduction on the Amazon in the quantity of PBCs
present. The average mean PBC area highlights that very large PBCs are rare occurrences, and the
very largest are located at the upstream portion of the reach (Figure 5-16). Mean PBC area is
calculated by averaging all PBCs present within a 100 km reach to establish a representative PBC
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size within the reach (Figure 5-16B). The greater upstream PBC size suggests that lateral migration
of meander bends is more extensive upstream and larger floodplain widths likely facilitate the
growth of these bigger PBCs, due to increased proportions of accommodation space. The steeper
gradients in the upstream will have greater stream energy than downstream, therefore there is
more energy to meander and create PBCs.
Down Floodplain Width to Length Ratio (W/L): The PBC width to length ratio gives a dimensionless
value of shape and can give a first-order description of how the shape of PBCs may differ, in
response to different migration routes and patterns (Figure 5-17). In general terms, a greater W/L
ratio will indicate ‘short and wide’ shapes (Figure 5-14A and B), this means that the width is the
most dominant dimension. A low W/L ratio will indicate a ‘long and thin’ PBC (Figure 5-14A and B);
this means that the length is the most dominant dimension. A long PBC indicates that there has
been progressive lateral accretion, whereas ‘shorter’ PBCs indicate less lateral migration.
There does not seem to be a clear trend with W/L downstream (Figure 5-17). However, the
averaged W/L does show a significant positive relationship (linear regression R² = 0.37; Pearson’s
correlation p-value = 0.009), despite a spike around 1000-1200 km downstream that is related to
an area of floodplain narrowing. This positive correlation would also support the notion that there
is less extensive lateral migration downstream, which was also observed by Mertes et al. (1996)
and Rozo et al. (2012) on the Amazon. The average W/L is 2.2 (Table 5-3), which is close to an
elliptical, ‘half-moon’ shape for PBCs.
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Down Floodplain MFE Area: There is a slight negative downstream relationship with average MFE
area (linear regression R² = 0.37; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.020; Figure 5-18). Very large
MFEs are present upstream, but then these very large features become absent downstream. As
Figure 5-17 suggests that upstream lateral migration of meander bends is more prevalent, this
allows more PBCs to create mosaics producing MFEs.

Figure 5-14: Description of width to length ratios in relation to PBCs.

Down Floodplain MFE W/L Ratio: There is a positive downstream relationship in average MFE W/L
(linear regression R² = 0.50; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.005; Figure 5-19). This implies that
upstream, PBCs concatenate as the river laterally migrates creating ‘broad’ integrated MFEs. This
process of concatenation changes downstream, due to there being less lateral migration
downstream. PBCs instead concatenate in a downstream manner, creating long strings of
interconnected PBCs. Figure 5-15A and B shows examples of the two extremes of the W/L ratio for
MFEs, Figure 5-15B showing a particularly high value of W/L.
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Figure 5-15: Diagram showing A) low W/L of a MFE (0.55) notice the lateral adjoining of PBCs (2°41’S, 67°06’W), and;
B) high values of W/L for a MFE (7.6) and notice the downstream mosaic of PBCs (4°06’S, 62°02’W). This principle also
works for W/L ratios of PBCs. Images are SRTM DEMs from the Amazon River.
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Figure 5-16: A) The relationship between PBC area and floodplain width, and PBC area downstream and B) data showing mean PBC area over 100 km intervals for the Amazon
River.
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Figure 5-17: A) The relationship between PBC width to length ratio and floodplain width, and PBC width to length ratio and downstream and B) data showing mean width to length
ratio over 100 km intervals for the Amazon River.
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Figure 5-18: A) The relationship between MFE area and floodplain width, and MFE area and downstream and B) data showing mean MFE area over 100 km intervals for the Amazon
River.
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Figure 5-19: A) The relationship between MFE width to length ratio and floodplain width, and MFE width to length ratio and downstream and B) data showing mean width to length
ratio over 100 km intervals for the Amazon River.
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5.4.2

Amazon Main Channel vs. Accessory Channel

PBCs can be associated with either main channel lateral migration, or the migration of accessory
channels on the floodplain. The total number of PBCs for either the main or an accessory channel,
will show which type of channel that is most dominant in creating PBCs, and whether this
dominance changes. This dominance is expressed in the ratio between the two counts (black lines
and right axis on Figure 5-20).
PBC count values below 1 indicate accessory dominated, values above 1 indicate main channel
dominated. The numbers of PBCs associated with accessory channels are greatest upstream and on
average there are more PBCs located on accessory channels compared to the main channel
upstream, as indicated by the red line in Figure 5-20. This relationship then changes downstream
and is also related to floodplain width; the wider the floodplain the more likely there are accessory
channels and therefore PBCs associated with them. The ratio is quite even until around 1000 km,
where neither main channel nor accessory dominates. Downstream from here PBCs located on the
main channel begin to dominate and there are less accessory channels. The abundance of PBCs
decreases downstream exponentially (exponential regression standard error of 19.07). The ‘0-99’
value is considered an outlier and its removal produces a stronger regression with a lower standard
error or 10.43.
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Figure 5-20: Comparison of where PBCs are located on the Amazon River, main channel compared to the accessory
channel.

5.4.3

Distribution of Depositional Packages along the Amazon Floodplain

As explained in Section 5.2.3 of this Chapter, PBCs can be separated by distinct depositional
packages. The number of packages per PBC was counted and is displayed below in Figure 5-21.
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Depositional package (DP) counts per PBC reduce downstream and appear to be related to
floodplain width (Figure 5-21). The PBCs with the greatest amounts of packages are found upstream
and are associated with the very largest PBC areas. This is because larger floodplain widths allow
for more DPs to be created, as more progressive lateral migration will have occurred. The average
package count is 1.8, which indicates that on average, a PBC’s growth direction/morphology will
change at least once during the formation of a point bar complex.
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Figure 5-21: Depositional package (DP) counts per PBC downstream for the Amazon.

5.4.4

Ob PBC and MFE Area and Width to Length Ratio

Down Floodplain PBC Area: The Ob shows considerable heterogeneity in PBC areas (Figure 5-22).
The floodplain of the Ob has a more consistent width compared to the Amazon and there is less of
an association between floodplain width and PBC area. The range of sizes of PBCs becomes
progressively smaller downstream, with large PBCs becoming less abundant, apart from a few
‘special’ cases (1270 km and 1402 km downstream). The average PBC area shows an increase in
average size of PBC area up to around 400 km downstream, after this point the average area
decreases. The overall trend for PBC area has a negative relationship downstream (linear regression
R² = 0.27; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.052) with areas of PBCs decreasing downstream.
Down Floodplain W/L Ratio: The W/L ratio for the Ob is particularly heterogeneous (Figure 5-23),
although some areas, such as between 300 km and 600 km and between 800 km and 1000km, have
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comparatively less heterogeneity. The average W/L ratio shows a slight positive downstream
relationship (linear regression R² = 0.34; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.021) and the mean W/L
is 1.9.
Down Floodplain MFE Area: There is a significant negative downstream relationship in average
MFE area (linear regression R² = 0.35; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.012; Figure 5-24). However,
with the 500-599 value removed, due to its abnormally high value, the regression becomes much
stronger (linear regression R² = 0.69). This then follows or even exceeds the trend seen in the
Amazon for a reduction in MFE areas. There is though, many more examples of PBCs and MFEs
present on the Ob’s floodplain.
Down Floodplain MFE W/L Ratio: There is a positive downstream relationship in average MFE W/L
(linear regression R² = 0.46; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.005; Figure 5-25). This relationship is
also found with the Amazon floodplain, suggesting that this positive downstream trend is an
intrinsic down floodplain relationship. Similar to the averaged MFE areas, the averaged MFE W/L
for the Ob also show considerable variability. This shows, with reference to Figure 5-15, that there
is a downstream change in the manner in which PBCs occupy the floodplain, changing from large
groups of ensembles to ‘leaner’ stretched ensembles (Figure 5-15B).
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Figure 5-22: A) The relationship between PBC area and floodplain width, and PBC area and downstream and B) data showing mean PBC area over 100 km intervals for the River Ob.
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Figure 5-23: A) The relationship between PBC width to length ratio and floodplain width, and PBC width to length ratio and downstream and B) data showing mean width to length
ratio over 100 km intervals for the River Ob.
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Figure 5-24: A) The relationship between MFE area and floodplain width, and MFE area and downstream and B) data showing mean MFE area over 100 km intervals for the River Ob.
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Figure 5-25: A) The relationship between MFE width to length ratio and floodplain width, and MFE width to length ratio and downstream and B) data showing mean width to length
ratio over 100 km intervals for the River Ob.
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5.4.5

Ob Main Channel vs. Accessory Channel

The Ob is an anabranching river with many accessory channels occupying the floodplain (Figure 526). The majority of the PBCs analysed are located on accessory channels (red line on Figure 5-26).
There are on average three times as many PBCs located on accessory channels, compared to the
main channel (900-999 km downstream this value is as high as 52 times). The main channel is only
dominant at 700-799 km downstream. Unlike the Amazon, there is no clear downstream trend of
reduction in PBC abundance, instead the PBC counts downstream are relatively uniform. This is in
relation to rates of channel pattern migration and highlights the importance to recognise and
quantify the plurality of floodplain dynamics (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a).
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Figure 5-26: Comparison of where PBCs are located on the River Ob, main channel compared with the accessory
channel.

5.4.6

Distribution of Depositional Packages along the Ob Floodplain

Figure 5-27 shows depositional package (DP) counts per PBC downstream for the Ob. Package
counts are in general from one to three with an average of 1.6, with only a small fraction (2%) of
PBCs extending past this boundary. This shows a relative consistency in DP counts per PBC. By visual
interpretation there is some association with floodplain width and the number of DPs per PBC,
suggesting that greater accommodation space allows for more complicated PBCs to form.
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Figure 5-27: Downstream changes in depositional package counts of PBCs.

5.4.7

Frequency Distribution of PBC Areas for the Amazon and the Ob

The distributions of PBC areas have a very similar shape for the Amazon River and River Ob (Figure
5-28). The histograms presented in Figure 5-28 are positively skewed, indicating the dominance of
smaller PBCs on both floodplains. The histograms then taper off in an exponential manner,
indicating that the very largest PBCs in both floodplains are rare occurrences. The histograms for
MFE area are also of a similar shape.
The plots also show that the PBC areas show a log normal distribution, that is significant for the
Amazon (p-value = 0.161) and the Ob (p-value = <0.005).
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Figure 5-28: Frequency distribution of Point Bar Complex (PBC) area for the Amazon River (A) and the River Ob (B);
and the log normal distributions for the Amazon (C) and the Ob (D).

5.4.8

Percentage of Floodplain Occupied by PBCs

The percentage of the Amazon floodplain occupied by PBCs, starts at the upstream boundary at
around 30% and decreases logarithmically (log regression standard error of 1.78; Spearman’s
correlation p-value = <0.000) to only 2% of the floodplain at the end of the study reach. The Ob
shows a very similar relationship with the percentage of the floodplain occupied by PBCs starting
at around 30% at the upstream boundary and decreasing logarithmically (log regression standard
error of 4.01; Spearman’s correlation p-value = 0.021) to around 5% of the floodplain at the end of
the study reach (Figure 5-29A).
The PBCs on both floodplains show similar levels of occupation space, even though the PBC counts
differ between the two, as highlighted in Figures 5-20 and 5-26. The Amazon PBC counts decrease
exponentially, whereas the Ob PBC counts remain relatively constant downstream. This shows that
for both floodplains, PBCs become much less dominant downstream, allowing space for other
floodplain elements to become more prevalent. It also shows that due to the Ob not experiencing
significant down floodplain widening, PBC areas (size) must decrease downstream, even though
Figure 5-29 only shows a weak negative relationship. The relationship is possibly masked by
numerous anomalously high PBC area values downstream.
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The Amazon shows a positive relationship and weakly significant correlation (though not at a 95%
confidence level) between floodplain gradient and percentage of occupation by PBCs (Figure 5-29B,
linear regression R² = 0.35; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.103). The Ob displays a relationship
between gradient and PBC occupation percent that is close to significant (though does not meet a
95% confidence level) (Figure 5-29C, linear regression R² = 0.48; Pearson’s correlation p-value =
0.056). The gradient of the floodplain and/or river channel, together with discharge, controls the
river’s ability to perform geomorphic work, commonly known as stream power. Typically, the higher
the gradient the greater the sediment transport rates and the ability for the river to
accrete/laterally migrate and create PBCs. This general relationship is shown in the data, but rivers
of this size often cross distinct geological boundaries. For example, the Amazon crosses structural
arches, as described in Section 5.3. This creates local spatial discontinuity in these broad
relationships.
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Figure 5-29: A) The relationship between the percentage of the floodplain occupied by PBCs and how this changes
downstream. Both floodplains exhibit an exponential decay in occupation downstream; B) the relationship between
floodplain gradient and PBC occupation for the Amazon and C) for the Ob.

5.4.9

Percentage of Floodplain Occupied by Water Bodies

The percentage of the floodplain occupied by water environments, has been identified using image
analysis of the NIR band on Landsat 8 (full description of method in Chapter 3). For the purposes of
this analysis, ‘water environments’ include: river channels, lacustrine bodies, and other lentic water
environments. Care was taken to ensure that the images these metrics are derived from were as
close to low flow as possible, to avoid the flooded periods. Both rivers experience a seasonal
downstream translation of flood waves between the upper and lower reaches. Therefore, images
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are sourced from different time periods down floodplain, to ensure no masking of trends by surface
flood waters (explained further in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.3).
For the Amazon, the percentage occupied starts at around 20% at the beginning of the reach and
increases linearly (linear regression R² = 0.79; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.002) to around 90%
at the end of the reach (Figure 5-30A). The percentage occupied for the Ob starts at 11% at the
beginning of the reach and then increases linearly, to around 26% at the end of the reach (Figure
5-30A). This relationship, however, is less significant for the Ob compared to the Amazon River and
does not meet a 95% confidence level (linear regression R² = 0.37; Pearson’s correlation p-value =
0.110).
Both floodplains have linear relationships; yet the character of each floodplain is starkly different.
The Amazon has a low percentage upstream, increasing dramatically until the entire floodplain is
dominated by water bodies, whereas the Ob is characterised by much less floodplain being
occupied by floodplain water bodies.
Comparing the Amazon (Figure 5-30B) and the Ob (Figure 5-30C), the Amazon has a significant
relationship between percentage cover of floodplain water bodies and floodplain gradient, the Ob,
however does not meet a 95% confidence level (linear regression R² = 0.63; Pearson’s correlation
p-value = 0.011; and linear regression R² = 0.40; Pearson’s correlation p-value = 0.092 respectively).
Therefore, the lower the gradient or the ‘flatter’ the floodplain, the more likely there is to be
ponded water environments forming. Backwater effects should not affect the results presented,
due to study reaches being located upstream of significant tidally influenced areas, of the river and
floodplain. It should be noted that these values include both lotic and lentic environments, also
including the main river channel.
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Figure 5-30: A) the relationship between the percentage of the floodplain occupied by floodplain water bodies and
other wetted environments and how this changes downstream. Both floodplains exhibit a linear increase in occupation
downstream; B) the relationship between floodplain gradient and water body occupation for the Amazon; and C) for
the Ob.

5.5

Summary of General Trends

Figure 5-31 shows a summary diagram that gives the general relationships found for both the
Amazon River and River Ob floodplains. Although the strength of the relationships differed between
floodplains, the overall trend was the same for both rivers. These relationships have been
represented in diagram form in Figure 5-31 and categorised to give an indication of the strength of
the relationships. PBC area generally decreases downstream, though the R2 values are low, this
trend is likely due to factors such as the floodplain width affecting PBC area, causing
uncharacteristically large PBCs, and the variability present in the data. PBC W/L ratio increases
downstream, again this relationship is similarly not strong, though was shown to be significant (p-
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values = 0.009 and 0.021). This suggests that PBCs down floodplain are less laterally extensive than
those higher upstream, inferring lower river migration rates.
The relationship between distance down floodplain and MFE area and W/L were stronger, MFE area
decreases downstream and MFE W/L ratio increases downstream, which is the same general trend
found for PBCs. The similarity in the relationships, is an indication of how these two levels in this
hierarchy are genetically related and how the geometry of one (PBC) will dictate the outcome of
the other (MFE).
The percentage that PBCs occupy of the floodplain decreases downstream and has a strong
relationship with both rivers showing low standard errors and when the data is combined the
relationship remains strong with a standard error of 3.1. The percentage of water bodies increases
downstream, also exhibiting a strong linear relationship for the Amazon: R2 =0.79, but less so for
the Ob: R2 = 0.37. These two attributes are in close agreement with each other between the two
case studies, indicating that this could be a general trend found in large rivers. To confirm this, a
range of other large rivers, with extensive scroll bar environments would have to be tested.
Considering that these two rivers are quite different, it does suggest that location and relative size
does not change this relationship.
The study of very long reaches (1,700 km and 1,500 km) has allowed insights into the broad
geomorphic character of meandering deposits and floodplain water bodies. The trends observed
for both floodplains are in overall agreement, even though the two floodplains have a different
character, location, biome (tropical and tundra), and size. This suggests that there may be an
intrinsic downstream change in floodplain morphology that has been observed in two very different
rivers.
Typically, geomorphic investigations into floodplain morphology focus on relatively smaller river
reaches such as:
1) Trigg et al. (2012), where approximately 250 km reach of the middle Amazon River floodplain
channel morphology was classified into floodplain hydrological units;
2) A recent paper by Scown et al. (2015) investigated floodplain spatial patterns with a roughly 50
km reach in the Upper Mississippi River;
3) Javernick et al. (2014) used structure-from-motion photogrammetry to model the topography
of a roughly 1.5 km reach.
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Focusing on a more extensive river reach allows not only a characterisation of the floodplain, but
also important downstream changes in floodplain character. Due to large rivers often crossing
different distinct geological zones, having a study reach of this size also allows the influence of
various tectonic and geological changes along a rivers course to be revealed in the analysis. This will
be a point of discussion in the following sections.

Figure 5-31: Summary diagram showing the general downstream trends for meander floodplain deposits in two large
rivers. The triangle apex points in the direction of decreasing trend for both the Amazon and the Ob; the strength of
the relationship is indicated by colour, darker blue = stronger relationship, lighter = weaker relationship, as found by
the analysis in this Chapter.
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5.6

Discussion

There is a significant dichotomy between the amount of geomorphological and geological research
conducted on the Amazon River, compared to the River Ob, which may be a result of research on
the Ob not being readily available or in English. Therefore, the discussion will inevitably be skewed
towards the Amazon River. The trends found from the workflow will be compared to other research
in the literature to validate the findings in this project. The hierarchical classification schema will
also be critiqued and compared to other previously published schema.
5.6.1

Comparison of the Amazon and Ob Floodplains

When plotted on the same graph, apart from the obvious differences in size and length, the
contrasting variations in floodplain width can be evaluated (Figure 5-32). The area of the Amazon
floodplain is around double that of the Ob (Table 5-3), nevertheless, showing similar values of
floodplain/channel width ratios, 11.5 for the Amazon and 13.1 for the Ob. River channel width is
generally stable downstream for both rivers, therefore the ratio values closely follow variations in
floodplain width. The Amazon and the Ob have similar values of variability in floodplain widths
(Table 5-3), when considering the different sizes of the two rivers.
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Figure 5-32: Comparison of the total floodplain widths of the Amazon River and the River Ob.

Table 5-3 also highlights that both floodplains have a higher mean floodplain width, on the left bank
and Figures 5-6 and 5-10 show how both rivers often have a tendency to have their main channel
pinned to one edge of the floodplain. This shows an asymmetry of floodplain widths, which may be
a result of local tectonics. The differences in size are also highlighted by the summary statistics of
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PBCs and MFEs for the two rivers (Table 5-4). Both rivers show very similar values for mean width
to length ratios (W/L ratio) for PBCs (Amazon = 2.2; Ob = 1.9), that are significantly similar (two
sample t test p-value = 0.0006) and like values for MFEs (Amazon = 2.3; Ob = 2.2). However, MFE
W/L ratio are not statistically similar (two sample t test p-value = 0.795).
These results suggest that there may be a ‘typical’ shape for PBCs and possibly MFEs, likely showing
scale invariance. Though, due to the complexity of large river floodplains, there is a lot of variation
around this mean. Figure 5-33 shows the geometry of a PBC and an MFE that fit this ‘typical’ shape.
A W/L ratio of around 2 (1.9-2.3) gives an ellipsoid shape. The MFE shown in Figure 5-33B has more
irregularity than the lone PBC in Figure 5-33A, but is made up of PBCs with similar W/L ratios as the
parent MFE.
Table 5-3: General characteristics of the Amazon and Ob floodplains.

Total
floodplain
Width (km)

Right Bank
Floodplain
Width (km)

Left Bank Floodplain
Width (km)

River Channel
Width (km)

Range

99.9

65.1

94.1

14.0

Mean

46.4

17.1

23.8

4.0

SD

16.9

15.8

20.9

2.4

Floodplain Width/River
Channel width:

11.5

Amazon

Enclosed
Floodplain Area:

80,439 km2

Ob

Total
floodplain
Width (km)

Right Bank
Floodplain
Width (km)

Left Bank Floodplain
Width (km)

River Channel
Width (km)

Range

45.2

31.4

50.5

6.0

Mean

27.6

7.7

17.8

2.1

SD

9.3

7.8

10.4

1.1

Floodplain Width/River
Channel width:
Enclosed
Floodplain Area:

13.1
41,984 km2
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Table 5-4: Summary statistics for the Amazon and Ob Floodplain PBCs and MFEs.

Point Bar
Complex Area
(km²)

Point Bar Complex
W/LR

Meander Floodplain
Ensemble Area (km²)

Meander
Floodplain
Ensemble W/LR

Range

168.5

10.6

527.3

11.4

Average

23.3

2.2

97.8

2.3

SD

23.0

1.6

94.9

2.3

Ob

Point Bar
Complex Area
(km²)

Point Bar Complex
W/LR

Meander Floodplain
Ensemble Area (km²)

Meander
Floodplain
Ensemble W/LR

Range

51.3

10.4

68.4

9.8

Average

3.6

1.9

14.8

2.2

SD

4.9

1.2

12.9

1.8

Amazon

Figure 5-33: A) shows the
typical geometry shape found
for PBCs from the Amazon
(2.2) and Ob (1.9); and B)
typical geometry of a MFE for
the Amazon (2.3) and Ob (2.2),
images are examples from the
Amazon River (A: 2°41’S,
64°50’W; B: 3°03’S, 64°54’W)
(SRTM USGS DEM).
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5.6.2

Changes in Downstream Geomorphology

The Amazon River has had a number of published studies that have characterised floodplain
topography, but these projects are generally confined to a smaller section of the river, compared
to the reaches presented in the results of this chapter. Metres et al. (1996) give a general overview
of the downstream geomorphology and suggest that upstream reaches are characterised by the
production of complex scroll-bar topography, creating hundreds of long narrow lakes. Downstream
reaches are characterised by channels restricted by levees and the floodplain construction is
dominated by overbank sedimentation, resulting in a flat floodplain with large shallow lakes.
Upstream reaches of the Amazon show a large variety in sizes and shapes of PBCs, with 30% of the
entire floodplain being composed of these features. The prevalence of PBCs decreases downstream
with a reduction in complexity and abundance. Rozo et al. (2012) identified a general trend where
the migration rates of the Amazon River decreases downstream, increasing the stability of the
channel, therefore reducing lateral migration of the main and accessory channels. Levees are
formed on the concave and straight banks of the main and secondary channels, which help to
promote the channel stability, until they are breached forming crevasse splay deposits. Rozo et al.
(2012) also indicate that the morphology and sedimentary deposits of these scroll formations, are
related to sub-recent (7.5 ± 0.85 ka) and present day migration of the river. This distinct change in
floodplain character from a scroll bar floodplain, to a mixed floodplain was also noted by Mertes et
al. (1996). A study by Latrubesse and Franzinelli (2002) recognised three different Quaternary units:
1) scroll bar deposits of late Pleistocene origin; 2) rounded and irregular lakes contained within a
poorly drained unit; and 3) the present-day channel-dominated floodplain. The channel-dominated
floodplain was found to have a complex mosaic of fluvial forms, which is characterised by scroll
morphology; this scroll dominance is also reflected in the results presented here. The Latrubesse
and Franzinelli (2002) study site coincides with 800 km to 1000 km downstream in this study reach.
Figure 5-28 shows that down-valley of this this point PBCs (scroll morphology) becomes much less
abundant and occupy much less of the floodplain.
The large shallow lakes described by Metres et al. (1996) that are characteristic of the lower
reaches, are highlighted in these results by the large occupation space downstream of floodplain
water bodies (Figure 5-29). Latrubesse (2012) indicated that there are no ‘huge’ lakes in the
Amazon, though this assertion is somewhat subjective, considering some of the sizes of lakes
downstream. For example, Lago Grande de Curuai (1,500 km down-valley of reach) is approximately
600 km2 at low flow and 2,500 km2 (Bonnet et al., 2008). Lakes are restricted mainly to particular
geomorphic features in the uplands and plateaus, or are developed as a consequence of fluvial
processes in floodplain environments. The largest lakes are in permanently flooded tributary
valleys. Hess et al. (2003) used JERS imagery to estimate floodplain inundation for the central
Amazon basin. They indicate that 17% of the 1.77 million km2 study area is covered by wetlands,
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which were 96% inundated at high stage and 26% inundated at low stage. Their results are in good
agreement with this study in that they observe a difference in inundation downstream, with
downstream reaches being increasingly dominated by large, dish-shaped floodplain lakes. Direct
comparisons between percentage occupations are not possible, due to the contrasting methods
that were used to abstract the data. It should be noted that lake or water extent is greatly
dependent on river stage; this study used low-stage imagery and so approximately comparable to
Hess et al.’s (2003) low water.
In contrast to the Amazon, the Ob has received very little attention geomorphically, especially in
terms of quantifying scroll and floodplain features. To the author’s knowledge, the results
presented here are the first attempt to quantify the geomorphic landforms for this large river. This
does pose the problem that there is little to compare the results found here with, apart from
agreeing with qualitative assessments of extensive negative relief structures identified by Lewin
and Ashworth (2014a).
In terms of channel patterns, large rivers are not ‘monotonic’ like smaller rivers, in that they do not
have a simple down-stream trend in control variables (e.g. discharge, slope, grain size). The passage
through different geographical and geological zones has a greater effect on dictating channel
pattern (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). Therefore, changes in floodplain character downstream are
likely to be locally varied, which may explain the heterogeneity of PBC areas and floodplain widths.
There are however, some broad downstream relationships found (Figure 5-30), that indicate that
in spite of the apparent local heterogeneity, intrinsic controls that change downstream, such as
slope, alter these floodplain elements.
5.6.3

Floodplain Width, Gradient, and Geology

Floodplain width plays an important role in dictating the characteristics of floodplain topography
within large river systems, mainly in response to available occupation space. The greater available
space allows for extensive lateral migration of river channels and also facilitates the occurrence of
complex over bank sedimentation phenomena, via flooding (Wolman and Leopold, 1957). It also
enables the formation of other floodplain processes, such as crevassing and the avulsion of river
channels (Makaske et al., 2002).
The Amazon’s floodplain width is primarily dictated by neo-tectonics and geological structures. The
width of the floodplain is greater than the width of meander migration belts, and the amplitude of
contained meanders. These relate to the magnitudes of formative discharges. Valley floor widths
that are being self-formed by meander migration sweeps, might be expected to have widths related
to meander dimensions. As stated in Sections 5.5.8 and 5.5.9, there is a relationship between
channel gradient and PBC abundance, as well as floodplain water body percentage cover. Large
rivers tend to have very low gradients, which make them susceptible to modification by slow and
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small tectonic movements (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). The Amazon experiences a decrease in gradient
immediately downstream of the structural features, described in Section 5.3 and as a general rule,
the alluvial floodplain is widest where the river traverses faulted sunken tectonic blocks (Iriondo
and Suguio, 1981). Floodplain widths are inversely correlated with channel gradient (Dunne et al.,
1998) and these tectonic features (such as the tilted fault block and Purús Arch) are instrumental
in local changes in valley and channel gradient (Figure 5-9B). The position of the channel, as well as
the morphology and size of the alluvial plain are related to these neo-tectonics (Latrubesse and
Fransinelli, 2002). Dunne et al. (1998) revealed that changes in gradient are imposed on the Amazon
River where sinuosity becomes limited by the cohesive valley walls (Figure 5-8), resulting in
morphologically simple floodplains. The Amazon’s ability to construct its floodplain and the manner
in which it does, is consequently related to changes in the underlying geology. This affects gradient
and tectonic faulting, that dictates floodplain width, which in turn dictates the complexity of
floodplain geomorphology.
The River Ob also has low gradients, comparable to that of the Amazon. The river experiences
significant narrowing between 900 km and 1200 km downstream. This happens at the point where
the river starts to be pinned to the valley side and has high cohesive valley sides. After this zone,
the floodplain opens up to a wide low gradient portion of the floodplain reach (Figure 5-10). There
are no published data on the relationship between floodplain width and gradient for the River Ob.
Additionally, due to the lack of geological and geomorphic studies conducted on the Ob, there is
less information on how tectonics affects the floodplain character. The relationship with floodplain
width and geomorphic character is less clear for the Ob compared to the Amazon. The reach studied
on the Ob has much less pronounced width variations in comparison to the Amazon, making
linkages to geological structures and changes in gradient, as well as floodplain width less clear.
What this analysis highlights is the importance of local geology and tectonics in shaping the
floodplains of these large rivers. The Yangtze River has a multi-channel river pattern and the
character of this pattern is related to geologic (bedrock and structural) controls within its basin.
These controls confine the channel to a narrow valley, which does not permit the river to develop
typical meanders. In its place an anabranching pattern with sporadic islands prevails (Wang et al.,
2005). The Congo and Negro Rivers also have substantial parts of their river channels controlled by
geology, restricting the growth of broad floodplains (Latrubesse, 2008). This is also a characteristic
of the Mekong River that is laterally stable (Meshkova and Carling, 2011).
As noted in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the floodplains of the Amazon and Ob do not show the classic
downstream widening of the floodplain. Instead, the floodplain width is more variable and
controlled by geology/tectonics, along with the introduction of tributaries into the valley system.
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5.6.4

Classification Schema

Table 5-1 summaries five previous hierarchical classifications of floodplain elements, with Table 52 identifying examples from the literature that describe the elements contained within the
presented classification schema. The schema includes common forms and processes. How these
elements are named and defined varies according to objective of the classification and the author.
What these classifications all have in common is the concept that the floodplain and the landforms
contained within it, have a distinct hierarchy. Lewin and Ashworth (2014a) state that at the lower
levels of these classification schema, elements may segment into strata sets/sedimentation sheets
and lower than that, to sediment particles. At higher levels, alluvial bodies at the valley-floor may
combine with ensembles from earlier Quaternary palaeoenvironments. The schema presented in
this Chapter also explores the concept of an interconnected and hierarchically structured
floodplain, but in contrast, focuses on a specific type of landform, rather than a composite of
floodplain elements to include also channel types and spillage types as discussed in Chapter 6.
An alternative to the schemas summarised in Table 5-1 is that of Nardin et al. (2013), which defines
the stratigraphic architecture and hierarchy of a point bar complex in palaeoenvironments, which
emphasises stratal stacking and discontinuities. In order of increasing scale, their hierarchy
subdivides point bars into beds, bedsets, stories, lateral accretion sets, bars, and then finally the
bar complex (Figure 5-33A). The scheme has several properties and defining attributes:
1. Stratigraphic units within the hierarchy are bounded by surfaces that are
chronostratigraphically significant.
2. The strata within each unit are genetically related, although lithofacies of other physical
characteristics may change laterally.
3. Each unit differs in lateral extent and time of formation and is a building block for larger
units. Implicitly, the surfaces that bound successively larger units have a greater
significance.
4. Different spatial arrangements of the units characterise different types of sedimentary
bodies and depositional processes.
The scheme presented by Nardin et al. (2013) shares similarities to the one presented in this
Chapter. Figure 5-33 compares the two schemas. Both share a similar philosophy as to how a point
bar complex can be subdivided into genetically related phenomena, and that each unit is a building
block for the successive units. The main difference is that Nardin et al. (2013) ‘go down’ to a finer
scale and is much more concentrated on the sedimentology; whereas the schema presented in this
chapter, instead, increases in scale to incorporate the amalgamation of point bar complexes (PBC)
into the meander floodplain ensemble (MFE). Basing its classifications on the surface geometry that
can be extensively mapped, it is less concerned with the specific underlying sedimentology.
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There is however, potential to unify the presented schema with that of Nardin et al. (2013), creating
a uniform hierarchical classification that extends over a greater range of scales and uses both
geomorphology and sedimentology to define its internal structure. This will then be able to better
inform sedimentary structures and surface geomorphology.

Figure 5-34: Schematic and cross section depicting lateral accretion sets, bars, and the bar complex as defined by Nardin
et al. (2013) (Figure from Nardin et al., 2013); B) the schema set out in this chapter, drawn to highlight the comparisons
between the two schemas.
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5.6.5

Chapter Conclusions

The results presented in Section 5.6 show data from two large and very different rivers. They show
how point bar complexes (PBCs) can be grouped into these meander floodplain ensembles (MFEs)
and that the distribution, arrangement and abundance of features change downstream and in
relation to available accommodation space. Figure 5-30 also recognises how these two rivers share
similar general trends, suggesting large rivers share similar floodplain processes and morphologies,
governed by the same driving variables – local variations and regional controls. Table 5-4 further
consolidates this relationship by noting that the parent MFE, often has a similar shape (W/L ratio)
to the PBCs contained within them and that both floodplains show a similar average shape. This is
also illustrated in Figure 5-32. Depositional packages identified in Figures 5-20 and 5-26 also show
a relationship with the size of PBCs. Naturally, larger PBCs that have migrated over a long period of
time, are likely to have several depositional packages within. Scroll bars are not specifically
investigated in this Chapter and was the focus of Chapter 4.
Understanding the composition and genetic evolution of point bar complexes is important,
especially considering the abundance of these features associated with meandering river
floodplains. This research can also inform meandering formation and dynamics, floodplain
sedimentation dynamics, and can allow for more economical extraction of hydrocarbon reserves,
trapped by fines within large scroll bar deposits (Smith et al., 2009; Moreton et al., 2013). The
recognition of the hierarchical structure presented in this chapter, indicates that scroll bar
formations preserved on the floodplains of large rivers, are products of multi-level processes. This
creates complicated sets of floodplain deposits, which scale up and amalgamate into ‘common’
composite sets of floodplain deposits.
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Chapter 6 Spillage Phenomena on Large River Floodplains
6.1

Introduction

Overbank sedimentation on large river floodplains is varied and complex. The previous two
Chapters examined floodplain topography associated with the lateral migration of meandering
channels. This Chapter will investigate the forms created by the distribution of overbank sediments,
examining and quantifying the various forms created by ‘spillage’ on floodplain surface. Spillage is
defined by being overbank dispersion of sediments rather than, for example, sediment build-up
from the lateral migration of channels. A new classification schema of spillage phenomena is
presented based on Lewin et al. (in press), that categorises overbank processes into three main
groups. This schema is described and tested using case studies and global satellite data.
The floodplains surrounding the World’s largest rivers are significant global repositories for
sediments, nutrients, organics, pollutants, as well as carbon sequestration (Allison et al., 1998;
Aufdenkampe et al., 2011; Syvitski et al., 2012). However, despite their global importance and the
breadth of research conducted on smaller river floodplains, little progress has been made on
understanding the diversity and sedimentary deposits of the largest river floodplains (Dunne and
Aalto, 2013). There is still a lack of detailed descriptions on the floodplain architectures and as a
result, facies models “are not yet viable” (Latrubesse, 2015). Catastrophic floods can inundate
floodplains extensively, and include new avulsed courses beyond the current elevated channel
(Lewin et al., in press). This flooding may only constitute a limited proportion of some very extensive
alluvial spread (Syvitski and Brackenridge, 2013) and floodwaters often do not return to the main
channel, especially when spread across a large megafan surface (Weissmann et al., 2015, Figure 61). Large floodplains are rarely passive recipients of diffuse overbank sediments across tabular relief
(Scown et al., 2015). Instead, large river floodplains are an intricate ‘depositional web’ (Day et al.,
2008) with a multitude of linked depressions and channels that may both span and interconnect
significant expanses of ponded water (Assine and Soares 2004; Bonnet et al., 2008; Trigg et al.,
2012; Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a).
Deposition in and beyond this undulating topography takes a variety of forms. The range of out-ofchannel sedimentation processes alongside larger rivers may collectively be characterized as
‘spillage’ phenomena. The reader is referred back to Section 2.7.6 and 2.7.7 for a discussion of
sedimentation of floodplains and those of large rivers respectively.
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Figure 6-1: Flooded area on the Taquari DFS is shown by black regions in this image. Notice how the water leaves the
river and is sent onto the floodplain on the DFS surface, never returning to the main channel. From Weissmann et al.
(2015), their Figure 18.

Figure 6-2A shows a section of the Amazon floodplain during flood conditions. The distribution of
sediments into floodplain water bodies is shown by the white arrows. The breaching of banks during
a flood is a key driver in the creation of spillage forms. Spillage therefore, likely becomes
increasingly active at flood-stage and particularly, but not exclusively, bordering main channels or
channel belts, which are raised above the valley floor to create strong lateral elevation contrasts
(Assine et al., 2014). This may happen as a result of relatively narrow channel belt aggradation
within wider valley floors, or because main-channel sedimentation has only partially occupied
larger subsiding basins or drowned Pleistocene valley forms, excavated in relation to lower base
levels (Lewin et al., in press).
However, as Figure 6-1B shows, the distribution of sediments into the floodplain can occur without
major bank breaches. The flow in Mekong in Figure 6-2B is at ‘bankfull’ stage, close to initiating
overbank flooding. Yet, the flood waters have a distinct red-brown colour, indicating that it is likely
mainly from run-off from the local adjacent hillsides (Wilkinson, 2015), coupled with the two small
channels indicated by white arrows. Therefore, even though spillage typically occurs during the
breaches of channels, distribution of sediments across the floodplain surface can also be due to
run-off from tributary valleys, and precipitation events ponding water and increasing lake levels.
The reader is referred back to Sections 2.7.5 for a detailed discussion on floodplain inundation.
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Figure 6-2: A) spillage sedimentation on the Amazon at the peak of the annual hydrograph. The dashed white line
delimits the water’s edge of the main channel at the trough of the annual hydrograph on 24 December 2014. Satellite
data available from the U.S. Geological Survey and image dated 18 June 2015. From Lewin et al., in press. B) flooding
on the Mekong River, in contrast to the (A) banks on the Mekong have not been breached (apart from at two channels)
and sediment and flood inputs are from drainage from hillslopes and precipitation. Image was taken August 8, 2015,
and is provided by the ISS Crew Earth Observations Facility.

These flood-prone zones are typically found on the lower reaches of large river systems. Spillage
sedimentation is rare in large, radial, distributive fluvial systems (or ‘DFS’ as termed by Hartley et
al., 2010 and Weissmann et al., 2010) that are commonly found in foreland basins and build through
a sequence of mostly in-channel depositional lobes as anabranches, which migrate back and forth
across a megafan surface (Weissmann et al., 2015; see Figure 6-1).
The sequential process of sedimenting extensive channel-side negative relief (Lewin and Ashworth,
2014b) can be both varied and active without the intervention of main channel shifting (Lewin et
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al., in press). Although palaeochannels (relic channels disconnected to the current river system) and
lateral accretion swales associated with point bar complexes (PBC) also cover the ground in part,
and direct later overbank processes through their topographically negative swales. By the same
token, the heterogeneity of floodplain forms and near-surface sediments can both constrain and
promote channel mobility. Increased channel mobility is created by extra diversion potential at
points of lower bank profiles, linking to the relief beyond the main channel (Ashworth and Lewin,
2012). Whereas reductions in mobility can be as a result of impediments caused by strings of less
erodible sediment ‘plugs’ (Schwendel et al., 2015).
This research considers spillage phenomena as separate to the floodplain elements described in
Chapter 5 (MFE, PBC, DP, and SB), which is primarily associated with the lateral migration of
channels. However, the forms described in Chapters 4 and 5, are instrumental in the dispersal of
spillage phenomena. Spillage is examined on a decimetre to multi-kilometre scale, along large rivers
as a holistic class, but one involving eleven sub-groups of process-related forms. This Chapter
highlights the striking global variety of large-river spillage sedimentation and the worldwide
geographies of spillage elements. Rather than focusing on one or other of the process groups, as
historically identified and almost entirely examined in singular case studies, (e.g., levees or crevasse
splays at particular sites), spillage is treated as a complex process class. This is to not leave out
extensive activities that are visible on remotely sensed imagery that go beyond such single-feature
identities, and to initiate the spatial presences and absences of process groups.

6.2 Spillage Forms
The variety of Spillage styles are sorted into three major groups and eleven sub-types. The work
presented here is in conjunction with Lewin et al. (in press), which Table 6-2 and Figure 6-3 are
based on. The spillage styles identified by Lewin et al. (in press) broadly follow the previous studies
of individual features (cf., Fryirs and Brierley, 2013; Wheaton et al., 2015, Table 6-1 is an adaptation
of their Table 4). Spillage styles are listed in Table 6-2, coupled with examples of previous research
on each spillage type. They are also presented in diagram form in Figure 6-3 together with the codes
adopted in this Chapter. Floodplains of large rivers are plural systems (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a)
and so a distinction has been made between mainstream (MS) and secondary systems (SL). Spillage
may also be largely dictated by topography and features that are already present on the floodplain,
therefore, it is important to note sedimentation that follow these prior-forms (PF). It was also
found, and shall be explained in more detail later, that there are areas of the floodplain that spillage
styles are absent, or cannot be interpreted via the available remotely sensed technology. This
absence is the reasoning for the inclusion of the ‘undifferentiated’ floodplain (UF) group, which by
extension, is not a specific spillage group.
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Table 6-1:List of three geomorphic units for floodplain out-of-channel geomorphic units and their definitions. GU (geomorphic unit), adapted and abbreviated from
Wheaton et al. (2015).

Table 6-2: Classification scheme for spillage forms on large river floodplains (MS and SL) and the filling of previouslyformed floodplain topography (PF). Differentiation of spillage forms and classification is based on Lewin et al., (in
press), their Table 1.
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Figure 6-3: A spillage form model for large
river floodplains. See also Table 6-2. From
Lewin et al. (in press).

6.2.1

Main Channel Margins

The first grouping of spillage forms consists of deposits that are adjacent to major channels and
dispersed over only short distances. The dispersal of sediments is from overflowing water as levees
(MSa) and discrete bank top splays of well sorted, coarser material (MSb). Sediments may also be
deposited at channel margins in slackwater zones, or at waning-flow stages on top of bedforms and
islands initiated during previous flood flows (MSc). Vegetation establishment helps to promote
island growth and development on non-migrating bars (Latrubesse, 2015), with sedimentation in
flows that have become partly disconnected and may have been deflected by woody vegetation
(Mardhiah et al., 2015; Wintenberger et al., 2015).
Levees (MSa) are well developed along the middle course of the Mekong (Figure 6-4), but there are
also islands extending by bedforms stacking upstream, downstream, and across the channel where
they may be topped by finer sediment (Lewin et al., in press). Such finer sediments are also likely
to accrete as channel-side ramps between the levees (Figure 6-4), which can rise up to 15 m above
bed level (Wood et al., 2008). Figure 6-4B shows a profile across the well-developed levee of the
Mekong River, which is some 12 m above the base floodplain level. In other river systems, where
sedimentation rates have been measured beyond channel belts (Törnqvist and Bridge, 2002) and
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across levees (Aalto et al., 2008), they drop off quite abruptly away from the river channel (also
shown in Figure 6-4B). In braided systems and meandering ones where there is lateral channel
movement, material may continue to deposit in patches (Bätz et al., 2015), or river migration may
largely re-erode such material returning it to the channel in the short or medium term.

Figure 6-4: A) Satellite image of the Mekong River in flood that shows levees (MSa) that boarder the main channel.
Green vegetation highlights topographic highs that have not been inundated by the blue flood waters (Map data:
Landsat - U.S. Geological Survey, August 8, 2014). B) Profile of Mekong levee some 12 m above the base floodplain
levee, for some 2 km (Data from SRTM).

Isolated bank-top patches consisting of mainly coarser material that commonly occur on braided
and to a lesser extent, meandering channel systems (some small river examples, Ritter, 1975;
Ferguson and Werritty, 1983; and more recently Joeckel et al., 2015). Figure 6-5A shows a reach of
the Lena River with active sedimentation in the form of bar-top splays (MSb) at the heads of midchannel bars. Figure 6-5C and D shows a reach of the Jamuna (Brahmaputra) before and after a
single monsoon season. The increased hydrological and sedimentological inputs from the monsoon
have transformed the channel significantly. Up to a kilometre of bank recession has occurred, new
migrating bars formed, and trimmed islands have been created. There is also a prominent overbank
splay, which is being in part funnelled into a prior channel (labelled MSb in Figure 6-5D).
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Figure 6-5: A-D. Main channel spillage sedimentation forms on A: Lena River (Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe, October
4, 2013); B: Indus River (Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe September 10, 2010. Temporal change of main channel
sedimentation C-D Brahmaputra River before and after a single monsoon season in 2012 (Map data: Google, Digital
Globe, October 11, 2011 (C), November 13, 2012 (D). Labels on the figures refer to spillage types identified in Figure 63 and listed in Table 6-2. Satellite data available from the U.S. Geological Survey.

Figure 6-5B shows freshly deposited sediment on a bend of the Indus River. Material has been
deposited across the inner point bar of the meander bend, clearly shown by the lighter sediment.
The Indus River experiences significant monsoonal related erosion and in the lower reaches the
river can carry large amounts of sediment, associated with monsoonal floods (Ali and De Boer,
2007). Such low frequency high discharge events as these can cause a significant amount of
deposition, as shown in Figure 6-5B and channel reworking such as Figure 6-5C and D.
Figure 6-6A shows freshly deposited sediment on a bend of the Mississippi after the extreme floods
of 1993 (see also Gomez et al., 1997 for a further description). This bend is designated as M3 in
Chapter 4. Material has been deposited on the outer bend in a ‘levee-like’ form, but also across the
inner point bar. The sediment was directed between the lateral accretion ridges previously
produced during point bar growth. This indicates the importance of point bar complexes in directing
overbank sedimentation. The persistence of this sedimentation event can be seem in the DEM from
Figure 6-6B from 2004, where the levee-like form is still present and shows a height of 4 m above
base floodplain level (Figure 6-6C, profile). The development of a chute upstream (natural or
artificial), in this case as in others (Zinger et al., 2011), may have injected an uncharacteristic volume
of eroded floodplain sediment into to the river. Subsequently, this was then transferred out-ofchannel and deposited downstream onto the floodplain. Elsewhere in the Mississippi delta system,
overbank fine sedimentation has been shown to be episodic over centennial to millennial
timescales, with high rates for a while, but then switching to alternative sites (Shen et al., 2015).
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Lewin et al. (in press) relate this to autogenic control that arises from elevation build up.
Sedimentation shifts in location to alternative sites that by contrast may have undergone lowering
by compaction, creating this episodic deposition.

Figure 6-6: A) Mississippi River (Louisiana Oil Spill Coordinator's Office (LOSCO), December 11, 1998, Colour Infrared
Orthophoto, NW quadrant of Baton Rouge West Quadrangle, LA, 50:1 MrSID compressed, LOSCO (1998)
[c3009139_nws_50; B) LiDAR DEM of the same bend in 2004, some 6 years later (Louisiana state-wide LiDAR project;
and C) Profile showing the extent of the levee (MSa).
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6.2.2

Secondary Linear Systems

The second grouping involves secondary linear dispersion of sediments. These systems spread
sediment further away from main channels, into what may be called the perirheic zone (Mertes,
1997). Sediment may be delivered via quasi-independent secondary channels (SLd, see Figure 6-7)
that generally carries finer sediment (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a). Some of these secondary
systems develop scroll bars of their own (Rozo et al., 2014), which can also be viewed in the results
of Chapter 5 (Figures 5-20 and 5-28). Other secondary linear systems, such as crevasse channels,
are much shorter and transfer sediments over comparatively smaller distances. They either have
subaerial splays (SLe), or sedimentation in standing water via channelized flows to create positive
features such as deltas and linear subaqueous channels across shallow lakes (SLf) (Lewin et al., in
press). Figure 6-7A shows a section of Amazon River and a subaqueous splay delivering sediment
and flow into the ponded lacustrine waters. There is also a pronounced levee (MSa) that borders
the main river channel.

Figure 6-7: Secondary linear spillage sedimentation. A: Amazon River (Map data: Landsat - U.S. Geological Survey,
October 27, 2013); B: River Ob (Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe, June 30, 2006), and C: Río Paraná (Astronaut
photograph ISS027-E-11058, acquired on April 9, 2011, and is provided by the ISS Crew Earth Observations. Labels on
the figure refer to spillage types identified in Figure 6-3 and listed in Table 6-2.
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Some crevasses may be precursors to avulsion (Slingerland and Smith, 2004), but many can exist
for multiple seasons, injecting mixed sediment loads for several kilometres across normally dry
floodplains. Chen et al. (2011) reported 313 historically recorded breaches in artificially raised
levees on the super-elevated Yellow River in a 300-year period. Waters and sediment may spread
without main channel banks being fully overtopped, this can be via low bank points along the
channel, except in the most extreme of events (Hudson et al., 2013). Tributary channels also have
the ability to significantly spread main channel sediment, through the reversed flows that back
them up from main rivers (Day et al., 2008).
Where unconstrained, subaerial splays may involve migration of radiating channels and fan-like
forms (Lewin et al., in press); loads may also disperse as deltaic features, following the deceleration
caused when entering lacustrine environments (SLf, Figure 6-7A). Here there may be a co-existing
hierarchy of bifurcations, delta forests and subaqueous levees. Kleinhans et al. (2013) reviews and
discusses the contrasting bifurcations in fans and deltas. Splay deposits may spread across wetland
environments, extending and evolving their morphology that can then guide later sedimentation
(Toonen et al., 2015). Figure 6-7A shows an example of a large subaqueous splay on the Amazon
River, which is formed in part due to the presence of extensive waterbodies and wetland
environments. These are common features in subsiding basins, or where the lateral sedimentation
of the main channel is restricted within what Syvitski et al. (2012) call ‘container valleys’.
Figure 6-8A-C shows a sequential process of how a crevasse splay (SLe) may develop over time, on
the anastomosing Upper Columbia River. The initial breach (Figure 6-8A) is a relatively narrow
opening with a plume of sediment entering the wetted adjacent floodplain. The factors that affect
the flow of sediment to the splay are: a loss of flow energy, a reduction in flow depth and an
increase of hydraulic roughness (Yuill et al., 2016). Figures 6-8B and C show the continued
development of the splay feature, with multiple plumes of sediment eventually forming its own
independent channels within the splay complex. The lifespan of a crevasse splay is determined by
the interactions between the sediment transport capacity within the crevasse (which can be seen
by the channels in Figure 6-8C), and the quantity of river sediment that is being diverted through
the intake of the crevasse (Kleinhans et al., 2008; 2013; Sloff and Mosselman, 2012).
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Figure 6-8: Development of a crevasse splay (SLe) on the Anastomosing Upper Columbia River. Photo Credit Derald
Smith, Department of Geography, University of Calgary.

Figure 6-7B shows an example from the River Ob where sediment levels differ between two
different sets of secondary channels. Darker colours indicating lower levels of sedimentation and
brown colours indicate higher levels. This intricate mix of channel sizes and sediment loads gives
variable spatial sedimentation, via a ‘depositional web’ (Day et al., 2008), which has a non-uniform
dispersal. Figure 6-7C shows the Paraná floodplain and its intricate combinations of secondary
channels and a significant tributary entering the system. The brown shading of the river water, as
stated earlier, indicates a high sediment load, in both the main and accessory channels. There are
numerous lakes that occupy the floodplain, some also have the similar brown colouration,
indicating the sediment inputs during recent floods.
Figure 6-7 shows how the many channels of a large river floodplain interact and create a
‘depositional web’ (Day et al., 2008), and how chains of connector channels may erode the
floodplain to link environments within a large river floodplain. Floodplain channels may also extend
erosively as dendritic networks draining surface or ground waters (SLg). These convey sediment as
much as they contain them. This can produce elongate deposits in lakes (Rowland et al., 2009; 2010
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and see Figure 6-2A), though such channels may also silt up when not flushed by exiting mainstream
flows (Rowland et al., 2005; Trigg et al., 2012). Figure 6-9 shows an aerial photograph of the Paraná
floodplain and its chains of channels that cover the floodplain, along with various prior form fills.

Figure 6-9: Aerial photograph of the Paraná floodplain, displaying numerous accessory channels (SLd), pounded water
environments (PFi), filling of swales (PFj) and palaeochannel fills (PFh). Image provided by Prof P. Ashworth as part of
NERC Grant NE/E016022/1.

6.2.3

Prior-Form Following

The third and final grouping of spillage sedimentation occurs generally without the creation of
independent topographic features: infilling prior forms set by abandoned channels (PFh), as diffuse
lake sedimentation (PFi), infilling the swales and topographic depressions left as a result of previous
channel migration (PFj), and as indistinguishable diffuse spreads that follow the form of prior
topography (PFk) (Lewin et al., in press). The last spillage form has been modelled particularly in
terms of an exponential decline in sedimentation rate with distance from the channel (James, 1985;
Pizzuto, 1987; see also Figure 2-22 in Section 2.7.6). However, the detail of floodplain topography
causes complications in this relationship in practice (Trigg et al., 2012; Harrison et al., 2015) and
this topographic detail also affects the morphological development of linear splay forms (Toonen
et al., 2015).
Formerly active channels that are connected to mainstream flow may transfer sediment to fill other
floodplain forms such as meander cutoffs (oxbows), relict channels left after avulsion, or
abandoned branches of anastomosing (Figure 6-9 PFh) or braided rivers (Džubáková et al., 2015).
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Constantine et al. (2010) have shown how the abandoned arm/active channel angle, may play an
important role in plugging the old channel with bedload and for the accumulation of sediment in
the old channel beyond. Neck cutoffs have comparatively higher angles than chute cutoffs and
develop proximal-end plugs. Their associated oxbows often remain as open ponds longer than
those with chute cutoffs. At the other end of the scale, in braiding systems, bed material may
continue to spill into and then to choke channels longitudinally along braid branches (Toonen et al.,
2012).
Sedimentation over point bars on large rivers, like the Amazon, can fill the associated negative relief
through spillage in different ways, Figures 6-10 (A-F) shows two alternatives. Figure 6-10A and B
show main channel swales in-between point bar ridges that are being infilled with sediment (Lewin
et al., in press), this is also shown in Figure 6-9. Figure 6-10C and D shows point bars on the
floodplain surface that are inundated via floodwaters, revealing the negative topography. The
sediments left behind act to reduce the amplitude of point bar topography, as discussed in Chapter
4. Figure 6-10E however, show what Grenfell et al. (2012) describe as a ‘bifurcate bend’. Here, the
lateral migration of a bend has been followed by the formation and attachment of a sequential set
of mid-channel bars, intersected with linear void ‘channels’ between (labelled PFh). These are being
infilled by spillage sedimentation, both by blocking off from upstream (similar to how meander
cutoffs may be plugged at the upstream end) and also extending into the linear depressions and
narrowing them. This process is highlighted by Figure 6-10F which changes the black and white
image of 6-10E into a ‘fire to ice’ visualisation. By doing so, the lighter pixels related to the active
sedimentation can be easily picked out by the ‘fire’ colours, displaying the void channels as
preferential areas of sediment deposition.
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Figure 6-10: A-B the middle Mississippi over a five-year period (Map data: Google, Digital Globe, April 17, 2006 (A),
April 7, 2011 (B)); C-D the Paraguay River and flooding caused by El Niño conditions (NASA Earth Observatory images
by Jesse Allen, using EO-1 ALI data provided courtesy of the NASA EO-1 team and Landsat data from the U.S. Geological
Survey, January 24, 2014 (C), January 12, 2016 (D)), E-F a bend on the Yukon River showing sedimentation in channels
between bars on black and white aerial photography (E) and with the look up table changed to highlight the lighter
active sedimentation (F) (USDA Terraserver Digital Ortho Mosaic 7.5 min Quad 1999).

In other cases, chute dissection of the point bar sediments, once in place, has also been
documented (Grenfell et al., 2012; 2014). The relief associated with point bar complexes on large
rivers is then not always necessarily created by ridge and swale growth. This should be taken into
account when creating models of point bar growth, such as those described in Chapters 4 and 5 of
this thesis. The point bar may not be created simply by the attachment of ridges, one by one at the
inner bank margin and the integration of unit bars, but also by island attachment (cf. Rozo et al.,
2014) and then later stage excavation of relief. This could be a similar process as the incorporation
of unit bars aiding in scroll bar formation (van de Lageweg et al., 2014), but ‘scaled up’ for large
rivers, incorporating large bars and islands.
Lacustrine sedimentation rates are difficult to estimate with high levels of certainty for the diverse
settings and lake sizes associated with the floodplains of large rivers (Paira and Drago, 2007). Drago
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(2007) reports average sedimentation rates in the El Tigre Lake (31° 41’S, 60° 40’W) adjacent to the
Rio Paraná of 32 g m2d-1 over a two-year period, with between 80-99% of the sediment composed
of inorganic material. Whereas Maurice-Bourgoin et al. (2007) suggest that for Lake Curuai adjacent
to the Amazon, there is an average rate of 1.6 mm yr-1 (+/- 23%). These are, however, isolated lakes
within large and dynamic floodplains and only give a rough indication of possible rates of lake filling.
Figures 6-7 and 6-9 shows that large river floodplains often have a multitude of lakes that even
within a relatively small reach, have different amounts of sedimentation present (Figure 6-7C).

6.3

Anthropogenic Transformations

The dynamics of the above groups are significantly affected by anthropogenic activity. The major
rivers of the World have often been engineered for hundreds or even thousands of years. This river
engineering may lead to breach flows and minor channels that are now artificially constrained in
some form (Zhuang and Kidder, 2014). It has led to the elimination both of palaeochannel and active
anabranches, as these are detrimental to agricultural potential or for river navigation. River
engineering has also caused a reduction and sealing of bank-breaches, via the stabilisation of banks
(Hohensinner et al., 2014; Klasz et al., 2014; Džubáková et al., 2015), as well as inhibiting new
floodplain drainage works, changing the dynamics and properties of the floodplain. All of these
factors can create different styles of spillage to the previous natural ‘typical’ sedimentation.
By contrast, large dams, with discharge regulation and sediment storage, have decreased the supply
of water, reduced flood peaks and sediment to larger rivers downstream (Syvitski and Kettner,
2011). This then leads to a reduction in the potential for sediment spillage. Lateral channel
constraint on the formerly multi-channel Danube has led to the pioneer growth of a levee, as a
result of some 100 years absence of channel movement (Klasz et al., 2014). Syvitski and Kettner
(2011) investigated the case study of the Hwang He (Yellow River). During the late Holocene, the
Hwang He changed its route to the sea every few decades to centuries (Figure 6-11A and see Syvitski
and Kettner, 2011). Consequently, there was extensive flooding and deposition accompanying the
channel switching, until a new route had been established. Associated with this was a great loss of
life and infrastructure, which was the motivation of engineers to spatially fix the river within
artificial levees. As a result of sediment aggradation within the levees, the river became superelevated, some 6-15 m above the floodplain (Figure 6-11 elevation profiles). These examples show
how manipulation via humans can significantly alter sedimentation dynamics and deposition,
creating non-natural deposition dynamics. The Hwang He is now some 15-30 m super elevated at
present day (Syvitski and Kettner, 2011, Figure 6-11B).
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Figure 6-11: Yellow River floodplain. SRTM DEM of the junction between the old and new paths of the Yellow River
with profiles indicated. Elevation profiles showing the super-elevation of the modern floodplain, palaeochannels, and
their associated levees. Adapted from Syvitski and Kettner (2011).

A ‘great acceleration’ of urban and industrial development since c.1945 has led to the increased
riverine export of pollutants globally. The environmental quality of spillage sediments on many
large rivers has been altered for some centuries as an outcome of increased pollutant levels
(Middelkoop, 2000). Millennia of accelerating transformation has particularly affected the longestused floodplains such as the Indus (Syvitski and Brackenridge, 2013) or the Hwang He (Yellow River)
where Zhuang and Kidder (2014) observe that transformations date from at least the two/three
thousand years ago. Other large rivers like the Amazon are, at least as yet, to be less greatly
modified.
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6.4

Spillage along the Amazon Floodplain

There have been several recent studies describing the geomorphology and relief of the Amazon
River floodplain (e.g. Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2002; Trigg et al., 2012; Lewin and Ashworth,
2014b; Rozo et al., 2012), as well as in Chapter 5, were investigations of the Amazon were reported
with respect to meandering topography. There has been no study that has yet identified
systematically, interpreted and quantified the type and prevalence of spillage sedimentation on an
active larger river floodplain. Such processes are also important for the contribution to the
development and aggradation of the floodplain. This work therefore, builds on the investigation in
Chapter 5 of the Amazon floodplain, using the same expansive study reach (Chapter 5, Section
5.3.1) but investigating spillage sedimentation, rather than floodplain topography associated with
meander bend migration. Figure 6-12 shows this study reach again with the locations of the nine
floodplain blocks used in this study, spaced 200 km apart and 50 km long.

Figure 6-12: Location map of the Amazon study reach (also see Figure 3-1 and Figure 5-5 for study location in relation
to Brazil). The nine ‘floodplain blocks’ used for the quantification of spillage phenomena highlighted.

As stated in Section 6.3, the Amazon appears to have undergone much less anthropogenic
manipulation than many other lowland large sand bed rivers. This means that the river is likely to
be very close to a near natural state, allowing for the identification of spillage forms, distribution,
and prevalence, in a largely natural and un-modified basin.
6.4.1

Characteristics of Overbank Sedimentation on the Amazon Basin

The overbank sedimentation of the Amazon floodplain is a result of an extraordinary volume and
rate of exchange, of both water and sediment, between the main channels and the floodplain,
during the passage of the annual flood wave (Richey et al., 1989). Local upland runoff represents
less than 20% of the floodplain water volume for any given time and rates of water exchange along
can vary from 5500 m3 s-1 during floodplain infilling to around 7500 m3 s-1 during drainage (Alsdorf
et al., 2010). Up to 77% of the annual total input of water to the 2400 km2 Lago Grande de Curuai
near Óbidos (Figure 6-12, Block 9) is provided directly by the Amazon River (Bonnet et al., 2008).
River-floodplain water exchange and storage is strongly influenced by the pressure forces and
backwater effects from the Amazon River main channel (Paiva et al., 2013).
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Flow across the Amazon floodplain is spatially and temporally complex and the characteristics of
which changes significantly during the passage of the flood wave. During mid-rising water,
inundation appears first as a patchwork steered by the floodplain topography of scroll bars, levees,
various types of floodplain channels, and depressions on the floodplain surface. Whereas at peak
stage, floodplain flow more closely parallels that of the Amazon River (Alsdorf et al., 2007). Figure
6-2A shows the Amazon at this peak stage, with large pulses of sediment entering the floodplain
from the main channel. Sediment concentrations from the river are usually higher during the rising
water stage (Dunne et al., 1998) and flow patterns at mid-rising times are instrumental in the
deposition of sediment (Alsdorf et al., 2007). At peak flows the main river may be high in sediment
loadings, but the potential for spillage is often supressed by the extent of the flow. This is because
there is an intangible water barrier at down-river sites where the water on the floodplain is already
high (Park and Latrubesse, 2015), preventing further inundation and the associated sedimentation.
Average annual rates of sediment transport over each bank for various reaches of the Amazon,
during a 16-year period, ranged from 30 to 850 t m-1yr-1, depending on the gradient, valley width,
and sinuosity of each reach (Dunne et al., 1998). Annual net accumulation for a 2000 km-long reach
was estimated to be 1100 Mt yr-1 of silt-clay and 120 Mt yr-1 of sand (Dunne et al., 1998). Although
it has been suggested that for Amazonian Beni and Mamore river basins (Aalto et al., 2003) and
Central Amazonia (Schöngart and Junk, 2007), sedimentation rates may be controlled primarily by
the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle, with warm (El Niño) phases causing smaller shorter
floods and low sedimentation rates, and cold (La Niña) phases causing larger longer floods and
higher sedimentation rates (Aalto et al., 2003; Schöngart and Junk, 2007). Lombardo (2015) has
shown that in the headwaters of the Amazon there is no correlation between the frequency of
crevasse splays and ENSO events and that intra-basinal processes on a year to decade time scale,
are more important controls on sediment delivery and crevasse spillage sedimentation.
6.4.2

Spillage Sedimentation along the Amazon Floodplain

A 1700 km reach of the Solimões-Amazon River and floodplain (it becomes the Amazon after the
confluence with the Negro River) was chosen, the same reach as used in Chapter 5 of this project
see Section 5.3, Figure 5-6). This study reach was selected so that it captured most of the major
tributaries of the Amazon and avoided significant backwater effects from marine tides. The semidiurnal tidal wave amplitude is a maximum of 0.2 m at Óbidos during low flow in November and
negligible at river high flow in June (Kosuth et al., 2009).
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Figure 6-13: Representative cross-section of the Amazon floodplain abstracted from SRTM data (acquired on February
11-22, 2000). Profile locations are related to blocks 1, 3, 6, and 9. From Lewin et al. (in press).

Figure 6-13 shows the relief on the floodplain that is typically 5-20 m in between expansive (up to
10 km wide) lakes and channels. SRTM data is accurate only to +/- 10 m in the vertical and cannot
distinguish between a vegetation canopy and bare floodplain surface. The floodplain relief is
remarkably consistent along each cross-section and in most cases it is relatively easy to define
active floodplain width on a morphological basis (see Figure 6-12, shaded area). Advances in
creating global bare-earth DEMs from SRTM could significantly help in removing the distortion from
vegetation, an example of this product can be found in Baugh et al. (2013). Vegetation may
potentially mask floodplain geomorphology. But the impact of this is beyond the scope of this
project.
Figure 6-14 shows the interpretation of the first three 50 km floodplain blocks at 0 km, 200 km, and
400 km downstream of the Rio Içá. Not all spillage form types as listed in Table 6-2 were identified
in the various types of imagery, be it SRTM or Landsat, partly because individual elements were
either too small to identify or produce polygon features for, or because of potential masking from
floodplain vegetation. Diffuse overbank spreads (PFk) also cannot be readily distinguished from
imagery. Spillage types PFh and PFj that are associated with meander bend evolution and scroll bar
growth are here amalgamated into one group called ‘point bar complexes’ (PBC).
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If there were no spillage sedimentation forms, or no unambiguous evidence for spillage, the
floodplain was classified as UF or ‘undifferentiated floodplain’, as highlighted by the areas in Figure
6-14, 6-15, and 6-16 in which the underlying satellite image can be seen. It is likely that these areas
of ‘undifferentiated floodplain’ are of an ‘older’ floodplain age and have been isolated for a long
time and subsequently resurfaced, reducing the floodplain topographic signal. This could have been
via diffuse overbank spreads (PFk) during numerous flood events, which would be difficult to
interpret via remotely sensed data. Both satellite and SRTM images can be viewed in Appendix 4
for each floodplain block.
The upper reaches of the parts of the Amazon floodplain surveyed in this study are represented in
Figure 6-14. Each block is dominated by PBCs in terms of topography, with interspersed secondary
channel levees (MSa), and accessory channels (SLd). There is an absence of crevassing and major
ponded water environments (PFi). Banktop splays (MSb) are present in each block in spatially
disjointed locations, with little spatial coverage. Figure 6-15 also shows a high level of PBCs,
however, the prevalence of these features are starting to decrease as other features such as
ponded water (PFi) become more prominent. Figure 6-15C also shows the most constricted
floodplain section of the Amazon study area. The final group of blocks is represented in Figure 6-16
and shows a dramatically different environment compared to Figure 6-14. PBCs have become close
to absent and the landscape is dominated by water bodies (PFi). Crevasse deltas (SLf) are now found
in these sections, spilling into the larger water bodies (PFi) found in these sections. Figure 6-13C
also shows the build-up of an extensive levee (MSa) adjacent to the main river channel, indicating
a less mobile main channel.
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Figure 6-14: The three 'upstream' 50 km floodplain blocks used to quantify the prevalence of different spillage
sedimentation on the Amazon. Block locations are shown in Figure 6-10. The interpreted spillage forms are shown
superimposed on a grey-scale Landsat 8 satellite image. Note that areas with no polygon features are classified as
‘undifferentiated floodplain’. Flow is left to right in each block. For individual block satellites and SRTM interpretations
see Appendix 4.
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Figure 6-15: Three middle-course 50 km floodplain blocks used to quantify the prevalence of different spillage
sedimentation on the Amazon. Block locations are shown in Figure 6-10. The interpreted spillage forms are shown
superimposed on a gray-scale Landsat 8 satellite image. Note that areas with no polygon features are classified as
‘undifferentiated floodplain’. Flow is left to right in each block. For individual block satellites and SRTM interpretations
see Appendix 4.
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Figure 6-16: The three 'downstream' 50 km floodplain blocks used to quantify the prevalence of different spillage
sedimentation on the Amazon. Block locations are shown in Figure 6-10. The interpreted spillage forms are shown
superimposed on a grey-scale Landsat 8 satellite image. Note that areas with no polygon features are classified as
‘undifferentiated floodplain’. Flow is left to right in each block. For individual block satellites and SRTM interpretations
see Appendix 4.
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The frequency of occurrence and percentage coverage of the floodplain of different spillage types
on the Amazon floodplain over the 1700 km study reach is summarized in Table 6-3 and Figures 617A-B. There is no consistent trend in the change of percentage cover in MSa, MSb, MSc or SLd
downstream and none of these spillage form elements constitutes greater than 5% of the
floodplain. It is possible that the considerable spike in MSc in floodplain block 6 is related to the
reduced floodplain area with the Hess et al. (2003) definition (See note in Figure 6-17). Due to the
relatively smaller size of the floodplain, MSc may appear to be more dominant, whereas in fact
overall area is less than the previous block (floodplain bock 5 = 88.22 km2 vs. floodplain block 6 =
65.58 km2). Levee sedimentation (MSa) is prevalent in all floodplain blocks, but is often associated
with secondary channel levee sedimentation build-up. Bank top splays (MSb) are mostly absent for
much of the river, but in particular in the downstream reaches, which is expected given bank top
splays are likely to be made up of mostly coarser sediment.
As Figure 6-17B shows, the upper reach of the Amazon floodplain is dominated by recent and
Holocene scroll bar formation (PBC, red columns in Figure 6-17B), this is also reflected in the results
from Chapter 5. This mode of prior-form occupying sedimentation and potential for spillage
decreases consistently downstream so that only 4% of the floodplain is scroll bars at 1600 km (Table
6-2, Figure 6-17B). Incidentally, these values of reducing PBC spatial coverage are also correlated
with percentage channel change (linear regression R2 = 0.60) found by Mertes et al. (1998).
Water bodies steadily increase in presence from up to downstream. To measure actual
sedimentation of diffuse lake infilling (PFi) is beyond the scope of this chapter, rather, water bodies
are measured as a proxy for the potential for lake infilling, hence the discrepancies between the
data and Table 6-2. The percentage values of water bodies are lower than the results presented in
Chapter 5, but that is because the analysis in Chapter 5 used a method that calculated all water
bodies that included accessory and main channels, via thresholding near infrared (NIR) satellite
images. Figure 6-17C shows that the PFi not only increase in percentage cover, but the morphology
of the water bodies changes. The ratio of PFi area to count changes exponentially downstream. A
low ratio indicates numerous water bodies with a relatively small spatial extent, whereas, a large
ratio indicates much more expansive waterbodies. This change can also be viewed visually from
Figures 6-14, 6-15, and 6-16.
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Figure 6-17: Amazon downstream changes in A: Percentage of floodplain occupied by MSa-MSc and SLd-SLf (See Table
6-2) spillage elements; B: Percentage of floodplain occupied by waterbodies (PFi), point bar complexes (PBC) and
undifferentiated floodplain (UF). C) Ratio of PFi area to count of PFi, area per PFi. Note the floodplain extent on block
6 (centred on 1000 m downstream) is not based on an abrupt elevation change at the margins or mapping of alluvial
morphologies and instead is adjusted to match the floodwater limits as mapped by Hess et al. (2003) which reduces
the total floodplain area. A and B are adapted from Lewin et al. (in press).
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Table 6-3: Percentage area of different spillage forms for nine 50-km blocks of the Amazon floodplain over a
downstream distance of 1700 km.

This increase in PFi percentage cover and individual feature size, also supports an increase in the
percentage cover of inland delta formation (SLf, Figure 6-17, and Table 6-3). SLf is variable in
average size of forms, as reflected in Figure 6-17 and 6-18. The range of areas of SLf increases
downstream, showing an increasing heterogeneity downstream. Figure 6-16 shows that SLf only
occurs in large ponded environments and can be initiated via breaches from either the main or
accessory channels. Figure 6-18 contains only three points, therefore, it can show potential trends,
but statistically significant relationships would require more points.

Figure 6-18: Downstream changes in SLf average area (red squares) and range of SLf areas (green triangles). Range of
SLf area increases exponentially downstream (R2 = 0.99). Note only the last 3 blocks contain SLf.

Figure 6-19 shows the average length of accessory channels (SLd) for each floodplain block
downstream, average length is calculated by halving the perimeter of the feature. This is not a ‘true’
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measurement of length, however, considering the high aspect ratio of these features, it is a close
approximation. The average length of SLd decreases slightly downstream (linear regression R2 =
0.30), though as displayed by the standard deviation plot in Figure 6-19, each block has variations
not related to downstream. SLd are pathways for the delivery of finer sediment onto the floodplain
and these pathways are complex floodplain connectors (Trigg et al., 2012). The decreasing average
length of these features suggests that they play less of a role in sediment delivery and connectivity
downstream. This is likely associated with the dominance of PFi, covering over a third of the
floodplain surface (Table 6-3).

Figure 6-19: Downstream changes in SLd average length (km) and standard deviation of average lengths, with a linear
regression of average length (R2 = 0.30).

Around 40% of the Amazon floodplain either shows no discrete spillage forms, is masked by forest,
or the forms are too small/local to allow quantification from the remotely sensed imagery. Higher
resolution and bare-earth DEMs could potentially reveal hidden topography, which could then
reduce the proportion of undifferentiated floodplain.

6.5 Spillage Sedimentation on the Ob Floodplain
The Amazon is a tropical large river system and the spillage sedimentation is unlikely to be
representative of all large rivers. Though, as Chapter 5 has shown, the Amazon and Ob seem to
show common geomorphological characteristics, in regards to scroll bar topography, despite their
differences in size and climatic and geological region. Therefore, analysis of the Ob may be used to
check whether there are transferable trends in spillage phenomena, as well as investigating spillage
characteristics in a different river system.
6.5.1 Characteristics of Overbank Sedimentation on the River Ob
As highlighted in Chapter 5 and Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2), the River Ob has had comparatively less
research conducted on it in regards to the Amazon, especially that of the geomorphological and
sedimentological kind, which as stated in Chapter 5, may be a result of research not being made
public or in English. The River Ob’s discharge regime is driven by snow melt and precipitation falling
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from September to November (Baincamaria et al., 2009). The Ob’s sediment yield is quite low
considering its discharge and much lower than the World average (Meade, 1996). The reasons for
this low sediment yield for the Ob and many Siberian rivers is due to storage of sediments on
floodplains and low erosion rates due to a relative lack of topographic relief (Figure 6-19;
Bobrovitskaya et al., 1996; Gordeev et al., 1996; Milliman and Syvitski, 1992). The results of Smith
and Alsdorf (1998) supported the theory that sediment is stored on the floodplain, leading to the
low sediment yields, with the major spring floods being the most important time for sediment
deposition on the floodplain. It is therefore, likely that an abundance of spillage forms on the Ob
floodplain, but depending on how this sediment is dispersed onto the floodplain surface, will
determine whether this sediment deposition on the floodplain can be adequately identified via the
methods presented.
6.5.2 Spillage Sedimentation along the Ob Floodplain
Three blocks on the River Ob were quantified. As the results in Section 6.4.2 show the biggest
differences in spillage dynamics are between up and downstream, therefore, a block is located at
an upstream location, midway down the reach and towards the downstream end of this 1400 km
reach of the river valley. Quantifying the River Ob floodplain presented some difficulties not present
in the Amazon floodplain analysis. This was mainly due to a lack of SRTM data at 1 arc second caused
by the limitation of this dataset at higher latitudes; therefore, there was a greater reliance using
satellite images and different topographical sources, which is described in more detail in Chapter
3, Section 3.4.3.1.

Figure 6-20: SRTM DEM showing the location map of the Ob study reach (also see Figure 3-2 and Figure 5-10). The three
‘floodplain blocks’ used for the quantification of spillage phenomena are highlighted.

A 1400 km reach of the River Ob was selected for this study, the same reach as examined in Chapter
5. Similar to the Amazon study reach, this location was chosen to include the major tributaries to
the River Ob and to avoid any major backwater effects from tidal effects.
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Figure 6-21 shows the interpretation of the three floodplain blocks on the River Ob located at 120
km, 686 km, and 1344 km downstream. Not all spillage form types as listed in Table 6-2 were
identified in the various types of imagery, be it SRTM, Landsat, or from elevation datasets from
viewfinderpanoramas.org. This is partly because individual elements were either too small to
identify and then represent as polygons, or because of potential masking from floodplain
vegetation. There were also increased difficulties due to the reduced qualities of the DEMs, as
described above.

Figure 6-21: The three 50 km floodplain blocks used to quantify the prevalence of different spillage sedimentation on
the Ob. Block location are shown in Figure 6-20. The interpreted spillage forms are shown superimposed on a greyscale Landsat 8 satellite image. Note that areas with no polygon features are classified as ‘undifferentiated floodplain’.
For individual block sattellites and SRTM interpretations see Appendix 4.

Similar to the Amazon floodplain, the Ob’s upper reaches are dominated by PBCs (as also shown in
Chapter 5). Figure 6-21 and 6-22 shows that SLd is the most dominant spillage form, in regards to
Table 6-2 and other spillage forms such as MSa, MSc, SLe, and SLf that constitute less than 1% of
the floodplain individually. Compared to the Amazon floodplain, spillage phenomena are less
prominent and varied, apart from accessory channels (SLd) that are more extensive. PFi does not
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seem to increase downstream, the same as the Amazon. The size of individual water bodies does
not increase downstream either, unlike the Amazon. There is less spillage sedimentation
phenomena such as deltaic crevasses (SLf) in downstream sections. This is probably because there
are fewer large waterbodies, and therefore sediment discharges into them. The middle and
downstream reaches also show much greater amounts of undifferentiated floodplain, around 70%,
compared to the Amazon’s 40%. There is in general, much less spillage forms present on the River
Ob floodplain and this varies little downstream.

Figure 6-22: Ob downstream changes in A: Percentage of floodplain occupied by MSa, MSc and SLd-SLf (See Table 6-2)
spillage elements; B: Percentage of floodplain occupied by waterbodies (PFi), point bar complexes (PBC) and
undifferentiated floodplain (UF).

The topographic information available when analysing the Ob may have reduced the detection of
spillage sedimentation, especially secondary channel levees. The relative size differences between
the two rivers and the resolution of the DEMs, may also have masked these features. Various
satellite images were used from normal and flood conditions to help identify topographic highs, but
research of this kind, in this area of the World, still needs higher resolution information.
What this comparison with the River Ob does show is that spillage sedimentation on large rivers is
complex and varied. The distributions and methods of spillage may vary from one river to the next,
however, the occurrence and variety of spillage is highest in the downstream, lower gradient/less
powerful reaches of large rivers.
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6.6 Discussion
6.6.1 Spillage on the Amazon and Ob
Spillage on both the Amazon River and the River Ob displayed some downstream trends in spillage,
though the River Ob has much less spillage present. Chapter 5 also revealed down-valley trends in
Point bar complex (PBC) distribution and geomorphology. Lacustrine fills dominate in the lower
reaches of the Amazon, whereas the Ob exhibits much less spatial coverage of lacustrine
environments. The lower sections of the Amazon study area and to a lesser extent the Ob’s lower
reaches displayed an increase in crevasse activity, be it subaqueous or subaerial. Lombardo (2015)
showed that frequency of crevasses in the Amazonia southern foreland basin are controlled by
intrabasinal processes, while their location is controlled by climatic or neo-tectonic events.
Therefore, the floodplain processes of reduced sinuosity and migration of the river channel;
indicated by a reducing in PBCs spatial coverage, and the increase of ponded water environments
in the lower reaches, is likely a major contributing factor in the increased prevalence of such
features.
The Ob has lower spatial coverage of ponded environments and associated spillage forms.
However, the Ob does have extensive regular flooding where floodplain depressions become
inundated extensively over the floodplain and then subsequently emptied to a greater extent, as
exhibited by Figure 6-19 and as a result of a snow melt dominated flood regime. This highlights the
seasonality to spillage sedimentation associated with the flooding regime of large rivers. Figure 623B also highlights the difficulty of identifying spillage forms when there is a deficit of topographic
information of sufficient quality, or flooded images (Figure 6-23A) that can highlight topographic
highs. As Alsdorf et al. (2007, 2010) and Park and Latrubesse (2015) have shown the dynamics of
the flood wave are very important in the sedimentation dynamics of large rivers, specifically the
Amazon. Smith and Alsdorf’s (1998) conclusions indicate that there is a large loss of sediment to
the Ob’s floodplain, resulting in low fluxes of sediments to the oceans. Considering the results
shown, and the point just discussed, it is likely that the majority of this sediment is lost during
seasonal flooding, via less obvious diffuse spreads into temporary ponded environments. The
seasonality and temporal variability of certain spillage events provides difficulties when using in
snapshot studies, such as those presented in this Chapter.
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Figure 6-23: The differences in spillage between flood and non-flood periods on the River Ob. A) River in full flood
conditions with large water bodies and accessory channels feeding into them; B) non-flood conditions with much
smaller extent of water bodies and less obvious spillage sedimentation. Landsat 8 images provided from the USGS.

Other mainstream features (like levees) have limited prevalence and spatial coverage, in part due
to their narrow linear forms that cannot be captured on the available imagery. Strings of sediment
associated with accessory channels are common, in some places prograding across and bridging
lacustrine environments and elsewhere these systems develop their own morphologies by lateral
erosion and sedimentation. What the comparison between the two study sites shows is that,
although there may be down-valley trends in spillage, the specific characteristics of spillage
patterns is likely to vary from one river to the next, and the dynamics of spillage is closely related
to the flooding regime of that particular river.
6.6.2 Global Diversity and Presence of Spillage forms on Large Rivers
Table 6-3 lists selected locations on 20 of the World’s largest rivers, together with their spillage
forms that dominate the sedimentation of that particular reach. The distribution of spillage forms
is highly diverse, as are the dispersion routes for floodwaters that can be from channelled and
unchannelled flows (cf. Rudorff et al., 2014). Two locations are given for the Amazon River to
emphasize the down-valley change, discussed in the previous sections. Large rivers rarely maintain
a consistent channel pattern or sedimentation pattern throughout their entire reaches. Large rivers
are commonly multi-channelled, and channel-side sedimentation may focus on moribund channels
that are in the process of abandonment (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a).
Figure 6-24 shows the data recorded in Table 6-4 arranged in graphical form. When spillage was
not extensive, it was given a value of 0, present as a 1, and prominent as a 2. This gives a qualitative
representation of the global prominence of spillage sedimentation for large rivers. For mainstream
sediments, Channel bars and islands (MSc) are the most abundant feature; accessory channels (SLd)
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are the most prominent secondary linear system with SLe and SLf showing the lowest values of all
phenomena; and cut-off and palaeochannel fills (PFh) the most dominant prior form following. Note
that of the three types of spillage groups, prior form following has collectively the most prominence
in large rivers. These results do bear some relation to the results presented in Section 6.4, showing
that even though spillage is globally variable, there are certain forms of spillage that are more
dominant in large river systems.
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Table 6-4: Prevalence of spillage sediment forms on the largest river floodplains. From Lewin et al. (in press).
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Figure 6-24: Data from Table 6-4 represented in graph form. In relation to Table 6-4 caption; not extensive was
represented as a 0, present as a 1, and prominent as a 2. This gives a relative abundance/prominence of spillage
features (Table 6-2).

6.6.3 Spillage Phenomena
Table 6-4 reveals that only a few large rivers have prominent levees. Out of these, the lower
Mekong has the most extensive and prominent natural levees (Figure 6-2B and Figure 6-4). There
may also be smaller sets of levees stacked laterally. This happens when rivers oscillate from side to
side, such as the middle and lower Amazon (Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2002). Levees confine flow
within the channel and as they grow they have the potential to shut down overbank flows to the
floodplain, potentially for decades (Dunne and Aalto, 2013). Levees are dependent on shortdistance dispersion of bed materials, as well as the diffusion of finer suspended sediments (Lewin
et al., in press). Perhaps the lack of prominent levees for many large rivers is due to frequent
breaching of the levee, or that overbank sedimentation on large rivers is spatially more varied and
less confined to the bank edges, so the potential for a large levee to grow is reduced.
Coarse material splays are often diffuse for over 100s of metres of the channel bank along braided
channels, an example is shown previously from the Lena Figure 6-5A. Material can also be fed
through crevasses or via palaeochannel depressions, to reach much greater distances laterally out
into the floodplain. In anabranching systems, sedimentation on bars and islands (MSc) is common,
as reflected in Table 6-4, with most of the 20 rivers showing these features to be prominent.
Anabranching rivers also show a preference for sedimentation in channel belt abandoned cutoffs
and palaeochannels (PFh) (Lewin et al., in press; Figure 6-24).
Channelized dispersion of sediments can relate to main avulsing channels that are either presently
or formerly active, but particularly to accessory channels that act in conjunction with each other to
disperse sediments (Figure 6-7C and D). Chen et al. (2012) and Syvitski and Brackenridge (2013)
have emphasized the importance of avulsion history and processes in human development along
the Yellow and Indus rivers. Over a longer time-span, Morozova (2005) described the role avulsion
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history had in affecting the fortunes of the Mesopotamian cultures: be it negative by relocation of
river courses from settlements, or positive by allowing the farmers to use the floodplain and
channel morphology, for gravity irrigation and for access to better drained soils. This created a
balance between risk and reward form the changes in river course via avulsion.
Crevasses can cut through previously formed and substantial levees (Figure 6-7A; Figure 6-8). Along
the Mekong upstream of the delta, many of these are artificial, spreading fertile material at flood
stage without overtopping levees (Lewin et al., in press). A prominent feature of the distal regions
of many large rivers (Amazon, Magdalena, Mississippi, Paraná, Yangtze) is that they have semipermanent floodplain water bodies (Paira and Drago, 2007; Ashworth and Lewin, 2012; Figures 68 and 6-9). Sedimentation here may be in the form of diffuse lentic (still water) sedimentation (PFh),
floodplain deltas (SLf) and channels that have developed by the extension of subaqueous levees
(Figure 6-7A).
An interesting feature of some large rivers is that even where channel banks are not continuous,
for example at Lago Cabaliana at Manacapuru on the Amazon (Figure 6-25), there exists a hydraulic
barrier, rather than a physical one, to sediment spillage. This barrier is very distinct in Figure 6-25
that shows the darker low sediment water of the lake and the high sediment loads of the river.
There are multiple breach openings as well as the large lake mouth. This hydraulic barrier, however,
depends on the relative water levels at the time of mainstream high sediment loadings. Yet,
conditions may be that extensive that in situ organic sedimentation free of mineral contamination,
can be generated adjacent to large rivers (Lewin et al., in press).

Figure 6-25: Hydraulic barrier between Lago Cabaliana and the Amazon River that inhibits sediment spillage. Image
date 3/8/2013 (Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe).
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Stage dependant spillage is also illustrated by spillage sequences on the lower Amazon, as shown
in Figure 6-26A-B. Park and Latrubesse (2015) show that sediment concentrations peak in OctoberJanuary, which is ahead of the peak water discharge in May-June. The accumulation of lake
sediments occurs during this flood rising stage (Maurice Bourgoin et al., 2007). Figure 6-26A shows
a single crevasse channel breaking through a levee, with a plume sediment entering into the
sediment-free Rio Negro (notice the significantly darker water), that subsequently joins the Amazon
some 10 kms further downstream. This image is in early June, as the flood stage is beginning to rise,
causing more sediment to flow through the breach and floodplain channels. As the Amazon’s stage
continues to rise (Figure 6-26B), multiple breaches of the channel side levee distribute high
sediment flows overbank (Lewin et al., in press), masking the location of the initial breach. There is
now also increased flow of sediments along swales of points bars (PFj) and across depressions on
the surface of the mid channel bar (MSc).
The relative levels of Lakes and tributaries to main river levels are crucial in the spillage
sedimentation process. Park and Latrubesse (2014) show (their Figure 7) that the extent of
inundation and sediment concentrations have a varying relationship in flooded areas. Maurice
Bourgoin et al. (2005; 2007) demonstrated the complexity of the balance between input,
accumulation, and also output for lake sediments. The areas that are flooded on large rivers are
spatially heterogeneous, and the cumulative process of spillage sedimentation, is often intricate
and complex (Gan et al., 2012).
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Figure 6-26: Changes in stage on the Amazon River and the response/increase of spillage activity. Labels refer to the
spillage type identified in Figure 6-3 and listed in Table 6-2. (NASA images created by Jesse Allen, using EO-1 ALI data
provided courtesy of the N EO-1 Team via http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/.
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6.6.4 Spillage in Dryland Environments
Arid climates constitute some 60% of the Earth surface’s modern basins (Nyberg and Howell, 2015)
and 18% of continental land has endorheic drainage. This can be for both small intermontane basins
and substantial basins such as: Lake Eyre in Australia (1,200,000 km2), the Aral (1,549,000 km2) and
Caspian (3,626,000 km2) Seas in Asia, and Lake Chad in Africa (2,434,000 km2). Present day
ephemeral rivers are not typically in the ‘large’ category, but conditions earlier in the Holocene had
greater levels of runoff that produced expanded lakes and some large overflow rivers such as the
drainage of Chad to the Atlantic via the Benue (Abdenlkareem and El-Baz, 2015). Recent work by
Skonieczny et al. (2015) suggests that ‘African Humid Periods’ from at around 245 ka, and also most
recently 11.7-5 ka, prompted the reactivation of an ancient river system, the Tamanrasett. When it
flowed, it may have ranked as high as the 12th largest drainage basin worldwide – yet today there
are no major rivers in existence in the area.
Dryland rivers typically have different spillage forms because they often have flows that diminish
downstream, spillage is instead represented by ‘floodout splays’ as water is lost to the floodplain
(Tooth, 1999; 2005). The predominantly erosional bases of these ‘floodout splays’ contrast with
splays from many humid-regions, but do not display diagnostic geomorphological or
sedimentological features in dryland settings to help differentiate (Tooth, 1999). Figure 6-27 shows
a range of spillage phenomena on the Murray-Darling River, Australia. There are numerous
‘floodout splay/channels’ that divert flow and sediments onto the floodplain, locations of these
splays are annotated with black lines and are characterised as SLe via the classification of Table 62. These splays spread sediment around one kilometre onto the floodplain surface. There is also a
larger channel (SLd) draining an abandoned meander loop, flows in this channel are ephemeral,
often desiccating in dry months. Close to the floodplain margin there are saline lakes (PFi) that likely
get refilled with floodwaters and then subsequently dry out leaving behind a layer of salt. The point
bars also seem to have active sedimentation in between swales. The Murray-Darling River system
is contained within an incised floodplain, which is some 20 m incised at the location of Figure 6-27,
preventing further spillage and expansion of the floodplain outside of this area.
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Figure 6-27: Dryland river spillage on the Murray Darling River. Numerous 'floodout splays' as defined by Tooth, (1999)
or SLe deliver sediment onto the floodplain, as well as saline lakes (PFi), a secondary channel from an abandoned loop
(SLe) and filling of swales (PFj). (Image date: 19/11/2015; Map data: Google, CNES/Astrium).

Flows are often ephemeral and sedimentation may be restricted or absent for much of the year.
Some large rivers in dryland basins lose most of their flow and sediment, along their courses rather
than at the mouth, as in the Inner Niger Delta in Mali. Here a “distributary channel system”
functions during the wet season, even though there is water loss at the margins of this network
(Lewin et al., in press). Sediment spillage comes in the form of relatively low relief (generally < 4 m)
levees (MSa) that border individual distributive channels. Or it may be via a mosaic of bank-top
splays (MSb) that are created by overbank sedimentation from these distributary channels, which
migrate back-and-forth across a series of narrow (<600 m) active deposition zones (Lewin et al., in
press, Figure 6-28A). In the dry season (Figure 6-28B) the spillage forms are no longer having water
and sediments injected into them and are then exposed as a series of sinuous ‘tentacles’ of
sedimentation (see also Tooth and McCarthy, 2007).
Figure 6-28C and D shows an inland splay complex filling the ephemeral Lake Eyre in Australia,
which is one of the largest internal drainage areas of the World, draining one sixth of Australia
(Waclawik et al., 2008). Sediment plumes can be seen exiting the deltaic system and the remnants
of which are visible in Figure 6-28D, once the lake has dried up. Figure 6-28E and F displays the
Okavango Delta during the wet and dry season. Much like the Inner Niger Delta, during wet periods
flow is distributed over a large area, distributing water and sediments. During dry periods however,
this flow is largely restricted leaving behind the intricate sets of channels.
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Figure 6-27: Dryland river inland deltaic spillage on; A-B the Inner Niger River (A, wet season; B, dry season); C-D rare
sediment and water inputs into Lake Eyre from the ephemeral Neales River (C rare filling of the lake, D the
sedimentation left behind in the lake delta,); and E-F the Okavango Delta (E wet season and vegetated tentacles of
water and sediments spread into the delta, F the dry season with the sedimentation left behind). All Images are satellite
data available from the U.S. Geological Survey.
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6.6.5 Distribution of Spillage Forms
Section 6.6.4 alludes to the importance of hydrodynamical setting in dictating spatial and temporal
patterns of spillage sedimentation. Dryland environments often have different forms of spillage
(Tooth, 2005) to their more humid counterparts, which also tend to have greater amounts of
vegetation and more constant flows. Stage has been shown to be important in spillage, for example
Figures 6-23 and 6-26, as is the process of inundation. Therefore, considering the importance of a
river’s stage and how this affects spillage, Table 6-5 builds a rationalization for the distribution of
spillage forms into separate groups, separated by inundation status and geomorphology.

Table 6-5: Spillage styles in different environments (wetlands, intermediate, and dryland) and methods of spillage
(diffuse and linear; palaeoform-following or auto-generated) From Lewin et al. (in press).

Distribution of spillage forms identified in Table 6-5 therefore, depends on three main factors:
a) A variety of sediment loadings and floodwater discharges;
b) The floodplain topography dictating whether a form is palaeoform-following or autogenerated. Factors that may determine this include, the elevation contrast between
channel bank/alluvial ridges and the floodplain, palaeoforms that can channel flows, and
connections between negative floodplain topographies; and
c) Previous inundation status; in the form of lakes and their water levels, wetland
environments, or land that was initially dry (see Section 2.7.5). This often relates to local
precipitation events rather than the different regimes in sediment-yielding areas. (Lewin et
al., in press)

6.7

Conclusions

Overbank sedimentation and dispersion along the World’s largest rivers is complex and spatially
variable. The use of remotely sensed imagery and from detailed GIS mapping of floodplain
sedimentation types has shown:
1.

Spillage sedimentation on large rivers can be grouped into three main groups: Main

channel, secondary linear, and prior-form following, and then sub-divided into 11 styles (Table 62). This classification schema was demonstrated by two large river case studies, as well as numerous
examples from around the World. The schema has the potential to be further modified in relation
to inundation status and geomorphology (Table 6-5).
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2.

GIS interpretation of spillage forms along 1700 km of the Solimões-Amazon and 1400 km

of the River Ob shows there are systematic down-valley trends in some forms of spillage and more
variable occurrences of others. Point bar complexes and their associated fills (PFj) and lacustrine
fills dominate differentially from upstream to downstream for the Amazon. Though at normal stage,
the Ob has much less lacustrine environments compared to the Amazon (Figures 6-17 and 6-22).
Other mainstream features such as levees, have limited prevalence and spatial coverage. Spillage
forms rarely exceeding over 5% spatial coverage individually for the Amazon and rarely above 1%
for the Ob. Strings of sediment from accessory channels are common, especially for the river Ob. It
was shown for the Amazon River and somewhat for the Ob, channels may prograde across and
bridge lakes, and elsewhere developing their own morphologies by lateral erosion and
sedimentation. Spillage is more abundant on the Amazon compared to the Ob, shown by the
differences between mean areas of undifferentiated floodplain (Amazon = 48% vs. Ob = 62%).
3.

Globally, spillage sedimentation shows great variability, revealed by the differences

between the Amazon and the Ob’s characteristics and Table 6-4. However, both floodplains show
that there are downstream trends; therefore, spillage is likely to change in its characteristics along
a river’s course. Levees were found to be mostly absent in large rivers, accessory channels were the
most dominant secondary forms, and out of the three groups presented in Table 6-2, prior-form
following was shown to be the most abundant form of spillage for large rivers (Figure 6-24).
4.

Dryland rivers have quite different spillages compared to more ‘humid’ environments,

regularly losing much of their flow and sediments before reaching the mouth. The often ephemeral
flows of dryland rivers and infrequent flash flooding causes more episodic and channel side spillage
of sediments via ‘floodout splays’. These attributes facilitated the creation of Table 6-5.
5.

River stage is important for sediment loads, floodplain connectivity/inundation, spatial

sedimentation characteristics, and therefore integral in dictating characteristics of sediment
spillage.

Spillage sedimentation on large rivers is spatially and temporally varied and the characteristics are
affected by river stage, sediment loadings, floodplain topography, and previous inundation status.
It is important to note that many large rivers have been transformed by anthropogenic activity.
Thus, leading to alterations of the previously mentioned attributes, as well as introducing pollutants
into the finer spilled sediments. Global surveys of spillage sediments and opportunity for spillage
could help track pollution spills over decadal time-scales, as well as improve and target emergency
responses to catastrophic pollution incidents, such as mine failures. It has also been shown that
certain spillage phenomena, such as crevasse splays (SLe) have significant economic importance in
relation to hydrocarbon and coal reserves (Yuill et al., 2016). The infilling of swales (PFj) also has
importance in relation to the preservation dynamics of point bar deposits (Chapter 4) and its
associations with hydrocarbon deposits in palaeo-fluvial environments.
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Chapter 7 Synthesis and Conclusions
7.1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is on the floodplain topography and geomorphology of the World’s largest
rivers. Having a greater understanding of the landforms that characterise large river floodplains is
important for geomorphologists, hydrologists, and reservoir engineers. The main aim of this thesis
is to deliver better understanding and quantification of the floodplain topography and morphology
of large rivers, utilising remote sensing technology.
A range of remote sensing data were used and new techniques developed (Chapter 3) to: quantify
scroll bars from the Mississippi floodplain and investigate scroll bar period from rivers around the
World (Chapter 4); investigate the hierarchical structure of lateral migration deposits, for the
Amazon and the Ob (Chapter 5); and to characterise spillage sedimentation via case studies and
global imagery (Chapter 6). This Chapter amalgamates the results and discussions from the previous
Chapters, presenting an overall synthesis of the results provided.

7.2

Large River Research

Large rivers have been studied less than smaller rivers, in part due to the difficulties and dangers of
conducting fieldwork on such large and dynamic systems (Gupta, 2007). The processes and
complexity of landforms present on large rivers is also much greater than in smaller rivers (Lewin
and Ashworth, 2014a), due partly, to large rivers traversing geological and climatic boundaries
(Dunne and Aalto, 2013). Large river floodplains are plural systems (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a,
Section 6.2) and have complex hydrological and sedimentological connections between channels
and the floodplain (Richey et al., 1989; Lewin and Ashworth, 2014b; Park and Latrubesse, 2015; and
Sections 6.2.2, 6.5.1, 6.6.2). The inundation of the floodplain alters in response to floodplain
geomorphology (Rudorff et al., 2014; and Section 6.2.2) and positive and negative relief structures.
There persists the issue of scale invariance when attempting to experimentally model large rivers.
Typically, physical simulations of rivers are conducted with sand (van Dijk, 2013), which are good
proxies for gravel bed rivers. However, due to scaling issues and the inability to accurately simulate
the fine grains common in large rivers, large rivers have yet to be successfully modelled in
experimental setups. The flow processes in large meander bends are also less well understood than
the flows in smaller meander bends, further complicated due to flow often being distributed
between several anabranches in large rivers. The research conducted in this thesis has provided
substantial real-world observations of some of the World’s largest rivers, and exploited the
available remotely sensed data to give insights into large river floodplain dynamics. Yet there
remains the need to understand better the active distributions of water and sediments between
channels and the floodplain and how the topography of large river floodplains affect this
distribution.
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7.3

The Characteristics of Large River Point Bar Complexes

In Chapter 4 the morphology of scroll bars in large rivers has been quantified for the first time, with
Section 4.5 discussing the implications for meandering dynamics. The results have shown that large
river point bar complexes (PBCs) persist on the floodplain surface of large meandering rivers (or
meander sections of large rivers) and are often reworked. Changes in meander bend growth
direction are common, often showing an average of three distinct depositional packages (see
Sections 4.5, Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). Turner and Eriksson (1999) recognised different genetic
packages in the palaeo-reconstruction of a point bar complex of Upper Mississippi origin, with
similar morphology to the depositional packages described in this thesis, though smaller in scale.
They concluded that the point bar and channel bend evolved through time, showing various
changes in curvature, width:depth, erosion and energy levels. Ghinassi and Ielpi (2015) results
showed that meander bend migration promoted ‘cannibalisation’ of up-stream bar portions,
preservation of central-bar portions, and the development of downstream-bar scrolls. These
changes in growth direction associated with different genetic depositional packages (Section 5.2.3),
have also been documented for modern large rivers in this thesis (including the Mississippi,
Amazon, and the Ob).
Different packages within a point bar complex have also been described in McMurray reservoir
reconstructions (Nardin et al., 2013; Moreton, 2013; Moreton and Carter, 2015) and the implication
for resource abstraction will be discussed later in Section 7.5. The truncation of scroll bars by
subsequent changes in meander bend growth direction and the creation of new depositional
packages within a point bar complex has been identified in both Chapters 4 (Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.3,
and 4.4.1) and Chapter 5 (Section 5.2). As a meander bend migrates and becomes more sinuous,
the scroll bar curvature matches the channel curvature at the time of deposition (Nanson, 1980;
Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011). However, this curvature can be reduced and ‘truncated’ by
further development of the meander bend and the bends up- and down-stream of it (Section 5.2.3
and Figure 5.4). This truncation and reworking of scroll bars until now, had not been described
explicitly nor quantified for contemporary large rivers (Figure 4-9).
PBCs persist on large river floodplains, which allow them to amalgamate to form ensembles of PBCs
(Meander floodplain ensembles; MFE). Although extensive scroll environments associated with
historic channel migrations have been identified in the literature (e.g. Rozo et al., 2014), scrolls have
not previously been grouped together into a distinct, genetically-related collection of landforms.
MFEs have been for the first time recognised as a distinct landform and have been quantified down
the reaches of two large rivers (Chapter 5, the Amazon and the Ob). The work presented in this
thesis is the first attempt at describing these new large river floodplain landforms. Although, the
mechanisms and manner in how these ensembles are formed is still not completely understood.
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7.3.1 Scroll bar Formation
The results of Chapter 4 have shown that the individual scroll bars within a point bar complex are
periodic landforms and the period is related to the adjacent meander channel dynamics, specifically
to changes in local river channel width. The period of scroll bars is roughly equal to 50% of the river
channel width, and the width of scroll bars for the Mississippi River is around 20% or the river
channel width, as illustrated in Figure 7-1 (as well as Figures 4-14 and 4-15). This relationship of
scroll bar formation and river channel width was also tested in the experiments of van de Lageweg
et al. (2014). However, as seen in the results of Chapters 4 and 5, point bar complexes have various
depositional packages, that have increased scroll bar heights and curvatures at the boundaries of
these packages (Section 4.3), related to changes in meander migration direction (Figure 5-3). The
potential cause of these boundary effects, between depositional packages is probably related to
the initiation of the change in river channel migration direction, as shown by the shifting orientation
of scrolls (Figure 4-1). The reason for changes in directions of meander migration could be as a
result of the channel encountering less erosive areas of heterogeneous floodplain (Motta et al.,
2012), causing the bend to change direction and creating different depositional packages. However,
this would have to be investigated further with sedimentological evidence.
The geomorphology of individual scroll bars and changes in meandering dynamics, in turn dictates
the packaging of these deposits that are hierarchically structured, as shown in Section 4.4.1 and
Chapter 5. The hierarchy of point bar deposits is, therefore, linked with the channel forming
dynamics, changes of which will influence the structure, as each hierarchy is genetically linked. For
example, MFEs and PBCs share similar width to length ratios for the Amazon and Ob (Figure 5-33).
The results of Chapter 4 also show changes in scroll bar geomorphology and orientation, detailing
the growth history of the associated meander bend. Figure 7-1 shows the conceptual relationships
between scroll bar geomorphology, period, and the adjacent river channel. This relationship
between the river channel width and scroll bar formation needs to be considered when formulating
models of scroll bar formation, as well as incorporating the factors that produce the distinct
depositional packages identified.
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Figure 7-1: The idealised relationship between scroll bar period and the river channel, typical spacing between scroll
bars is 50% of the river channel width, and the widths of scroll bars is 20% of the river channel width.

The relationship between scroll bar formation and floods was proposed by Hickin (1974), but the
relationship is still not fully understood (Nanson, 1980; Hickin and Nanson, 1983; Pyrce and
Ashmore, 1995; van de Lageweg et al., 2014). With the newly acquired geomorphological
information presented in this thesis, related to: the geometry of scroll bars, depositional packages,
point bar complexes, scroll bar period, and the identification of MFEs (Chapter 4 and 5), new
investigations of the flooding dynamics of a river could be incorporated. For example, flood
frequency and magnitude could be measured against scroll bar characteristics, potentially giving
more insight into the relationship of single floods and scroll bar formation, and floods and the
formation of depositional packages.

7.4

Classification Schema of Hierarchical Structure of Meandering River
Floodplain Elements and Spillage Phenomena

The classification of geomorphic forms allows for identification and the interpretation of the
landscape. Nanson and Croke (1992) argue that the geomorphology of floodplains contains
complex landforms, but despite this, it is possible to classify them on the basis of objective criteria.
Wheaton et al. (2015) identified around a 100 different terms that are used to describe landforms
that make up riverscapes, 68 of which describe truly distinctive landforms. From this they founded
a new taxonomy based on:
1) Stage,
2) Shape, and
3) Key attributes to further help filter potential units.
This thesis presents two new classification schemas that are derived for large rivers (Table 5-2 and
Table 6-1). The first details the hierarchical structure present in meander deposits, the second
characterises overbank ‘spillage’ sedimentation. These two schema however, do not act in
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isolation, there are processes and forms that interlink these types of landforms, emphasising the
connectivity of large river floodplains. Table 7-1 shows the connectivity of these landforms and how
the classification schemas show lateral migration deposits can also create, funnel, and transport
spillage deposits. For example, the creation of PBCs and the associated ridge and swale topography,
creates preferential pathways for the spillage of sediments (PFj). This preferential spillage is then
instrumental in the smoothing of the topographical amplitude of scroll bar heights (Section 4.5.6).
Table 7-1: Links between the two classification schemas and feedback loops between the two sets of forms. Original
tables are Table 5-2 (Chapter 5) and 6-2 (Chapter 6, also in Lewin et al., (in press)).

The main differences between the two schemas are highlighted by the temporal and spatial
characteristics between lateral migration deposits and overbank spillage forms. Spillage
phenomena are episodic (Shen et al., 2015) and spatially variable (Section 6.4; Alsdorf et al., 2007;
Gan et al., 2012), and have a close relationship with flood wave dynamics (Figures 6-23 and 6-26;
Alsdorf et al., 2007). Whereas, meandering deposits are more gradual (Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 5.2;
Hooke, 2007; Nanson and Huang, 2008), spatially confined, and predictable when associated with
meander bends.
7.4.1 Critique of the New Classification Schemas
Gurnell et al. (2016) reviewed a range of hydromorphological hierarchical classification
frameworks, in order to develop their own framework to support river management decisions. In
reference to the critique in Gurnell et al. (2016), the classification schemas developed in this thesis
exhibit many of the features deemed essential for the proficient frameworks that were reviewed.
There is delineation of spatial units within the lateral migration deposits (scroll bars fit into
depositional packages, that fit into point bar complexes and eventually into meander floodplain
ensembles), which are also differentiated temporally. These forms also fit into the classification of
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spillage deposits and are important pathways for overbank deposits, with interactions of processes
and forms between the two. Each unit is identified and classified with a combination of remotely
sensed data with supporting research (Table 5-2 and 6-1). There is less attention in this thesis to
the overall temporal change and evolution of forms in the system, as the investigation of forms
involved static and not dynamic change; therefore, temporal change was not a focus.
The hierarchy of floodplain landforms creates a logical pattern (Nanson and Croke, 1992) and this
is clearly demonstrated in the presented classification schemas, as well as in the frameworks
discussed by Gurnell et al. (2016). As suggested in Section 5.6.4, the inclusion of sedimentological
data into such classification frameworks could further increase their usefulness in identifying
floodplain environments from the stratigraphic record (Nanson and Croke, 1992). This will be
explored further in Section 7.5.

7.5

Floodplain Topography of Large Rivers

Scown et al. (2015) argue that floodplains of large rivers are spatially complex and this complexity
is recognised at different scales. The floodplain forms identified and quantified in this thesis, clearly
demonstrates the diversity and complexity of large river landforms and interactions between them.
For example, during flood conditions for large rivers, the transmission of flood waters through the
floodplain is complex (Rudorff et al., 2014) and inundation is spatially and temporally variable
(Mertes, 1997). The flow field near the banks of channels is the primary factor controlling rates of
bank erosion (Hackney et al., 2015) and typically during floods, erosion is increased and sediments
are then deposited onto point bars (Lauer and Parker, 2008). The increased delivery of sediments
deposited on the initial ridge on the inner point bar (Section 2.9.5, van de Lageweg et al., 2014),
promotes scroll bar growth. However, the increased discharges, to the point of overbank, can lead
to the sedimentation of swales and a reduction of scroll bar topographic amplitude (Sections 4.5.6.
and 6.2.3). Flooding may also promote the occurrence of chute cutoffs by bank incision and
excavating floodplain depressions (van Dijk et al., 2013). As shown in Chapter 6, overbank flooding
and the passage of the flood wave is very important in spillage sedimentation processes (Section
6.6.3), with accessory channels delivering finer sediments across the floodplain (Day et al., 2008;
Sections 6.4 and 6.5), and breaching of levees initiating crevasse splays (Section 6.2.2).
The results of Chapter 5 indicate that there are important changes downstream in floodplain
geomorphology for large rivers. Lewin and Ashworth (2014a) state that large rivers often have
sections that display different characteristic channel patterns, with varied and complex topographic
elements. The area and the shape of a point bar complex changes downstream, and the meander
floodplain ensembles mimic this change in morphology because these landforms are interlinked
(see the summary Figure 5-31 in Section 5.5). It was also shown that, particularly for the Amazon
floodplain, the percentage of water bodies occupying the floodplain increases downstream (Figure
5-30). Chapter 6 continues to demonstrate this trend of downstream change by the Amazon, and
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to a certain extent the Ob, with increases in the variety and prevalence of spillage in downstream
sections. Some of these characteristics can be attributed to downstream reductions in gradient
(Figures 5-29 and 5-30) and percentage channel change identified by Mertes et al. (1998) (Section
6.4.2).
However, despite these clear downstream trends shown, large river floodplains do not follow the
classic model of down-valley widening identified for smaller rivers, as seen in Figures 5-6 and 5-10,
and instead, tributaries (Benda et al., 2004) and local tectonics are more important in controlling
floodplain widths (see also Dunne and Aalto, 2013) than the ability of the main river alone. This
interpretation may account for much of the spread of data points shown in the results of Chapter
5.
Large rivers are plural systems, where channels from the main, accessory, tributary, and the
floodplain differ functionally (Lewin and Ashworth, 2014a and b). These channels vary in their
morphological dynamics and how they construct and erode the floodplain. The results of Chapter
6 (Sections 6.2.2, 6.4 and 6.5), highlight the global variety of secondary channels and their
prevalence on two large river floodplains (Figures 6-17, 6-19, and 6-22). Floodplain channels are
important conveyers of sediments and floodwater (Day et al., 2008; Trigg et al., 2012) and can have
varying amounts of sediments (Figure 6-7) contained within. Chapter 6 also highlights the processes
of main channel sedimentation, secondary linear sedimentation, and the sediment inputs into
negative floodplain elements. This thesis has identified that large river floodplain landforms are
interconnected, highlighted by Table 7-1 and by particularly by the results of Chapter 6.
Research such as Kesel et al. (1992); Dunne et al. (1998); Tӧrnqvist and Bridge (2002); and Day et
al. (2008), has highlighted the importance of overbank sedimentation in the creation and masking
of floodplain topography. The research presented in this thesis agrees with the previous research
and has also implicitly argued the importance of the filling of prior-forms via spillage sediments
(Section 6.2.3), reducing the relief of topographic elements such as swales (Section 4.5.6) and
palaeochannels, and the diffuse sedimentation of lacustrine environments (Table 6-2). Not only
does spillage infill topography, but it also creates positive relief sedimentation landforms (Sections
6.2.1 and 6.2.2) and for the first time, these features have been collectively measured and analysed
down the reaches of two large rivers (the Amazon and Ob).
Advances have been made in the modelling of large river systems (Nicholas et al., 2012, Nicholas,
2013), though such models do not yet contain detailed representations of point bar complexes with
distinct depositional packages, nor do they model when PBCs merge into meander floodplain
ensembles. Models rarely account for the large variety of overbank spillage forms (Table 6-2) and
the characteristic distribution of sediments overbank. Most numerical models deal with in-channel
sedimentation, or in-bank flow only and common limitations are found in simulating interactions
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with the floodplain (Schuurman, 2015). Yet, in real-world studies, it has been found that the
deposition of fines and presence of vegetation increases the heterogeneity of the floodplain, which
in turn determines the development of bends and irregularities of bends seen in nature (Motta et
al., 2012). The findings of this research can provide important parameters for the validation of
numerical models for meandering rivers, particularly for large rivers where validation by field
information is crucial (Nicholas et al., 2015). For example, the results of Chapter 4 give field
measurements of scroll bar geometry (heights, widths, lengths, curvature, and period) that could
help to validate model outputs. The geometry and complexity of the topography left behind by
large rivers, as shown in Figure 7-2, needs to be recognised in numerical models and the results
from all three chapters can provide constraints and validation for these models.

Figure 7-2: SRTM DEM of the Amazon River showing the incredible complexity of large river floodplains, with accessory
channels, PBCs with internal variations, and different forms of spillage sedimentation. See Table 7-1 for label
explanations.

7.6

Floodplain Topography and the Subsurface

Chapter 1, Section 2.9.4. and Section 5.6.4 demonstrated that the reconstruction of palaeo-fluvial
environments aided by surface geomorphological studies, is one of the benefits of this research.
The composition and geomorphology of floodplain topography, particularly scroll bar deposits, are
of a particular interest to hydrocarbon reservoir engineers (Moreton et al., 2013).
The understanding of reservoir architecture is key to better yield from a reservoir (Miall, 2013). The
most important control on performance is the sand body connectivity. Vital to the controls on
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connectivity are the channel density and stacking pattern, regardless of the style of the channels
(Miall, 2013). Understanding the links between the river channels and meandering deposits, as
presented in this thesis, supports more accurate interpretation and identification of point bar
complex compositions in paleo-environments. North (1996) has emphasized the complexity and
variability of fluvial successions and the difficulties in predicting fluvial architecture in the
subsurface, as well as the problems associated with studies from the surface. Ethridge (2011)
reviewed the many attempts to classify fluvial channels and channel systems, and concluded that
some of the main problems facing researchers and reservoir engineers are the inconsistencies in
terminology. The work presented in Chapter 5 provides a consistent terminology, that is backed up
by case studies that could better assist interpretations of ancient records. The results of Chapter 4
also give important geomorphological attributes of scroll bars within a point bar complex, which
are important when interpreting palaeo-fluvial environments.
Tye (2004) argued that the documentation of modern river systems, without the need for
subsurface analysis, could provide a helpful input into reservoir studies. Surface studies can provide
constraints on scale, orientation and interrelationships between reservoir components, such as
channels and bars, as long as the appropriate modern analogue had been selected. Such studies
would, therefore, benefit from integration of the geomorphological approaches presented in
Chapters 4, 5, and 6, as detailed in the following sections.
7.6.1 Point Bar Architecture and the McMurray Formation
Moreton et al. (2013) state that the modern Mississippi River is of a similar scale to that of the
deposits found in the McMurray Formation, in the Athabasca Oil Sands. The Mississippi River
floodplain is the study site for much of the geomorphological investigation of Chapter 4, therefore,
the results presented may be considered an analogue for the McMurray Formation, although it is
stated that the McMurray Formation was located within a tidally-influenced zone (Moreton and
Carter, 2015; and Hein, 2015), so may have been modulated by tidal processes. Point bar deposits
from the McMurray Formation can be subdivided into a hierarchy of genetically related
depositional elements and the characteristics of these elements can be linked to resource quality
(Nardin et al., 2013). Therefore, the greater understanding of the geomorphology of point bar
deposits developed within this thesis, can lead to more informed well placements (Moreton and
Carter, 2015).
Moreton et al. (2013) and Moreton and Carter (2015) interpret a point bar complex located in the
McMurray Formation (Figure 7-3) via well and seismic time slice data. They determine that there
are upstream to downstream depositional trends, typically upstream portions (bar head and apex)
of depositional packages having the highest net areas of potential oil abstraction. Resource
continuity is another important factor in the location of optimal sites and is strongly affected by
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alluvial architecture. The complexity of the reservoir architecture increases in areas where point
bar deposits have undergone:
1. Different phases of genetically related channel migration and bar growth,
2. Non-genetically related lateral or vertical staking, or
3. Some other form of post-depositional modification.

Figure 7-3: (A) 3D seismic time-slice taken from the upper part of the McMurray Sequence III Member (B) Schematic
interpretation of the point bar highlights interpreted flow direction and preferential areas for sand deposition in the
upstream (head) to mid-part of the bar. From Moreton et al., (2013) Note the similarities to the Schema presented in
this thesis (see Figure 5-34 and Figure 7-4B).

The results of this thesis (Sections 4.2 and 5.2) show reworking and post-depositional modification
of depositional packages to be often occurrences along with discontinuities in scroll bar deposits,
at the boundaries of these packages (Section 4.3). The results presented in this thesis could allow
for better prediction of where these discontinuities are likely to occur within palaeo-environments.
It has also been shown that large river meander deposits have a tendency to amalgamate into MFEs
(Chapter 5), which would give further complications to resource prediction, as clear abandoned
channels are not always present (Section 5.2.1) and truncation of PBCs can occur postabandonment.
Increased frequency of scrolls reduces the pay thickness (amount of potential oil for abstraction)
and therefore, resource potential within depositional packages (Moreton and Carter, 2015). As
stated earlier, scroll period has been found to be around 50% of the river channel width, and this
relationship has been determined for a range of rivers (19 different rivers with channel widths from
40 m to 3000 m). The results from the Mississippi also show that depositional packages can have
slight variations in period, which are also related to scroll bar curvature, which could further
influence pay thicknesses.
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Differences in the proportion of lithofacies within bars, changes in bar orientation, and degree of
erosional truncation between bars of a genetically related point bar complex, result in lateral
stacking relationships where resource quality may vary significantly along discrete bar boundaries
(reorientation surfaces) (Moreton and Carter, 2015). The results from both Chapter 4 and 5 show
that for the three large rivers studied (Mississippi, Amazon, and the Ob) there are on average three
distinct depositional packages and at times up to nine. The number of depositional packages per
PBC was also shown to be loosely correlated with floodplain width (Figures 5-21 and 5-27).
Generally, orientation of scrolls is similar within a depositional package, but can change significantly
with transitions to new depositional packages (Figure 4-1 and Section 4.3).
Better understanding of point bar architecture will allow for understanding of factors that limit
resource potential, such as: different depositional packages, truncation of packages and PBCs,
orientation of scrolls and depositional packages, scroll period, and abandoned fills. The results in
this study show current modern examples of point bar architecture that have similarities to those
studied in palaeoenvironments, but the results also provide more information on the characteristics
of point bar deposition and preservation than previously recorded. This study provides analysis of
a range of point bars from the intense study of ten meander bends on the Mississippi, 19 different
rivers (with 84 different point bars) included in study of scroll period, and the hundreds of point
bars characterised in Chapter 5 for the Amazon (432) and the Ob (1823).
The schema presented by Nardin et al. (2013) as analysed in Chapter 5 (Figure 5-34), shares
similarities to the conceptual model developed and presented in Section 5.6.4. The main difference
noted is that the model of Nardin et al. (2013) incorporates a finer scale and is concentrated on the
sedimentology; whereas, the model presented in Chapter 5, instead, operate at a coarser scale to
incorporate the amalgamation of point bar complexes (PBC) into the meander floodplain ensemble
(MFE). This model can be adapted further, by incorporating the major relationships found in
Chapter 4 and 5, as previously discussed in relation to point bar deposits within the McMurray
Formation. Figure 7-4 incorporates and illustrates these conclusions derived from Chapter 4 and 5,
in relation to the geomorphology of point bar deposits. Figure 7-4A develops Figure 5-34 (shown in
B) by highlighting the heterogeneity of scroll bars, particularly around the boundaries of
depositional packages. Of note is the similarity of Figure 7-4 to Figure 7-3, which is a seismic timeslice from the McMurray Formation, used for point bar interpretation.
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Figure 7-4: A) Highlighting the heterogeneity of scroll bar deposits on a point bar complex. B) Hierarchical structure of
floodplain deposits from Figure 5-34, PBC 1 would fit into this structure with the highlighted heterogeneities (A). Note
the similarity of design to the seismic time-slice from the McMurray Formation in Figure 7-3.

7.7

Overall Conclusions

The data and investigations conducted in Chapters 3 to 6 were facilitated primarily by harnessing
the power of remote sensing and GIS. The use of these technologies necessitated the development
of novel methodologies, including image processing and manipulation, frequency analysis, and
polygon GIS measurements. These methods enabled the quantification of complex large river
floodplain topography. Of particular note, is the measurement of the geomorphology of scroll bars
that has had little attention quantitatively, especially for large rivers, until now. The main
conclusions of this thesis are:
1

Scroll bar deposits are structured in a hierarchical manner, from: scroll bars (SB), depositional
packages (DP), point bar complexes (PBC), and finally into meander floodplain ensembles
(MFE), which is a newly recognised floodplain element arising from the work in Chapter 5.

2

PBCs and MFEs were investigated in the Amazon River and River Ob. The results indicate
significant downstream trends: PBCs and MFEs reduce in size, and the percentage cover on the
floodplain surface also reduces downstream (Amazon: 30% to 2.2%; Ob: 31% to 5%), and both
these landforms also change in shape (Figure 5-31). These modifications are associated with
changes in gradient, but are also constricted by floodplain width and local tectonic features,
such as structural highs. This is the first time such geomorphological attributes have been
analysed quantitatively in large rivers.
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3

Chapter 4 has revealed that individual scroll bars are periodic landforms in both large and small
rivers (Figure 4-14) and their period is related to the adjacent river channel width (Scroll bar
period is equal to around 50% of the river channel width). The period of scroll bars, however,
can be modified by local channel changes, and local biome characteristics; such as vegetation
cover/type, climate, hydrology, geology, as illustrated in Section 4.4.4.

4

Despite their regular spacing, scroll bar landforms are not uniform in a PBC, with this variability
being strongly related to depositional package boundaries (Section 4.3). At these boundaries
the preserved scrolls have greater heights and curvatures, showing the history of river planform
change.

5

Chapter 6 documented that overbank sedimentation is diverse in large river floodplains and
can be grouped into three main categories: main channel, secondary linear, and prior-form
following. These groups can be further modified by their environment of deposition: wetland,
intermediate, and dryland.

6

Spillage sedimentation was investigated in Chapter 6 for the Amazon River extensively, with a
comparative study of the River Ob. Spillage forms rarely exceed 5% spatial coverage individually
for the Amazon and rarely exceed 1% for the Ob, with the Amazon having greater abundance
of spillage, shown by the differences between mean areas of undifferentiated floodplain
(Amazon = 48% vs. Ob = 62%). The results show that there are downstream trends of spillage
forms, such that many forms (PBCs and their associated fills (PFj)), Crevasses and deltas (SLf),
ponded lake fills (PFi), and accessory channels (SLd) become more prevalent in downstream
reaches.

Large river floodplains are very important to hydrology, biology, and geology, and consequently,
are very important to humans. Many large rivers have undergone anthropogenic manipulations,
either by: the creation of dams; starving the river of water and sediments, straightening of channels,
artificial levees and meander cutoffs, or changes to catchment dynamics, to name a few. If such
management practices are to be implemented on larger rivers, the geomorphological and
hydrological implications need to be fully understood, preferably, before anthropogenic
manipulation occurs, to avoid social and economic impacts from poor river management. Studies
such as those in this thesis can provide managers with a greater understanding of the
geomorphology of large rivers and it can provide important validation required by numerical
models.
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7.8

Future Research

The continuing improvement in availability and quality of remotely sensed data was key to this
study. Further advances in technology, computing power, image analysis and GIS processing
techniques, will allow more investigations like this one, and support the development and
refinement of the methods presented. Integration of geomorphological attributes studied in this
thesis could also benefit numerical modelling. Some examples of potential future work are:
1. Bare-earth generation of DEMs from SRTM such as implemented in Baugh et al. (2013),
which partially remove the effects of vegetation and can allow for more accurate
characterisation of floodplain topography, especially in heavily forested tropical regions.
The study conducted in Chapter 4 was only achievable due to bare-earth DEMs created
from LiDAR. If other regions of the World had equivalent bare-earth DEMs, such
investigations could be extended to a much wider range of rivers. Further to SRTM data,
TanDEM-X data with vegetation removal (Lee and Fatoyinbo, 2015; Brolly et al., in press),
coupled with ground validation, could produce DEMs with vertical errors in the decimetre
range, significantly increasing the range of potential rivers that could be investigated and
more importantly, the validity of remotely sensed geomorphological investigations.
2. Drone technology has becoming increasingly useful in creating digital elevation models
from photogrammetry and is much more widely available, with applications in fluvial
systems (Fonstad et al., 2013) and even investigations using smartphones (Micheletti et al.,
2014). The potential for this technology is for focused field investigations to create highresolution DEMs of point bar complexes, revealing changes with decimetre relief. The other
significant potential of this method of data collection is the potential for a series of repeat
surveys. This would allow for investigations into the temporal changes of scroll and point
bar complexes or spillage events; such as the development and evolution of crevasse splays
over a period of years and repeat large sediment input events (floods).
3. Advances in LiDAR technology, in particular bathymetric (Green) LiDAR, would allow for the
integration of positive and negative relief structures. Penetration of the water surface could
give information on potential depths of lakes (depending on laser penetration), main and
accessory channels, and give more accurate representations of the floodplain. Such data
would allow for the investigation into the 3D characterisation of water bodies, better
definitions of negative relief pathways, and would also give important validation data for
flood and inundation investigations and models.
4. More work needs to be conducted, such as presented in this thesis, in different climatic
environments. Nicholas et al. (2015) showed links between discharge and the
morphodynamics of bars. Section 6.6.4 also discussed how dryland environments had
different spillage characteristics to more humid environments and Section 4.4.4 gave some
interpretations of the effects of different biomes. Therefore, large scale floodplain
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geomorphological studies in a range of different rivers, which have different discharge
regimes, as well as different channel patterns, vegetation characteristics, for example,
would allow for a better understanding of how the dynamics of flow, be it perennial or
ephemeral, affects floodplain topography and geomorphology.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Historical change of selected meander bends

Figure Appendix-1: Historical channel change of meander bend M1.

Figure Appendix-2: Historical change of meander bend M3.
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Figure Appendix-3: Historical channel change of meander bend M5.

Figure Appendix-4: Vegetation Characteristics of Mississippi Meander Bend M4, showing changes in agricultural
practices and wetland environments.
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Figure Appendix-5: Examples of Automatic Local Thresholding Segmented Meander Bends (M1-M10) Images are
not drawn to scale.
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Appendix 2
Tables of Scroll Bar Morphology Values
Table Appendix-1: Meander Bend 1 (M1) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number Distance from Channel (DFC) (m) Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
1
525
2,315
2,210
480
2.7
4.2
3.5
242 0.006 0.00875 0.007
1.05
2
755
3,110
2,835
185
3.0
1.2
2.1
234 0.016 0.00649 0.011
1.10
3
850
1,390
1,405
155
1.1
2.3
1.7
258 0.007 0.01484 0.011
0.99
4
900
870
855
60
1.6
1.0
1.3
260 0.027 0.01667 0.022
1.02
5
935
6,610
4,820
210
1.4
1.2
1.3
235 0.006 0.00548 0.006
1.37
6
1,140
1,170
1,150
200
0.7
2.1
1.4
249 0.004 0.01025 0.007
1.02
7
1,270
4,420
3,810
175
2.5
1.4
2.0
197 0.014 0.008 0.011
1.16
8
1,350
2,530
2,480
75
0.9
1.2
1.1
180 0.012 0.016 0.014
1.02
9
1,390
2,570
2,460
190
2.1
1.4
1.8
195 0.011 0.00737 0.009
1.04
10
1,490
1,605
1,570
130
1.2
1.4
1.3
182 0.009 0.01038 0.010
1.02
11
1,650
1,535
1,460
140
1.2
1.8
1.5
210 0.008 0.0125 0.010
1.05
12
1,795
1,950
1,925
45
1.2
0.7
1.0
226 0.027 0.01556 0.021
1.01
13
1,835
5,115
4,105
125
1.7
1.3
1.5
226 0.014
0.01 0.012
1.25
14
1,905
3,385
3,085
65
1.0
1.4
1.2
210 0.015 0.02077 0.018
1.10
15
2,010
1,570
1,550
45
1.4
0.9
1.1
198 0.030
0.02 0.025
1.01
16
2,155
1,545
1,525
60
1.0
1.6
1.3
209 0.016 0.02667 0.021
1.01
17
2,275
1,525
1,480
40
2.0
1.3
1.6
216 0.049 0.0325 0.041
1.03
18
2,365
5,035
4,400
60
1.4
1.6
1.5
246 0.023 0.02667 0.025
1.14
19
2,510
2,230
2,150
175
0.7
0.5
0.6
240 0.004 0.00286 0.003
1.04
20
2,655
2,680
2,580
200
0.5
1.0
0.8
238 0.003 0.005 0.004
1.04
21
2,675
2,450
2,325
55
0.5
1.1
0.8
243 0.009 0.01909 0.014
1.05
22
2,680
1,915
1,870
90
1.2
1.2
1.2
244 0.013 0.01333 0.013
1.02
23
2,735
2,715
2,655
105
0.4
0.9
0.7
243 0.004 0.00857 0.006
1.02
24
2,815
2,650
2,545
90
1.3
1.3
1.3
236 0.014 0.01444 0.014
1.04
25
2,925
2,270
2,190
90
0.5
1.6
1.1
241 0.006 0.01778 0.012
1.04
26
3,005
1,960
1,940
80
0.2
0.5
0.3
241 0.003 0.00563 0.004
1.01
27
3,125
2,250
2,225
70
1.4
1.5
1.5
266 0.020 0.02143 0.021
1.01
28
3,160
870
865
90
1.4
0.6
1.0
261 0.016 0.00667 0.011
1.01
29
3,270
1,335
1,300
120
1.3
1.0
1.1
260 0.010 0.00792 0.009
1.03
30
3,305
935
910
240
1.0
0.4
0.7
238 0.004 0.00167 0.003
1.03
31
3,350
2,710
2,660
280
1.5
1.4
1.4
237 0.005 0.005 0.005
1.02
32
3,370
1,330
1,285
260
0.3
1.0
0.6
232 0.001 0.00365 0.002
1.04
33
3,485
2,065
2,005
60
0.9
1.0
1.0
229 0.015 0.01667 0.016
1.03
34
3,568
2,495
2,400
105
1.0
0.7
0.8
237 0.009 0.00667 0.008
1.04
35
3,675
3,620
3,255
40
0.3
0.6
0.5
230 0.008 0.015 0.011
1.11
36
3,765
2,440
2,365
50
0.6
0.5
0.5
238 0.011
0.01 0.011
1.03
37
3,890
3,730
3,470
145
0.9
0.5
0.7
227 0.006 0.00345 0.005
1.07
38
4,065
2,750
2,720
175
0.6
0.6
0.6
227 0.003 0.00314 0.003
1.01
39
4,220
4,375
4,105
80
0.6
0.8
0.7
214 0.008
0.01 0.009
1.07
40
4,610
5,165
4,515
50
0.5
0.4
0.5
242 0.010 0.008 0.009
1.14
41
4,695
2,800
2,640
65
0.7
0.6
0.6
184 0.010 0.00846 0.009
1.06
42
4,760
2,560
2,540
35
0.5
0.4
0.5
191 0.014 0.01143 0.013
1.01
43
4,855
1,945
1,905
190
0.4
0.4
0.4
187 0.002 0.00211 0.002
1.02
44
4,930
880
840
100
0.3
0.3
0.3
193 0.003 0.003 0.003
1.05
45
5,077
2,467
2,428
85
0.4
0.3
0.3
196 0.004 0.00294 0.004
1.02
46
5,155
2,140
2,070
90
0.5
0.4
0.4
222 0.005 0.00444 0.005
1.03
47
5,350
3,015
2,825
35
0.7
0.8
0.8
218 0.020 0.02286 0.021
1.07
48
5,430
1,905
1,880
110
0.7
0.6
0.6
215 0.006 0.00545 0.006
1.01
49
5,505
2,220
2,085
80
1.0
1.1
1.0
221 0.012 0.01313 0.013
1.06
50
5,700
2,770
2,720
60
0.6
0.6
0.6
229 0.010
0.01 0.010
1.02
51
5,845
2,005
1,980
100
0.8
0.7
0.7
197 0.008 0.0065 0.007
1.01
52
5,895
2,240
2,255
90
1.1
0.9
1.0
190 0.012 0.00944 0.011
0.99
53
6,000
2,940
2,930
70
0.8
0.7
0.8
204 0.011
0.01 0.011
1.00
54
6,215
1,780
1,755
200
0.5
0.7
0.6
211 0.003 0.00325 0.003
1.01
55
6,270
1,445
1,410
70
0.5
0.3
0.4
217 0.006 0.00429 0.005
1.02
56
6,445
845
845
125
0.7
0.2
0.4
210 0.005 0.0012 0.003
1.00
57
6,525
1,605
1,565
45
0.4
0.4
0.4
210 0.009 0.00778 0.008
1.03
58
6,600
2,230
2,230
120
0.5
0.6
0.5
237 0.004 0.00458 0.004
1.00
59
6,705
1,800
1,800
55
0.3
1.0
0.6
240 0.005 0.01727 0.011
1.00
60
6,860
2,160
2,160
70
0.8
1.0
0.9
225 0.011 0.01429 0.013
1.00
61
6,990
2,690
2,615
230
0.6
0.8
0.7
230 0.003 0.00348 0.003
1.03
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Table Appendix-2: Meander Bend 4 (M4) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
65
163
260
379
505
602
706
911
1,126
1,244
1,372
1,436
2,317
2,820
3,090
3,215
3,592
3,831
3,980
4,122
4,383
4,548
4,618
4,674

Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
9,265
4,657
60
0.6
0.6
0.6
198 0.010
0.01
0.01
1.99
1,791
1,661
150
1.1
0.4
0.7
158 0.007 0.0027 0.0048
1.08
4,730
3,451
170
1.3
0.9
1.1
129 0.008 0.0053 0.0065
1.37
1,837
1,744
75
1.5
0.7
1.1
138 0.019 0.0093 0.0143
1.05
3,408
2,817
95
1.1
2.5
1.8
151 0.012 0.0263 0.0189
1.21
3,885
3,575
140
0.6
1.7
1.2
227 0.004 0.0121 0.0082
1.09
4,912
4,117
120
1.0
0.3
0.6
220 0.008 0.0021 0.0052
1.19
4,460
3,585
140
1.4
0.9
1.1
217 0.010 0.0064 0.008
1.24
1,115
1,118
65
0.6
0.4
0.5
208 0.009 0.0062 0.0077
1.00
2,019
1,836
150
0.8
1.7
1.2
214 0.005 0.011 0.008
1.10
5,675
4,025
210
0.7
0.5
0.6
199 0.003 0.0024 0.0027
1.41
2,346
1,882
80
1.1
0.2
0.7
204 0.014 0.0025 0.0081
1.25
1,219
1,136
125
0.5
1.2
0.8
190 0.004 0.0096 0.0066
1.07
4,037
3,178
260
2.0
1.2
1.6
180 0.008 0.0046 0.0062
1.27
4,152
3,753
210
1.6
2.1
1.9
178 0.008
0.01 0.0088
1.11
3,447
3,314
105
1.1
1.0
1.1
180 0.010 0.0095
0.01
1.04
3,251
3,171
190
1.2
1.0
1.1
183 0.006 0.0053 0.0058
1.03
894
911
140
2.2
0.6
1.4
194 0.016 0.0043
0.01
0.98
3,209
3,174
120
0.6
2.0
1.3
189 0.005 0.0167 0.0108
1.01
2,310
2,276
70
0.2
0.4
0.3
200 0.002 0.005 0.0036
1.01
2,390
2,357
160
0.5
0.4
0.4
195 0.003 0.0022 0.0027
1.01
1,989
1,984
130
0.9
0.2
0.5
197 0.007 0.0015 0.004
1.00
1,605
1,602
180
0.9
1.2
1.1
195 0.005 0.0067 0.0058
1.00
1,092
1,059
280
0.9
1.1
1.0
194 0.003 0.0038 0.0034
1.03

Table Appendix-4:Meander Bend 3 (M3) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
700
816
800
130
3.0
1.7
2.4
184 0.023 0.0131 0.0181
1.02
893
1,903
1,865
100
2.0
2.5
2.3
176 0.020 0.025 0.0225
1.02
1,194
2,345
2,312
130
2.0
1.2
1.6
170 0.015 0.0092 0.0123
1.01
1,404
1,118
1,094
95
0.9
1.6
1.3
174 0.009 0.0168 0.0132
1.02
1,665
2,698
2,655
120
1.8
1.5
1.7
169 0.015 0.0125 0.0138
1.02
1,880
1,368
1,350
110
0.2
1.1
0.7
175 0.002
0.01 0.0059
1.01
2,062
2,712
2,680
65
1.0
0.8
0.9
175 0.015 0.0123 0.0135
1.01
2,174
972
977
165
0.5
1.4
1.0
191 0.003 0.0085 0.0058
0.99
2,359
1,219
1,194
80
1.0
0.4
0.7
202 0.013 0.005 0.0088
1.02
2,472
1,354
1,333
150
2.2
2.1
2.2
202 0.015 0.014 0.0143
1.02
2,619
2,277
2,228
60
1.7
0.4
1.1
196 0.028 0.0067 0.0175
1.02
2,942
1,653
1,611
70
0.8
0.8
0.8
197 0.011 0.0114 0.0114
1.03
3,070
1,290
1,261
105
0.5
0.6
0.6
200 0.005 0.0057 0.0052
1.02
3,199
1,197
1,166.0
185
0.7
0.7
0.7
199 0.004 0.0035 0.0036
1.03
3,297
565
568
100
0.7
0.7
0.7
235 0.007 0.007 0.0068
0.99
3,423
646
637
215
0.4
0.7
0.5
235 0.002 0.0033 0.0024
1.01
3,805
1,175
1,117
80
0.3
0.6
0.4
181 0.004 0.0069 0.0053
1.05
4,006
903
903
90
0.5
1.2
0.9
206 0.006 0.0133 0.0094
1.00
4,145
2,626
2,440
45
0.2
0.7
0.4
168 0.003 0.0144 0.0089
1.08
4,355
2,312
2,159
70
0.7
0.4
0.5
165 0.009 0.0057 0.0075
1.07
4,529
766
753
50
0.8
0.4
0.6
194 0.016 0.007 0.0115
1.02
4,699
1,561
1,498
70
0.8
0.8
0.8
188 0.011 0.0114 0.0114
1.04
4,834
986
937
45
0.4
0.6
0.5
177 0.009 0.0133 0.0111
1.05
4,950
814
810
120
1.1
0.9
1.0
188 0.009 0.0071 0.0079
1.00
5,144
611
606
95
0.7
0.7
0.7
188 0.007 0.0068 0.0071
1.01

Table Appendix-3: Meander Bend 3 (M2) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
94
200
254
295
472
611
690
752
786
856
927
1,018
1,091
1,219
1,384
1,535
1,647
1,745
1,845
1,922
2,071
2,325
2,514
2,634
2,807
3,127
3,214
3,276
3,382
3,468
3,567
3,594
4,305
4,600

Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
6,264
5,151
120
2.5
0.4
1.5
271 0.021 0.0033 0.0121
1.22
11,172
5,154
110
0.6
1.0
0.8
259 0.005 0.0091 0.007
2.17
8,576
5,057
110
0.6
0.9
0.8
253 0.005 0.0082 0.0068
1.70
6,275
4,834
70
0.7
0.7
0.7
210 0.010
0.01
0.01
1.30
4,981
4,121
80
0.7
0.7
0.7
219 0.009 0.0088 0.0088
1.21
4,515
3,812
90
0.6
0.4
0.5
223 0.006 0.0044 0.0053
1.18
902
879
70
0.4
0.4
0.4
260 0.006 0.0057 0.0057
1.03
3,301
2,972
95
1.0
1.0
1.0
226 0.011 0.0105 0.0105
1.11
4,458
4,184
100
1.0
0.7
0.8
178 0.010 0.0065 0.0083
1.07
6,791
4,727
135
1.3
0.7
1.0
186 0.009 0.0048 0.007
1.44
6,159
4,481
125
1.2
0.7
0.9
196 0.010 0.0052 0.0074
1.37
2,479
2,245
35
0.2
0.3
0.3
230 0.006 0.0086 0.0071
1.10
5,211
3,850
145
0.8
0.7
0.8
218 0.006 0.0048 0.0052
1.35
4,999
3,789
45
0.6
0.2
0.4
217 0.013 0.0044 0.0089
1.32
4,886
3,438
70
0.3
0.4
0.4
217 0.004 0.0057 0.005
1.42
4,634
3,270
120
0.4
0.3
0.4
215 0.003 0.0025 0.0029
1.42
944
923
180
0.3
0.4
0.4
238 0.002 0.0022 0.0019
1.02
4,405
3,086
110
0.3
0.6
0.4
223 0.003 0.005 0.0039
1.43
3,841
2,757
110
0.6
0.4
0.5
225 0.005 0.0032 0.0041
1.39
1,987
1,818
105
0.4
0.7
0.6
230 0.004 0.0067 0.0052
1.09
2,552
2,148
160
0.3
0.5
0.4
206 0.002 0.0031 0.0023
1.19
2,150
1,875
160
0.1
0.7
0.4
231 0.001 0.0041 0.0023
1.15
1,914
1,667
175
0.6
0.5
0.5
241 0.003 0.0026 0.003
1.15
1,605
1,441
90
0.5
0.5
0.5
237 0.005 0.005 0.005
1.11
1,123
1,041
85
0.4
0.2
0.3
233 0.005 0.0024 0.0035
1.08
2,493
2,437
150
0.5
1.3
0.9
236 0.003 0.0087 0.006
1.02
2,459
2,408
40
1.1
0.5
0.8
244 0.026 0.0113 0.0188
1.02
1,345
1,257
90
0.6
0.3
0.5
242 0.007 0.0033 0.005
1.07
1,037
986
110
0.7
0.5
0.6
234 0.006 0.0041 0.0052
1.05
2,173
1,898
270
0.6
0.6
0.6
251 0.002 0.0022 0.0022
1.14
888
844
140
0.2
0.8
0.5
267 0.001 0.0057 0.0036
1.05
1,668
1,582
120
1.9
0.3
1.1
263 0.016 0.0025 0.0092
1.05
1,313
1,279
120
1.4
0.5
1.0
260 0.012 0.0042 0.0079
1.03
1,157
1,120
125
0.2
0.7
0.5
260 0.002 0.0056 0.0036
1.03
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Table Appendix-5: Meander Bend 5 (M5) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
111
7,768
5,985
180
2.8
2.1
2.5
246 0.016 0.0117 0.0136
1.30
169
5,870
5,104
140
1.0
1.6
1.3
253 0.007 0.0114 0.0093
1.15
202
4,699
4,308
110
0.9
1.3
1.1
260 0.008 0.0114 0.0098
1.09
257
5,058
4,702
65
1.0
1.1
1.0
264 0.015 0.0169 0.0158
1.08
306
6,500
5,847
90
1.5
0.4
0.9
265 0.016 0.0044 0.0103
1.11
351
7,259
6,215
95
1.0
1.7
1.3
265 0.010 0.0174 0.0137
1.17
386
6,224
5,682
90
1.8
1.0
1.4
273 0.019 0.0111 0.0153
1.10
428
3,819
3,725
155
1.1
0.9
1.0
279 0.007 0.0055 0.0063
1.03
482
5,847
5,304
65
0.6
0.5
0.6
265 0.009 0.0077 0.0085
1.10
524
5,859
5,346
140
0.9
0.7
0.8
241 0.006 0.0046 0.0054
1.10
776
5,160
4,699
140
2.2
1.1
1.7
270 0.016 0.0079 0.0118
1.10
840
3,310
3,202
185
1.1
0.6
0.8
267 0.006 0.003 0.0045
1.03
860
5,866
5,511
65
1.2
0.6
0.9
273 0.018 0.0085 0.0135
1.06
897
3,138
3,059
135
0.5
1.2
0.8
253 0.003 0.0085 0.0059
1.03
951
5,888
5,346
160
1.7
0.8
1.3
265 0.011 0.005 0.0078
1.10
1,042
2,467
2,399
140
0.5
1.7
1.1
243 0.004 0.0121 0.0079
1.03
1,155
5,104
4,715
130
1.0
2.9
2.0
254 0.008 0.0223 0.015
1.08
1,232
1,366
1,321
70
0.7
0.8
0.7
248 0.009 0.0114 0.0104
1.03
1,334
5,694
5,347
85
2.4
1.9
2.2
250 0.028 0.0224 0.0253
1.06
1,448
4,839
4,525
60
1.9
0.6
1.2
251 0.031 0.0092
0.02
1.07
1,526
3,729
3,564
85
1.0
0.5
0.8
253 0.012 0.0059 0.0088
1.05
1,658
5,517
5,177
180
0.6
2.1
1.4
244 0.003 0.0117 0.0075
1.07
1,780
5,232
4,889
125
2.2
0.9
1.5
239 0.017 0.0068 0.012
1.07
1,887
3,797
3,604
65
0.8
0.7
0.7
210 0.012
0.01 0.0112
1.05
2,051
5,141
4,765
175
1.2
1.7
1.5
224 0.007 0.0097 0.0083
1.08
2,240
7,225
5,626
210
1.4
1.3
1.4
208 0.007 0.0062 0.0064
1.28
2,459
5,304
4,648
180
1.3
2.3
1.8
202 0.007 0.0128
0.01
1.14
2,539
1,103
1,076
65
0.4
0.5
0.5
223 0.006 0.0077 0.0069
1.03
2,642
7,125
5,519
140
0.8
1.0
0.9
205 0.006 0.0071 0.0064
1.29
2,783
3,999
3,697
95
0.4
1.5
0.9
240 0.004 0.0158 0.0097
1.08
2,938
2,745
2,540
125
1.5
1.7
1.6
208 0.012 0.0136 0.0128
1.08
3,065
1,782
1,746
95
1.4
1.0
1.2
236 0.014
0.01 0.0121
1.02
3,162
5,935
4,849
180
2.1
1.7
1.9
202 0.012 0.0092 0.0104
1.22
3,259
1,286
1,268
30
1.8
0.7
1.3
199 0.060 0.0233 0.0417
1.01
3,465
5,657
4,651
120
2.3
1.0
1.7
202 0.019 0.0083 0.0138
1.22
3,589
3,638
3,338
90
0.5
1.8
1.1
229 0.006 0.0194 0.0125
1.09
3,592
3,467
3,275
150
2.0
1.6
1.8
187 0.013 0.0107 0.012
1.06
3,758
3,066
3,048
85
1.0
1.9
1.5
219 0.012 0.0224 0.0171
1.01
3,872
2,158
2,051
115
0.7
0.4
0.5
209 0.006 0.003 0.0043
1.05
3,999
1,291
1,255
90
1.8
0.8
1.3
203 0.020 0.0089 0.0144
1.03
4,095
5,328
4,925
160
0.7
1.5
1.1
196 0.004 0.0094 0.0069
1.08
4,155
4,969
4,721
190
0.8
0.3
0.5
193 0.004 0.0013 0.0028
1.05
4,389
3,157
3,039
190
1.6
0.6
1.1
193 0.008 0.0032 0.0058
1.04

Table Appendix-6: Meander Bend 6 (M6) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Widths (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
424
2,602
2,444
100
4.4
1.2
2.8
325 0.044 0.012 0.028
1.06
503
3,981
3,509
35
1.3
0.2
0.7
315 0.036 0.0057 0.0207
1.13
554
3,156
2,930
85
0.7
1.1
0.9
314 0.008 0.0124 0.0103
1.08
636
4,301
3,782
65
1.1
0.3
0.7
314 0.017 0.0038 0.0104
1.14
675
4,152
3,567
55
0.5
0.8
0.6
306 0.008 0.0145 0.0114
1.16
736
2,853
2,719
60
0.5
1.0
0.7
301 0.008 0.0158 0.0121
1.05
808
2,022
1,995
40
0.2
0.7
0.5
303 0.005 0.0175 0.0113
1.01
845
857
838
40
0.7
0.4
0.5
300 0.016
0.01 0.0131
1.02
893
2,815
2,659
30
1.0
0.3
0.7
309 0.033
0.01 0.0217
1.06
931
2,309
2,094
35
0.5
0.6
0.5
294 0.014 0.0157 0.015
1.10
968
2,949
2,615
65
1.1
1.1
1.1
304 0.017 0.0169 0.0169
1.13
1,013
1,975
1,854
80
1.0
1.0
1.0
301 0.013 0.0119 0.0122
1.07
1,080
416
407
60
0.4
1.0
0.7
347 0.006 0.0158 0.0108
1.02
1,147
6,669
3,424
95
1.4
1.3
1.4
342 0.015 0.0137 0.0142
1.95
1,281
535
503
100
0.4
1.3
0.8
286 0.004 0.0125 0.0083
1.06
1,389
736
698
70
1.6
1.9
1.8
389 0.023 0.0271 0.025
1.05
1,475
5,065
3,154
135
2.1
0.8
1.5
267 0.016 0.0059 0.0107
1.61
1,514
3,012
2,771
110
0.9
1.1
1.0
269 0.008
0.01 0.0089
1.09
1,593
1,982
1,754
80
1.1
0.8
0.9
271 0.014 0.0094 0.0116
1.13
1,639
2,599
2,473
90
0.5
1.4
1.0
267 0.006 0.0156 0.0106
1.05
1,700
2,299
2,125
80
0.6
0.6
0.6
270 0.008 0.0075 0.0075
1.08
1,764
2,232
2,153
140
0.5
1.4
0.9
274 0.003
0.01 0.0066
1.04
1,808
4,027
3,282
150
1.4
1.1
1.3
280 0.009 0.0073 0.0083
1.23
1,914
1,845
1,800
140
0.3
1.0
0.7
290 0.002 0.0071 0.0046
1.03
2,048
955
900
90
0.9
0.9
0.9
283 0.010 0.0094 0.0097
1.06
2,217
3,018
2,852
130
1.5
0.6
1.0
287 0.011 0.0046 0.0079
1.06
2,368
2,949
2,643
100
0.7
0.5
0.6
293 0.007 0.0045 0.0055
1.12
2,485
823
788
90
0.7
0.9
0.8
282 0.007 0.0094 0.0083
1.04
2,550
3,086
3,000
135
1.1
1.7
1.4
284 0.008 0.0126 0.0104
1.03
2,627
1,494
1,475
60
1.1
0.9
1.0
275 0.018 0.0142 0.0163
1.01
2,829
3,895
3,747
110
2.1
1.0
1.6
386 0.019 0.0091 0.0141
1.04
3,000
1,318
1,286
100
0.4
0.3
0.4
302 0.004 0.003 0.0035
1.02
3,108
4,802
4,012
150
0.6
2.3
1.5
285 0.004 0.0153 0.0097
1.20
3,229
4,718
3,910
60
1.5
0.4
1.0
296 0.025 0.0067 0.0158
1.21
3,318
3,846
3,513
60
0.5
1.0
0.7
285 0.008 0.0158 0.0121
1.09
3,378
3,161
2,751
125
1.1
1.1
1.1
289 0.009 0.0088 0.0088
1.15
3,461
4,368
3,694
120
1.5
1.9
1.7
288 0.013 0.0158 0.0142
1.18
3,607
2,716
2,501
100
1.7
1.3
1.5
279 0.017 0.013 0.015
1.09
3,794
1,822
1,779
60
0.7
0.6
0.6
282 0.011
0.01 0.0104
1.02
3,963
2,729
2,605
115
0.7
1.0
0.8
279 0.006 0.0087 0.0072
1.05
4,019
2,388
2,322
100
1.0
0.0
0.5
277 0.010 0.0003 0.0052
1.03
4,190
3,093
3,039
100
0.6
1.0
0.8
278 0.006
0.01 0.008
1.02
4,358
3,127
2,992
80
1.2
1.0
1.1
279 0.015 0.0125 0.0138
1.05
4,532
2,479
2,432
100
0.8
1.5
1.2
281 0.008 0.015 0.0115
1.02
4,669
3,910
3,748
90
1.9
1.4
1.7
289 0.021 0.0156 0.0183
1.04
4,757
3,989
3,937
150
1.5
1.2
1.3
280 0.010 0.008 0.0088
1.01
4,969
3,213
3,185
180
1.4
1.8
1.6
280 0.008
0.01 0.0089
1.01
5,279
2,977
2,980
130
1.9
1.9
1.9
285 0.015 0.0146 0.0146
1.00
5,478
3,014
2,990
110
2.1
1.4
1.8
286 0.019 0.0127 0.0159
1.01
5,791
2,297
2,292
125
0.9
0.7
0.8
294 0.007 0.0056 0.0064
1.00
5,962
3,102
3,098
100
1.1
1.2
1.1
294 0.011 0.0115 0.0113
1.00
6,071
2,564
2,556
160
2.5
2.5
2.5
290 0.016 0.0156 0.0156
1.00
6,239
2,035
2,038
90
2.0
0.8
1.4
291 0.022 0.0089 0.0156
1.00
6,445
1,800
1,801
100
0.9
1.1
1.0
292 0.009 0.011
0.01
1.00
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Table Appendix-8: Meander Bend 7 (M7) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
512
4,444
3,636
730
3.7
3.2
3.5
74 0.005 0.0044 0.0047
1.22
778
1,211
1,185
200
3.2
3.4
3.3
76 0.016 0.017 0.0165
1.02
1,102
4,119
3,746
210
3.5
1.2
2.4
73 0.017 0.0057 0.0112
1.10
1,249
2,996
2,830
130
2.4
1.2
1.8
66 0.018 0.0092 0.0138
1.06
1,348
4,228
3,765
215
1.8
2.5
2.1
72 0.008 0.0116 0.0099
1.12
1,575
6,600
5,192
160
2.7
2.0
2.4
78 0.017 0.0125 0.0147
1.27
1,798
5,354
4,497
380
2.2
3.4
2.8
79 0.006 0.0089 0.0074
1.19
2,284
5,618
4,460
210
3.2
2.2
2.7
89 0.015 0.0105 0.0129
1.26
2,475
2,643
2,354
235
1.9
1.2
1.5
61 0.008 0.0049 0.0065
1.12
2,558
5,641
4,845
180
2.2
2.6
2.4
86 0.012 0.0144 0.0133
1.16
2,798
4,492
3,856
150
1.4
1.4
1.4
68 0.009 0.0093 0.0093
1.16
2,878
3,241
3,008
140
1.3
1.9
1.6
55 0.009 0.0136 0.0114
1.08
3,539
3,807
3,253
510
2.9
3.2
3.1
72 0.006 0.0063 0.006
1.17
3,579
6,859
5,608
180
2.1
2.0
2.0
139 0.012 0.0108 0.0113
1.22
3,608
7,737
4,974
70
2.4
1.6
2.0
144 0.034 0.0229 0.0286
1.56
3,628
4,906
4,697
235
1.6
1.8
1.7
149 0.007 0.0077 0.0072
1.04
3,645
2,141
2,097
120
1.4
1.0
1.2
151 0.012 0.0079 0.0098
1.02
3,998
5,080
4,521
90
0.2
1.9
1.1
154 0.002 0.0211 0.0117
1.12
4,105
1,514
1,482
35
1.4
1.0
1.2
114 0.040 0.0286 0.0343
1.02
4,167
6,658
4,534
130
4.6
1.8
3.2
109 0.035 0.0138 0.0246
1.47
4,624
2,618
2,593
220
1.4
1.1
1.3
95 0.006 0.005 0.0057
1.01
4,657
1,421
1,386
150
2.0
2.1
2.1
111 0.013 0.014 0.0137
1.03
4,681
3,455
3,171
140
3.0
1.4
2.2
120 0.021
0.01 0.0157
1.09
4,701
4,114
3,840
230
1.2
1.5
1.3
127 0.005 0.0063 0.0057
1.07
4,813
3,565
3,434
190
0.9
1.5
1.2
127 0.004 0.0079 0.0062
1.04
5,002
1,880
1,782
70
2.4
1.4
1.9
126 0.034 0.0193 0.0268
1.05
5,408
1,599
1,534
200
1.7
2.2
2.0
108 0.009 0.011 0.0098
1.04
5,454
5,529
4,532
100
2.1
2.4
2.3
113 0.021 0.024 0.0225
1.22
5,506
2,119
2,045
190
1.2
1.4
1.3
135 0.006 0.0074 0.0068
1.04
5,680
2,415
2,372
125
1.0
1.1
1.1
155 0.008 0.0088 0.0084
1.02
6,087
6,422
5,705
180
1.4
1.1
1.2
155 0.008 0.0058 0.0068
1.13
6,400
2,492
2,287
270
2.1
2.7
2.4
155 0.008
0.01 0.0089
1.09
7,039
756
707
95
2.4
1.4
1.9
135 0.025 0.0142 0.0197
1.07
7,708
3,867
3,729
150
1.3
0.7
1.0
100 0.009 0.0047 0.0067
1.04
8,413
5,105
4,234
235
0.9
0.9
0.9
108 0.004 0.0038 0.0038
1.21
8,413
4,112
3,549
170
0.2
1.5
0.9
153 0.001 0.0088 0.005
1.16
8,413
3,865
3,247
145
1.4
0.4
0.9
143 0.010 0.0028 0.0062
1.19
8,413
1,214
1,205
135
0.4
1.0
0.7
147 0.003 0.007 0.0048
1.01
8,413
1,214
1,188
90
0.5
0.6
0.5
152 0.005 0.0061 0.0056
1.02
8,413
2,671
2,580
125
0.6
1.7
1.1
156 0.004 0.0132 0.0088
1.04
8,413
2,935
2,503
275
1.6
1.6
1.6
156 0.006 0.0058 0.0058
1.17
8,413
1,018
1,001
75
0.8
1.2
1.0
151 0.011 0.016 0.0133
1.02
8,413
2,288
2,123
130
1.9
1.4
1.6
155 0.014 0.0108 0.0125
1.08
8,413
1,374
1,288
75
1.1
1.1
1.1
162 0.015 0.0147 0.0147
1.07

Table Appendix-7: Meander Bend 8 (M8) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

DFC
273
334
427
500
570
711
790
924
995
1162
1301
1365
1412
1531
1596
1633
1691
1746
1877

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Averge Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
195
743
724
60
1.9
1.9
1.9
230 0.032 0.0317 0.0317
1.03
231
643
633
45
1.4
1.5
1.5
227 0.031 0.0333 0.0322
1.02
255
982
965
55
0.9
0.5
0.7
227 0.016 0.0091 0.0127
1.02
279
1,119
1,103
40
1.0
1.0
1.0
227 0.024 0.0238 0.0238
1.01
303
1,665
1,589
50
1.1
0.9
1.0
229 0.022 0.018
0.02
1.05
328
1,500
1,475
55
1.0
1.5
1.3
222 0.018 0.0273 0.0227
1.02
348
3,461
3,169
80
0.8
2.2
1.5
217 0.010 0.0275 0.0188
1.09
346
2,244
2,201
50
1.1
0.9
1.0
199 0.022 0.017 0.0195
1.02
420
5,952
5,478
50
1.4
0.6
1.0
201 0.028 0.012
0.02
1.09
461
5,690
5,489
30
0.4
0.8
0.6
204 0.013 0.0267
0.02
1.04
521
3211
3104
80
1.2
1.3
1.3
200 0.015 0.0163 0.0156
1.03
614
5,894
5,569
95
2.0
1.7
1.9
200 0.021 0.0179 0.0195
1.06
683
5,638
5,390
45
2.6
2.5
2.6
195 0.058 0.0556 0.0567
1.05
729
3,856
3,814
50
2.2
2.0
2.1
195 0.044
0.04 0.042
1.01
817
5,167
4,918
80
1.8
2.0
1.9
200 0.023 0.025 0.0238
1.05
903
3,842
3,773
50
1.4
2.1
1.8
205 0.028 0.042 0.035
1.02
931
4,799
4,575
125
1.5
0.7
1.1
133 0.012 0.0052 0.0086
1.05
965
8,597
6,032
55
0.8
0.4
0.6
143 0.015 0.0073 0.0109
1.43
989
4,840
4,300
90
1.6
2.2
1.9
154 0.018 0.0244 0.0211
1.13
1,066
7,564
5,481
60
0.8
1.7
1.3
155 0.013 0.0283 0.0208
1.38
1,138
1,669
1,635
70
1.5
2.0
1.8
169 0.021 0.0286 0.025
1.02
1,210
6,953
5,135
130
2.6
1.0
1.8
155 0.020 0.0077 0.0138
1.35
1,360
5,703
4,740
95
0.9
1.9
1.4
160 0.009
0.02 0.0147
1.20
1,579
7,322
5,185
230
2.8
1.6
2.2
169 0.012 0.007 0.0096
1.41
1,640
1,942
1,896
140
1.2
1.6
1.4
162 0.009 0.0114
0.01
1.02
1,998
5,074
4,176
150
1.4
1.7
1.6
160 0.009 0.0113 0.0103
1.22
2,113
5,290
4,188
130
2.8
2.0
2.4
149 0.022 0.0154 0.0185
1.26
2,194
2,594
2,450
85
1.2
1.0
1.1
207 0.014 0.0112 0.0124
1.06
2,263
917
891
150
1.6
1.6
1.6
143 0.011 0.0107 0.0107
1.03
2,350
2,560
2,392
80
2.0
2.0
2.0
147 0.025 0.025 0.025
1.07
2,595
2,288
2,170
110
1.5
1.7
1.6
152 0.014 0.0155 0.0145
1.05
2,656
4,387
3,629
100
2.4
2.7
2.6
141 0.024 0.027 0.0255
1.21
2,738
5,025
4,147
250
2.1
1.3
1.7
149 0.008 0.0052 0.0068
1.21
2,811
2,522
2,436
120
0.7
1.2
1.0
154 0.006
0.01 0.0079
1.04
2,880
1,893
1,810
100
0.8
0.8
0.8
163 0.008 0.0075 0.0075
1.05
2,954
2,524
2,406
90
0.7
0.8
0.8
158 0.008 0.0089 0.0083
1.05
3,069
1,398
1,300
70
0.5
1.2
0.9
160 0.007 0.0171 0.0121
1.08
3,226
2,599
2,425
110
1.1
1.4
1.3
157 0.010 0.0127 0.0114
1.07
3,384
3,622
3,265
200
1.2
1.3
1.3
160 0.006 0.0065 0.0063
1.11
3,500
2,317
2,153
130
1.2
1.3
1.3
156 0.009
0.01 0.0096
1.08
3,657
2,384
2,165
130
1.3
1.4
1.4
160 0.010 0.0108 0.0104
1.10
3,826
3,076
2,812
210
2.0
2.6
2.3
148 0.010 0.0124 0.011
1.09
3,952
2,586
2,458
110
1.8
1.5
1.6
158 0.016 0.0132 0.0145
1.05
4,102
1,986
1,884
80
1.2
1.5
1.4
152 0.015 0.0188 0.0169
1.05
4,241
2,522
2,368
150
1.8
1.3
1.6
155 0.012 0.0087 0.0103
1.07
4,352
1,639
1,579
115
1.2
1.9
1.5
154 0.010 0.0161 0.0133
1.04
4,452
2,272
2,208
65
1.0
0.4
0.7
152 0.015 0.0062 0.0108
1.03
4,640
1,974
1,921
105
0.7
0.7
0.7
154 0.007 0.0067 0.0067
1.03
4,803
1,924
1,884
100
0.7
1.5
1.1
154 0.007 0.0145 0.0108
1.02
4,954
1,769
1,742
165
1.4
1.2
1.3
154 0.008 0.0073 0.0079
1.02
5,109
1,201
1,184
160
1.4
1.3
1.3
154 0.008 0.0078 0.0081
1.01
5,319
1,053
1,044
220
1.5
1.7
1.6
154 0.007 0.0077 0.0073
1.01
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Table Appendix-10: Meander Bend 9 (M9) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average Height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
257
4,661
3,329
95
0.2
0.1
0.2
287 0.002 0.0011 0.0017
1.40
295
2,440
2,152
70
0.2
0.3
0.3
318 0.003 0.0046 0.0039
1.13
385
3,984
2,931
110
0.8
0.7
0.7
281 0.007 0.0064 0.0068
1.36
462
3,838
3,047
50
0.3
0.5
0.4
283 0.006 0.011 0.0085
1.26
536
4,629
3,260
90
0.8
0.6
0.7
277 0.009 0.0071 0.0081
1.42
568
2,685
2,385
160
0.9
0.7
0.8
299 0.005 0.0044 0.0049
1.13
595
2,761
2,455
80
0.9
0.9
0.9
218 0.011 0.0107 0.0107
1.12
618
1,390
1,387
85
0.2
0.2
0.2
309 0.003 0.0025 0.0026
1.00
694
1,307
1,248
65
0.8
0.4
0.6
321 0.012 0.0061 0.0089
1.05
844
4,656
3,112
65
0.8
0.8
0.8
287 0.012 0.0122 0.0122
1.50
900
1,220
1,095
55
0.2
0.3
0.2
274 0.004 0.005 0.0044
1.11
1,078
2,140
1,842
115
1.1
1.1
1.1
232 0.010 0.0098 0.0097
1.16
1,257
2,402
2,222
130
1.1
2.0
1.5
304 0.008 0.015 0.0117
1.08
1,547
2,165
2,129
125
1.0
0.9
0.9
229 0.008 0.0071 0.0074
1.02
1,789
910
899
75
0.4
0.6
0.5
217 0.005 0.0085 0.0067
1.01
1,871
1,277
1,250
75
1.0
1.2
1.1
227 0.013 0.0163 0.0146
1.02
1,932
1,220
1,193
50
0.9
1.6
1.2
211 0.018 0.0317 0.0247
1.02
1,999
2,514
2,434
75
0.8
0.8
0.8
300 0.011 0.0102 0.0106
1.03
2,082
2,166
2,099
40
0.5
0.6
0.5
219 0.011 0.0145 0.013
1.03
2,192
4,073
3,139
95
0.6
0.4
0.5
216 0.006 0.0042 0.0053
1.30
2,350
2,148
2,086
65
0.9
0.4
0.7
213 0.014 0.0066 0.0103
1.03
2,489
2,635
2,568
70
0.9
0.8
0.8
228 0.013 0.0113 0.012
1.03
2,598
3,002
2,464
75
0.2
0.7
0.4
221 0.002 0.0093 0.0059
1.22
2,856
4,300
4,096
110
1.3
0.7
1.0
215 0.012 0.0067 0.0091
1.05
2,892
2,564
2,297
80
0.4
0.3
0.4
221 0.005 0.0038 0.0046
1.12
3,206
5,335
4,578
55
0.8
0.7
0.7
217 0.014 0.0122 0.0133
1.17
3,346
2,493
2,446
65
0.9
0.7
0.8
219 0.013 0.0103 0.0117
1.02
3,610
3,133
3,043
90
1.2
1.0
1.1
226 0.013 0.0115 0.0122
1.03
3,693
2,052
2,035
95
0.9
0.7
0.8
227 0.009 0.0077 0.0085
1.01
3,765
2,197
2,065
45
0.9
0.5
0.7
227 0.021 0.0122 0.0166
1.06
3,864
4,172
3,897
30
0.5
0.8
0.6
226 0.016 0.0264 0.0213
1.07
3,951
5,736
5,392
35
0.5
1.1
0.8
216 0.014 0.0322 0.0231
1.06
4,006
3,153
3,009
60
1.1
0.5
0.8
203 0.018 0.0086 0.0135
1.05
4,076
5,000
4,786
70
1.0
0.6
0.8
196 0.014 0.0091 0.0118
1.04
4,158
5,087
4,871
95
0.7
0.7
0.7
205 0.007 0.0074 0.0074
1.04
4,231
6,017
5,541
65
1.1
1.0
1.1
214 0.017 0.0154 0.0162
1.09
4,436
2,980
2,862
40
0.6
1.1
0.8
201 0.015 0.0263 0.0206
1.04
4,482
950
923
50
0.5
0.6
0.6
205 0.010 0.012 0.011
1.03
4,525
4,714
4,438
100
1.2
1.2
1.2
214 0.012 0.012 0.012
1.06
5,027
5,861
5,580
70
1.0
1.1
1.1
228 0.014 0.0157 0.015
1.05
5,234
3,258
3,194
75
0.9
1.0
1.0
208 0.012 0.0133 0.0127
1.02
5,459
3,655
3,572
95
0.8
0.8
0.8
206 0.008 0.0084 0.0082
1.02
5,674
965
954
130
0.6
0.5
0.5
204 0.004 0.0035 0.0038
1.01
5,901
3,187
3,150
60
0.4
1.0
0.7
198 0.006 0.0158 0.0108
1.01
6,088
5,044
4,945
120
1.2
0.8
1.0
199 0.010 0.0063 0.0081
1.02
6,396
3,861
3,777
65
0.5
1.3
0.9
201 0.007
0.02 0.0135
1.02
6,457
1,807
1,798
100
1.0
1.0
1.0
195 0.010
0.01
0.01
1.01
6,504
2,813
2,766
165
0.5
1.0
0.7
196 0.003 0.0058 0.0042
1.02
6,540
1,814
1,805
230
1.2
1.7
1.5
201 0.005 0.0074 0.0063
1.00
6,540
1,545
1,519
170
0.9
1.3
1.1
203 0.005 0.0074 0.0063
1.02
6,540
1,154
1,144
80
0.2
0.6
0.4
201 0.002 0.0075 0.0047
1.01
6,540
852
849
125
1.0
0.6
0.8
205 0.008 0.0048 0.0062
1.00
6,540
566
549
95
0.5
0.4
0.4
202 0.005 0.0037 0.0045
1.03

Table Appendix-9: Meander Bend 10 (M10) table of scroll bar morphology.
Scroll Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Distance from Channel (DFC) (m)
Span (m) Length (m) Width (m) Height1 (m) Height2 (m) Average height (m) Bearing (Degrees) HWR1 HWR2 aHWR Curvature
512
4,444
3,636
730
3.7
3.2
3.5
74 0.005 0.0044 0.0047
1.22
778
1,211
1,185
200
3.2
3.4
3.3
76 0.016 0.017 0.0165
1.02
1,102
4,119
3,746
210
3.5
1.2
2.4
73 0.017 0.0057 0.0112
1.10
1,249
2,996
2,830
130
2.4
1.2
1.8
66 0.018 0.0092 0.0138
1.06
1,348
4,228
3,765
215
1.8
2.5
2.1
72 0.008 0.0116 0.0099
1.12
1,575
6,600
5,192
160
2.7
2.0
2.4
78 0.017 0.0125 0.0147
1.27
1,798
5,354
4,497
380
2.2
3.4
2.8
79 0.006 0.0089 0.0074
1.19
2,284
5,618
4,460
210
3.2
2.2
2.7
89 0.015 0.0105 0.0129
1.26
2,475
2,643
2,354
235
1.9
1.2
1.5
61 0.008 0.0049 0.0065
1.12
2,558
5,641
4,845
180
2.2
2.6
2.4
86 0.012 0.0144 0.0133
1.16
2,798
4,492
3,856
150
1.4
1.4
1.4
68 0.009 0.0093 0.0093
1.16
2,878
3,241
3,008
140
1.3
1.9
1.6
55 0.009 0.0136 0.0114
1.08
3,539
3,807
3,253
510
2.9
3.2
3.1
72 0.006 0.0063 0.006
1.17
3,579
6,859
5,608
180
2.1
2.0
2.0
139 0.012 0.0108 0.0113
1.22
3,608
7,737
4,974
70
2.4
1.6
2.0
144 0.034 0.0229 0.0286
1.56
3,628
4,906
4,697
235
1.6
1.8
1.7
149 0.007 0.0077 0.0072
1.04
3,645
2,141
2,097
120
1.4
1.0
1.2
151 0.012 0.0079 0.0098
1.02
3,998
5,080
4,521
90
0.2
1.9
1.1
154 0.002 0.0211 0.0117
1.12
4,105
1,514
1,482
35
1.4
1.0
1.2
114 0.040 0.0286 0.0343
1.02
4,167
6,658
4,534
130
4.6
1.8
3.2
109 0.035 0.0138 0.0246
1.47
4,624
2,618
2,593
220
1.4
1.1
1.3
95 0.006 0.005 0.0057
1.01
4,657
1,421
1,386
150
2.0
2.1
2.1
111 0.013 0.014 0.0137
1.03
4,681
3,455
3,171
140
3.0
1.4
2.2
120 0.021
0.01 0.0157
1.09
4,701
4,114
3,840
230
1.2
1.5
1.3
127 0.005 0.0063 0.0057
1.07
4,813
3,565
3,434
190
0.9
1.5
1.2
127 0.004 0.0079 0.0062
1.04
5,002
1,880
1,782
70
2.4
1.4
1.9
126 0.034 0.0193 0.0268
1.05
5,408
1,599
1,534
200
1.7
2.2
2.0
108 0.009 0.011 0.0098
1.04
5,454
5,529
4,532
100
2.1
2.4
2.3
113 0.021 0.024 0.0225
1.22
5,506
2,119
2,045
190
1.2
1.4
1.3
135 0.006 0.0074 0.0068
1.04
5,680
2,415
2,372
125
1.0
1.1
1.1
155 0.008 0.0088 0.0084
1.02
6,087
6,422
5,705
180
1.4
1.1
1.2
155 0.008 0.0058 0.0068
1.13
6,400
2,492
2,287
270
2.1
2.7
2.4
155 0.008
0.01 0.0089
1.09
7,039
756
707
95
2.4
1.4
1.9
135 0.025 0.0142 0.0197
1.07
7,708
3,867
3,729
150
1.3
0.7
1.0
100 0.009 0.0047 0.0067
1.04
8,413
5,105
4,234
235
0.9
0.9
0.9
108 0.004 0.0038 0.0038
1.21
8,413
4,112
3,549
170
0.2
1.5
0.9
153 0.001 0.0088 0.005
1.16
8,413
3,865
3,247
145
1.4
0.4
0.9
143 0.010 0.0028 0.0062
1.19
8,413
1,214
1,205
135
0.4
1.0
0.7
147 0.003 0.007 0.0048
1.01
8,413
1,214
1,188
90
0.5
0.6
0.5
152 0.005 0.0061 0.0056
1.02
8,413
2,671
2,580
125
0.6
1.7
1.1
156 0.004 0.0132 0.0088
1.04
8,413
2,935
2,503
275
1.6
1.6
1.6
156 0.006 0.0058 0.0058
1.17
8,413
1,018
1,001
75
0.8
1.2
1.0
151 0.011 0.016 0.0133
1.02
8,413
2,288
2,123
130
1.9
1.4
1.6
155 0.014 0.0108 0.0125
1.08
8,413
1,374
1,288
75
1.1
1.1
1.1
162 0.015 0.0147 0.0147
1.07
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Interpolated Relative Scroll Bar Heights, Widths, and Curvature
Meander Bend 1 (M1)
Heights: The trend is very clear; closest to the river channel the relative heights of scrolls is highest,
further away from the channel the scroll heights reduce with local variations in scroll heights. Higher
relative heights are generally associated with package boundaries.
Widths: Widths are greatest close to the river channel and then widths are consistent for the rest
of the point bar complex.
Curvature: Is greatest close to the current river channel with some higher values associated with
depositional package boundaries.

Figure Appendix-7: Interpolation of M1.

Meander Bend 2 (M2)
Heights: At first glance this bend seems to have an opposite trend to the previously studied bends;
however, the image may be skewed by uncharacteristically low scrolls near the river channel.
Packages two and three do have higher scrolls at their boundaries with a slight decreasing trend.
Widths: Widths vary internally between packages considerably, with the greatest widths further
away from the river channel.
Curvature: Curvature is highest close to the river channel and then is consistent for the rest of the
bend.
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Figure Appendix-8: Interpolated M2.

Meander Bend 3 (M3)
Heights: Scrolls are highest close to the river channel on the downstream side, with another area
of higher scrolls near the package 2 boundary. The general trend is that of decreasing heights away
from the channel.
Widths: There is spatial heterogeneity of scroll widths with a localised area of increased widths and
the furthest away from the channel has the thinnest widths.
Curvature: Curvature is relative consistent with very little curvature to speak of, values not
exceeding 1.05.

Figure Appendix-9: Interpolated M3.
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Meander Bend 4 (M4)
Heights: The trend shows high scrolls closest to the river channel with a decreasing trend; however,
there are spatially variable scroll heights between different depositional packages.
Widths: There are localised variations in widths associated with different depositional packages.
Curvature: There is considerable heterogeneity in curvature with some high values reaching up to
2.1 and considerable differences between packages.

Figure Appendix-10: Interpolated M4.

Meander Bend 6 (M6)
Heights: The decreasing trend can be seen in package two with a large area of high scrolls near the
package boundary that then leads into an area of lower scrolls.
Widths: Widths are greatest close to the river channel with internal variations in widths.
Curvature: Curvature is greatest close to the river channel and then sharply decreasing per package,
this is likely due to the rotational growth of this meander bend.
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Figure Appendix-11: Interpolated M7.

Meander Bend 8 (M8)
Heights: This bend displays considerable spatial heterogeneity in scroll heights with across scroll
variation in heights. When this bend is averaged it does maintain the trend of there being higher
scrolls near package boundaries with a then decreasing trend. This bend does show a dramatic
change in direction that could potentially be interpreted as a new point bar complex.
Widths: Widths of scrolls are relatively consistent for this meander bend apart from a localised are
of increase widths at the furthest package.
Curvature: Curvature is related to package boundaries with greatest values found at these
locations.

Figure Appendix-12: Interpolated M8.
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Meander Bend 10 (M10)
Heights: The trend of decreasing heights away from the channel is observable with some internal
scroll bar height variations within package 2, 3, and 4.
Widths: There are localised variations between scroll bar widths, with the greatest close to the river
channel, decreasing away.
Curvature: Curvature is greatest close to the river channel and then decreasing away with
progressing depositional packages.

Figure Appendix-13: Interpolated M10.
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Table Appendix-11: Total Periodicity information for all rivers.

River
Brich Creek

Ivalojoki
Mississippi

Amazon

Ob

Wabash

Ohio

Amur
Yukon

Goodpaster

Maderira

Japura

Aldan
Yenisies

Huallaga

Beni

Purus

Ica

Volga

Channel Width

Scroll Periodicity

% of River Channel

Periodicity/RC Ratio

Average channel width

Average Periodicity

51.6
54.8
53.2
61.2
55.2
119.0
119.0
648.0
790.0
678.0
736.0
370.0
640.0
648.0
648.0
506.0
712.0
934.0
2773.0
1644.2
2277.6
1644.0
1769.5
1838.8
2349.7
916.2
828.2
748.2
1442.1
1412.3
306.0
302.0
325.4
159.6
143.2
286.2
280.4
275.4
325.4
819.2
804.8
804.8
584.8
1237.2
1215.0
779.2
743.0
963.5
912.8
1364.6
46.3
40.8
44.4
1132.4
1118.4
1162.8
934.6
919.2
971.0
1062.0
660.0
660.0
2730.6
2257.4
2174.8
456.4
413.8
487.7
480.3
432.3
516.8
484.3
719.0
820.5
668.5
622.3
672.3
840.5
760.3
802.0
851.8
1027.8
1270.4
1679.6

43.3
43.3
35.2
31.3
63.9
65.0
55.0
157.7
276.4
157.0
148.7
143.9
133.0
181.0
178.8
173.0
178.0
255.3
1067.0
720.0
698.2
1152.0
1097.2
1536.0
1536.0
576.0
480.0
640.0
512.0
512.0
133.5
118.5
170.7
80.8
96.0
78.8
69.8
96.0
133.6
393.8
204.8
232.7
165.2
652.5
480.0
548.6
590.8
768.0
640.0
768.0
11.3
12.4
15.4
480.0
411.4
443.1
411.4
443.1
480.0
411.4
365.7
349.1
1097.1
768.0
1280.0
426.7
320.0
384.0
295.4
213.3
232.7
320.0
640.0
426.8
365.7
202.1
295.4
274.3
225.9
256.0
274.3
768.0
854.0
1097.2

84.0
79.1
66.2
51.1
115.8
55.0
46.0
24.3
35.0
23.1
20.2
38.9
20.8
27.9
27.6
34.2
25.0
27.3
38.4
43.8
30.7
70.1
62.0
83.5
65.4
62.8
58.0
85.5
35.5
36.3
43.6
39.2
52.4
50.7
67.0
27.5
24.9
34.9
41.0
48.1
25.4
28.9
28.2
52.7
39.5
70.4
79.5
79.7
70.1
56.3
24.4
30.3
34.6
42.4
36.8
38.1
44.0
48.2
49.4
38.7
55.4
52.9
40.2
34.0
58.9
93.5
77.3
78.7
61.5
49.4
45.0
66.1
89.0
52.0
54.7
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Periodicity vs. Curvature
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Figure Appendix-14: Periodicity vs. Curvature and Normalised periodicity vs. Curvature.
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Table Appendix-12: Discharge Information of the 19 Rivers Included in the study.

River
Aldan
Amazon
Amur
Beni
Brich Creek
Goodpaster
Içá
Ivalojoki
Japurá
Maderira
Mississippi
Ob
Ohio
Purus
Volga
Wabash
Yenisies
Yukon

Average
discharge
(m³/s)
5060
175000
11400
8600
13
7502
386
13557
24852
16792
10300
7957
10400
8060
315
19600
6368

Peak
discharge
(m³/s)
23880
370000
30700
16000
51
12522
465
25533
52817
86791
44800
52386
19700
34100
884
112000
23915

Minimum
discharge
(m³/s)
80000
647
2054
2900
2335
4502
2360
1973
2100
4790
149
3120
995

Qmax/Qmean

Qmax/Qmin

4.7
2.1
2.7
1.9
3.8
1.2
12
1.9
2.2
5.2
4.3
6.6
1.9
4.2
2.8
5.7
2.6

4.6
47.4
6.1
8.8
22.6
19.3
19
26.5
9.4
7.1
5.9
35.9
12.7
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Appendix 3
Enlarged Satellite images of Sections of the Amazon and Ob Floodplains

Figure Appendix-15: Section 1 close up of the Amazon River floodplain. Flow is from left to right.
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Figure Appendix-16: Section 2 close up of the Amazon River floodplain. Flow is from left to right.
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Figure Appendix-17: Section 3 close up of the Amazon River floodplain. Flow is from left to right.
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Figure Appendix-18: Section 1 close up of the River Ob floodplain. Flow is from right to left.
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Figure Appendix-19: Section 2 close up of the River Ob floodplain. Flow is from right to left.
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Figure Appendix-20: Section 3 close up of the River Ob floodplain. Flow is from bottom to
top.
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Tables of PBC information
Table Appendix-13: Example of Amazon PBC metrics 0-119 km downstream.
Downfloodplain Distance
0
9.039
13.636
15.612
30.719
31.377
42.326
58.97
60.979
61.776
61.921
81.394
97.023
101.161
105.249
105.419
105.968
107.666
111.51
111.641
112.879
115.004
118.166
118.252
118.45
118.627
119.166
119.689

Geometires of PBCs
Length (km)Width (km) Width to Length Ratio Rotation Area (km²) Perimeter (km) MainChannel Accessory Channel Packages
1.385
4.186
3.02
10.085
1
1
2.193
2.927
1.33
12.082
1
2
3.773
3.992
1.06
17.195
1
3
1.754
3.672
2.09
9.903
1
2
2.231
7.826
3.51
23.502
1
1
3.144
5.584
1.78
18.54
1
1
1.674
8.542
5.10
18.347
1
2
1.825
6.77
3.71
20.189
1
2
3.438
13.643
3.97
30.937
1
3
6.051
17.228
2.85
46.291
1
3
2.209
7.107
3.22
22.877
1
1
10.468
20.225
1.93
135.29456
1
9
14.616
13.94
0.95
169.90626
1
5
4.397
6.344
1.44
23.08
1
2
3358
5128
1.53
14.259336
1
1
2483
2260
0.91
5.127865
1
1
5177
6147
1.19
29.474882
1
2
2541
3811
1.50
9.582502
1
9185
8454
0.92
73.681543
1
4
11774
7293
0.62
76.368101
1
3
0.93
5.143
5.53
11.906
1
1
3324
7441
2.24
21.290419
1
2
4977
5363
1.08
24.113175
1
2
5.863
10.358
1.77
49.017
1
3
2291
6897
3.01
14.043432
1
2
3175
1557
0.49
5.410806
1
2
7942
8367
1.05
69.609094
1
3
6250
16239
2.60
101.93775
1
4

Table Appendix-14: Example of Ob PBC metrics 0-6 km downstream.
Downfloodplain Distance
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.97
1.159
1.365
1.515
1.557
2.203
2.204
2.713
2.809
3.243
3.676
3.775
3.849
3.904
3.954
4.028
4.048
4.447
4.825
5.159
5.459
5.615
5.772
5.964
6.185
6.357

Geometires of PBCs
Length (km)
0.586
13972
1.672
6.539
1.601
0.768
0.416
1.686
2.416
0.711
1.229
1.241
2.093
1.367
1.168
1.582
0.542
1.577
1.129
1.58
0.661
0.929
0.415
0.422
1.279
1.184
0.827
2.233
1.926
1.094
0.771
0.928

Width (km)
1.667
1.145
2.147
4.44
1.542
1.889
0.642
1.203
2.389
1.146
2.541
2.295
0.852
1.208
1.543
3.251
1.855
2.475
2.787
1.571
1.207
0.984
1.664
1.446
1.533
1.947
1.011
0.866
3.761
0.693
1.247
2.447

Width to Length Ratio
2.84
0.00
1.28
0.68
0.96
2.46
1.54
0.71
0.99
1.61
2.07
1.85
0.41
0.88
1.32
2.05
3.42
1.57
2.47
0.99
1.83
1.06
4.01
3.43
1.20
1.64
1.22
0.39
1.95
0.63
1.62
2.64

Area (km²)
5.313
2.253
2.993
27.818
2.576
1.121
0.256
1.777
5.654
0.809
2.135
2.249
1.699
1.462
1.643
5.542
0.886
3.625
2.894
2.203
0.54
0.747
0.7
0.38
1.923
2.014
0.728
1.352
5.876
0.808
1.36
1.885

MainChannel

Accessory Channel
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Packages
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
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Appendix 4
Floodplain blocks on the Amazon River

Figure Appendix-21: Floodplain block 1 of the Amazon reach (0 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-22: Floodplain block 2 of the Amazon reach (200 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-23: Floodplain block 3 of the Amazon reach (400 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-24: Floodplain block 4 of the Amazon reach (600 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-25: Floodplain block 5 of the Amazon reach (800 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-26:Floodplain block 6 of the Amazon reach (1000 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right. As defined by the Hess et al. 2003 inundation model.
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Figure Appendix-27: Floodplain block 7 of the Amazon reach (1200 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-28: Floodplain block 8 of the Amazon reach (1400 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Figure Appendix-29: Floodplain block 9 of the Amazon reach (1600 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS)
and SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is left to right.
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Floodplain blocks on the River Ob

Figure Appendix-30:Floodplain block 1 of the Ob reach (120 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS) and
SRTM DEM (USGS) Flow is right to left.
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Figure Appendix-31: Floodplain block 2 of the Ob reach (686 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS) and
Russian Source map DEM (http://www.viewfinderpanoramas.org/). Flow is right to left.
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Figure Appendix-32: Floodplain block 3 of the Ob reach (1344 km downstream), Landsat 8 Satellite image (USGS) and
Russian Source map DEM (http://www.viewfinderpanoramas.org/). Flow is from bottom to top.
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